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Editorial
Fast communication is the need of the hour for which society relies on Electronics
&Telecommunication Engineering for breakthroughs in applications such as satellites, next
generation mobile phones, air-traffic control, the Internet etc. In fact, all electronic devices need
software interface to run and come with one or other device controlling programs architected and
developed by electronics and communication Engineering. Thus, tremendous opportunities for
research and development lies in the area of Electronics and Communication Engineering, as
everyday consumer need new devices to support them in daily life.
International Conference on Electronics and Communication Engineering (ICECE-2012)
provides such unique platform for R&D works. The conference will conglomerate academicians,
researchers from all types of institutions and organizations who would share their domain
knowledge and healthy interaction would take place covering the areas like electronics and
communications engineering, electric energy, automation, control and instrumentation, computer
and information technology, and the electrical engineering aspects of building services and
aerospace engineering, The wide scope encompasses analogue and digital circuit design,
microwave circuits and systems, optoelectronic circuits, photo voltaic, semiconductor devices,
sensor technology, transport in electronic materials, VLSI technology and device processing.
We are happy to inform you that we had received an overwhelming response in the area. I
must acknowledge your response to this conference. I ought to convey that this conference is only a
little step towards knowledge and innovation but certainly in the right perspective. I wish all
success to the paper presenters I extend heart full thanks to members of faculty from different
institutions, research scholars, delegates, IRNet Family members, members of the technical and
organizing committee. Above all I note the salutation towards the almighty.
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Abstract - A novel high speed architecture for fixed bit binary to BCD conversion which is better in terms of delay is presented in
this paper. In recent years, decimal data processing applications have grown and thus there is a need to have hardware support for
decimal arithmetic. Decimal digit multipliers are having Binary to BCD conversion as the basic building block. This decimal
multiplication in turn is an integral part of commercial, internet and financial based applications.
Keywords-Binary to BCD conversion; decimal multiplication; decimal arithmetic.

I.

This extensive use of decimal data indicates that it
is important to analyze how the data can be used and
how the decimal arithmetic can be defined. However,
the current general purpose computers perform decimal
computations using binary arithmetic. But the problem
is that decimal numbers such as 0.3 cannot be
represented precisely in binary. The errors that result on
conversion between decimal and binary formats cannot
be tolerated as long as precision is concerned. Since
decimal arithmetic has gained wide importance in
financial analysis, banking, tax calculations. Insurance,
telephone billing, such errors cannot be tolerated.

INTRODUCTION

In commercial business and internet based
applications, decimal arithmetic is receiving significant
importance. Decimal arithmetic is important in many
applications such as banking, tax calculation, insurance,
accounting and many more. Even though binary
arithmetic is used widely, decimal computation is
essential. The decimal arithmetic is not only required
when numbers are presented for inspection by humans,
but also it is a necessity when fractions are being used.
Rational numbers whose denominator is a power of ten
are decimal fractions and most them cannot be
represented by binary fractions. For example, the value
0.01 may require an infinitely recurring binary number.
Even though the arithmetic is correct, but if binary
approximation is used instead of an exact decimal
fraction, results can be wrong.

This in turn can be overcome by using a decimal
arithmetic and logic unit (D-ALU). The operations
related to decimal arithmetic are typically slower, more
complex and occupy more area and this leads to more
power and less speed when implemented in hardware.
Hence, enhancing speed and reducing area is the major
consideration while implementing decimal arithmetic. In
this paper we will be estimating the delay using Mentor
Graphics Tool.

For example, consider a calculation involving a 5%
sales tax on an item such as a $0.25 call on a telephone.
It is then rounded to the nearest cent. Here double
precision binary floating point is used and the result of
multiplying 0.25 by 1.05 is a little under
0.2624999999999999999 whereas the result would be
0.2625 by using decimal fractions.

II. NEED OF BINARY TO BCD CONVERSION
Current arithmetic units are typically binary based
and not decimal based. This due to the following two
reasons: (1) It is very efficient to store binary data, (2)
Manipulation of binary data is very quick on digital
computers.

The latter would then be rounded to 0.2625, but by
using the binary fraction the result would be rounded to
incorrect $0.263. Hence, for this reason, the results for
financial or any calculations must be matched which
those calculated by hand and this is carried out using
decimal arithmetic. Also in commercial databases, the
numbers are predominantly decimal numbers. A wide
range of applications that were covered by these
databases include insurance, financial analysis, airline
systems, banking and many more.

But since, decimal arithmetic is more advantageous
than binary arithmetic, the conversion of binary data to
BCD data is required. Decimal multiplication is the
fundamental operation for any hardware implementation
of decimal arithmetic and it is also an integral part to the
above mentioned decimal-dominant applications.
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bits that need to be converted into 2-digit BCD digits be
a6a5a4a3a2a1a0.

III. DECIMAL MULTIPLICATION
Decimal multiplication is the fundamental operation
for the hardware implementation of decimal arithmetic.
However, compare to binary multiplication, the decimal
multiplication is more complicated. This is due to the
following two reasons: (1) A great number of
multiplicand multiples is required, (2) Decimal values
with two state devices cannot be represented efficiently.

The binary numbers are then split into two parts as
given below in order to convert these binary bits into 2digit BCD

Because of the above reasons, the partial product
generation becomes complicated, while the partial
product accumulation is complicated due to the 2nd
reason. An iterative approach is usually approached for
implementing decimal multipliers. The method
employed is that one multiplier digit is multiplied with
the entire multiplicand and partial product is generated
in each cycle. This partial product is then added to an
intermediate product register in which the previously
accumulated partial products are stored. This method
can be better understood by the following diagram.

•

The lower significant bits (i.e., LSBs) a3, a2, a1 and
a0 consists of the first part.

•

The remaining higher significant bits (HSBs) a6, a5
and a4 consist of the second part.

The BCD digit can be directly represented by the
lower significant part (LSBs) which has the same weight
as that of a BCD digit. This case will be violated only
when a3a2a1a0 exceeds (1001)2 and if this case occurs
then (0110)2 needs to be added to it. The procedure of
adding (0110)2 when the number becomes more than
(1001)2 is known as Correction in BCD arithmetic. In
this procedure, whatever the carry is obtained is added
to the higher significant BCD digit which in turn is
calculated from the HSBs of the binary number. Not
only the higher significant digits but also the lower
significant BCD digit is contributed by the HSBs. Then
after BCD correction these contributions of HSBs are
added to the lower significant digit.
The resulting sum is then checked for the case
(1001)2 and to obtain the final lower significant BCD
digit, correction is done. There are 6 combinations of
a6, a5 and a4 (HSBs) possible when two BCD digits are
multiplied and these combinations can be 000, 001, 010,
011, 100 and 101. There can be different contribution of
each of these combinations towards lower and higher
significant BCD digits. The method of calculating these
contributions is explained below.

Figure 1: Illustration of BCD conversion in BCD
IV. ALGORITHMS
Before you begin to format your paper, first write
and save the content as a separate text file. Keep your
text and graphic files separate until after the text has
been formatted and styled. Do not use hard tabs, and
limit use of hard returns to only one return at the end of
a paragraph. Do not add any kind of pagination
anywhere in the paper. Do not number text heads-the
template will do that for you.
Finally, complete content and organizational editing
before formatting. Please take note of the following
items when proofreading spelling and grammar:

Figure 2: Method of calculating contributions

A. Abbreviations and Acronyms

Thus, here 0001 corresponds to lower significant
digit and 0110 corresponds to higher significant digit.
Thus for all the 6 combinations, the lower and higher
significant digits can be calculated. The above method is
explained with an example of binary number as
(0011111)2.

The algorithm explained in this paper has the main
objective of performing highly efficient fixed bit binary
to BCD conversion considering delay to be the main
criteria.
The most popularly used multipliers use 7-bit
binary to 8-bit/ 2-digit BCD converters. Let the seven
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In the cases when C1 is high, the block for BCD
correction adds (0110)2 to the input bits. Figure below is
the implementation of BCD correction block.

Figure 5: BCD correction block

In parallel, along with a3, the HSBs are fed to a
simple logic block called Generation of contribution
block which in turn produces the higher significant. The
implementation of this block shown in figure(6) below
uses the equations from (b) to (e).

Figure 3: Algorithm for BCD conversion.
V. IMPLEMENTATION
In this section, the architecture is explained in
detail. This implementation focuses on reduction in
delay and area and is shown in figure below. In this
implementation, a6a5a4a3a2a1a0 are the binary bits that
need to be converted to BCD bits z7z6z5z4 z3z2z1z0.

t0 = a6’ a5’ a4 + a5a4’

(2)

t1 = (a6 + a4). a4’

(3)

t2 = a5 (a3 + a4) + a6a4’

(4)

t3 = a6a4

(5)

The carry from the lower significant digit which is
C1 is added to the higher significant digits t3t2t1t0.
This carry is added using the carry addition block
which is shown in figure (7) below.

Figure 4: Implementation of algorithm
Here z0 is the same as a0 and hence no operation
is done on a0. In order to check whether the LSBs
are greater than (1001)2 or not, a3, a2 and a1 bits are
used. For this verification the following equation (a)
can be used.
C1 = (a2+a1). a3

Figure 6: Contribution generation block

(1)
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A multiplexor is then used to get the appropriate
result. The selection bits of such a multiplexor are a6, a5
and a4 i.e the HSBs. This result from the multiplexor is
then fed to BCD correction block in order to check
whether this result is greater than 9 or not. For this
verification it makes use of carry C2 as input. The bits
z3, z2 and z1 coming out of BCD correction block along
with z0 form the final lower significant BCD digit. The
implementation of multiplexor array is shown in
figure 9.

Figure 7: Carry addition block
Contribution of HSBs towards lower significant
BCD digit is fixed and unique and is known
immediately once HSBs are known. For this four
distinct adder units have been implemented which in
turn add only specified values to the inputs in parallel.
These adder blocks take the correct LSBs (p3, p2 and p1)
as inputs and add specific numbers to them. These
adders can be implemented through the logic shown in
figures below.

Figure 9: Multiplexor array
VI. LAYOUT DESIGN
(a)

+1 block

This paper mainly deals with drawing the layout of
the implementation mentioned above. Figures 10, 11
and 12 show the layouts of not gate and universal gates
nand and nor. Since in the early stage drawing the layout
of the entire implementation, the layouts of the basic
gates used in the implementation has been drawn. These
layouts are drawn using mentor graphics tool. First for
drawing the layout, the schematic of the corresponding
gate must be drawn using design architect feature of
mentor graphics. After drawing schematic, using this
schematic layout is drawn using ic station feature of
mentor graphics. The various lambda based design rules
are followed for drawing these layouts.

(b) +2 block

(c) +3 block

(d) +4 block

Figure 8: Adder blocks
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Fig. 10: NOT gate layout Fig.11: NAND gate layout

Figure 14: Multiplexor Array

Figure 12: NOR gate layout
VII. SIMULATION RESULTS
In a digital circuit, the time delay (td) mainly
depends on the load capacitance (CL) and the driving
current. This CL in turn consists of the interconnect
capacitance, the input capacitance of the driven gate and
the output capacitance of the driving gate. The following
are the simulation results of the various blocks of our
implementation.

Figure 15: Generation of Contribution Block

Figure 13: BCD correction Block
Figure 16: Carry Addition Block
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Figure 17: Final Binary to BCD conversion
implementation
VII. RESULTS
Here, the delay has been calculated in order to
estimate the speed of the implementation. How fast
binary is converted into BCD is decided by the delay of
the implementation. The table below shows the delay of
various blocks in the implementation:
Table 1: Delays of various blocks
Sr . No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Name of the block
BCD correction
Contribution generator
4-bit carry addition
Carry c1 block
Carry c2 block
Multiplexor array
+1 block
+2 block
+3 block
+4 block

Delay in ns
103.82
200.01
99.999
100.005
250.035
50.009
100.009
149.999
75.005
25.001

Essentials of VLSI circuits and systems – Kamran
Eshraghian, Eshraghian Dougles and A. Pucknell,
PHI, 2005 Edition

The delay of the overall implementation is
calculated as given below.
Delay= {2 * BCD correction} + {1 * contribution
generation} + {2 * carry addition to HSBs} + {1 *
carry c1 block} + {1* carry c2 block} + {1 *
multiplexor array} + {1 * +1 block} + {1 * +2 block}
+ {1 * +3 block} + {1 * +4 block}



DELAY = 1357.11 ns
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Communication Module for POS
Terminal in Power Marketing

Gummalla. Praveena & R. Satish
M. Tech, Communication Systems, SIR CRR COE, Eluru, Andhra Pradesh
E-mail : veena.rony@gmail.com & rsatishus@rediffmail.com
Abstract - A point-of-sale (POS) terminal has been developed with the close integration of communication technology and
electronics Based on the scheme of imx233and WINCE6.0/LINUX this article designs the GPRS module, electric
infrared module, RS232/485 module and RFID module of POS terminal used in the advanced metering structure
(AMI) system in the power marketing. In this paper, communication system design of hardware and software of POS terminal
for data collection and verification, online transactions by connecting to the other system, meter reading and meter controlling
through the study of four communication modules.
Keywords-Imx233; WINCE6.0/LINUX; GPRS module; electric infrared module; RS232/485and RFID module.

I.

the usual, consistent operation of the whole system and
also set a

INTRODUCTION

The POS terminal is a computerized replacement
for a cash register. The POS terminal can collect and
verify the data, process credit and debit cards, connect to
other systems in a network, and manage inventory.
Furthermore new requirement have been accessible such
as perception of meter reading, remote control with
forestallment, real-time data communication and meter
parameter as shown in figure 1. Communication is vital
for the achievement of these functions.

Basis for achieving more functions of POS
terminal. Figure 2 exemplify the overall communication
structure of POS terminal.
It comprises four kinds of Communications which
are GPRS, electric infrared, RS232/485 and RFID. POS
terminal not only can achieve functions such finish
authentication, data collection and verification, install
and update functions through communication between it
and power marketing master by GPRS/GSM. But also
includes meter reading, meter control and so on through
communication between it and power meter by power
infrared, RS232/485 In addition, by GPRS and RFID, it
can realize on-site sale of electricity and electricity sales
records check through communication among POS
Terminal, master and user card. IMX233 communicates
with the RFID module, GPRS module, power infrared
send and receive circuit, RS232 transmit and receive
circuit by UART. The following are preambles of every
module in detail.

Figure1 function of POS Terminal
So this paper has designed the GPRS module,
electric infrared module, RS232/485 module and RFID
module of POS terminal based on the scheme of
IMX233 and WINCE6.0/LINUX.
II. DESIGN OF COMMUNICATION MODULE
FOR POS TERMINAL
Communication system design plays an important
role in POS terminal, and it is the primary protection for

Figure2 Structure of pos terminal
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III. THE HARDWARE DESIGN OF
TERMINAL IN POWER MARKETING.

The signal causes a perturbation in the voltage
amplitude across the antenna coil of the reader. The
perturbations are detected by the envelope detector and
passed to the filter and amplifier unit, which filters out
the noise and amplifies the signal. The signal is then
send to the microcontroller.

POS

Figure 3 illustrates the hardware structure of
communication module of POS terminal. Its coreCPU is
Free scale IMX233.. IMX233 is a 32 bit RISC
microcontroller which is an integrated system-on-a-chip
microprocessor for high-performance, high integration,
and quality audio and video playback. It endow with onthe-fly voltage and frequency scaling and sophisticated
power management to provide industry leading
MIPs/mW performance across its wide range of
operating frequencies.

B. GPRS Module
By IMX233 controlling GPRS module, POS
terminal could be linked to the master by use of GPRS
service. The GPRS module of POS terminal dials up
GPRS network and obtains IP.
Address of subnet by PPP (Point to Point Protocol).
The server of the master in power marketing creates
sockets on start up that are in listening state. These
sockets are waiting for initiatives from clients. The
GPRS module of POS terminal creates sockets and
initiates a connection request to server. Then they have
established a connection between the master and POS
terminal. A server can serve several clients concurrently,
by creating a child process for each client and
establishing a connection between the chills process and
the client. Unique dedicated sockets are created for each
connection. In the GPRS module, we use TELTONICA
chip which is the smallest GSM/GPRS module on the
market.
It has four bands
that they
are
850/900/1800/1900MHz and we choose900MHz in our
design. Our design reduces development time because
the module embedded TCP/IP protocol stack Figure5
illustrates the structure of GPRS module in the system.

A. RFID Module
RFID (Radio Frequency Identification) module is
crucial for communication between POS terminal and
usercard. The RFID module of this POS terminal
usesZLG522S/T which carrier signal is around
l3.56MHz and hasthree kinds of interface that are
UART,I2C and RS232. Themodule supports IS0144434 protocol and MIFARE Classicproducts. It is inner set
antenna coil and Figure 4 illustrates theconnecting
structure between the module and IMX233.The RFID of
the Pos terminal(reader in the system)communicates
with IMX233 and user card with the external user
card(tag in the system).The reader emits a continuous
radio frequency(RF) carrier sine wave. When a tag
enters RF field of the reader, the tag receives energy
from the field. After the tag has received sufficient
energy, it sends an amplitude modulated signal back to
the reader.

TALTONICA

SIM CARD

MASTER

IMX233

Figure 5 Structure of GPRS module in the system
Imx233 send AT commands to Teltonica module by
serial port so as to initialize GPRS network. Then the
system will get local IP address and finish connecting
into Internet by dialing and PPP agreement. The
master
of power
marketing sent data
to the
TELTONICA module, then this
module parse
datagram. The data after parsing is send to IMX233
accord with certain baud rate by serial port.
C. Electric Infrared Module
Electric infrared transceivers communicate with
infraredpulses (samples) in a cone that extends
minimum 15 degrees half angle off center. The digital
signal is modulated to infraredpulses when transmission
data, and then the infrared pulses are sent into electrooptic converter circuit in order to driverinfrared LED
emitting infrared pulses. In this design, POS terminal
communicate with power meter by far-infrared. Electric
infrared module consists of a transmitter and areceiver

Fig. 4 the hardware structure of the POS terminal
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convert T TL level to RS485 differential signal is
selected in the circuit. In the output of MAX3085, the
port A pull-up connect to high level and the portB pulldown connect to low level in order to ensure that the
busis in the receiving state, RO is high level to prevent
the nodegenerates an error receiving interrupt. The
transceiver controlport pull-down connect to low level
to ensure the MAX3085 is in receiving state when the
system reset so as toprevent disruption of the bus
communication. Transient over-voltage generally results
from Lightning, electrostatic discharge, switches of
power supply system etc, andmay also generate damage
to transceivers. So we use transientsuppression devices
(TVS) at the output of differential signalbypass
dangerous transient energy to earth with low cost,
whileits drawback is its protection ability is limited,
means that only transient disturbance within certain
energy range can be protected.

circuit as shown in figure 6 and figure 7. In the
transmitter circuit, the PWM pin of IMX233 generates
frequency of 38 KHz, and a serial of IMX233 controls
data transmitting and receiving. The transmit circuit can
be used to drive the infrared LED. In serial
communication, infrared light of the signal is pulsed on
and off at frequency of 38 KHz when the state is at a
low level. No light is emitted during the state of high
level which is the off state. In the receiver circuit, the
received infrared signal is picked up by the infrared
receiver hat it is ATl38RV3, then convert infrared signal
to electrical signal which is amplified and limited, and
then it is sent to the BPF (Band Pass Filter) to filter,
demodulation by the demodulation circuit, finally
amplified output, received by IR_ RXD. The output is
high level when the infrared receiver does not receive
the infrared signal, and automatically the output is low
level when the infrared receiver receives the infrared
signal. IMX233 start processing the data after receiving
the low level.

IV. THE SOFTWARE DESIGN OF THE
COMMUNICATION MODULE OF POS
TERMINAL IN POWER MARKETING
The software of POS terminal Communication
Module is based on WINCE6.0 embedded operating
system.WINCE6.0 is a multi-threads, multi-task, wide
priority; 32-bitembedded operating system. It has high
performance and good graphical user interface, inherited
rich features and software development models from its
desktop version Windows. It is quite adaptive to the
development of multimedia-intensive Software, and
especially, it has good compatibility with the Scaleseries processors Edit WinCE.NET operating
systemkernel according to the practical demands is
considered firstlyin the development of POS terminal
communication system. And the process of editing the
kernel is shown in Figure 8. To develop the applications
of smart handheld terminal based on operating system
kernel this has been edited.

Fig. 6: the transmitter circuit of electric infrared

The applications of POS terminal include meter
reading function that read real-time data, freezing data,
curve data and so on, meter control function, on-site sale
of electricity
Fig. 7 the receiver circuit of electric infrared
D.

Function and electricity sales records check
function and so on. Communication is crucial for the
achievement of these functions. The communication
protocol in the communication design of applications
follows
DLlT645-2007
"multi-energy
meter
communication protocol".

RS485 Module

POS terminal communicates with smart meter by
RS485. The advantages of RS485 transceiver lie
inbalanced transmission and Differential receive. Hence
there ishigh receive sensitivity and anti-interference
ability of commonmode noise. Signals as low as 200mv
can be detected andreceived correctly as long distance
transmission as 1000 meters,thereby RS485/232 is more
safe and reliable in multi-end longdistance serial data
communication. IMX233 communicates with RS485
module by serial port, and MAX3085 which will

V. CONCLUSION
This article designs the GPRS module, electric
infrared module, RS232/485 module and RFID module
of POS terminal used in the power marketing based on
IMX233. POS terminal used in the power marketing can
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communicate with power meter and master, achieve
meter reading, electricity-sale prepay, meter control and
so on through the realization of four kinds of
communication. Therefore it is more suitable to
electricity trading need of highly market-oriented, more
suitable to the need of the customs free choice.
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Figure8 the process of editing the kernel.
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Abstract - In wireless sensor networks where nodes are powered by batteries, it is critical to prolong the network lifetime by
minimizing the energy consumption of each node. In this paper, the cooperative multiple-input–multiple-output (MIMO),
collaborative beamforming and datagathering techniques are jointly adopted to reduce the energy consumption per bit in wireless
sensor networks by reducing the amount of data for transmission and better using network resources through cooperative
communication. Collaborative beam forming, nodes in a wireless network are able to transmit a common message over long
distances in an energy efficient fashion. However, the process of making available the same message to all collaborating nodes
introduces delays. A MAC-PHY cross-layer scheme is proposed that enables collaborative beamforming at significantly reduced
collaboration overhead. It consists of two phases. In the first phase, nodes transmit locally in a random access time-slotted fashion.
Simultaneous transmissions from multiple source nodes are viewed as linear mixtures of all transmitted packets. In the second phase,
a set of collaborating nodes, acting as a distributed antenna system, beamform the received analog waveform to one or more faraway
destinations. An analysis of the symbol error probability corresponding to the proposed scheme is provided. Here we consider the
mobile data gathering problem in large-scale wireless sensor networks with static sensor nodes and a mobile patrol node. Based on
the assumptions that (a) the sensor positions are unknown and (b) the network may not be entirely connected. We propose an
algorithm that improves the data gathering by generating unconstrained random walks.
Keywords - Cooperative multiple-input–multiple-output(MIMO), collaborative beamforming, datagathering,
networks (WSNs).

I.

INTRODUCTION

wireless sensor

wireless sensor node cannot support multiple antennas
on its small operation platform. Under this
circumstance, the cooperative MIMO technique that
exploits distributed single antennas on a group of
neighbouring nodes is proposed in WSNs to improve
energy efficiency by transmit power reduction [3] – [5].
In [3], sensor nodes within a cluster participate in
cooperation to reduce energy consumption in the socalled long-haul transmission between clusters. It is
shown that, over certain distance ranges, the total energy
consumption can be reduced by joint information
transmission and reception in cooperative MIMO
systems compared with non cooperative or SISO
systems. The superiority of cooperative MIMO to SISO
in energy efficiency can also be achieved even when the
effect of extra training overhead required in MIMO
systems and different channel propagation conditions
are taken into account [4]. However, most results of this
work are based on a cluster of no more than two sensor
nodes; thus, it is difficult to properly gauge the impact
of data aggregation within the cluster and to
discriminate between different aggregation schemes.

WIRELESS sensor networks (WSNs) have received
significant attention from researchers, because they find
applications spanning over vast and varied areas such as
habitat monitoring, object tracking, military systems,
and industrial and home automation [1]. Sensor nodes
are typically powered by batteries with a limited
lifetime, and in most cases, the batteries cannot be
recharged. The energy problem in WSNs remains as one
of the major barriers that prevent the complete
exploitation of this technology. To save energy in
WSNs, many techniques and protocols have been
investigated using different approaches, such as
reducing transmit power, condensing data for
transmission, or the combination of the two approaches.
By creating diversity using the multiple-input–multipleoutput (MIMO) technique in a wireless network, less
transmit power is required than that in a single-input–
single-output (SISO) system under the same biterrorrate (BER) and throughput performance requirements .
However, due to size, cost, or hardware limitations, a
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II. CO OPERATIVE MIMO

Furthermore, when the size of a WSN in terms of the
number of sensor nodes is given and the long-haul
transmission distance is fixed (which is normally the
case once a sensor network is deployed), it is always
desirable to find a way to maximize the energy
efficiency by choosing appropriate cluster sizes.

Co-operative MIMO using the cooperative
diversity. In wireless sensor networks sensors has single
antenna but they co operatively combined to form
MIMO at the time of transmission. In multiple-input and
multiple-output, or MIMO is the use of multiple
antennas at both the transmitter and receiver to improve
communication performance. It is one of several forms
of smart antenna technology.

Collaborative beamforming (CB) [7] have been
proposed as new communication techniques that fully
utilize spatial diversity and multiuser diversity. The
basic idea is to allow nodes in the network to help
transmit/relay information for each other, so that
collaborative/cooperative nodes create a cooperative
multiple-input/multiple-output (MIMO) system. Most
existing works on CB concentrate on how to improve
performance at the physical layer. Recently, some works
have also studied the impacts of CB/CT on the design of
higher layer protocols. In [8] [9] the authors have
investigated the choice of appropriate nodes for
cooperation and how much cooperation should be
facilitated.. First, we study the fact that CB can
effectively increase the signal strength at the destination,
which in turn can increase the transmission range.

MIMO technology offers significant increases in
data throughput and link range without additional
bandwidth or increased transmit power. It achieves this
goal by spreading the same total transmit power over the
antennas to achieve an array gain that improves the
spectral efficiency or to achieve a diversity gain that
improves the link reliability.
In MIMO systems, a transmitter sends multiple
streams by multiple transmit antennas. The transmit
streams go through a matrix channel which consists of

N t N r paths between the Nt transmit antennas at
the transmitter and N r receiving antennas at the

all

Among the many research challenges posed by
wireless sensor networks — i.e. networks of tiny, lowpower devices that pick up samples from a physical
process in a given area, process their observations, and
send the collected data back to a remote data fusion
centre — the exploitation of mobile nodes for data
gathering purposes is one that has so far received only
limited attention from the research community. Most
contributions that address the data gathering problem in
sensor networks focus on distributed data processing
techniques combined with broadcast or gossiping
protocols for reliable and power-efficient transmission
across the network [6], [10]. Some contributions
attempt to maximize the energy lifetime of the whole
network, instead of the lifetime of each individual
sensor whereas other focus on exploiting the correlation
in the data collected by neighbouring sensors . Since all
of the previous contributions assume a static sensor
network that is dense enough to provide at least one path
between any sensor node and the data collection point, it
is not surprising that mobility is not taken into
consideration. On the other hand, in the area of robotics
we find examples such as [11], in which mobile sensors
are placed on robots that navigate by dropping and revisiting sensor nodes serving as exploration markers,
and [12], where the same authors present an algorithm
for robotic coverage and exploration, which also deals
with the problem of sensor network deployment in a
simple yet ingenious way. Our take is to consider a
large-scale sensor network with two types of nodes:
static sensor nodes with limited connectivity, taking the
required measurements locally, and a mobile node.

receiver. Then, the receiver gets the received signal
vectors by the multiple receive antennas and decodes the
received signal vectors into the original information. A
narrowband flat fading MIMO system is modelled as

Y = HX + n

(1)

where y and x are the receive and transmit vectors,
respectively, and H and n are the channel matrix and
the noise vector, respectively.
III. COLLABORATIVE BEAMFORMING
We assume sensor nodes are uniformly distributed
with a density of ρ. If there are a total of N nodes for
collaborative beamforming within a disk with radius R.
We have

N = ⎣ρπR 2 ⎦

(2)

Each node has polar coordinate ( rk , k) with the
origin at the disk centre. The distance from the centre to
the beamforming destination is A. The Euclidean
th
distance between the K node and the beamforming
destination can be written as:

d k = A 2 + rk2 − 2rk A cos( φ − ψ k )

(3)
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ψ k denotes azimuthal direction and is assumed

•

to be a constant. By using loop control or the Global
Positioning System, the initial phase of node k can be
set to
2π
(4)
ψk = −
d k (φ)
λ

Second stage is the Cooperative MIMO where
collected signal transmitted from source node to
collaborative nodes.

•

Third stage is the Collaborative Beamforming. Here
signal transmission from collaborative node to
destination.

where

where _ is the wavelength of the radio frequency carrier.
Define z = [z1 . . . zN]T with

zk =

rk
sin( ψ k − φ / 2 )
R

Some assumptions used in the model are , the
network is divided into clusters, PSK modulation,
flatfaded channel. The complex baseband-equivalent

(5)

j

The array factor of CB can be written as

F (φ / z ) =

1
N

2π

N

∑ e − j 4πR sin(φ / 2) zk / λ

d im

Ci and qm is bim e λ
,where bim is the pathloss. Thus, bim is assumed to be
channel gain between nodes

identical for all collaborating nodes and equals the path
loss between the origin of the disk and the destination,

(6)

k =1

denoted by

qm .

The far-field beam pattern can be defined as:
P (φ / z ) = E{ F (φ / z ) } =
2

1
1
+ 2
N N

N

∑e

− ja (φ ) z k

k =1

∑e

ja (φ ) zl

l ≠k

Cooperative
MIMO.
stage2

Datagathering
stage1

aij

(7)
Where
a (φ ) =

4 π R sin

λ

Source nodes

φ

∗
ami

Collaborativ
e nodes

Destination
node

TDMA

2

(8)
Amplifying the
signal

CB

Define the directional gain Dav
1
D avCB
≥
Nλ
N
1+ μ
R

(9)
Figure1. proposed system model

as the ratio of radiated concentrated energy in the
desired direction over that of a single isotropic antenna.
From Theorem 1 in [7], for large R and N, the
λ
following lower bound (9) for far-field beamforming is
tightly held. Considering this directional gain, we can
improve the direct transmission by a factor of D

CB
av

Suppose that cluster C contains J nodes. During slot
n, source nodes t1, . . . , t k need to communicate with
nodesq1, . . . , q k that belong to clusters C1 , . . . , C k ,
respectively. The signal at collaborative nodes is

.

K

xi (n) = ∑ a ji (n) s j (n) + wi (n)

Consequently, the transmission distance is improved.
Notice that this transmission distance gain for one
transmission is obtained at the expense of consuming a
total energy of N units from the nearby nodes.

(10)

j =1

In slot (n+m) collaborative node transmits the signal.
~

IV. PROPOSED SCHEME

∗
xi (n + m) = xi (n) Am ami
(n)eψ i (φm )

The proposed system model as follows.
•

Collaborative
beamforming
stage3

The received signal at destination

The first stage is the datagathering, here
patrolling node collect the data with in the
cluster. We use randomwalk algorithm for
datagathering.

N

2

(11)

qm is

K

K

i =1

j =1
j ≠m

∗
y(φm ; m) = Am bm ∑ ami sm + Am bm ∑ ami
( ∑ a ji si + wi ) + v
i =1

(12)
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The instantaneous SINR , γ

network that is dense enough to provide at least one
path between any sensor node and the data collection
point, it is not surprising that mobility is not taken into
consideration.
Our take is to consider a large-scale sensor network
with two types of nodes: static sensor nodes with
limited connectivity, taking the required measurements
locally, and a mobile node, which patrols the area and
collects the desired data.

(13)
The moment generating function (MGF) of

γ is

Here we consider the random walk for mobile node
so that it started from some point move randomly within
the cluster. At each step it collects the data from the
sensor under its coverage area. The idea is to collect
maximum data within minimum chance or time.
Figure1. shows the working of random walk.

(14)
Based on which, the average SEP for PSK

To examine how spatial correlation affects energy
saving in CMIMO-DG, we define the saving gain as a
ratio of the reduction in energy consumption per node
between CMIMO and CMIMO-DG versus the energy
consumption per node of CMIMO.
(15)

η energy =

Since there is no closed-form expression for, in the
following we will make some approximations to
simplify the above expressions.
After applying upper bound

)
σ2
1⎛
Ps ( K ) ≤ ⎜ 1 + σ a2 .( s2
2 ⎜⎝
σμ

⎞
)⎟
⎟
⎠

E CMIMO
− E CMIMO
node
node
(1 + m ) E CMIMO
node

− DG

, m ≥ 0 (17)

The impact of overhead energy consumption due to
signalling and baseband processing on the energy saving
gain has been considered in this definition, and
CMIMO
denotes the overhead energy consumption.
mEnode

−N

(16)

V. RANDOM WALK
We consider the mobile data gathering problem in
large-scale wireless sensor networks with static sensor
nodes and a mobile patrol node. The number of queried
sensor nodes within a given time frame. Among the
many research challenges posed by wireless sensor
networks — i.e. networks of tiny, low-power devices
that pick up samples from a physical process in a given
area, process their observations, and send the collected
data back to a remote data fusion centre. Most
contributions that address the data gathering problem in
sensor networks focus on distributed data processing
techniques combined with broadcast or gossiping
protocols for reliable and power-efficient transmission
across the network. Some contributions attempt to
maximize the energy lifetime of the whole network,
instead of the lifetime of each individual sensor .Since
all of the previous contributions assume a static sensor

Figure 2.example of random walk.
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VI. SIMULATION
In this section IV, we did the SEP performance of
the proposed method.. We assume the channels among
nodes in a cluster are selected from zero-mean complex
Gaussian processes, which are constant within one slot,
but vary between slots. fig. 3 shows the BER of
proposed model versus signal to noise ratio and also
compare with CMIMO without beamforming.Here2X2
MIMO is considered. Proposed method shows a good
response.
Figure 4. shows the data gathering performance of
randomwalk by mobile nodes. We took 200 nodes in the
cluster and 1000 steps for simulation.
Figure 5.shows the energy saving gain versus
spatial correlation. The degree of spatial correlation is
set to be c= 500.
Figure 5. Energy-saving gain of CMIMO-DG compared
with CMIMO versus average distance of two
neighbouring nodes when m = 0, 0.5, and 1.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
We have proposed a scheme for wireless adhoc
networks that uses the idea of cooperative MIMO and
collaborative beamforming, at the same time this
method reduces the time needed for information sharing
during the collaborative phase. We have provided an
analysis of the SEP and compare the performance
between cooperative MIMO and proposed method. Then
we considered the datagathering using randomwalk by
mobile node and its performance was computed.
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Abstract - In this paper we have implemented water filling algorithm for allocating the power in order to increase the channel
capacity of MIMO-OFDM system. From the considerations, channel is assumed as flat fading channel and the comparison is made
for different MIMO-OFDM system using water filling algorithm with allocated power. The main idea is to observe the efficiency of
channel capacity and outage probability of the system using water filling algorithm.
Keywords—Multi Input Multi Output (MIMO), Water filling algorithm, Capacity, Outage probability, Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR),
Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM)..

I.

transmitter and at the receiver and assign extra power at
the transmitter by allocating the power according to the
water filling algorithm to all the channels. As we need to
minimize the energy consumed by the circuit and wants
to maximize the capacity and that is possible only if we
use multiple MIMO-OFDM system.

INTRODUCTION

Large capacity gains in wireless systems can be
achieved by using multiple antennas at the receiver and
the transmitter [1]- [3]. These so called multiple-input
multiple output (MIMO) systems are therefore of great
interest to the wireless industry. One of the main key
feature of MIMO-OFDM system is the possibility of
multiplexing signals in space. With a MIMO-OFDM
system, the data stream from a single user is
demultiplexed into separate sub channels, each sub
channel stream is then encoded into channel symbols. It
is common to impose the same data rate on all
transmitters, but adaptive modulation rate can also be
utilized on each of the sub streams [4]-[10]. The signals
are received by receive antennas.

This paper organized as follows. Section II gives,
the brief explanation of MIMO-OFDM system and
system model. Section III basic channel capacity and
MIMO-OFDM channel capacity. Section IV gives brief
introduction of water filling algorithm, Water filling
capacity of MIMO-OFDM channel, section V results
and discussion and section VI conclusion.
II. MIMO-OFDM SYSTEM

MIMO-OFDM systems provide a number of
advantages over SISO communication. Sensitivity to
fading is reduced by the spatial diversity provided by
multiple spatial paths. Under certain environmental
conditions, the power requirements associated with high
spectral efficiency communication can be significantly
reduced. Here the spectral efficiency is defined as the
total number of information bit per second per Hertz
transmitted from one array to the other. As compared to
SIMO system, MIMO-OFDM system need lesser
transmit power to achieve the same capacity [11]. The
capacity of a MIMO-OFDM system can further be
increased if we know the channel parameters both at

The MIMO-OFDM system achieve higher data rate,
wide coverage, and increased reliability [5]. A core idea
in MIMO-OFDM system is space time signal processing
in which time is complemented with the spatial
dimension inherent in the use of multiple spatially
distributed antennas. As such MIMO-OFDM system can
be viewed as an extension of the smart antennas, a
popular technology using antenna arrays for improving
wireless transmission dating back to several decades.
MIMO-OFDM system is ability to turn multipath
propagation, traditionally a pit fall of wireless
transmission, into a benefit for the user. Thereby,
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enhancing wireless transmission over the MIMO-OFDM
channel improves the channel capacity.

A. MIMO-OFDM channel capacity
The capacity of MIMO-OFDM channels is an
extension of mutual information formula, and then the
capacity of random MIMO-OFDM channel with power
constraint PT can be expressed as

A. System model
Consider a MIMO-OFDM system with Nr receive
and Nt transmit antenna .

c = EH

[

max
P ( s ):tr (φ ) P ≤ PT

]

I ( x; y )

(4)

[ ]

† 2

Where φ = E xx is the covariance matrix of the
transmit signal vector x. Acquiring channel knowledge
at the transmitter is in general very difficult in practical
system. When the transmitter has no channel
knowledge, it is optimal to evenly distribute the
available power ρ among the transmit antenna. The
MIMO-OFDM channel capacity with ρ = PT can be
2

σ

written as

Figure 1. MIMO-OFDM communication system model

⎡
⎤
⎛ ρ
⎞
C = ⎢log 2 det ⎜
HH † ⎟ + I Nr ⎥ bps/Hz (5)
⎝ Nt
⎠
⎣
⎦

The system is represented as
(1)

y=Hx+n

This is for any (Nt,Nr) MIMO-OFDM system.
Where ρ is the average signal to noise ratio (SNR) per
receive antenna, in above equation “det” means
determinant, I Nr means NrXNt identity matrix and “†”

Where x is the (NtX1) transmit vector, y is the
(NrX1) receive vector, H is the (NrXNt) channel matrix
and n is the (NrX1) additive white Gaussian noise
(AWGN) vector at a given instant in time. Generally the
channel matrix is denoted by H ij , this represents the

{ }

means transpose conjugate.

complex gain of the channel between the ݆௧ transmitter
and the ݅௧ receiver[7].

B. Outage probability
Another measure of channel capacity that is
frequently used in outage capacity. With outage channel
capacity the channel capacity is associated to an outage
probability [6]. Capacity treated as random variable
depends on the channel instantaneous reasons and
remains constants. If the channel capacity falls below
the outage capacity there is no possibility that the
transmitted block of information can be decoded with no
errors, which error coding scheme employed. The
outage probability is

III. CHANNEL CAPACITY
Shannon defined the capacity of a channel as the
maximum data rate at which data transmitted from
transmitter, when passed through the channel, can be
received at some receiver with negligible chance or
error. Then the channel capacity is a convenient measure
to analyse the potential gain of MIMO-OFDM system
compared to SISO system. If the transmitted data are
viewed as random variables, then the channel capacity
referred to the maximum mutual information between
them, then the channel capacity C can be expressed as

C=

max
f ( x)

I ( x; y )

(

Pout = P log det( I Nr + HQH † ) < R

[

(6)

]

Where Q = E HH † is covariance, R is information
rate to be transmitted. It is conjectured that Pout is

(2)

minimized by using a uniform power allocation over a
subset of the transmit antennas.

Where the maximization taken over all possible
probability distributions f(x) of x, for a narrow band
channels with AWGN, Shannon derived the normalized
capacity (capacity per unit BW) to be

C = log 2 (1 + ρ ) bps/Hz

)

IV. WATER FILLING ALGORITHM
Water filling is the solution of several optimization
problems related to channel capacity. The well known
water filling algorithm solves the problem of

(3)
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m

Wherre ( x ) = ma
ax(0, x ) andd μ is the “water
“
level”. used
u
to determine the power assigned to eaach of
the sub channel of the MIMO-O
OFDM channeel. Μ
chosen to
t meet the pow
wer constraint so that

maximizing th
he mutual infoormation betw
ween the input
and output of
o a channel.. This capaciity achieving
solution has seems
s
to be poouring water over
o
a surface
given by the innverse of the sub
s channels gaains hence the
name water fillling or water pouring[10
p
].

+

C. Water filliing capacity off MIMO-OFDM
M channel
M

The sub channels
c
are unnable to accesssible when the
channel know
wledge is absennt at the transm
mitter. So the
power allocattion in the enntire sub channnel is logical
under this scen
nario. When thhe channel statte information
is available att transmitter, the water filliing method is
used to optimiize the transmittted signal pow
wer.

∑P
i =1

i

= PT

(88)

If thee Pi positive thhen the power is
i allocated to the ith
sub chaannel otherwiise the sub channel is unnused
i=1,2,...M
M: where M iss the number of
o sub channelss that
have surrvived after chhecking the abbove conditionns and
are to be
b used for transmission of
o signal. Now
w the
channel capacity of M
MIMO-OFDM system with water
filling allgorithm can be expressed as [3]

The princciple of water filling algorithhm is a large
power is assiggned to better sub channel annd vice versa.
The aim of thiis algorithm is to allocate pow
wer across the
channels so as
a to enhance the total cappacity. By the
knowledge off channel matrrix H it reflectts the channel
strength and the amount of
o power alloccated to each
channel. Thiss power alloocation is suubject to the
constraint thatt the sum of th
he power is equ
ual to the total
power, available at transm
mitter [8].

M
⎡ ⎛ P ⎞
⎤
C wf = ∑ log 2 ⎢1 + ⎜ i2 ⎟ * λi2 ⎥
i =1
⎣ ⎝σ ⎠
⎦

(9)
he channel iss known at the transmitterr, the
If th
capacity
y can be enhannced by usingg the good chaannels
i.e. those with the higghest gain by applying
a
an unnequal
g is (Cwf –C)).
power distribution. Heence capacity gain
ESULTS AND DISCUSSION
N
RE

V.

Thee MIMO-OFD
DM channel capacity has been
simulateed for differennt
number of transmitters and
receiver antennas using water fillling algorithm
m for
allocatioon of optimum
m power ,PT=1 to the paralleel sub
channelss. The mean capacity
c
or Errgodic capacityy [9],
water filling gain in bbps/Hz and ouutage probability of
the MIM
MO-OFDM chhannel (NtXNrr) is plotted aggainst
SNR in dB.
d

Figure 2.. Water filling in parallel sub channels

Mean Capacity vs SNR

From the figureλ1,λ2.......,λM with λi as the positive
eigen valuue and i=1 to M non zero λ
square root off
values [3] and M=min{Nr,N
Nt}. Figure 2 shhows the water
o the MIMOfilling proceduure into the suub channels of
OFDM channeels [4].
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side of a communication link have shown to greatly
improve the spectral efficiency of both fixed and
wireless system. We have developed an understanding
and described the mean capacity allocation in wireless
cellular network based on the proposed water filling
power allocation in order to enhance the capacity of
MIMO-OFDM system with different channel
assumptions. We observed maximum power is allocated
to the channel having greater gain. The graphs of
capacity versus SNR shows that the capacity of the
MIMO-OFDM channels increases as the number of
antennas used at the transmitter and receiver increases.
The water filling gain in capacity decreases as
increasing the number of transmitter and receiver. The
variation of outage probability of the MIMO-OFDM
system also discussed.

WATER FILLING gain in capacity
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Figure 10. Water filling gain in capacity for 4x4
MIMO-OFDM system
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Abstract - This paper proposed a High speed FSM-based controller for programmable memory built-in self test for testing memory
devices. The architecture of controller is designed to implement a new test algorithm named March CS which has less number of
operations. Due to less no of operations it requires less time to test the memory under test (MUT). This algorithm emphasizes testing
of high density memory ICs either faulty or good. The components of controller are studied and designed using Verilog HDL and
implemented in SPARTAN-3E FPGA. The simulation and synthesis results of architecture are presented. Experimental results also
show that the proposed BIST can be implemented with low area overhead.
Keywords - BIST controller; MARCH CS; FSM-based MBIST; Memory under test (MUT)

I.

INTRODUCTION

Memories are the most universal component today
almost all system chips contain some type of embedded
memory, such as ROM, SRAM, DRAM, and flash
memory. In the embedded domain, embedded RAMs of
the StrongArmSA110 occupy 90% of the total area. The
projection is, by 2014, memory will represent more than
94% of the chip area in average SOC environment
According to the International Technology Roadmap for
Semiconductors 2007[7] the percentage of chip area
occupied by memories in a design and the increasing trend
predicted for the next decade, Shown in blow figure 1 with
the advent of deep-submicron VLSI technology, the
memory density and capacity is growing. The clock
frequency is never higher. The dominant use of embedded
memory cores along with emerging new architectures and
technologies make providing a low area overhead and high
speed test solution for these on-chip memories a very
challenging task.
Built- in self-test (BIST) [5] has been proven to be
one of the most cost-effective and widely used solutions
for memory testing for the following reasons.

•

Tests can run at circuit speed to yield a more
realistic test time.

•

No external test equipment

•

Reduced development efforts.

•

On-chip Test Pattern generation to provide
higher controllability and Observability.

•

On-chip response analysis.

•

Test can be on- line or off-line.

•

Adaptability to engineering changes.

•

Easier burn-in support.

There are several FSM-based controllers proposed
in [1-10].In FSM-based memory BIST controller,
counters are the key component especially in FSMbased memory BIST controller but some FSM-based
BIST controller [2] excluded counter from its design.
This type of architecture has optimum area overhead
however less flexible to allow any changes in the test
algorithm. Usually, different counters [3], [4] are used
to generate the address, test data and read/write
sequences. Two types of FSM-based BIST controller
architectures are proposed in [5]. Both are designed by
using a counter for the test pattern generator and test
controller but one is using MISR which is a part of the
BIST controller block for output response analyzer
(ORA) while another one is using comparator which
acts as an external block in the BIST system for ORA.
The FSM-based memory BIST has also progressed
from non programmable memory BIST to
programmable memory BIST. One of the early FSM-

Fig 1: Chip Area Occupied by the memories
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based P-MBISTs has two controllers; upper controller
and lower controller [6]. A two-dimensional circular
buffer acts as the upper level controller which holds the
necessary parameters for the low level controller. The
low level controller is the programmable FSM which is
pre-programmed with instructions for read/write
operation and addressing sequences for set of MARCH
test algorithms. This type of architecture has optimum
area overhead however still less flexible to allow
selection of the test algorithms to be run on the memory
cores.

Decrementing
Decrementing
Decrementing

4
5
6

(r0,w1,r1);
(r1,w0,r0);
(r0);

Table1: Description of Test Pattern Used

Some of the latest MBIST [10] design combined
both microcode-based and FSM based architecture to
compensate the area versus speed issue. A
programmable MBIST merging FSM and Microcode
Techniques [11] using Macro Commands is designed by
implementing clusters of microcode to control the
read/write operation and test data injection. This
technique results in optimal lower area overhead
compensate area and speed using number of test
algorithms.

.
Fig. 2 : March CS algorithm operation
B. FSM-based HP-MBIST controller

In this paper, MARCH CS as the test algorithm and
the comparison is made on the logic usage and speed by
implementing the architecture on SPARTAN-3
FPGA.The paper is organized as follows; section II
introduces the proposed High Speed Programmable
Memory Built-In Self Test controller (HP-MBIST) for
MARCH CS. The experimental results are discussed in
Section III while Section IV concludes the paper.

A FSM-based controller [2] as shown in Fig 4 is a
hardware realization of a selected memory test
algorithm, usually in the form of a Finite State Machine
(FSM).This type of memory BIST architecture has
optimum logic overhead and short test time.

II.

•

Control unit

•

AM Unit

•

MUT and Comparator

a.

Control Unit

As shown in Fig 5 the block diagram the FSMBased MBIST controller consists of three blocks. They
are

MBIST CONTROLLER FOR MARCH CS

A. March CS test algorithm
A test algorithm is a test procedure which uses a
finite sequence of test elements for testing the memory
and identifying and locating defects [8].A test element
contains a number of memory operations (access
commands), data pattern (background) specified for the
read operation, address (sequence) specified for the read
and write operations.The test pattern used in the
MARCH CS Algorithm, It has less number of
operations (14n) where 14n is number of operation per
memory word ,due to less no of operations it requires
less time to test the memory under test(MUT) and
Addressing order and their respective operation shown
in Table 1 and fig 2 shown read-write operation in
memory cells in ascending and descending addressing
order respectively.
S.No
1
2
3

Addressing Order
Incrementing
Incrementing
Incrementing

The control unit is one of the block in FSM-Based
controller the block diagram is as shown Fig 3.
The main function of the control unit is to
generate the addressing order and march element
address, which are supplied as inputs to the access unit.
After power on, when reset (active low) signal is
applied, all the registers in the control unit automatically
selects the March CS algorithm, which is in the form of
an FSM. By executing the FSM, control unit generates
the March element address, which consists read/write
operations and addressing order. Then it sends a signal
to the access unit, called start march, which is the
indication of to start the execution of march element
with a particular addressing order.

Operation
(w0)
(r0,w1,r1)
(r1,w0,r0)

When the execution of element is completed, access
unit sends a signal back, called end march, which is the
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indication off that a partticular march
h element is
completed. Th
hen control unit
u
sends thee next March
element addreess and addressing order to
o access unit.
When al the march
m
elementss are completeed control unit
asserts the ennd of test signaal, which meaans the test is
completed.

The con
ntrol unit is impplemented by realizing
r
an FS
SM. It
executess the March CS algorithm. The algorithhm is
shown below.
b
(w0);
March
M
CS:
(r0,w1,r1); (r1,w0,r0); (r0);

(r0,w
w1,r1);

(r1,w
w0,r0);

.

Fig. 3: FSM
M-Based HP-MB
BIST Controlleer Block Diagrram
.
ol unit explaineed step by step
The Operaation of contro
(as shown in fig
fi 5)
•

Initially thhe controller iss in idle state. It changes the
state only when the startt_test =1.

•

ontroller is iniitiated to test
If start_teest =1, the co
mode. Th
hen it sends th
he March elem
ment to access
unit by asserting start_m
march=1.
The end_m
march value will
w be zero wh
hen the access
unit execuuting March eleement.

•

•

•

When end
d_march =1, thhen the state is changed from
M0 to M1
1 and incremen
nts the s_counnt by 1 i.e. the
current March
M
element is
i completed annd waiting for
the next March
M
element..

Fig 4: Realization
R
of M
March CS algorrithm by an FS
SM
b.

March CS
S algorithm haas 4 March ellements and 6
transitionss. The transitio
on is taken plaace according
to the elem
ment counter.

Acccess and Memoory Interfacing Unit

Acccess unit consists of threee individual blocks
b
called Address
A
counteer, Sequence counter and Moore
M
machinee.

After com
mpletion of alll the March elements, the
BIST conttroller enters innto idle mode.

•

Adddress counter IIt takes the add
dressing orderr from
the control unit annd generates thhe address of MUT
(meemory under teest). If addressing order is ‘11’, the
address is increm
mented from ‘0’ to maximum
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address off MUT. If it iss ‘0’ address iss decremented
from maxximum addresss to ‘0’. When it reaches the
maximum
m or minimum
m address it assets
a
a done
signal, which
w
means all the operations in all
memory locations in a MUT
M
are completed.
•

Sequence counter valuee is incrementeed by 1 When
a march operation
o
is co
ompleted in mooore machine,
For marcch elements ‘0’ and ‘3’ thhe maximum
sequence count value iss 0 and for elem
ments ‘1’ and
‘2’ the maaximum sequeence count valuue is 1. When
the marchh operation is completed, thee incremented
sequence count value is supplied to ad
ddress counter

•

In the Moore Mach
hine the maarch element
operationss are realized by
b an FSM. Deepending upon
the marchh operation mo
oore machine generates the
address and
a
control signals.
s
When
n a particular
march opeeration is comppleted in the moore
m
machine
asserts thee signal calledd op_done and it is supplied
to sequencce counter.

•

III. EXP
PERIMENTA
AL RESULTS
MA
ARCH CS is tthe selected teest algorithm of
o the
FSM-baased controllerr for simulatiion. The simuulated
waveforrm as shown in the Fig 6 gives the passs/fail
informattion of a meemory which is under test.. The
informattion is given bby the comparaator which is a part
of mem
mory interface unit. The tw
wo bit comparator
comparees the memoryy output with the expected data.
Comparator is enabledd only during the read operration
For the first tiime the comparator
and possedge clock. F
output is
i undefined that is high impedance
i
beecause
negedgee clock. Wheen comparato
or is enabledd and
memoryy output is equuals to expected
d data, the outtput is
‘11’(3) otherwise its output is ‘0
00’(0). When it is
disabledd its output is ‘10’(2). Whenn all the locatioons in
MUT (m
memory undeer test) have been tested BIST
controlleer asserts thee end_test siggnal which is the
indicatio
on of end of tesst.
A. Sim
mulation summaary report

Memory Interface
I
Unit will take the address, data
and rw (reead/write) sign
nals from the acccess unit and
stored in the Address, Data and Conntrol registers.
On start_ttest value, resppective signalss are selected.
If start_teest =1 then test data and co
ontrol will be
consideredd otherwise memory
m
is useed for normal
functions..

•

Address Generation Bllock stores thhe address off
o which the operations
o
to be
b performed.
memory on
This addrress will be useed for the diaggnosis purpose
if the fault is occurred inn the respectivee location

•

Data Regiister stores thee data to be wrritten onto the
memory location.

•

Control Register
R
consissts of the mem
mory operation
to be perfformed on the memory locaation indicated
by Addresss Generation Block
B

•

Comparattor is used to compare the expected data
and data from the mem
mory and tellss the memory
i pass or fail. Comparison is done when
location is
the enablee signal is‘0’.T
The enable signal is nothing
but controol signal.

Simulaation of top m
module
Test
casess

Descriptioon

Pass/faail

CASE
E
1

Reset”0”
Start_test””0”
Ctrl_out”xxx”

1(2”b01)

CASE
E
2

Reset”1”
Start_test””1”
Ctrl_out”00”

3(2’b11
1)
Fail

CASE
E
3

Reset”1”
Start_test””1”
Ctrl_out”00”

0)
0(2’b00
Pass

Commentts
Pass_fail
2’b01 reset
r
all regissters
address
counter and
sequence
counter m
mean
resetting the
block
pass_fail
g
2’b00 gives
mem_dataa is
not equal to
test_data
pass_fail
2’b11 gives
g
mem_dataa is
equal
to
test_data

Table 3: Teest cases of Topp Module

Fig 5: 2 Bit Comparaator

Fig 6: Simulation
S
of F
FSM-Based HP
P-MBIST Contrroller
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B. Synthesis summary report

Hybrid
PMBIST[11]
Our
Design(HPMBIST)

The proposed design is synthesized using Xilinx 9.2
ISE Synthesis Tool and targeted to SPARTAN-3E
FPGA device in order to acquire the area usage and
speed. The Synthesized Summary Report of the FSMbased HP-MBIST controller gives a RTL Schematic,
Timing Summary and Area Vs Speed comparison with
the FSM-based PMBIST controller using MARCHSAM [10] and Hybrid P-MBIST [11] controllers.

81(LE)

82.17

76(LE)

245.82

Table 6: Area Vs Speed Comparison
IV. CONCLUSION
The simulation portrays that the tested data and the
expected data are able to be compared in the
architecture. Hence it is concluded that this controller
has the ability to detect faulty or good memory ICs.
Synthesis result shows that the FSM-based HP-MBIST
controller employs only 76 instances with clock
frequency 245.82 MHz our design gives less usage of
Logic Elements (LE) with High speed testing of
memories as shown in above Table 6. It is justified that
the FSM-based HP-MBIST controller consumes less
area overhead and high speed while the other design
[9][10] consumes more area overhead and less speed.
Proposed design improves 202% in terms of speed with
other design.

C. RTL schematic
The synthesized design can be viewed as a
schematic in the register transfer level (RTL) viewer.
The RTL Schematic shows a representation of the preoptimized design in terms of generic symbols such as
AND gates and OR gates adders, multipliers, counter,
that are independently of the targeted Xilinx device.
Viewing this schematic allows you to see a technologylevel representation of your HDL optimized for a
specific Xilinx architecture, which may help you
discover design issues early in the design process.
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Abstract - In recent years due to technology scaling, the speed of new devices are increasing very rapidly, reducing the computation
times. A key element of most digital systems is the clock. Its period determines the rate at which data are processed, and so should
be made as small as possible, consistent with reliable operation. In latch based digital systems a clock shows high impact on data
transfer rate. There is a serious synchronization problems between data propagation and clock pulse applied to individual latches. In
the present work the existing techniques are discussed to light the flaws for future development.
Keywords - Pipeline, Clock Scheme, Clock Skew, Register, Latch.

I.

stalls, that is, fetching of data wave D3 and subsequent
waves are delayed. Such situations create what is known
as pipeline hazards. The creation of a pipeline hazard
leads to wasted unit times, thus leading to an overall
increase in the number of time units needed to finish
processing the data waves. The number of time units
needed to execute the 10 data waves shown in the above
Figure 1.3 is now 16 time units, compared to 13 time
units if there were no cache misses. Pipeline hazards can
take place for a number of other reasons. Among these
are instruction dependency and data dependency.

INTRODUCTION

Parallelism is achieved and performance is
improved by starting to execute one instruction before
the previous one is finished. The simplest kind of
pipeline overlaps the execution of one instruction with
the fetch of the next instruction. Because two
instructions can be processed simultaneously, we say
that the pipeline has two stages. A basic pipeline is
partition the function of instruction execution into
smaller functions (called a stage), allocate separate
concurrently operating hardware components so that at
any given time, there exist several instructions in
various stages of execution.

Pipelining is widely used in modern processors.
Pipelining improves system performance in terms of
throughput.
Pipelined
organization
requires
sophisticated compilation techniques.

Time to execute n instructions 3nt is calculated
from figure 1.1.
A. Ideal Pipelined Execution

II. SNAGS

Time to execute n instructions: (2+n)t is calculated
from figure 1.2.The simple analysis made in ignores an
important aspect that can affect the performance of a
pipeline, that is, pipeline stall. A pipeline operation is
said to have been stalled if one unit (stage) requires
more time to perform its function, thus forcing other
stages to become idle. Consider, for example, the case
of an instruction fetch that incurs a cache miss. Assume
also that a cache miss requires three extra time units.
The following Figure1.3 illustratesthe effect of having
data waveD1 incurring a cache miss (assuming the
processing of ten data waves D0 to D9).

A. Some conflicts Identified in pipeline

The figure 1.3 shows that due to the extra time units
needed for data wave D1 to be fetched, the pipeline

c)

a) A pipelined processor executes many instructions at
a time. This leads to branch delays (in effect, every
branch is delayed) and problems with serial
instructions
being
executed
concurrently.
Consequently the design is not simpler and costly to
manufacture.
b) The instruction latency in a non-pipelined processor
is slightly lower than in a pipelined equivalent. This
is because extra flip flops must be added to the data
path of a pipelined processor.
A non-pipelined processor will have a stable
instruction bandwidth. The performance of a
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for clocking of the latest and the earliest data
propagating in the circuit, which is representing the
register constraints [7]. So introducing parameter N,
which represents the number of clock cycles needed for
a signal to propagate through the logic block before
being latched by the output register. This parameter
serves as an intuitive measure of the degree of wavepipelining. The data should be clocked at time TL by the
rising edge of the output register N clock cycles after it
has been clocked by the input register. Due to possible
constructive skew ∆ (of arbitrary value) between the
output and the input registers, this time can be expressed
as

pipelined processor is much harder to predict and
may vary more widely between different programs.
B.Constraints
a) Clock dependent: A clock dependency occurs when a
pulse is readily available at input of the latch. This may
lead data wave miss in the traditional pipeline.
b) Required Delays:The pipeline cannot operate with
maximum efficiency due to its internal propagation
delay. These problems are somewhat managed by
different techniques like wave pipelining and mesynchronous pipelining [2][9]. But in me-synchronous
pipelining it is difficult to predict the exact delay
element.

T

= NT

clk

+ Δ ------------------ (3.1)

b) Register Constraints

III. EXISTING METHODS
A.

L

i.
Clocking of the latest data: This constraint requires
that the latest possible signal arrives early enough to be
clocked by the output register during Nth clock cycle.
Therefore, the lower bound onTL , which denotes the
time at which the output wave is captured, is given by

Wave Pipelining

The wave pipelining is shown in figure 3.1. The
maximum performance of a wave-pipelined circuit is
limited by the delay differences of the longest and
shortest paths in the circuit, the setup (Ts) and hold time
(Th) of the storage elements between the pipeline stages,
the clock skew, and process variations. One obvious
way to improve cycle time is to attack the delay
balancing problem, i.e. reduce the delay difference
between the longest and shortest paths. Better balance
permits faster clocks and more simultaneously active
wave in the circuit.

T 〉D
L

r

+

D

max

+ T s + Δ clk ----------------- (3.2)

Clocking of the earliest data: This condition requires
that the arrival of the next wave i+1 must not interfere
with the clocking of the current wave. That is, the
earliest possible signal of wave must arrive later than the
clocking of the wave at the output register. This
condition is similar to the race-through constraint in
conventional pipelining. Notice that the earliest arrival
of wave i+1 is given by
.
+
+
clk
r
min

T

D

D

After the clock pulse has been applied to the output
register, additional hold time Th must be allowed for the
data to remain steady. In addition, one must account for
an uncontrolled clock-skew ∆clk at the output register.
As a result, the is bounded above as follows:
Figure 3.1 Wave Pipelining

T

Delay elements are added in wave-pipelined circuit
to improve the performance of the circuit by reducing
the delay difference of the longest and the shortest
paths. But it is very difficult to obtain exact delay
needed in the circuit. Instead in the present system
Interrupt logic is used for delay balancing, thereby
providing more feasible and accurate circuit path.
a)

L

< Tclk + D r + D min − ( Δ clk + Th ) ------------- (3.3)

Combining constraints (3.2) and (3.3) gives us the wellknown maximum rate pipelining condition of Cotten

Tclk > ( Dmax − Dmin ) + Ts + Th + 2 Δ clk ----------- (3.4)
The minimum clock period is limited by the difference
in path delays (Dmax- Dmin) , plus the clocking overhead
(Ts + Th + 2∆clk) resulting from the insertion of clocked
registers. So the clock signal is derived in the wave
pipelining is

Timing Constraints

For a wave-pipelined system to operate correctly,
the system clocking must be such that the output data is
clocked after the latest data has arrived at the outputs
and before the earliest data from the next clock cycle
arrives at the outputs. It shall first derive the conditions

T

clk .w

≥ (D

max

− D min ) + T h + T s + 2Δ clk ---------- (3.5)
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B.

Me-Synchronous Pipelining

a) Clock Pulse Width

And further the propagation delay is reduced and
the clock synchronization is controlled by introducing a
delay element in the path of clock signal of Mesynchronous pipelining [6][1] shown in figure 3.2. This
delay will be equal to the delay created by the pulse
passed from one stage to other stage of the pipeline. The
system is clocked such that a pipeline stage is operating
on more than one data wave simultaneously. At any
given time, multiple waves can be present in a stage and
the waves are separated based on physical properties of
internal nodes in the logic stage. The clock signal is
derived in the Me-synchronous pipelining is

T

clk .m

≥ (D

max

Most of the digital systems rely on clock pulses to
control the execution of sequential functions. One
important issue particularly in 2 phase systems it is very
difficult to maintain non-overlapping clocks. One most
primary issue is minimizing the clock period to achieve
higher performances digital gates. When traditional
registers are used, single-phase clocking is neither safe
nor fast [4] and a multi-phase clock is required. This is
due to lower bound constraint on the minimum short
path delay of the combinational circuits that could result
in a data race through problem.
The Clock dependent and Required delays are
discussed in previous section.

( f ) − D min ( f )) + T h + T s + 2Δ clk

B.

Timing Issues need to consider in digital Circuits

The present paper mainlyanalyse the impact of
spatial variations of the clock signal, called clock skew,
and temporal variations of the clock signal, called clock
jitter, and discussed techniques to cope with it. These
variations fundamentally limit the performance that can
be achieved using a conventional design methodology.
In digital systems, signals can be classified depending
on how they are related to a local clock [4]. Signals that
transition only at predetermined periods of time can be
classified
as
Synchronous,
Asynchronous,
Mesochronous, or Plesiochronous with respect to a
system clock[4].

Figure 3.2 Me-synchronous pipelining
Most of the delay balancing techniques use delay
elements either as padding in the data path of the circuit
or to insert skew in some clock distribution lines of the
circuit. But, it is not easy to design an exact delay
needed [5]. Furthermore, for a circuit with large delay
differences, a series of delay elements needed to insert
to balance the paths. It is even harder to achieve the
exact delay value desired.

a) Synchronous Clock scheme

A synchronous signal is one that has the exact same
frequency, and a known fixed phase offset with respect
to the local clock. In such a timing methodology, the
signal is “synchronized” with the clock, and the data can
be sampled directly without any uncertainty. In digital
logic design, synchronous systems are the most
straightforward type of interconnect, where the flow of
data in a circuit proceeds in lockstep with the system
clock as shown below in figure 4.1. Here, the input data
signal in is sampled with register R1 to give signal Cin,
which is synchronous with the system clock and then
passed along to the combinational logic block. After a
suitable setting period, the output Coutbecomes valid
and can be sampled byR2 which synchronizes the output
with the clock. In a sense, the “certainty period” of
signal Count, or the period where data is valid is
synchronized with the system clock, which allows
register R2 to sample the data with complete confidence.
The length of the “uncertainty period,” or the period
where data is not valid, places an upper bound on how
fast a synchronous interconnect system can be clocked.

In the present method interrupt logic is used to control
delay which is more accurate than using long chains of
delay elements because the clock lines which control
latches, in contrast to data signals, have smaller and
more easily controllable skews.
IV. DESIGNING
A. Factors need to consider in Designing Pipeline
a) Clock Edges Requirements

The inputs are defined either at rising or falling
edges of the sampling clock. So the clocking edges
directly imply the inaccuracy would be related to timing
jitter. So it is highly essential to achieve non overlap
timing signals to get accurate signals. On the other hand
in most of the applications with higher accuracy the
rising edge of pre-phase could be placed slightly earlier
than that of post phases to further suppress the charge
injection errors.
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c)

Mesochronous Clock scheme

A mesochronous signal is one that has the same
frequency but an unknown phase offset with respect to
the local clock (“meso” from Greek is middle). For
example, if data is being passed between two different
clock domains, then the data signal transmitted from the
first module can have an unknown phase relationship to
the clock of the receiving module. In such a system, it is
not possible to directly sample the output at the
receiving module because of the uncertainty in the phase
offset. A (mesochronous) synchronizer can be used to
synchronize the data signal with the receiving clock as
shown below. The synchronizer serves to adjust the
phase of the received signal to ensure proper sampling.
In Figure 4.3, signal D1 is synchronous with respect to
ClkA. However, D1 and D2 are mesochronous with ClkB
because of the unknown phase difference between ClkA
and ClkB and the unknown interconnect delay in the path
between Block A and Block B. The role of the
synchronizer is to adjust the variable delay line such that
the data signal D3 (a delayed version of D2) is aligned
properly with the system clock of block B. In this
example, the variable delay element is adjusted by
measuring the phase difference between the received
signal and the local clock. After register R2 samples the
incoming data during the certainty period, then signal
D4 becomes synchronous with ClkB.

Figure 4.1 Synchronous clock schemes for pipeline
b) Asynchronous Clock Scheme
Asynchronous signals can transition at any arbitrary
time, and are not slaved to any local clock as shown in
figure 4.2. As a result, it is not straightforward to map
these arbitrary transitions into a synchronized data
stream. Although it is possible to synchronize
asynchronous signals by detecting events and
introducing latencies into a data stream synchronized to
a local clock, a more natural way to handle
asynchronous signals is to simply eliminate the use of
local clocks and utilize a self-timed asynchronous
design approach. In such an approach, communication
between modules is controlled through a handshaking
protocol to perform the proper ordering of commands.
When a logic block completes an operation, it will
generate a completion signal DV to indicate that output
data is valid. The handshaking signals then initiate a
data transfer to the next block, which latches in the new
data and begins a new computation by asserting the
initialization signal I. Asynchronous designs are
advantageous because computations are performed at
the native speed of the logic, where block computations
occur whenever data becomes available. There is no
need to manage clock skew, and the design methodology
leads to a very modular approach where interaction
between blocks simply occurs through a handshaking
procedure. However, these handshaking protocols result
in increased complexity and overhead in communication
that can reduce performance.

Figure 4.3 Mesynchronous Clock scheme in Pipeline
d) Plesiochronous Clock Scheme

A plesiochronous signal is one that has nominally
the same, but slightly different frequencyas the local
clock (“plesio” from Greek is near). In effect, the phase
difference drifts in time. This scenario can easily arise
when two interacting modules have independent clocks
generated from separate crystal oscillators. Since the
transmitted signal can arrive at the receiving module at a
different rate than the local clock, one needs to utilize a
buffering scheme to ensure all data is received.
Typically, plesiochronous interconnect only occurs in
distributed systems like long distance communications,
since chip or even board level circuits typically utilize a
common oscillator to derive local clocks. A possible
framework for plesiochronous interconnect is shown in
Figure 4.4. In this digital communications framework,

Figure 4.2 Asynchronous Clock scheme for pipeline
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the originating module issues data at some unknown rate
characterized by C1, which is plesiochronous with
respect to C2. The timing recovery unit is responsible
for deriving clock C3 from the data sequence, and
buffering the data in a FIFO. As a result, C3 will be
synchronous with the data at the input of the FIFO and
will be mesochronous with C1. Since the clock
frequencies from the originating and receiving modules
are mismatched, data might have to be dropped if the
transmit frequency is faster, and data can be duplicated
if the transmit frequency is slower than the receive
frequency. However, by making the FIFO large enough,
and periodically resetting the system whenever an
overflow condition occurs, robust communication can
be achieved.

Figure 5.2: Timing Diagram

Figure 5.3: The Output Simulation Diagram
VI. CONCLUSION

The conventional pipeline system is facing
problems due to improper synchronization of clock
pulses. This is a universal problem in all the digital
systems mostly called jitter or skew. The system
clocking must be such that the output data is clocked
after the latest data has arrived at the outputs and
before the earliest data from the next clock cycle
arrives at the outputs. In the present paper existing
methods are discussed to better understand the
problems for the future work. There are already few
methods effectively working on clock skew such as
wave-pipelining and Me-synchronous pipeline
methods. The equalization of path delays comes as a
new challenge for the design of wave-pipelined
systems. Different clock signal paths can have different
delays for a variety of reasons. Differences in delays of
any active buffers within the clock distribution network
may cause un-synchronization of data and clock in
double buffer method and wave pipeline method. And
it is difficult to identify exact delay value without
which the pipe line cannot perform 100% propagation.
The main goal in most of the digital systems to design
a clocking scheme is to make the period as small as
possible; this is to maximizing the speed of the system.
While designing it is highly essential to consider a flipflop based or latch based clock scheme to alleviate
clock skew.

Figure 4.4 PleSiochronous Clock Scheme in pipeline

V. RESULTS

Simulation results are obtained for conventional
pipeline single stage, studied and analysed for the
existing methods using CAD tools like Xilinx and
proteus.

Figure 5.1a: Simulation results of data propagation
through normal pipeline
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Abstract - Multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) systems are widely recognized as the enabling technology for upcoming LTE
standard for which MIMO detection plays a major role. Linear detection techniques are less complex but their BER performance is
limited. ML detector achieves the optimum result but have exponential computational complexity. The K-best algorithm achieves
close to ML Bit-Error-Performance (BER) with reduced computational complexity. In this paper we use a modified K+- best detector
which achieves the BER performance of a common K-best detector. The sorting approach is based on Batchers Odd-Even Merge
sort is less complex, saves valuable hardware resources. Due to efficient implementation the throughput of the detector is 326.4
Mbits/sec for a 64-QAM modulated signal. Here the architecture and implementation of K+- best detector was demonstrated in detail
and BER performance was shown.
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I.

Best detector. Section III describes the architecture of a
detector, called K+-Best, which is based on a modified
search strategy. The FPGA implementation aspects are
discussed in section IV and a performance analysis is
shown in section V. Conclusions are made in section VI.

INTRODUCTION

The 3GPP Long Term Evolution (LTE) is the
upcoming standard for cellular mobile communication.
The goal of next generation systems is to provide highdata rate, low-latency, high reliability (minimize outages
and connection drops) employing packet-optimized
radio access technology supporting flexible bandwidth
allocation. Additional key objectives are to drive down
the cost of infrastructure equipment and consumer
terminals and to employ a more efficient modulation
scheme. To meet all of these requirements a significant
re-structuring of both the physical layer (PHY) and
network architecture is required. Increased spectral
efficiency is delivered in all 4G cellular broadband
systems through the use of OFDM (orthogonal
frequency division multiplexing) as the preferred
modulation scheme. To handle such data rates at the
detector, linear detection methods like

II. TREE SEARCH DETECTORS
Considering a NT×NR-MIMO communication
system with NR ≥ NT , the system equation is given by:
y = Hs + n

(1)

where y ∈ c NR x 1 and s ∈ Ω NT x 1 represent the
received and transmitted signal H ∈ c NR X NT is the
channel matrix and n ∈ c NR x 1 represents the system
noise ; Ω denotes the symbol vector. The optimum
solution is given by the ML solution
ŝ = arg

Zero Forcing (ZF) or Minimum Mean Square Error
(MMSE) are widely used as their computational
complexity is low. Unfortunately, these detection
schemes have a relatively poor Bit-Error-Rate (BER)
performance and therefore iterative tree search strategies
which approximate the Maximum Likelihood (ML)
solution without exponential complexity become more
interesting. The aim for the detector design is to handle
a high K by keeping the complexity low.

min || y - Hs ||
s∈Ω

N

2

(2)

T

The principal idea of the tree-search algorithms is to
decrease the computational complexity compared to the
ML detector by setting partial symbol vectors
S (i ) = [
......
]T in relation with the NT-level

ss
i

( i +1)

s

NT

search tree (fig 1). Whereby the search tree consists of

M

The paper is structured as follows. Section II gives
an overview of tree-search detectors including the K-

( NT −i +1)
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B. K-Best Detector
The K-Best detector is a breath first iterative treesearch algorithm. Instead of searching the branches of
the tree in a depth first manner, the K-Best detector only
calculates the child-nodes of a fixed number of K nodes
in one level before it steps to the next level following
the branches of the next nodes containing the K smallest
PEDs. Figure 1 explains the search strategy of a K-Best
detector with K = 3. The main advantage of the K-Best
detector is its fixed throughput e.g. fixed number of
required clock cycles to detect one symbol, which
makes it suitable for a hardware implementation.

Fig. 1 : Example of a search tree of K- Best detector
with K=3

C. Real Value Decomposition

nodes at each level and M is the modulation level of the
transmitted symbol. The criterion to find the optimal
symbol vector s(1) without searching the entire tree is the
Euclidean distance (ED) between the received vector y
and the product Hs of the channel H and the considered
symbol s. The ED can be split into Partial Euclidean
distances (PEDs). The aim is to find the symbol vector
s(1) with smallest PED on the last level.

To avoid complex numbers and to reduce the
amount of computations, the complex system equation
(2) can be decomposed into an equivalent real-valued
system by the following equation:
⎡ℜ{y}⎤ ⎡ℜ{H} - ℑ{H}⎤ ⎡ℜ{s}⎤ ⎡ℜ{n}⎤
⎢ ℑ{y}⎥ = ⎢ ℑ{H} ℜ{H} ⎥ ⎢ ℑ{s}⎥ + ⎢ ℑ{s} ⎥
⎣
⎦ ⎣
⎦⎣
⎦ ⎣
⎦

A. Partial Euclidean Distance
The PED for NR ≥ NT can be determined from ML
detector. Using QR decomposition H=QR in equation
(2) can be transformed into,
2

ŝ= arg min
||ŷ - Rs | |
N
s ∈Ω

Where ŷ =

H

Q

1

y, [R H

The real valued dimensions are N2T=2NT and
N2R=2NR and number of constellation points is reduced
to MRVD= M .

(3)

T

III. ARCHITECTURE
The K-Best detector is optimized for a 64-QAM
4x4-MIMO system. As RVD and QR decomposition is
considered the search tree levels are increased from 4 to
8 and the number of child nodes is increased from
M=64 to MRVD=8. Hence the basic architecture
consists of eight Processing Elements(PEs) connected in
parallel.

0 N T xN R − N T ]H denotes a NR x

NT upper triangular matrix and Q= [Q1 Q2] denotes a NR
x NR unitary matrix. This leads to:
ŝ = arg

NT

NT

min ∑
s∈Ω

NT

|ŷ-

∑r s

ij j

|2

(4)

j=1

i =1

(6)

The Processing Element (PE) consists of a
computation unit, sorting and an allocation unit (Figure
2)

An advantage of equation (4) is that it is iteratively
computed and the partial Euclidean distances equation is
found out as,
Ti (S(i) ) = Ti +1 (s (i +1) ) + | e i (s (i) ) | 2

with

(5)
e i (s (i) ) = ŷ −

NT

∑r s

ij j

j= i

Where Ti (S(i) )

denotes the partial Euclidean

(i)

as the distance
for the equation
on all possible
and the vector

distance and e i (S ) is interpreted
increment. A straight forward solution
(3) is to perform exhaustive search
combination of transmitted symbols
which minimizes the ||y-Hs||2.

Fig. 2 : Processing Element
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To further reduce the complexity of the sorting
algorithm for a K-Best detector with K = 8 (8 · 4 = 32
PEDs), the last 16×16-MN can be replaced by a smaller
8×8-MN, as only the eight smallest PEDs of the entire
list are of interest. Thus, only the eight smallest PEDs of
the penultimate 8 × 8-MN are buffered and forwarded
together with the eight smallest PEDs within the next
clock cycle to the last 8 × 8-MN. Due to this
modification the same result is achieved by reducing the
complexity.

A. Computation Unit
The main task of the computation unit (CU) is to
compute the PEDs of the child nodes (Eqn 5). Two
computation unit (CU) are implemented in parallel for
calculation of eight PEDs in one step.
B. Sorting Unit and Allocation Unit
The main aim of the sorting unit is to find the K
smallest PEDs and the allocation unit forward it to the
next PE. In this implementation we make use of
modified Odd-Even merge sort algorithm for the SU.
1) Modified Odd-Even Merge sort: The basis for SU
is the K.E Batchers Odd-Even mergesort algorithm. This
needs a minimum number of comparator for parallel
sorting process of n=2P

Fig. 4 : Reducing the hardware using the feedback loop
for the last merge network.
Fig. 3 : Mergesort Algorithm

The principle idea is to achieve the performance of
K-best detector for K=12 using the sorting algorithm of
K=8(Figure 3). In the first instance 16 elements are
buffered and then sorted with next 16 elements. By this
method we get the eight smallest PEDs of the first eight
nodes. Then the PEDs 9-16 are available which are fed
back and then sorted with eight smallest PEDs of nodes
9-12 within the next clock cycle. Thus four residual
PEDs of nodes 1-12 are available in addition to the eight
smallest PEDs.

The algorithm merges two lists, with ascending
order into a sorted one. Figure 3 illustrates the how eight
elements are sorted. The unsorted list a is converted into
sorted list h. Each arrow denotes a Merge Network
(MN). A 1x1-MN network can be implemented using a
simple comparator. Therefore it requires 2Px2P –MN
for implementing the SU. This is split into two 2P-1x2P1- MN where one consists of even and the other consists
of odd index. Therefore it is called Odd-Even Mergesort
algorithm. Comparing the output leads to final output in
ascending order. To generate a 2Px2P-MN we need
p.2P+1 comparator elements are needed which are
arranged in p+1 levels.

As only the eight smallest PEDs are correctly
estimated, a few simplifications is done to increase the
BER performance from eight to twelve. The
modifications are listed below:

For a K = 8 i.e. 32 PEDs SU 16 · 1 × 1-MNs + 8 · 2
×2-MNs + 4 · 4 × 4-MNs + 2 · 8 × 8-MNs + 1 · 16 × 16MNs would be necessary which consist of 191
comparators.
To reduce the number of comparators in the
architecture we use a pipelined structure. In the first
instance 2P elements is sorted and saved in a register.
Then in the next cycle another set 2P elements is sorted
and long with the buffered elements , it is sent to 2Px2PMN architecture. Due to this architecture, an entire set
of n=2P elements is saved by the cost of one cycle.

•

The first four nodes contain no more than eight
of the twelve smallest PEDs.

•

The last four nodes contain no more than four
of the twelve smallest PEDs. This is assisted by
the fact that this last four nodes contain
relatively biggest PEDs of the twelve nodes
from the previous level.

Due to these simplifications, the detector is called
as K+-Best detector. The BER performance of K+-best
detector and K-best detector is shown in figure 5.
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t
denotes the computation time, lp
t
denotes the long path of the circuit, f denotes the time
t
of combinatorial function, reg is the delay time of a
single register. The equation (7) shows that the
throughput increases by p under the assumption that
t reg << t f p
.

Where

t cp

1) Throughput Considerations:
The maximum theoretically achievable throughput
for LTE system for 64-QAM of bandwidth and a 4x4
MIMO configuration is 326.1Mbit/s. Thus assuming the
latency of L=1 for detecting one symbol, the clock
frequency is given by:

Fig. 5 : Comparison of K+-best detector and common
K-best detector
1) Allocation Unit:
Caused by the modifications and the assumptions of
the SU the AU is of importance as the order, in which
the nodes are forwarded to the CU, affects the result of
the K+-Best detector. The description of the SU shows
that only the four smallest PEDs of the nodes 9−12 are
considered. Furthermore, these PEDs do not affect the
eight smallest PEDs of the first eight nodes. In case that
the smallest PED within the level i is generated by a
parent-node with the smallest PEDs 9 − 12 of the level i
+ 1, it would not be possible, that this PED could be
counted to the eight best nodes. As it is important that
the smallest PED is counted to the first eight nodes a
reallocation is necessary. Figure 7 shows the schematic
of the AU. In the first step the four smallest PEDs of the
first eight nodes are forwarded to the CU, followed by
the two smallest PEDs of the nodes 9−12 (including the
PEDs 9−16 of the nodes 1−8). Afterwards the residual
nodes are forwarded to the CU in natural order.
Therefore, the PEDs (7:8, 9:10, 11:12) need to be
buffered.

f min =

326.4Mbit
1
= 5.1 • 10 6 = 5.1MHz
64 bit.s
s

(8)

is required to achieve the LTE peak data rate. As
the introduced K+-best detector requires six cycles to
detect one symbol, then the minimum clock frequency is
given as
f min = 5.1 ∗ 6 = 30 MHz

This can be achieved if the K+-best detector is
highly pipelined. The pipelining level of 4x4-MN is
shown in figure 6

IV. FPGA IMPLEMENTATION
A. Pipelining
To increase the throughput of a digital circuit,
pipelining is a well known strategy. Due to the insertion
of pipelining registers, the combinatorial circuit is split
into several sub-circuits which can be clocked by a
higher frequency and thus, the throughput is increased
by the cost of the size and the latency.

Fig. 6 : Schematic of pipelining levels and critical path
of Merge network

The variation of the throughput Θ due to the
pipelining levels, which is defined as the number of bits
d per second, can be described by:
Θ = d.

1
t cp

≤ d.

1
p
= d.
t lp
t f + t reg

V. PERFORMANCE
Figure 7 shows the VHDL-construction of the PEs.
As only the levels 6 − 2 of the search tree are fully
constructed (32 PEDs per tree level), only the PE 6−2
are fully populated.

(7)
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and thee FPGA geneerated BER is shown. As the
introducced architecturee by now impliies the possibillity to
generatee a symbol caandidate list, it
i will be usefful in
future research.
r
Furtthermore, the opportunity of a
configurrable modulatioon scheme willl be consideredd.
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Abstract - An analysis is made of the measured distributions of the fade slope of rain attenuation, conditional for attenuation values,
measured at Eindhoven University of Technology from the satellite Olympus. It is found that the distribution is similar for positive
and negative fade slopes and independent of frequency in the range from 12 to 30 GHz. A distribution model for the conditional
distribution is found. The only parameter of the distribution is the standard deviation, which is found to be proportional to attenuation
level and dependent on rain type, on the low-pass filter bandwidth and on the time interval used in the slope calculation. The
observed relation between the standard deviation and attenuation is compared with results from other measurement sites. From this
comparison it is found that the fade slope standard deviation is likely to depend on elevation angle and on climate, through its
dependence on rain type.

I.

signal is obtained by averaging the entire received signal
level during no rain time. It is seen that the normal
signal level during no rain term is -80dBm. Attenuation
obtained from the beacon measurements is
superimposed by a high frequency component, due to
scintillations, which are the rapid fluctuations in signal
strength due to variations in refractive index in the
troposphere.

INTRODUCTION

Rain Fade slope, defined as rate of change of
attenuation, is an essential input statistic for the
Propagation Mitigation Techniques Control Loop
design. Fade slope is a stochastic parameter and it
depends on
(i) Attenuation level (ii) Rain type (widespread/
convective)

The attenuation data are smoothed out to reduce the
tropospheric scintillations or the scintillations are
filtered out by employing a low pass filter. The
bandwidth of the low pass filter is determined by
evaluating the attenuation power spectrum. The
frequency at which the attenuation power spectrum
begins to have a slope of -20dB is considered as cutoff
frequency. Empirically cutoff frequency is considered as
0.02Hz.

It is also expected to depend on
(i) Drop size distribution
(ii) Horizontal wind speed
(iii) Path length through rain
Fade slope estimations also depends on the dynamic
parameters of the receiving system, the filter bandwidth
used for separating rain attenuation from tropospheric
scintillations and on the integration time of the receiver.
Secondary statistics such as fade slope are not
derivable from primary rain fade statistics; it must be
extracted from the time series data. Rain fade slope is
measured from the attenuation time series data obtained
after low pass filtering.

Rain fade slope can be extracted using three
methods:

Data collected from the downlink (11.7GHz)
satellite receiving antenna available at MCF (Master
Control Facility) Hassan, which is approximately 900m
above the sea level on the point of latitude 13.07ºN and
76.8ºE, and directed towards INSAT 3B on the
geostationary orbit of longitude 83.5ºE is used for the
studies.

1.

Time Domain method.

2.

Frequency Domain method.

3.

Wavelet method.

II. SIGNAL PROCESSING TECHNIQUES FOR
THE ESTIMATION OF FADE SLOPE:
Filtering of the signal is performed in various
domains to observe its effect on fade slope calculation.
The methods followed are: time domain method
proposed by Stutzman et.al., (1995)[1], Frequency
domain method proposed by Baxter et.al, (2001)[2],

Attenuation is obtained by subtracting a reference
level from the measured signal level. The reference
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Wavelet domain method proposed by Baxter et.al,
(2002) where in he also evaluated the effect of the
filtering techniques mentioned above using simulated
fade slope profiles. The bandwidth of the filter is
determined from the power spectral density of the
attenuation data.

(1)
Where x[i] is the input signal and y[i] is the output
signal, and M is the number of points of the average.
The moving average filter is a convolution of the input
signal with a rectangular pulse having an area of one.
The frequency response of a moving average filter can
be mathematically described by the Fourier transform of
a rectangular pulse.

Filters are a class of a linear time invariant systems.
The design of the digital filter involves three basic steps.
(i) The specification of the desired properties of the
system.
(ii) The approximation of the specifications using a
causal discrete-time system.

(2)

(iii) The realization of the system using finite precision
arithmetic.

A simple 11,51,101 and 301-point moving average
window is applied to the data for eliminating the
scintillations from the attenuation data.

First step is highly dependent on the application and
the third step on the technology to be used for the
implementation. The digital signal to be filtered is
derived from an analog signal by means of periodic
sampling. The specifications for both analog and digital
filters are often (but not always) given in frequency
domain. This is essentially common for frequency
selective filters such as low pass, band pass, high pass
filters. The analog frequencies are expressed in hertz and
the corresponding digital frequencies in terms of radian
frequency or angle around the unit circle with lz1=1
corresponding to half the sampling frequency.

Fig 1: 11-point moving average filter

A separate problem is determining an appropriate
set of specifications on the digital filter. Typically
specifications often expressed in the form of a tolerance
scheme, with no constraints on the phase response other
than those imposed by stability and causality
requirements. An important step in the development of a
digital filter is the determination of a realizable transfer
function G (z) approximating the given frequency
response.

Fig 2: 51-point moving average filter

Fig 3: 101-point moving average filter

Given a set of specifications the next step is the
filter design approximation. In case of IIR systems we
must approximate the frequency response by a rational
function, while in FIR case we are concerned with
polynomial approximation. There are a variety of design
techniques for both types of filters.

Fig 4: 301-point moving average filter

TIME DOMAIN METHOD USING FILTERS:
Filtering can be performed directly in time domain
by using windowing techniques, which is equivalent to
FIR filtering. The moving average filter is optimal for
common task such as reducing random noise while
retaining sharp step response. The moving average filter
operates by averaging a number of points from the input
signal to produce each point in the output signal. The
output of a moving average filter can be estimated by the
equation:

Fig 5: Frequency response of moving average filter

Fig 6: Power spectral estimation of Moving Average Filter
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3.

FREQUENCY DOMAIN METHODS:
(i) POWER SPECTRAL DENSITY ESTIMATION
USING FAST FOURIER TRANSFORM (FFT)
METHOD:

The degree of the numerator polynomial must be
equal
to or less than that of the denominator
polynomial.

Filter to be designed must possess flat pass band
and flat stop band; hence a Butterworth IIR filter was
employed for filtering purposes. The bandwidth of the
digital filter is chosen by evaluating the power spectra of
the signal variations.

Power spectral density of the received signal
variations is estimated by FFT method. Power spectral
density of the attenuation time series is obtained by
calculating the power at each sampling interval and the
corresponding frequencies are also calculated from 0 to
half the maximum sampling frequency.

a)

BUTTERWORTH FILTER

A Fifth order Butterworth low pass filter is designed
in MATLab with a Pass band ripple of 1dB, stop band
ripple of 10 dB and pass band frequency 0.018Hz, stop
band frequency is selected as 0.028 Hz. The
corresponding frequency response is shown in fig.

Power spectral density is estimated by taking the
FFT of the attenuation time series. Multiplying the FFT
of the time series with its complex conjugate gives an
estimate at each frequency. Corresponding frequencies
are calculated using the formula 1 ∆ ) where ∆ is
the time interval between the successive samples and N
is the number of data samples.
(ii) FREQUENCY DOMAIN FILTER DESIGN
Filtering in frequency domain is performed by
designing digital filters for given magnitude
specifications. In general the filter design problem
begins from a set of desired specifications in terms of
the discrete-time frequency variable. Incase of IIR filter
design, the most common practice is to convert the
digital filter specifications into analog low pass
prototype filter specifications, to determine the analog
low pass filter transfer function Ha(s) meeting these
specifications, and then to transform it into the desired
digital filter transfer function G(z). Recursive digital
filter approximations can be obtained from analog-filter
approximations using the following methods:
1.

Impulse-Invariant method.

2.

Backward difference method.

3.

Bilinear transformation.

Fig 7: output response of Butterworth Filter
(b) GAUSSIAN FILTER:
Gaussian filter is a filter whose impulse response is
a Gaussian function. Gaussian filters are designed to
give no overshoot to a step function input while
minimizing the rise and fall time. This behavior is
closely connected to the fact that the Gaussian filter has
the minimum possible group delay.
Mathematically, a Gaussian filter modifies the input
signal by convolution with a Gaussian function The
Gaussian function is non-zero for and would
theoretically require an infinite window length.
However, since it decays rapidly, it is often reasonable
to truncate the filter window and implement the filter
directly for narrow windows, in effect by using a simple
rectangular window function. In other cases, the
truncation may introduce significant errors. Better
results can be achieved by instead using a different
window function.

Stable analog filters will be transformed to stable
digital filters with the same frequency response when
Bilinear transformation is employed. Non-recursive
filter approximations, on the other hand, can be obtained
by using Fourier series and numerical-analysis formulas.
In order to be realizable as a recursive filter, a transfer
function must satisfy the following constraints:
1.

It must be a rational function of z with real
coefficients.

2.

Its poles must lie within the unit circle of the
z-plane.

The Fourier transform of the Gaussian function
yields a Gaussian function; the signal (preferably after
being divided into overlapping windowed blocks) can be
transformed with a Fast Fourier transform, multiplied
with a Gaussian function and transformed back.
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The model is valid for the following ranges of
parameters:
–

Frequencies from 10 to 30 GHz

–

Elevation angles from 10° to 50°.

The following parameters are required as input to the
model:
A : attenuation level (dB): 0-20 dB
fB : 3 dB cut-off frequency of the low pass filter (Hz):
0.001-1 Hz

A Gaussian IIR filter was employed for filtering
purposes. The bandwidth of the digital filter is chosen by
evaluating the power spectra of the signal variations.

Δt : time interval length over which fade slope is
calculated (s): 2-200 s.
CALCULATION STEPS FOR SLOPE:
The step-by-step calculation of the fade slope
distribution is as follows:
Step 1: Calculate the function F which gives the
dependence on the time interval length Δt and the 3 dB
cut-off frequency of the low pass filter fB:

Fig 8: Output response of the Gaussian Filter

F ( fB , Δt) =

III. FADE SLOPE ESTIMATION:

with b

For the fade slope analysis, the attenuation data
were low-pass filtered to remove fluctuations due to
scintillation. The filter bandwidth was chosen by
evaluating the power spectra of the signal variations. For
many separate events, the threshold frequency was
determined between the attenuation spectrum, which
decreases with frequency, and the flat part of the
scintillation spectrum. The value of this threshold
frequency depends on the strength of both the
attenuation and scintillation fluctuations and therefore
varies from event to event. A value of 20 MHz was
found as a lower limit of this frequency. With a filter
bandwidth fb of 20 MHz it can thus be expected that the
scintillation fluctuations are effectively removed.

2π2

( 1 / f Bb + ( 2 Δ t ) b ) 1 / b

2.3.

Step 2: Calculate the standard deviation
of the
conditional fade slope at a given attenuation level as:

σ ζ = s F ( f B , Δt ) A

dB/s

Where s is a parameter which depends on climate and
elevation angle; an overall average value in Europe and
the United States of America, at elevations between 10°
and 50°, is s 0.01.
Step 3a: Calculate p(ζ | A) the conditional probability
(probability density function) that the fade slope is equal
to ζ for a given attenuation value, A:
p (ζ | A ) =

Nevertheless, also a part of the attenuation spectrum
is cut off, which may affect the fade slope results. The
low-pass filtering was performed in software, by making
a FFT transform of the signal of each separate event,
sharply cutting off all frequency components above fb
and transforming back..

2
πσ

ζ

(1 + ( ζ / σ

ζ

)

2

)

2

Step 3b: If required, calculate p(ζ | A), the conditional
probability (complementary cumulative distribution
function) that the fade slope ζ is exceeded for a given
attenuation value, A:

Next, for each sample the fade slope was calculated

P (ζ | A ) =

as

( ζ /σ ζ )
arctan
1
–
–
2
π (1 + (ζ /σ ζ ) 2 )

( ζ /σ ζ )
π

or calculate p(ζ | A), the conditional probability that the
absolute value of the fade slope ζ is exceeded for a given
attenuation value, A:

Where A is attenuation and i is the sample number. Joint
statistics of and A were generated for each beacon
signal. The size of the bins were 0.001 dB/s for 0 and 1
dB for A.
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−ζ

P( ζ | A) =

∫

−∞

∞

p( x | A) dx + ∫ p( x | A) dx = 1 −
ζ

2( ζ σζ )
π(1 + ( ζ σζ ) 2 )

−

estimated to get the Faded slope using the above best
filter i.e Gaussian Filter, Moving Average Filter and
Butterworth Filter.

2 arctan ( ζ σζ )
π

The model given in equation was tested against data
between 12.5 GHz and 50 GHz.
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Some properties of these distributions will be
studied and a model for the distribution will be
formulated in the following sections Fig 8.

Fig 8: expected result of the Fade Slope
It is observed that the:
1.

Fade slope distribution dependence on fade depth is
confirmed

2.

The fade slope distribution is observed to have time
symmetry from the median value calculated from
the distributions.

3.

Decreasing value of kurtosis with increasing
attenuation indicates the fade slope distribution
becomes flatter with increasing attenuation.

4.

Skewness shows the degree of asymmetry,
skewness is decreasing with increasing attenuation.



IV. CONCLUSION:
The Fade Slope is estimated by filtering the
scintillation for the low pass filter and the estimating the
power spectrum of the output. Here in this project
different filters are designed to observe the faded slope
and which filter will give the accurate value of the fade
slope. The theoretical and practical value have to be
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Abstract - Microstrip antennas are becoming increasingly useful these days as they can be printed directly on a circuit board. They
are relatively inexpensive to manufacture and design because of the simple 2-dimensional physical geometry. This is a key feature of
microstrip antenna to be used in wireless communication field. Thus bandwidth and gain improvement have become major design
consideration for practical application of microstrip antennas. The purpose of this paper is to design a rectangular microstrip antenna
with parasitic side patches using air coupling. IE3D simulation software is used for simulation and a comparison is made between
the basic patch antenna and improved patch antennas.
Keywords - Rectangular Microstrip Antenna, IE3D, Bandwidth, Impedance, Return Loss, Inset Feed.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Over the years, sophisticated techniques have been
developed for the transfer of information within a
communication system using electromagnetic career
waves operating at radio frequencies as well as
microwave and millimeter wave frequencies. In today’s
modern communication industry, antennas are the most
important component required to create a
communication link. Through the years, microstrip
antenna structures are most common option used to
realize millimeter wave monolithic integrated circuits
for microwave, radar and communication purpose. They
have various advantages such as low profile,
lightweight, and ease of fabrication using printed-circuit
technology. They can be designed in many shapes like
square, rectangular, elliptical, circular etc. We are using
rectangular patch because of its simple geometry. The
patch geometry, substrate property and feeding
technique affect its performance. The size reduction and
bandwidth enhancement are major design considerations
for practical applications of microstrip antennas.

Fig. 1 : Microstrip Patch
For a rectangular patch, the length L of the patch is
usually 0.333λ0<L<0.5λ0, where λ0 is the free space
wavelength. The patch is selected to be very thin such
that t<<λ0 (where t is the patch thickness). The dielectric
substrate height h is usually 0.003λ0<h<0.05λ0. The
dielectric constant is typically in the range 2.2≤εr
≤12.The microstrip patch antennas radiate primarily
because of the fringing fields between the patch edge
and the ground plane. For a good antenna performance,
a thick dielectric substrate having a low dielectric
constant is desirable since this provides better
efficiency, larger bandwidth and better radiation.
However, such a configuration leads to a larger antenna
size. In order to design a compact microstrip patch
antenna, substrates with higher dielectric constants must

II. STRUCTURE OF PATCH ANTENNA
A Microstrip Antenna (MSA) in its simplest form
consists of a radiating patch on one side of a dielectric
substrate and a ground plane on the other side [1]. The
top and side views of a rectangular MSA (RMSA) are
shown in Figure1[1].
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be used which are less efficient and result in narrow
bandwidth. Hence, a trade-off must be realized between
the antenna dimensions and the antenna performance.

A. Design Equations

TABLE 1
COMPARISON OF MIC & MSA
Microwave
Integrated
Circuits(MIC)
≤ 0.159 cm

Parameter
Height, h
Dielectric
constant,
Width, W
Radiation

r

Microstrip
Antenna(MSA)
≥ 0.159 cm

≥ 9.8

≤ 9.8

Small
Minimized

Large
Maximized

III. FEEDING MECHANISMS
Microstrip antennas can be fed by two methods,
contacting and non-contacting. RF power is fed directly
to the radiating patch using a connecting element such
as microstrip line in contacting method. Electromagnetic
feed coupling is done to transfer power between the
microstrip line and the radiating patch in non-contacting
scheme. Here, we are using inset feed for our design.

B. Characteristics of MSA
The MSA has proved to be an excellent radiator for
many applications because of its several advantages, but
it also has some dis-advantages. The advantages and
dis-advantages of the MSA are given in the below
sections.
1) Advantages: MSA have several advantages
compared to the conventional microwave antennas. The
main advantages of MSAs are listed as follows:

Fig. 2 : Rectangular patch with inset feed
IV. DESIGN OF BASIC PATCH ANTENNA

•

They are lightweight and have a small volume and a
low-profile planar configuration.

•

They can be made conformal to the host surface.

•

Their ease of mass production using printed-circuit
technology leads to a low fabrication cost.

•

They are easier to integrate with other MICs on the
same substrate.

•

They allow both linear polarization and CP.

•

They can be made compact for use in personal
mobile communication.

•

They allow
operations.

TABLE 2
DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS
SL.No.

Parameter Name

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Resonant Frequency,fr
Substrate Thickness
Patch Length, L
Patch Width, W
Reference Impedance
Substrate Height, h
Dielectric Constant, r

Designed
Values
2.4Ghz
0.158mm
29.8577mm
38.0629mm
50Ω
1.58mm
4.4

for

dual-

and

triple-frequency
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2) Dis-advantages: MSAs suffer from some disadvantages compared to conventional microstrip
antennas. They are as follows:
•

Narrow BW

•

Lower gain

•

Low power-handling capability

3) Applications:
TABLE 3
MSA APPLICATION
System
Aircraft and Ship
antennas
Missiles
Satellite
Communication
Mobile Radio
Remote sensing
Bio-medical
Others

Application
Communication and
navigation, altimeters, blind
landing systems.
Radar, Proximity fuses and
Telemetry.
Domestic Direct Broadcast
TV, Vehicle- based antennas,
communication.
Pagers and hand telephones,
man pack systems, mobile
vehicle.
Large light weight apertures.
Applications in microwave
hyperthermia.
Intruder alarms, personal
communication etc.

Fig. 4 : Basic patch with side patches
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

V. BANDWIDTH IMPROVEMENT TECHNIQUE
Bandwidth of the antenna can be improved by using
side patches in addition to the basic patch. By deciding
the number of side patches and spacing, them at proper
distances from the basic patch can result in considerable
improvement in the bandwidth.

Fig. 5 : The Return Loss curve for basic patch.
Fig. 3 : Basic Patch
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Thee radiated poweer for the basicc patch and the
modified
d patch is obtaiined from figuures 7 and 8, whhich
is -9.133
3 dBi for the baasic patch and -4.209 dBi forr the
modified
d patch.
VI. CO
OMPARATIVE
E STUDY
TABLE 4
CO
OMPARISON
Sl. Noo.
1.Basicc
Patch
2.
Improv
ved
Patch
h

Bandwidt
Power
h
(dBi)
(MHz)

Reson
nant
R
Retur
Gain
Frequ
uency
n Loss
(dBi)
(GH
Hz)
(
(dB)

375

-9.133

2.4

5.8

-29

625

-4.209

2.4

6.1

-47.5

VIII. DESIGNED
D
AN
ND TESTED MICROSTRIIP
A
ANTENNAS

Fig.6 : The Return
R
Loss currve for basic paatch with side
patches.
Figures 5 and 6 show the return loss cuurve for basic
patch and basiic patch with paarasitic side paatches. It
clearly shows decrement in
n the return losss from -29 dB
to -47.5 dB annd increment inn bandwidth froom 375 MHz
to 625 MHz, which
w
is 66.6%
% of the basic patch.

Fig. 9 : Basic
B
patch an
ntenna

Fig. 7 : Radiation paattern of basic patch
p

Figg.10 : Basic pattch antenna wiith side patchess
IX. CO
ONCLUSION
Thee design, simullation and fabrrication of the basic
and the improved miccrostrip patch antenna
a
with all
a the
requiredd parameters is carried out using IE3D
simulation software and fabricateed using in-hhouse
laboratory facilities. IIt is observed that the impproved

Fig. 8 : Raadiation pattern
n of basic patchh with side
patcches
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[2] Shibaji Chakraborty and Uddipan Mukherjee,
“Comparative Study of Microstrip Patch Line
Feed
Antenna
Design
Using
Genetic
Algorithms”, International Conference on
Computer & Communication Technology
(ICCCT)-2011.

patch antenna i.e. patch antenna with parasitic side
patches has better gain , bandwidth and radiated power
than the basic patch antenna. A bandwidth improvement
of 66.6% is observed in the modified patch.
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Abstract - Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) is a transmission technique which is robust in Multi path channels.
It is though sensitive to frequency errors that may be caused by several factors such as frequency offset at the local oscillator, phase
noise and mobility of the receiver. These errors introduce Inter-Carrier Interference (ICI) that may be represented in the frequency
domain by means of an ICI matrix. Since these types of errors greatly affect the performance of an OFDM system, estimation of this
matrix is crucial. In this work we propose Self Cancellation method to mitigate ICI.
Keywords- OFDM systems, ICI cancellation.

I.

INTRODUCTION

II. OFDM SYSTEM

In present wireless communication systems, the
competition in developing a high data rate
communication is becoming obvious due to current
demand. OFDM has been the most engaging technique
used in high data rate where the high speed data is
divided into several low rate data. This introduces
longer symbol duration and high spectral efficiency.

In this section we described OFDM system model

However, OFDM goes with the orthogonality
principle which can be very sensitive to CFO. CFO
exists due to tuning oscillator inaccuracies and Doppler
shift. By the existence of CFO, the orthogonality
between subcarriers will lost thus cause ICI to the
system. In addition, the BER performance decreases
rapidly with the increasing of CFO occurrence in
OFDM system.
Presently, there are five different method for
reducing ICI have been developed which are ICI self
cancellation, frequency-domain equalization, time
domain windowing scheme, frequency offset estimation
and compensation techniques, and Doppler diversity [2].

Figure 1: OFDM system model
The modulation/demodulation process in an OFDM
system is commonly carried out by employing an IFFT
(Inverse Fast Fourier Transform) block at the transmitter
to generate the N time domain complex symbols xi,k of
the signal. At the receiver, spectral components are
recovered employing an FFT (Fast Fourier Transform)
block. Using index k to specify the k−th symbol and
index i to specify the i−th OFDM block, each symbol
Xi,k that must be transmitted is first generated by proper
mapping of the incoming bits onto a linear modulation
symbol: applying IFFT to these symbols corresponds to

The ICI self-cancellation has been known as a very
simple scheme to combat ICI in OFDM systems. It
proposed to transmit the same data twice with the same
magnitude but different polarization (Xk , Xk+1 = -Xk)
over a pair of subcarriers. This is called ICI cancellation
modulation (ICM). While ICI cancellation demodulation
(ICD) operates by subtracting these 2 signals at the
receiver. The combination of ICM and ICD is ICI self
cancellation.
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Thee orthogonalityy of subcarrieers can be viiewed
in eitheer the time ddomain or inn frequency doomain.
From thhe time domainn perspective, each subcarrieer is a
sinusoid
d with an integger number off cycles withinn one
FFT inteerval. From thhe frequency domain
d
perspeective,
this coorresponds to each subcaarrier havingg the
maximuum value at itss own center frequency andd zero
at the center frequenccy of each off the other subccarriers.
hogonality of a subcarrier with
w respect to other
The orth
subcarrieers is lost if thhe subcarrier has
h nonzero sppectral
value at o t h e r s u b c a r r i e r frequeencies.

assign each of
o them to a different subb carrier and
multiplexing the corresponnding samples in the time
domain.
A cyclicc prefix is usually addded reducing
throughput effficiency in orrder to improve the signal
resilience to inter-symbol
i
in
nterference. The channel is
characterized by a time-varrying impulse response h(t)
that accountss for multipaath propagatioon and user
mobility. AW
WGN noise and
d an additionall term to take
into account the
t frequency offset betweeen transmitter
and receiver are also introduced before the proposed
FT block, the
receiver. At the receiver, after the FF
relationship between input and output off each OFDM
symbol in thee frequency doomain may be described by
the following equation
e
Yi = H Xi + Wi.

m the tim
me domain perspective, the
From
correspoonding sinusoidd no longer has an integer nuumber
of cyclees within the F
FFT interval. ICI occurs wheen the
multipatth channel variies over one OFDM
O
symbol time.
When this happens,, the Doppler shift on each
multipatth component causes a frequuency offset on
o the
subcarrieers, resulting in the losss of orthogonality
among them.
t
This siituation can be
b viewed from
m the
time domain perspective, in which the integer nuumber
of cycles for each subbcarrier within the FFT intervval of
the curreent symbol is no longer maaintained due to
t the
phase trransition introoduced by thee previous syymbol.
Finally, any offset betw
ween the subcaarrier frequenccies of
the transmitter and reeceiver also inntroduces ICI to an
OFDM symbol
s

III. INTER CARRIER
C
INT
TERFERENC
CE
In a multtipath environm
ment, a transm
mitted symbol
takes differen
nt times to reach
r
the receeiver through
different proppagation paths.. From the recceiver‘s point
of view, the channel introd
duces time dispersion
d
in
which the duration
d
of the receivedd symbol is
stretched. Exteending the syymbol duratio
on causes the
current receiv
ved symbol too overlap prevvious received
symbols and results
r
in inter symbol interfference (ISI) .
In OFDM, IS
SI usually reffers to interfeerence of an
OFDM symbool by previous OFDM sym
mbols. For a
given system
m bandwidth the
t
symbol rate for an
OFDM signall is much lo
ower than a single carrier
transmission scheme.
s

IV. PRO
OPOSED ME
ETHOD FOR ICI
I
COMPENSATIO
ON
A. SEL
LF CANCELLA
ATION SCHEM
ME

For exaample for a single caarrier BPSK
modulation, th
he symbol ratee corresponds to the bit rate
of the transm
mission. Howev
ver for OFDM
M the system
bandwidth is broken
b
up intoo N subcarrierrs, resulting in
a symbol ratee that is N tiimes lower th
han the single
carrier transm
mission. This low symbool rate makes
OFDM naturaally resistant to effects off Inter-Symbol
Interference (ISI)
(
caused by multipathh propagation.
Multi path propagation is caused by
b the radio
transmission signal refleccting off objjects in the
propagation environment,
e
s
such
as wallls, buildings,
mountains, ettc. These mulltiple signals arrive at the
receiver at diifferent times due to the transmission
distances bein
ng different. This spreadss the symbol
boundaries caausing energy leakage betw
ween them. In
OFDM, the sppectra of subccarriers overlaap but remain
orthogonal to
o each other. This means that at the
maximum of each sub-carriier spectrum, all
a the spectra
of other subccarriers are zeero. The receeiver samples
data symbolss on individ
dual sub-carrriers at the
maximum poinnts and dem
modulates them
m free from
any
interferrence from the other subcarriers.
Interference caused
c
by data
d
symbols on adjacent
sub-carriers is referred to intter carrier interrference (ICI).

It iss seen that thee difference between the IC
CI coefficientt of two connsecutive sub- carriers are very
small. This
T
makes thhe basis of IC
CI self cancelllation.
Here onne data symboll is not modulaated in to onee subcarrier, rather at leaast in to twoo consecutive submbol ‗a‘ is moodulated in to thhe 1st
carriers. If the data sym
i modulated in to the 2ndd subsub-carrrier then ‗-a‘ is
carrier. Hence
H
the ICII generated beetween the twoo subcarriers almost mutuually cancels each other. This
method is suitable for multipath fadiing channels ass here
B
in mulltipath
no channnel estimation is required. Because
case chaannel estimatioon fails as thee channel chhanges
randomlly
In an
a OFDM coommunication system, assum
ming
the chhannel frequeency offset normalized
n
byy the
subcarrieer separation is
, and then the receeived
signal onn subcarrier k can be written as
Y(k)=X((k)S(0)+

where k = 0,1,2…..N--1

…….. (4.1)
(

Where N is the total
t
number of the subcarrriers,
mbol for the kth
X(k) deenotes the trransmitted sym
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subcarrier andd nk is an addittive noise sam
mple. The first
term in the right-hand
r
sid
de of (4.5) reepresents the
desired signaal. The seccond term is
i the ICI
components.

V. DRA
AWBACKS & MERITS
Dra
awback: The m
major drawback of this methhod is
the reduuction in band width efficien
ncy as same syymbol
occupiess two sub-carriiers

The sequencee S(l-k) is defined ass the ICI
coefficient beetween lth an
nd kth subcarrriers, which
can be expresssed as

Merits:
1. It is suuitable for mulltipath fading channels
c
2. It is allso suitable forr flat channels
3. Channnel estimation is
i not required
4. Channnel equalizationn is not requireed

……
………….(4.2)

5. It is siimple in implem
mentation

It is seenn that the diffference of IC
CI coefficient
between two consecutive subcarrier {(( S(l-k) and
S(l+1-k)} is very
v
small. Th
herefore, if a data pair (a,
-a) is modulaated onto twoo adjacent subbcarriers (l ,
l+1), where a is a complexx data, then thee ICI signals
generated by the subcarrieer l will be cancelled
c
out
b the ICI generated by subcaarrier l+1 .
significantly by

6. It is leess complex annd effective
VI. APP
PLICATIONS
S OF OFDM
Diggital Audio Brooadcasting (DA
AB).

Assuming the transmitted sy
ymbols are suchh that

Diggital Video Broadcasting (D
DVB) & HDTV
V.

X(1) = -X(0), X(3) = -X(2),…….., X(N-1
1) = -X(N-2),

European Wireless LAN Standarrd – HiperLAN
N/2

s
then the receivved signal on subcarrier
k beecomes

Useed for wideband data com
mmunications over
mobbile radio channnels such as

=

1.

High-bit-rate Digital Subsccriber Lines (H
HDSL
at 1.6Mbps)

2.

Digital Subscriber Lines (ADSSL up
Asymmetric D
to 6Mbps)

3.

Very-high-speeed Digital
(VDSL at 1000 Mbps)

4.

ADSL and broadband
b
access via telepphone
Network coppper wires.

…. 4.3
Similarly thee received signal on suubcarrier k+1
becomes
=

In such a case,, the ICI coeffiicient is denoteed as
(l-k)=S(l-k)--S(l+1-k)

Subscriber

Lines

IEE
EE 802.11a andd 802.11g Wirreless LANs.

B. ICI DEM
MODULATION
N

Thee IEEE 802.116 or WiMaax Wireless MAN
M
stan
ndard.

ICI Cancellin
ng Demodulatiion

Thee IEEE 802.200 or Mobile Broadband
B
Wiireless
Acccess (MBWA
A) standard.

To furtther reduce ICI, ICI cancelling
demodulation is done. The demodulation is suggested
to work in suuch a way thatt each signal at the k+1th
subcarrier (now k denotes even
e
number) is multiplied
by ― -1ԡ andd then summed with the onne at the kth
subcarrier. Thhen the resultan
nt data sequencce is used for
making symbo
ol decision.

Thee Flash -OFDM
M cellular system.
Som
me Ultra widebband (UWB) systems.
s
VII. SIM
MULATED RE
ESULTS

Thus, thee ICI signals become sm
maller when
applying ICI cancelling modulation.
m
On
O the other
hand, the IC
CI canceling demodulation can further
reduce the reesidual ICI in the received signals. The
combined
modullation
and
ICI
cancellling
demodulation method is called the ICI selfcancellation sccheme.

Thee following arre the expecteed results obttained
after stiimulation. Thee performancee of ICI reduuction
algorithm
m namely IC
CI self canceellation schem
me is
evaluateed and compared with an
n ordinary OFDM
O
system. An OFDM IC
CI cancellation Test bed was made
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using Matlab. The simulatorr can be used too compare the
above mentionned algorithm
m in terms of BER for any
value of alphaabet size (M), Number of subcarriers(N),
frequency offfset and any
a
type off modulation
QAM,PSK).

Figure 4:
4 CIR versuss ε for a stand
dard OFDM syystem
and ICI theory
t
VIII.CO
ONCLUSION
Propposed ICI mitiigation techniqques are essential in
improvin
ng the perform
mance of an OFDM
O
system
m in
an envvironment whhich induces frequency offset
o
error in
n the transmittted signal. This project work
investigaates an ICI self-cancellaation scheme for
combatinng the impacct of ICI on
n OFDM sysstems
for diffe
ferent frequenccy offset valuues. Here I’m uusing
self canncellation schheme for IC
CI reduction and
a n a l y z e d i t s perforrmances. It iss also suitablee for
multipatth fading chaannels. It is less complex and
effectivee. The propoosed scheme provides
p
signifficant
CIR imp
provement, whhich has been studied theoretiically
and by simulations. U
Under the condition of the same
bandwiddth efficiency aand larger freq
quency offsetss, the
proposed
d OFDM ssystem using the ICI selfcancellattion scheme performs much
m
better than
standardd OFDM systems. In adddition, sincee no
channel equalization is needed for reducing ICII, the
proposed
d scheme is therefore eaasy to impleement
without increasing systtem complexityy.

1 l = 0.
Figure. 2: Ann example of S((l - k) for N = 16;
(a) Amplitude of S(l - k).
o S(l-k).
(b) Real part of
(c) Imaginaryy part of S(l-k).
comparis ion of |S(1-k)|,|S^(1-k)|, annd |S^^(1-k)| for\epsilon=0..2 and N=64
0
|S(1-k)|
|S(1-k)|
|S^^(1-k)|
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Simulation of Adaptive Channel Equalisation For
BPSK,QPSK And 8-PSK Schemes
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Abstract - The distortion and inter symbol interference caused by multipath effects of channel degrades the quality of signal
transmission in transmission system of digital baseband. Adaptive channel equalization is used commonly to compensate these
effects so as to increase the reliability of propagation. Recursive Least Squares(RLS) algorithm is most commonly used adaptive
algorithm because of its simplicity and fast convergence. In this work, simulation model of finite impulse response adaptive
equalizer based on RLS is developed to reduce distortion caused by channel. The constellation diagram before and after equalization
is obtained. It is observed that bit error rate is decreased by fifty percent after equalization. Hence this shows that the algorithm
appears to reduce channel effects effectively and achieves channel equalization.
Keywords: Adaptive channel equalization, RLS algorithm, inter symbol interference, bit error rate..

I.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II
describes the adaptive filter and equalization principle.
Section III presents the RLS algorithm. Section IV
presents simulation results and discussion. Section V
presents conclusion.

INTRODUCTION

The digital communication quality depends on
channel characteristics. Phase shift keying(PSK) is an
M-ary digital modulation scheme similar to
conventional phase modulation. The input binary
information is encoded into groups of bits before
modulating the carrier[1]. PSK is widely used nowadays
in military and communication systems because it offers
lowest probability error[2].

II. ADAPTIVE FILTER AND EQUALISATION
PRINCIPLE
Equalization can be done in frequency domain (or)
time domain. In frequency domain equalization,
frequency characteristics of equalizers and channels are
synthesized to meet no inter symbol interference
condition by modifying frequency characteristics of
system. In time domain equalization impulse response
of equalizers and channel are used to meet no inter
symbol interference condition
[7]. Time domain
equalization is the most commonly used method. Figure
1 shows schematic of channel equalization by utilizing
adaptive filter compensating for channel distortions. Its
transfer function is an estimate and information
transmitted by channel at that instant of time[8].In
figure 1, x(n) is input signal ,e(n) is output signal, d(n) is
the desired signal, L is the delay period, channel is
Rayleigh fading and additive white Gaussian noise is
used here.

In the transmission system of digital baseband,
multipath transmission of channel will generate inter
symbol interference in order to compensate these
channel effects inverse filtering also called as
equalization is used[3].Traditional filters can be used for
equalization if known channel characteristics are
considered. In practical channel is time varying and
channel characteristics are unknown. Adaptive filters,
whose weights are adjusted automatically based on
some criteria, are used for equalization at receiving end
to compensate distortions caused by channel. These
filters play important role in many diverse applications
such as communications, acoustics, speech, radar, sonar,
seismology and biomedical engineering[4][5][6].
Recursive Least Squares(RLS) is the most well known
adaptive filter that are used . It is designed to get
minimum quadratic sum of difference between desired
signal and output signal of filter. RLS is preferred
because of its fast convergence and simplicity. In this
work RLS algorithm is used for equalizing multipath
transmission channel.

Inter symbol interference is multiplication
interference and it depends on presence (or) absence of
signal .If the overall transfer characteristics H(W)=
GT(W)C(W) GR(W) of band limited channel is close to
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ideal rectangular features, then the output signal,
equivalent to signal passed through transceiver device
and channel will have reduced inter symbol interference.
Let H'(W)=GT(W)T(W) and H'(W) is suited to
conditions of nyquist’s theorem

Tap input signals x(n),x(n-1),…………… x(n-M+1)
are elements of tap input vector X(n) of order M×1 . M1 is the number of delay cells where M is number of
taps(filter length) and n is variable data length .In this
filter model, order M is less than (or) equal to n [9].In
this work M is taken as 12. Elements of tap weight
vector W(n) are tap weights w0(n),w1(n),w2(n),….wM1(n).If desired signal d(n) is given, adaptive filter can
calculate priori estimation error e(n).

=TS, lWl≤

to meet equalization[4]

III. RLS ALGORITHM
The weights of adaptive filter adjust automatically
based on some criteria to yield better estimate of desired
signal as output .The criteria according to which filter
weights are adjusting corresponds to different adaptive
algorithms .In this work RLS algorithm is used in which
the minimization criteria is error square average value
.The cost function J(n) constituted by sum of error
square become minimum by selecting tap weights and
next update the weights to achieve optimal adaptive
iterative algorithm based on estimate gradient vector of
input signals in iterative process

Adaptive filter adjusts current filter parameters
automatically based on previous filter parameters.
Adaptive filter involves two basic process which include
filtering process, to produce an output in response to a
input data and adaptive process, to provide a mechanism
for adaptive control of adjustable set of parameters used.
Adaptive filter structures are of two types Finite Impulse
Response(FIR) and Infinite Impulse Response(IIR).The
FIR filter is most preferred and widely used because it
has only adjustable zeros and is free of stability
problem associated with adaptive IIR filters. In this
work FIR transversal filter structure is used as adaptive
filter structure and is shown in Fig 2. X(n),d(n) are two
input signals and y(n),e(n) are two output signals to
adaptive filter Output signal y(n) is generated by
processing input signal x(n) through adjustable
parameters of filter .The adaptive algorithm is used to
adjust the filter parameters to minimize the error signal
e(n) expressed in (1) ,

e(n)=d(n)-y(n)=d(n)-x(n)*w(n)

(2)

The cost function of adaptive RLS algorithm is
constituted by sum of exponentially weighted error
signal[9] which is shown in (3)

J (n ) =

n

∑

λ m −1 e (i )

2

(3)

i =1

λ is called forgetting factor (or) weighting factor and it
is 0< λ ≤1 .when i is closer to n the value of λ is larger
and when i is far away from n , λ value is very small .
here n is variable data length.
To minimize sum of error squares,

∂J (n)
= 0.
∂w

Tap weight vector update equation is given by
(1)

w(n) = w(n − 1) + k (n)eT (n)

(4)

Here k(n) is gain vector and given by

k ( n) =

p(n − 1) x(n)
λ + x T (n) p(n − 1) x(n)

(5)

P(n) is inverse autocorrelation matrix of input
signal. Rx(n) is deterministic input autocorrelation
matrix
and
given
by
p ( n ) = R x−1 = λ−1 p ( n − 1) − λ−1 k ( n ) x T ( n ) p ( n − 1) (6)
Fig 2 Adaptive trasversal filter structure
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Tap weight vector initial value is taken as zero.

weights
1

(w(0)=0). In cases of non-stationary, the initial value

0.8
0.6

p(0) is

0.4
0.2

p(0) = δ I
−1

0

(7)

-0.2
-0.4

I is unit matrix [6] and δ is regularization parameter
which is usually small positive number like 0.01 (or)
smaller.

-0.6
-0.8
-1

Fig 5 Filter tap weights after equalization for BPSK
scheme

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
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The converged filter tap weights after equalization
is shown in fig.5. The variation in mean square error in
db with respect to number of iterations for QPSK
scheme is shown in fig.6. It shows that mean square
error decreases by considerable amount and is about 10db after 150 iterations.

The constellation diagram for BPSK scheme before
and after equalization is shown in fig.4 .The BER of
received constellation before equalization is 0.51 and
after equalization BER has come down to 0.001 i.e
before equalization 51%error was present after
equalization 0.1% error is present .It is observed that
error has decreased by 50.9% due to equalization.

Received constellation

400

Fig 6 Learning curve for QPSK

The variation in mean square error in db with
respect to number of iterations which is called as
learning curve is shown in fig.3. It shows that mean
square error decreases by a considerable amount and is
about -10db after 100 iterations .
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Fig 7 constellation diagram of QPSK(a)before
equalization and (b)after equalization.
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Fig 8 Filter tap weights after equalization for
QPSK scheme
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Fig 9 Learning curve for 8PSK
The constellation diagram for QPSK scheme before
and after equalization is shown in fig.7 .The BER of
received constellation before equalization is 0.51 and
after equalization BER has come down to 0.0075 i.e
before equalization 51%error was present after
equalization 0.75% error is present .It is observed that
error has decreased by 50.25% due to equalization. The
converged filter tap weights after equalization is shown
in fig.8.
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Abstract - In this paper a soft computing technique PSIM is used for the performance simulation of the BLDC motor. With the
help of its user friendly approach and some basic theories, the corresponding PSIM models for the BLDC can easily be
constructed. The simulation results of BLDC motor performance can critically evaluate under various input parameters in the
PSIM environment. The accuracy of this approach can also be verified by comparing the simulation results in PSIM with the
response obtained from the BLDC motor established results
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I.

many problems resulting from mechanical wear of
b r u s h e s and commutators are i m p r o v e d by
changing the position of rotor and stator in DC motor.
To alternate
the function
of brushes
and
commutator, the BLDC motor requires an inverter
and a position sensor that detects rotor position for
proper commutation of current. The typical circuit
diagram of BLDC motor with converter is shown in
figure 1.

INTRODUCTION

The permanent magnet brushless dc (BLDC) motor
is gaining popularity being used in computer,
aerospace, military, automotive, industrial and
household products because of its high torque,
compactness, and high efficiency. The BLDC motor
is inherently electronically.

PSIM is a simulation package specifically
designed for power electronics and motor controls with
fast simulation and user friendly interface. It
provides
a
powerful simulation environment for
power electronics, analog and digital control, magnetic,
and motor drive system studies. In addition, PSIM
supports links to third-party software like MATLAB
through custom DLL blocks.
The PSIM simulation package consists of the
circuit schematic program PSIM, the simulator engine,
and the waveform processing program SIMVIEW. The
simulation process is shown in figure -2.
Figure – 1 BLDC motor with Converter circuit

II. PRINCIPLE AND CONSTRUCTION
BLDC motors are a type of synchronous motor.
This means the magnetic field generated by the stator
and the magnetic field generated by the rotor rotates at
the same frequency. BLDC motors do not experience
the “slip” that is normally seen in induction motors.
BLDC motors come in single-phase, 2-phase and 3phase configurations. Corresponding to its type, the
stator has the same number of windings. The 3-phase
motors are the most popular and widely used [9].

Controlled and requires rotor position information
for proper
commutations
of
current.
The
brushless DC (BLDC) motor has been used in many
applications such as computer, automatic office
machine, robots for automation [1], drives of many
electronics and miniature machine [2]. The BLDC
motor has advantages of the DC motor such as simple
control, high torque, high efficiency and compactness.
Also, brush maintenance is no longer required, and
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enables the rotor to compress further for the same
torque. Also, these alloy magnets improve the sizeto-weight ratio and give higher torque for the same
size motor using ferrite magnets. Some rotor
constructions are shown in figure 4.

Fig. 2. PSIM Simulation process
A. Stator

Figure 4 - Rotor constructions

The stator of a BLDC motor consists of stacked
steel laminations with windings placed in the slots
that are axially cut along the inner periphery
traditionally, the stator resembles that of an induction
motor; however, the windings are distributed in a
different manner as shown in figure 3. Most BLDC
motors have three stator windings connected in star
fashion. One or more coils are placed in the slots and
they are interconnected to make a winding. Each of
these windings is distributed over the stator periphery
to form an even numbers of poles. There are two
types of stator windings variants: trapezoidal and
sinusoidal motors. This differentiation is made on
the basis of the interconnection of coils in the stator
windings to give the different types of back
Electromotive Force (EMF).

A. Rotor Position nsing

Unlike a brushed DC motor, the commutation of
a BLDC motor is controlled electronically. To
rotate the BLDC motor, the stator windings should
be energized in a sequence. Rotor position is sensed
by Hall Effect sensors embedded into the stator
which gives the sequence of phase energisation
[3]. Most of BLDC motors have three Hall
sensors embedded into the stator on the non-driving
end of the motor. Whenever the rotor magnetic
poles pass near the Hall sensors, they give a high
or low signal, indicating the N or S pole is passing
near the sensors. Based on the Combination of these
three Hall sensor signals, the exact sequence of
commutation can be determined [4, 5].

B. Rotor

III. MATHEMATICAL MODELING
Each active phase in ac motor is describe by a
first order differential equation. The general voltage
equation of one of active phases is given by,

Where vx is the active phase voltage, R is the
phase resistance, ix is the phase current, θ is the
rotor position, ψ kx (θ , ix ) is the total flux linkage of the
active phase and n is the number of phases. [6,7]. The
electrical equivalent circuit of BLDC motor is shown
in figure 5.

The rotor is made of permanent magnet and can
vary from two to eight pole pairs with alternate North
(N) and South (S) poles. Based on the required
magnetic field density in the rotor, the proper
magnetic material is chosen to make the rotor.
Ferrite magnets are traditionally

The equations of the 3-phase brushless
dc machine are:

used to make permanent magnets. As the
technology advances, rare earth alloy magnets are
gaining popularity. The ferrite magnets are less
expensive but they have the disadvantage of low flux
density for a given volume. In contrast, the alloy
material has high magnetic density per volume and
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Node saa, sb, and sc are
a the outputs of the built-iin 6pulse haall effect posittion sensors foor Phase A, B, and
C, resppectively. Thee sensor outtput is a bippolar
commutation pulse (1, 0,and -1). The seensor

where va, vb, and vc arre the phase voltages, ia, ib,
and ic are thhe phase currrents, R, L, and
a
M are thee
stator phase resistance, seelf inductancee, and mutuall
nductance, annd Ea, Eb annd Ec are thee back emf off
Phase A, B, annd C, respectivvely. The backk emf voltagess
are a function
n of the rotor mechanical sppeed ωm andd
the rotor electtrical angle θr, that is:
where va, vb, and vc arre the phase voltages,
v
ia , i b ,
and ic are thhe phase currrents, R, L, and
a
M are thee
stator phase resistance, seelf inductancee, and mutuall
inductance, annd Ea, Eb annd Ec are thee back emf off
Phase A, B, annd C, respectivvely. The backk emf voltagess
are a functionn of the rotor mechanical speed ωm andd
the rotor electtrical angle θr, that is:

Ea =ke _

a

.ω m

E b = k e _ b .ω m

mulation model of BLDC
Fig. 5 - Sim

output nodes are all control nodes and sshould

E c = k e _ c .ω m

be conneected to the coontrol circuit [8
8].
A hall
h effect posittion sensor con
nsists of a set of
o hall
switchess and a set of ttrigger magnetts. The hall sw
witch is
a semicoonductor swittch (e.g. MOS
SFET or BJT
T) that
opens orr closes whenn the magneticc field is highher or
lower th
han a certain threshold vallue. It is bassed on
the hall effect, whichh generates an emf proportioonal to
x-density whenn the switcch is carrying a
the flux
current supplied by an external soource. It is common
to detecct the emf ussing a signal conditioning circuit
integrateed with the haall switch or mounted
m
very closely
c
to it. Thhis provides a TTL- compaatible pulse with
sharp
edges
andd
high
noise
n
immunitty for
connectiion to the conttroller via a sccreened cable. For a
three-ph
hase brushless dc motor, three hall switchhes are
spaced 120
1 electrical deg.
d apart and are mounted on
o the
stator frame.
fr
The seet of trigger magnets cann be a
separate set of magnetts, or it can usse the rotor magnets
of the brushless mootor. If the trrigger magnetts are
separate, they shouldd have the maatched pole sppacing
(with reespect to the rotor magnets), and shouuld be
mountedd on the shaftt in close pro
oximity to thhe hall
switchess. If the trigger magnets usse the rotor magnets
of the machine, the hall switchess must be moounted
nough to the rotor magnets, where they can
c be
close en
energizeed by the leakkage flux at thhe appropriatee rotor
position
ns.

The coefficients ke_aa, ke_b, and
d ke_c are
dependent on the rotor angle θr. In thiis model, an
umed.
ideal trapezoidal waveform profile is assu
T mechanical equations aree:
The

where B is a coefficcient, Tload is the load
torque, and P is the no. of poles. The coeefficient B is
calculated froom the moment of inertiaa J and the
mechanical tim
me constant τm
mech as below:

IV. SIMULA
ATION OF BL
LDC IN PSIM
M
A 3-phasee brushless dc motor is takenn in PSim for
simulation pu
urpose with trrapezoidal wavveform back
emf. In figuree 5, nodes a, b, and c arre the stator
winding termiinals for Phasee A, B, and C, respectively.
The stator winndings are Y connected, and
a
Node n
is the neutraal point. The shhaft node is thhe connecting
terminal for th
he mechanical shaft. They are
a all power
nodes and sho
ould be conneected to the power
p
circuit.

Thee figure 4 shoows a brushleess dc motor drive
system with
w
speed ffeedback. Thee motor is fed
fe by
a 3-phaase voltage soource inverter. The outpuuts of
the mottor hall effectt position senssors are used as the
gatings signals for the inverter, resulting
r
a 6-pulse
6
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operation.
The
speed control is achieved by
modulating sensor commutation pulses (Vgs for Phase
A in this case) with another high- frequency pulses
(Vgfb for Phase A). The high-frequency pulse is
generated from a dc current feedback loop. The DC
voltage is applied to the BLDC motor which is
converted into three phase AC by use of inverter.
The three phase inverter circuit consists of six IGBT’s
which converts DC to AC .Three current probes are
connected through each phase to obtain the wave form
of the current in each phase. The outputs of the
motor Hall Effect position sensors are used as the
gatings signals for the inverter’s IGBT’s.

The simulation is take place at reference speed of
7000 rpm and 0.25 Nm load torque and a DC voltage
of 300V. The result is shown in the figure 6, the
speed starts from 0rpm, it decreases upto t=2ms
and starts increasing slowly. It increases upto
6500rpm at time t=8ms and then it becomes
constant at 6500rpm at t=8ms. The speed always
remains less than the reference speed of 7000rpm.
Therefore there is a error in speed of 500rpm with
respect to reference speed. Starting torque is
almost 2.75 Nm. Motor attains a constant torque of
1Nm at 5 ms.
The simulation is take place at reference speed of
7000 rpm and 0.01 Nm load torque and a DC
voltage of 300V. As shown in the figure 7, the
speed starts from 0 rpm ,it decreases upto t=2ms and
starts increasing slowly. It increases upto 7000
rpm at time t=8ms and then it becomes
constant at 7000 rpm at t=8ms.The speed
remains the same as than of the reference speed of
7000 rpm. Therefore there is no error in speed with
respect to reference speed.Starting torque is almost
2.65 Nm. Motor attains a constant torque of 0.75 Nm
at 5 ms.

The table – 1 mentioned parameter of the BLDC
motor [8].
Table - 1: BLDC MOTOR PARAMETER
R(stator resistance) in ohms
L(stator self inductance) in H
M(stator mutual inductance) in H
Vpk/Krpm
Vrpm/Krpm
No. of poles P
Moment of Inertia in Kg m2
Mech. Time constant in sec.

11.9
0.00207
0.00069
32.3
22.9
4
7E-006
0.006

Theta_advance(deg.)
Conduction Pulse Width in degree
Voltage rating in volts
Current rating in A
Power rating in watts
Speed rating in rpm

0
120
300
10
3000
10000

The simulation is take place at reference speed of
400 rpm and 0.25 Nm load torque and a DC voltage
of 300V. As shown in the figure 8, the speed starts
from 0 rpm, it decreases upto t=20ms and there after
becomes nearly constant -2000 rpm in simulation
result. Switching torque is almost 0.89 Nm. At t=5ms
the torque becomes 0.As the speed is negative and
the torque is becoming zero so the motor do not
start.

The simulation process have three steps as shown
in figure 2. Complete simulation model of BLDC
Motor with converter and control circuit is shown in
figure 5. Simulation
Model
is consists
of
BLDC motor, six IGBT’s, current probes, speed
sensor, AND gates, Proportional Blocks, voltage
probes (node to ground), comparator, ProportionalIntegral Controller, 2nd order low pass filter etc.
V. RESULTS

These results were obtain by running the
SIMVIEW. The results of other parameters like gate
pulse, Hall Effect sensor pulses also can be obtained
by adding these parameters in SIMVIEW. The
simulation waveforms show the start-up transient
of the mechanical speed (in rpm), developed torque
Tem, and 3-phase input currents.

Fig. 6 - speed 7000 rpm & load torque 0.25 Nm
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Fig.7 - Results at 7000 rpm & 0.01 Nm
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Abstract - Load forecasting is of vital importance for any power system. It helps in taking many decisions regarding
energy purchasing and generation, maintenance, etc. Further, load forecasting provides information which is able to be
used for energy interchange with other utilities. Over the years, a number of methods have been proposed for load
forecasting. This paper focuses on short term load forecasting by using a hybrid model of neural networks and fuzzy
logic.
Keywords - fuzzy, load forecasting, neuro fuzzy, neural networks, regression.

I.

• Long term load forecasting with a time period of
more than one year.

INTRODUCTION

An important constituent for efficient power system
energy management is load forecasting. Load
forecasting is the study to estimate active loads ahead of
the actual load occurrence. For an electric utility the
estimate of future demand is necessary in managing the
production and purchasing in an economically
reasonable way. It plays a crucial role in helping the
electric utility to make unit commitment decisions, to
reduce the reserve capacity and to schedule device
maintenance plan properly. It plays a key role not only
in reducing the generation cost but is also essential to
improve the reliability of power systems. For short term
operations and also for long term planning, accurate
load forecasts are critical for utilities. The quality and
accuracy of this forecast have large influence on the
quality of the electrical distribution system planning.
Electric load forecasting in power systems is very
important task for ensuring reliability and economical
operation. The operation planning of electric systems as
well as the maintenance and fuel reserve planning are all
based on the load forecast results.

In this, we are focusing on the short term load
forecasting Short term load forecasting (STLF) refers to
forecasts of electricity demand (or load), on an hourly
basis, from one to several days ahead. In the daily
operations of a power utility, the short term load
forecasting is of vital importance. It is required for unit
commitment, energy transfer scheduling and load
dispatch. The short term load forecasting has played a
greater role in utility operations with the emergence of
load management strategies. The development of an
accurate, fast and robust short-term methodology is of
importance to both the electric utility and its customers.
Short term load forecasting has gained more
importance and greater challenges with the recent trend
of deregulation of electricity markets. Precise
forecasting is the basis of electrical trade and spot price
establishment for the system to gain the minimum
electricity purchasing cost in the market environment. In
the real-time dispatch operation, forecasting error causes
more purchasing electricity cost or breaking-contact
penalty cost to keep the electricity supply and
consumption balance.

II. TYPES OF FORECAST
Depending the period of the forecast done, it is
classified into three different types. They are:

III. FORECAST TECHNIQUES

• Short term load forecasting, which forecasts within
a time period of one day to one month.

Short term load forecasting includes both
conventional techniques & artificial intelligence
techniques.

• Medium term load forecasting, which forecasts
within a time period of one month to one year.

A few of them have been listed below.
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•

Regressioon method

•

Fuzzy loggic approach

•

Neural neetwork approacch

•

Neuro-fuzzzy approach, etc.
e

elementss, the connecctivity between
n them , usagge of
unilateraal or bilateral links
l
and the number
n
format to be
used by inputs and outtputs.
Therre will be differences in the estimatioon of
performance dependiing on the different moodels.
Generallly back propaggation is used. A back propaggation
network
k topology inccludes 3 layeers r 4 layerss, the
transfer function mayy be linear or
o non linear or a
combinaation of bothh. The netwoork may be fully
connecteed or non-fullly connected. The application of
neural networks
n
in poower utilities has
h been growiing in
acceptan
nce over the yeears. The main
n reason behinnd this
is becauuse the capabiliity of the artificcial neural netw
works
in capturring process innformation in a black box mannner.

Regressionn method is a conventional approach
whereas the reest three are arttificial intelligeence methods.
The main
n important single-most parrameter in the
short term loaad forecast is the
t relationship
p between the
load and thee weather. This
T
relationshhip is to be
understood foor making a reliable load forecast. The
relationship between
b
the weather
w
and th
he load varies
with the day of the week, segment
s
of thee day, season,
etc.

V. FUZ
ZZY LOGIC

The weaather-load relaationship variies with the
season, day off the week, andd segment of th
he day.

Fuzzzy logic is a foorm of many-v
valued logic; it deals
with reaasoning that is approximate raather than fixeed and
exact. Inn contrast witth traditional logic
l
theory, where
w
binary sets
s
have two--valued logic: true or false, fuzzy
logic vaariables may have
h
a truth value
v
that rangges in
degree between
b
0 andd 1. Furthermoore, when lingguistic
variables are used, thhese degrees may
m be manageed by
Under fuzzy logic an inpput is
specific functions. U
associateed with certainn qualitative values.
v
For insstance
the tempperature of a day
d may be ‘’loow’’, ‘’medium
m’’ or
‘’high’’..

Several faactors, such ass time factorss and weather
data, etc shoould be consiidered for shhort-term load
forecasting. The
T
load is influenced
i
by
y the weather
conditions. As
A a matter of fact, the most
m
important
factor in shorrt term load forecasting is the weather.
There are a loot of weather parameters
p
avaailable such as
temperature, humidity,
h
wind cover, sunsh
hine, etc. But
only temperatture and humiddity are the moost commonly
used parameteers.
IV. NEURAL
L NETWORK
KS
An artificial neural network
n
is a mathematical
mputational moodel that is in
nspired by the
model or com
structure and//or functional aspects of bioological neural
networks.. Thee motivation fo
or the developm
ment of neural
network techn
nology stemmeed from the dessire to develop
an artificial system
s
that co
ould perform ‘’intelligent’’
tasks similar to those perform
med by human
n brain.

In thhe operation annd managemennt of power sysstems,
fuzzy looad forecastingg plays a paraamount role. Fuzzy
F
logic usaage has got sevveral advantages. There is noo need
of a matthematical moddel mapping innputs to outputts and
the abseence of a neeed for precisse inputs. Prooperly
designedd fuzzy logic ssystems can be very robust when
used fo
or forecasting with such geeneric conditiioning
rules. An
A exact outpuut is needed in
i many situaations.
The loggical processingg of fuzzy inp
puts is followeed by
‘’defuzzzification’’ to produce
p
precisee outputs.
VI. NEU
URO-FUZZY
Y MODEL
Fig:
F Artificial Neural
N
Network
k

In the
t field of aartificial intelliigence, neuro--fuzzy
refers to
o combinationss of artificial neural
n
networkks and
fuzzy lo
ogic. Neuro-fuzzzy was propossed by J. S. R. Jang.
Neuro-fu
fuzzy hybridizaation results inn a hybrid intellligent
system that synergiizes these tw
wo techniquees by

When load forecasting
g is dealt by using neural
n
of the
networks, wee must select one of the number
available arcchitectures (ssuch as Ho
opfield, back
propagation, Boltzmann,
B
etcc), the numberr of layers and
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combining thhe human-likee reasoning sttyle of fuzzy
systems with the
t learning annd connectioniist structure off
neural networrks. Neuro-fuzzzy hybridizattion is widely
termed as Fuuzzy Neural Network
N
(FNN
N) or NeuroFuzzy System
m (NFS) in the
t
literature. Neuro-fuzzy
system incorpporates the hum
man-like reasooning style off
fuzzy systems through thee use of fuzzzy sets and a
linguistic moddel consisting of a set of IF
F-THEN fuzzy
rules. The maain strength of neuro-fuzzy systems
s
is that
they are univversal approxiimators with the ability to
solicit interpreetable IF-THEN
N rules.

VII. MU
ULTIPLE LIN
NEAR REGRE
ESSION
Mullti linear regreession is an ap
pproach to moddeling
the relattionship betweeen a scalar variable
v
y and more
than onee explanatory variable denooted by x1, x22, etc.
This is extensively
e
useed in practical applications. This
T is
because models whhich depend linearly on their
w
unknownn parameters aare easier to fitt than models which
are non--linearly relateed to their paraameters and beecause
the statiistical properties of the resu
ulting estimatorrs are
easier too determine.
Reggression is usedd to fine tune the initial estim
mates
of the looad. It is donee only if the nu
umber of recorrds in
the sim
milar set exceeeds a certain minimum nuumber.
Statistically, this miniimum is one plus
p
the numbber of
variables used in reggression. Similar set of daata is
adjustedd and regressioon is made oveer it using a ccertain
subset of
o weather variiables. It givess a weight factor for
each variable. And hence, the least-square error
estimatioon of the load is determined for each hour in the
target seegment. Lineaar or nonlinearr regression may
m be
used. Only
O
if the rannge of regresssion is limitedd, the
linearityy is justifiable. Although the load is knownn to be
a nonlinnear function oof all the signnificant variabbles, a
linear model
m
may be assumed if the
t samples aare all
within a small neighborhood aroundd the target pooint. It
might be necessary, however,
h
to usee nonlinear moodels.
This woould be done by
b replacing onne variable or more
by certaain point funnction. This might
m
be usefful to
account for certain knnown non-lineearity, especiaally at
extreme temperature points.
p

Several different
d
ways to
t combine fuzzzy logic with
neural netwoorks techniquee have been proposed by
researchers inn order to improve the overaall forecasting
performance. A neuro fuzzyy system is abbout taking an
nference system
ms and tuning it with a back
initial fuzzy in
propagation algorithm basedd on the collecction of inputoutput data.
The objecttive of the worrk is to developp an algorithm
to forecast hourly
h
load, by incorporaating weather
conditions likee temperature, humidity, etc. In this work,
an attempt iss made to impplement the above
a
forecast
using fuzzy seet classified neuural network appproach.

he multiple linnear regressionn method, the looad is
In th
found inn terms of expllanatory variabbles such as weeather
and non-weather variaables which inffluence the elecctrical
load. Thhe load model using this metthod is expresssed in
the form
m as:

Where, y (t) = electricaal load.
x1(t),……
…, xn(t) = expllanatory variabbles correlated with
y (t). .

Fig: Neuro-F
Fuzzy Model

a0, a1,….an =regressionn coefficients.

d
into thrree steps:
The work pressented here is divided
•

Fuzzy Seet Based Classification: Claassification off
training data
d using Fuzzzy Set.

•

Training of
o Neural Netw
work: Trainingg of the neural
network for
f each hour of each day for which the
load is too be forecastedd using the traaining data off
that particcular class to which
w
that hourr belongs.

•

Short term
m load forecassting: Forecastting of hourly
load usingg trained neuraal network.

Thee explanatory variables of this model are
identifieed on the basis of correlation analysis on eaach of
these (in
ndependent) vaariables with thhe load (depenndent)
variable. Experience aabout the load to
t be modeled helps
an initial identification of the suuspected influuential
variables. The least square estim
mation techniqque is
usually used for the estimation of the regreession
coefficieents.
In th
he MLR appliccation, the houurly load is moodeled
as: (i) Base Load Com
mponent and (iii) Weather Sennsitive
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Mean error for a day=0.0011

Component which is
function of different weather
variables. These weather variables include dry bulb
temperature, dew point temperature and wind speed.
The relationship between the weather sensitive
component and most of the weather variables is not
linear, but are rather transformed from current and
previous lag time values.

Through multi linear regression the following
values were obtained.
Conventional table for a week:
S.No

Actual Load

VIII. DATA COLLECTION
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

LOAD data used in this work was collected from
APTransco for the month of November and the weather
data was collected from NARL (National Atmospheric
Research Laboratory), Gadanki.
IX. SIMULATION AND RESULTS

0.02317
0.74064
3.13326
4.05276
3.928986
0.492479
2.047088

Mean error by multiple linear regression = 14.418/7
=2.059.

The graphs obtained are as shown.
Actual Load(-)-Forecasted Load (.)

Error

Fig .1(c): Multi linear regression

For evaluating our proposed load forecast, the
model was implemented in MATLAB. The model was
trained by using back propagation algorithm with the
help neural network training tool.

X. CONCLUSION

Actual Load Vs Forecasted Load in Mw for one week

The neural network model for short term load
forecasting was studied in this work. Also the load is
forecasted for a week by the multiple linear regression
method.
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Mean error for a week by neuro fuzzy model=-0.0014.

180

Mean error for a week using regression method=2.059.

0.4
Percent Error

9.333333
10.04167
6.916667
7.208333
15.375
11.04167
11.95833

Predicted
Load
9.356504
9.30103
10.04993
11.2611
11.44601
10.54919
9.911242

0.2

According to the comparison of the mean errors, the
neuro-fuzzy model is better when compared to the
conventional multiple linear regression method. Also for
future work, the load forecasting model can be further
improved by including other parameters like windfall,
etc.
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Fig .1(a): Forecast for a week

Actual Load(-)-Forecasted Load (.)

Mean error for a week = -0.0014.
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Abstract - This paper presents an to trade off power consumption and image quality by compression through dynamic bit with
adaptation at bit level quantisation level in communication of a data. Present day most of the signals used for data transfer are
images. So they are to be closely analyzed. Compression with DCT can be done using a dynamic bit-width adaptation scheme. This
technique can efficiently trade off image quality and computation energy. Based on sensitivity differences of 64 DCT coefficients,
separate operand bit widths are used for different frequency components to reduce computation energy. For the selection of
appropriate bit width an algorithm is proposed, this algorithm can be efficiently implemented using carry save adder trees. Extension
to the paper can be done by integrating it with encryption part using Advanced Encryption Algorithm. This integration offers a best
application to multimedia devices which are computationally intensive and in lieu of limited battery capability, like in portable
devices in military aircrafts where power, area and system performance are main constraints..
Keywords - Discrete Cosine Transform(DCT), dynamic bit width, low power design, reconfigurable architecture,TSMC.

I.

where the modification is can mainly be focused on both
ShiftRow transformations. This modification allows for
greater security and performance.

INTRODUCTION

Multimedia data processing, which encompasses
almost every aspect of our daily life such as
communication, broadcasting, data search, etc., has
become an integral part of our lifestyle. The significant
part of multimedia is audio, image; video etc. but today
most of the data transfers in security analysis take place
through images. Also these multimedia applications are
mainly computationally intensive and in lieu of limited
battery capability of portable devices in multimedia
portable devices energy efficient design of image/video
systems is essential. To reduce volume of multimedia
data over wireless channel, data compression techniques
are widely used, out of which DCT is more
advantageous in real time applications. This paper
presents dynamic bit-width adaptation suitable for DCT
application to efficiently trade off image quality for low
energy of computation. Based on sensitivities of 64
coefficients, operands of different bit widths are used to
reduce computational complexity.

II. DCT ARCHITECTURE
In this section the basic principles of DCT
algorithm will be discussed. In DCT the original source
image is partitioned into 8x8 blocks. Image being a nonstationary signal and DCT being derived from DFT
made the approach to partition the entire image into 8x8
blocks where in each block the image content is
assumed to be stationary. Then for each block we find
DCT and at the receiver side we just integrate all blocks,
although image transmission takes place in terms of
frames based on data communications.
Then each block under goes a 2-D DCT, whose
outputs are quantized to suppress the high frequency
components. The outputs from the quantizer are further
compressed by an entropy encoder.To compress
multimedia data before its storage and transmission, and
decompress it at the receiver for play back. Thus it
clearly illustrates the need for sufficient storage space,
large transmission bandwidth, and long transmission
time for image, audio, and video data. At the present
state of technology, the only solution is Compression
only. The below figure explains how practically 1DDCT is implemented in a butterfly structure. In a

After compressing we are to encrypt the image, to
uphold image security. This becomes the extension to
the paper. Image and video encryption has applications
in various fields including internet communications,
multimedia systems, medical imaging, and telemedicine. In this aspect a new algorithm has been
developed as an enhancement to original Advanced
Encryption Standard (AES), this is Modified AES,
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Equation 2.Algorithms that optimize the entire 2-D
structure are efficient but complex. Another option is to
optimizethe 1-D algorithm. For this application a
method using an optimized 1-D DCT as a kernel for the
2-D DCTwas chosen in order to keep the
implementation simple. This method utilizes the flow
graph in Figure 1 tocalculate the 1-D DCTs of each row
of the 8x8 input, the result of which is an 8x8
intermediate value V(i,j).

butterfly structure seperability property of DCT is used
where in initially either column or row DCT is found at
the beginning and later it is transposed to get the other
DCT. These butterfly structures are varied based in
implementation at the manufactures level.

Figure 1 1D –DCT Block Break Down
A. 2-D DCT Operation in Seperable Form
The corresponding 2-D DCT, and the inverse DCT
are defined as
Figure 2 Butterfly implementation for DCT

⎡(2x +1)uπ ⎤ ⎡(2y +1)vπ ⎤
⋅ cos
C(u,v) =α(u)α(v)∑∑f (x, y) ⋅ cos⎢
⎣ 2N ⎥⎦ ⎢⎣ 2N ⎥⎦ (1)
x=0 y=0
N−1 N−1

The seperability property, has the principle
advantage that C (u, v) can be computed in two steps by
successive 1-D operations on rows and columns of an
image. The arguments presented can be identically
applied for the inverse DCT computation.

The intermediate result is created with the first pass
of a loop that calculates eight 8-point 1-D DCTs. This
loop is then used again in a second pass with V(i,j) as
the input and Y(n,m), the final result of the 2-D DCT, as
the output. In the second pass, the DCTs of the columns
of V(i,j) are calculated. To simplify the use of memory
pointers and prevent the need to parse through both rows
and columns, the output of each pass is stored
transposed. Therefore, upon entry to the second pass the
input V(i,j) is transposed, so we calculate for rows as in
the first pass rather than columns. Working with rows
for both passes simplifies pointer usage. The result of
the second pass is stored transposed giving a correctly
oriented final result Y(n,m).

The 2D DCT can be decomposed into a 1D DCT
called row DCT, followed by a transposition and
another 1D DCT called column DCT. To find DCT of
an image, the properties of DCT like seperability,
orthogonality, symmetry, de-correlation etc. are to be
analyzed. Here the histogram of the original image is
adjusted initially; later the entire image is divided into
smaller blocks and DCT to individual blocks is obtained
by performing row DCT followed by column DCT.
Then the entire image is quantized.

One benefit of the particular algorithm used here is
that after the calculations for S2 are done the algorithm
can be split into two independent parts. The first part,
part A in Figure 2, includes the top four outputs of the
flow graph and the second part includes the bottom four,
part B. Each part is only dependant on four intermediate
results between stages. These results can be kept in
registers to limit memory traffic. Working with all eight
outputs simultaneously would require either eight data
registers or more extensive memory usage.

B. Butterfly implementation of DCT

C. Sensitivity to image quality and DCT coefficients

Implementing the DCT as in Equation 1 and
Equation 2 is inefficient due to the large number of
additions and multiplications, so a fast algorithm is
used. There are several fast algorithms for implementing
the 2-D DCT. These algorithms exploit symmetries to
greatly reduce the number of operations required in

The output of 2D DCT, which is the 8x8 block of
64 DCT coefficients, is quantized to eliminate less
significant components. In general the same bit-widths
are used for calculating all the DCT coefficients.
However considering that high frequency DCT
coefficients become negligibly small after quantization

and
N −1 N −1
⎡ ( 2 y + 1) vπ ⎤
⎡ ( 2 x + 1) uπ ⎤
f ( x, y) = ∑ ∑ α ( u)α ( v) C( u, v) ⋅ cos⎢
⎥ ⋅ cos⎢ 2 N ⎥
2
N
⎣
⎦
u=0 v =0
⎣
⎦

(2)
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overall image quality do not decrease even if we
decrease bit widths of arithmetic units used for
computation of high frequency coefficients. By using
smaller bit widths for calculating the high frequency
components computation power can be efficiently used.
So an algorithm has to be used to tradeoff the power
requirement and image quality.

we may be able to achieve more power savings by
increasing the set of permissible adder sizes, but it
would significantly increase the design space to explore
as well as the complexity of hardware implementation.
Figure 2 illustrates the procedure to select a DCT
operand whose bit-width is reduced.
B. Operation

KLT has the best energy compaction property
among all other image compression transforms, but has
so many problems like; signal dependent,
computationally expensive, etc. Because of these
drawbacks we goes for the next possible option i.e. DCT
in which the energy compaction property is almost equal
to KLT & which have so many advantages & properties.

For the sake of simplicity, we use 1-D DCT as an
example, but the implemented algorithm deals with the
bit widths of row DCT and column DCT operands
simultaneously. In the figure, Z0,......,Z7 are the outputs
of 1-D DCT, where Z7 stands for the highest frequency
component and
Z0 for the lowest frequency
component. Initially, all the input bit-widths are 9 bits
(the maximum input bit-width of row DCT). First, we
try to reduce the bit-width for Z7 which is the least
sensitive high frequency component. We decrease the
bit-width for Z7 from 9 to 6 bits and check the image
quality. If it still satisfies given image constraint, this
change is confirmed.

III. DYNAMIC BIT-WIDTH ALGORITHM
In this section an algorithm to balance image
quality and computation power has been explained.
Here we are given with an image and image quality
constraint (PSNR i.e. peak signal to noise ratio) and
apply the algorithm. PSNR is measure of quality of
reconstructed image compared to original image. It is
defined as mean squared error (MSE) of two mxn size
images ORG and REC
MSE = σq2 =

1
N

∑ ( f [ j, k ] − g[ j, k ])

In Figure 2, we now have two groups, one with 9bit width operands (Z0- Z6) and the other one with 6-bit
width operand(Z7) . In this case, we have two candidates
for bit-width reduction: One is Z6, which is least
sensitive to image quality among the first group, and the
other is Z7. After calculating the PSNR of the two cases
(Z7 = 6, Z6 = 6 and Z7 = 4, Z6 = 9), we select the case
which gives larger PSNR and reduce the bit width of the
associated operand. Only one candidate is selected at a
time and the bit-width of the selected candidate is
reduced by one level (from 9 to 6 bits, from 6 to 4 bits,
and so on). Figs. 2(e) and 2(f) show examples of threecandidate cases. The one with the largest PSNR among
the three cases is chosen and the operand bit-width
associated with that case is decreased. The algorithm
continues until no candidate can satisfy the image
quality constraint.

2

j ,k

Where f indicates ORG and g indicates REC and where
the sum over j, k denotes the sum over all pixels in the
image and N is the number of pixels in each image. The
PSNR between two images having 8 bits per pixel or
sample in terms of decibels (dBs) is given by:

⎛ 2552 ⎞
⎟⎟
⎝ MSE ⎠

PSNR = 10 log10 ⎜⎜

Signal to noise ratio (SNR) is also a measure, but it
is mostly used in telecommunications. However, one
can calculate SNR for an image in terms of decibels
(dBs) as:

In step 1, each is initialized to the maximum bitwidth (9 bits for row DCT and 12 bits for column DCT).
The image quality constraint is defined in step 2. In the
inner loop from steps 4 to 16, we try the candidates that
are highest frequency components (least sensitive to
image quality) from each of equal bit-width groups, and
then we select one which leads to minimum image
quality degradation. After checking the image constraint
criteria, we reduce the bit-width of the chosen operand.
For every iteration of the algorithm, DCT power savings
due to input bit-width reduction are calculated and
power consumption result for selected input bit-widths
is updated. The iteration continues until no further input
bit-width reduction is possible due to the imposed image
quality constraint.

SNR = 10 log10Encoder input image energy or
variance
Noise energy or variance
A.

Overview

For given an image and image quality constraint (in
terms of PSNR), determine the operand bit-width for
each DCT coefficient such that DCT computation
energy is minimized. While solving the problem, we
restrict the set of permissible bit-width of adders to 12,
9, 6, 4, and 0 bits, where 0 bit means that no calculation
is performed on the input. A point worth noting is that
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This proposed algorithm is more suitable for mobile
systems where longer battery life and image quality are
optimized based on the priority of the data. Based on the
required amount of power saving, the algorithm allows
the selection of different bit width configuration in DCT
architectures.

IV. RESULTS
Table 1 Canonical representation of DCT coefficients

Figure 3 Dynamic Bit-Width Algorithm

SNo

Actual value

Appropriate
values

Canonical representation of DCT
Coefficients
MSB--------------------ÆLSB
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
1
0
1
1
0
1
0
1

1

0.707106

0.7070310

2

0.382683

0.3828125

0

1

1

0

0

0

1

0

3

0.541196

0.546875

1

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

4

0.125

0.125

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

5

0.90120

0.89843

0

0

0

1

0

1

1

1

6

0.095671

0.09375

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

7

0.106304

0.1054687

0

0

0

1

1

0

1

1

8

0.159095

0.1601562

0

0

0

1

0

1

0

1

9

0.230970

0.2304687

0

0

1

1

1

0

1

1

10

0.453064

0.453125

0

1

1

1

0

1

0

0

11

0.064973

0.0664062

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

12

0.068975

0.0703125

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

13

0.076641

0.078125

0

0

0

1

0

1

0

0

14

0.0912

0.09375

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

15

0.114701

0.1132125

0

0

0

1

1

1

0

1

16

0.166520

0.1679687

0

0

1

0

1

0

1

1

17

0.326641

0.3242187

0

1

0

1

0

0

1

1

18

0.073223

0.0742187

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

19

0.08136

0.0820812

0

0

0

1

1

0

1

1

20

0.121766

0.1210937

0

0

0

1

1

1

1

1

21

0.176777

0.1757812

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

1

22

0.346760

0.3476562

0

1

0

1

1

0

0

1

23

0.90404

0.8984375

0

0

0

1

0

1

1

1

24

0.135299

0.1367187

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

1

25

0.196424

0.1953125

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

26

0.385299

0.3567187

0

1

1

0

0

0

1

1

27

0.202499

0.1953125

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

1

28

0.293969

0.2929687

0

1

0

0

1

0

1

1

29

0.576641

0.578125

1

0

0

1

0

1

0

0

30

0.42677

0.42968

0

1

1

0

1

1

1

0

31

0.837153

0.83593

1

1

0

1

0

1

1

0

Figure 3 Algorithm for Dynamic bit width algorithm
Figure 4 Practical Butterfly structure for an 8x8 Block DCT
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Table 2 Final results of the paper implementation
IMAGE

CR

PSNR

Tulips.
jpg
HOME.
jpg
Koala.
jpg
Projectti
tle.png
Camera
man.tif

13.03

29.19

PSNR
CONS
.
28

16.40

32.92

31

12.22

30.75

29

38.57

28.15

26

6.05

32.18

29

PSNR,
CR
IN
LVL. 1
28.4095,
13.6942
32.1649,
16.9329
29.6779,
12.9067
26.2790,
43.2011
29.5952,
6.6352
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PSNR, CR
IN LVL.2
27.0885,
15.2836
30.7107,
18.1306
28.4637,
14.2625
25.1071,
47.7436
27.9546,
7.3719

V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a low power, reconfigurable DCT
architecture to allow efficient tradeoff between image
quality and computation energy. The DCT architecture
uses the dynamic bit-width adaptation, where operand
bit-widths are changed according to image quality and
power consumption requirements. With is approach
nearly 76% of power requirement is achieved. Extension
is possible with encryption using MAES a secure
symmetric image encryption. The modification is done
by adjusting ShiftRow Transformation. The proposed
cryptosystem doesn’t require any additional operations
rather than the original AES. Also MAES gives better
encryption results in terms of security against statistical
attacks.
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Abstract
A
- Fricction is very im
mportant for the control enggineer, for exam
mple in designn of drive systtems, high-preccision
servo mechaniisms, robots, pneumatic
p
and hydraulic systtems and anti-llock brakes forr cars. Frictionn is highly nonnlinear
and may result in steady statte errors, limit cycles, and pooor performancce. It is therefoore important for
f control engiineers
mena and to kn
now how to deeal with them. With the compputational pow
wer available tooday it
to understand friction phenom
is in many casses possible to deal effectivelyy with frictionn. This has poteential to improvve quality, eco
onomy, and saffety of
a system. Thiss project autom
mates the step
ps of measuringg sliding frictiion. Field Proggrammable Gaate Array is ussed to
control the prrocess as show
wn in Fig2. LabVIEW
L
softw
ware is used to
t program Sppartan 3E FPG
GA using grapphical
programming language. With LabVIEW, we
w can monitoor real time proocess. Changess in the set poin
nt are possiblee even
r
Loadd cells/Transduucers are used to measure th
he force creatte due to slidiing of an objeect on
if process is running.
different surfaaces.
Keywords: Xillinx Spartan 3E
E FPGA Boardd, NI Lab VIEW
W 2009 Softwaare, Load Cell (Transducers), Proximity sennsors,
10 RPM DC Motor,
M
Controllling Electronicc Circuits.
I.

program
mmable slew rrate and drivee strength on each
output pin,
p allowing the
t engineer too set slow rattes on
lightly loaded pinss that wouldd otherwise ring
unacceptably, and to set stronger, fasster rates on heeavily
loaded pins on higgh-speed chaannels that would
w
otherwisse run too sloow. Another relatively com
mmon
analog feature
f
is diffeerential comparrators on inpuut pins
designedd to be connnected to diffferential signnalling
channelss. A few "mixeed signal FPGA
As" have integgrated
peripherral Analog-to--Digital Conveerters (ADCs)) and
Digital-tto-Analog Coonverters (DA
ACs) with analog
a
signal coonditioning bloocks allowing them
t
to operatte as a
system-oon-a-chip.[5] Suuch devices bllur the line bettween
an FPGA
A, which carrries digital onees and zeros on
o its
internal programmable interconnectt fabric, and fieldprogram
mmable analogg array (FPA
AA), which carries
c
analog values
v
on its innternal program
mmable intercoonnect
fabric.[5
5]

INTROD
DUCTION

A.
A Field Proggrammable Gaate Array (FPG
GA)
A field-progrrammable gaate array (FP
PGA) is an
integrated cirrcuit designed to be configgured by the
customer or deesigner after manufacturing—
m
—hence "fieldprogrammablee". The FPGA
A configurationn is generally
specified usingg a hardware description
d
language (HDL),
similar to that used for an ap
pplication-speccific integrated
circuit (ASIC)). FPGAs can be used to im
mplement any
logical functioon that an ASIC
C could perform
m. The ability
to update thee functionalityy after shippin
ng, partial reconfiguration of
o a portion off the design andd the low nonrecurring engiineering costs relative to an ASIC design
(notwithstandiing the generaally higher unnit cost), offer
advantages forr many applicaations [5].
FPGAs contain
c
prograammable logicc components
called "logic blocks",
b
and a hierarchy of reconfigurable
r
interconnects that allow the blocks to
o be "wired
together"—som
mewhat like many (changgeable) logic
gates that caan be inter-w
wired in (maany) different
configurationss. Logic bloccks can be configured
c
to
perform comp
plex combinattional functionns, or merely
simple logic gates
g
like AND
D and XOR. In most FPGAs,
the logic bloccks also includ
de memory eleements, which
may be simplle flip-flops or more compllete blocks off
memory.
In additioon to digital fuunctions, somee FPGAs have
analog featurees. The most common anallog feature is

F
Figure1:
Xilinxx Spartan 3E FPGA
F
Board
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B.

National Instrument LabVIEW 2009

II. SOFTWARE DESCRIPTION

LabVIEW(Laboratory Virtual Instrumentation
Engineering Workbench) is a system design platform
and development environment for a visual programming
language from National Instruments. LabVIEW is a
comprehensive development environment that provides
engineers and scientists unprecedented hardware
integration
and
wide-ranging
compatibility[6].
LabVIEW inspires you to solve problems, accelerate
your productivity, and gives you the confidence to
continually innovate to create and deploy measurement
and control systems.

The FPGA configuration is generally specified
using a hardware description language (HDL). However
being a textual programming language it is difficult for
user to write code for such kind of applications i.e. size
of program. Another way of programming FPGA is to
make use of graphical language LabVIEW (short for
Laboratory Virtual Instrumentation Engineering
Workbench). The programming language used in
LabVIEW, also referred to as G, is a dataflow
programming language [2]. Execution is determined by
the structure of a graphical block diagram (the LVsource code) on which the programmer connects
different function-nodes by drawing wires. These wires
propagate variables and any node can execute as soon as
all its input data become available. Since this might be
the case for multiple nodes simultaneously, G is
inherently capable of parallel execution. Multiprocessing
and
multi-threading
hardware
is
automatically exploited by the built-in scheduler, which
multiplexes multiple OS threads over the nodes ready
for execution.

The graphical language is named "G" (not to be
confused with G-code). Originally released for the
Apple Macintosh in 1986, LabVIEW is commonly used
for data acquisition, instrument control, and industrial
automation on a variety of platforms including
Microsoft Windows, various versions of UNIX, Linux,
and Mac OS X. The latest version of LabVIEW is
version LabVIEW 2011, released in August 2011.
C. Friction Measurement Model Design
Friction testing is used in the packaging industry to
measures the slip resistance of a product, with the aim of
predicting feeding and running speed on an automatic
gluing, erecting, filling or packaging line[1]. Other
industries that test for slip include the paper industry
(for the automatic feeding of envelopes and banknotes),
flooring manufacturers (for the anti slip properties of
polishes), plastic manufacturers (the frictional properties
of packaging).

Figure 3: Complete compilation Process

This model adopts process control principle, and
combines control computer with the configuration
software technology. This instrument can also be used to
measure and display the frictional values of any flat
surface including rubber, flooring plastics textile and
leather. In addition to providing static and dynamic slip
values for a surface, the instrument allows the full
friction force output to be displayed, stored and
compared[1]. This unique ability helps a manufacturer
to relate the feeding and running speeds of a product to
its surface characteristics.

The first step in the compilation process is the
generation of intermediate files. For this process,
LabVIEW parses your block diagram and converts the
code to a form the Xilinx compiler can consume.

Figure 4: Window of Generation of intermediate files
After code generation completes with no errors, the
Compilation Status window appears. This is the main
window that guides through the compile. It features a
progress bar and VI info. As the compile continues,
alerts at the bottom of the window tell when a new
report is done. After the “Synthesis” step, one will see
“Estimated Device Utilization” and “Estimated Timing”

Figure 2: Bolck Diagram for Friction measuring appartus
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reports. Both of these reports come early in the compile
so one can cancel the compile in a timely fashion.

whenever both the switches switched on motor stopped.
The L293D circuit is used to control the motor rotation
direction as shown in Fig8. Using single L293D circuit
two motors can be controlled simultaneously.

Figure 5: Window of Compilation Process
Figure 7: Program for Motor rotation control manually

To more efficiently use the LabVIEW FPGA
Compile Server, one can queue several compiles to run
one after another. One can leave the compile server
running for an extended period (for example, overnight)
or at least make sure that it is busy working as much as
possible. Queuing a compile is as simple as kicking off
the next compile before the previous compile is finished.
To do this, disconnect from the current compile and start
the new one. The Compilation Status window for that
compile reflects that the compile is waiting in queue
above the progress bar.

Figure 8: Motor rotation control Circuitry

Figure 6: LabVIEW FPGA Compile Server
III. HARDWARE DESCRIPTION
The FPGA is programmed for motor start, stop,
forward and reverse direction manually as shown in
Fig7. Below program for motor control shows that
whenever switch 1(SW1) is switched on motor rotates in
one direction. Again whenever switch 2(SW3) is
switched on motor rotates in opposite direction. But

Figure 9: Proximity Sensor Output to FPGA
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Above Fig9 shown circuit is for proximity sensor
output to the FPGA. Whenever proximity detects any
object it generates 12V output which feeds to optocopuler and it gives output 0V to FPGA. Otherwise
output 3.3V feed to the FPGA.

1) Static Coefficient friction = Fs/N
2) Dynamic Coefficient friction = Fd/N
Where
Fs = Maximum static friction force
Fd = Average dynamic friction force
N = Normal force
To measure the Static Coefficient friction, flat
surface used, over which metal sled can be slide by
motor and for dynamic an inclined plane used, where
the metal body can be able to slide freely, in which two
load cells are used for measuring friction. One for
measuring maximum static friction force on plane
surface or average dynamic friction over an inclined
plane and the other load cell for measurment of normal
force.

Figure 10: Load Cell Interfacing Block Diagram
Above Fig10 shown is interfacing and reading
output of Load cell with the FPGA. As the output of
Load cell is in mV range we use voltage amplifier
circuit for signal conditioning and output goes to our
Data Acquisition system, i.e. to our FPGA and
simulation program is designed in LabVIEW to compute
or calculate how much load is applied to Load cell.

V. RESULT
LabVIEW FPGA based Program for continuous
control of motor, and successfully measures the
frictional force. Friction testing is used in paper
industries, flooring industries, plastic manufacturing
industries, brakes and clutches manufacturing industries.
FPGA monitored the motor operation and used as Data
Acquisition System with the program. Xilinx Spartan 3e
with 2 analog input and 36 digital input/output FPGA is
used, LabVIEW software is used for controlling and
resulting graphical output.
VI. CONCLUSION
FPGA based simultaneous control used in multiple
process control in industrial application has many
advantage over PLC control. The efficiency of FPGA
control is about 95% in compared to PLC; and it is very
much less cost in comparison to PLC, clock frequency is
much higher than PLC. Hence execution time is very
less and hence very fast and inbuilt simultaneous
multiple application controller, i.e. it can control
multiple application like speed control, gluing,
predicting feeding, filling or packaging etc.

Figure 11: Automatic Motor control with Proximity
Sensor
Above program Fig11 shows that, according to
proximity sensor output, motor rotate in forward or
reverse direction. Two proximity sensor are use at the
both ends of steady surface and whenever sensor sense
any object, motor start rotating in opposite direction
according to requirement.
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To measure Coefficient/Sliding friction, consider
two types of friction, i.e.
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Abstract- Smart Card verification hand held terminal, which is based on ARM9 32-bit RISC microcontroller. This authentication
methodology combines both Multimodal Biometrics and Cryptographic mechanisms for border control applications. To verify the
identity of the individuals a live biometric image (i.e finger print, photograph) is compared to a stored biometric image. Biometric
technologies, when used with a well designed ID system, can provide the means to ensure that an individual presenting a secure ID
credential has the absolute right to use that credential.
Keywords: Smartcard, ARM, Cryptography, Multimodal Biometrics, Authentication.

I.

II. TERMINAL BLOCK DIAGRAM:

INTRODUCTION

The significance of border security and safety is
rapidly growing from security informatics perspectives,
due to high interconnectivity all over the world. For
homeland and national security border control
applications require a proper means of identifying
travelers. A secure personal ID system is designed to
solve the fundamental problem of verifying the
individuals. This terminal is used in the border areas and
coastal areas by the security agencies to authenticate and
verify disguise person. The citizen would be carrying a
chip based smart card with 64 kb user ROM (non
volatile) where personal details, photograph and finger
print are stored. The citizen ID card when inserted in the
terminal reads all this information and it will be
displayed on the screen.
A secure ID system using smart card and biometric
technology provides:
•

Enhanced privacy

•

Improved security

•

Flexibility and upgradability

IMX233 is a 32 bit RISC microcontroller which is
an integrated system-on-a-chip microprocessor for highperformance, high integration, and quality audio and
video playback. The handheld terminal operates in two
modes: Card Verification Module and Data Collection
Module.

The handheld terminal operates in two modes: Card
Verification Module and Data Collection Module. The
verification mode is used by security personal in the
border and coastal areas to check authenticity /
gunineity of the persons carrying the card. Whereas the
data collection mode is used to collect the data in the
field by entering PID information in textual format,
capturing photo image, finger print image/images etc.

III. APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT MODULES
The basic application requirements are:
3.1 Power up Initialization Module
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3.2 Verification Module
3.3 Data Collection Module
3.1 Power up initialization module:

3.2 Verification Module Flow:

3.3 Data collection Module: The data collection module
has to perform the following sequence of operations
shown in flowchart during the data collection process.

The following flowchart shows the sequence of
operations to be performed for verification process.
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IV. THE SOFTWARE DESIGN OF THE
HANDHELD TERMINAL
The software of the terminal is based on WINCE6.0
embedded operating system. WINCE6.0 is a multithreads, multi-task, wide priority; 32-bit embedded
operating system. It has high performance and good
graphical user interface, inherited rich features and
software development models from its desktop version
Windows. It is quite adaptive to the development of
multimedia-intensive Software, and especially, it has
good compatibility with the Scale-series processors Edit
WinCE.NET operating system kernel according to the
practical demands is considered in the development of
Handheld terminal. The embedded OS LINUX and WIN
CE 6.0 has to be ported on the hardware platform.
V. BIOMETRICS
Biometric technologies are defined as automated
methods of identifying or authenticating the identity of a
living person based on unique physiological or
behavioral characteristics. Biometrics can provide very
secure and convenient authentication for an individual
since they cannot be stolen or forgotten and are very
difficult to forge.
•

A physiological characteristic is a relatively stable
physical characteristic, such as an individual
fingerprint, hand geometry, iris pattern or blood
vessel pattern on the back of the eye. This type of
biometric measurement is usually unchanging and
unalterable without significant duress to the
individual.

•

A behavioral characteristic is more a reflection of
an individual’s physiological makeup. A signature
is the most common behavioral biometric used for
identification. Because most behavioral biometrics
varies over time, an identification system using
these must allow updates to enrolled biometric
references.

5.1 Biometric Systems:
A biometric system is designed using the following
four main modules:
1. Sensor module, which captures the biometric data of
an individual. An example is a fingerprint sensor that
images the ridge and valley structure of a user’s finger.
2. Feature extraction module, in which the acquired
biometric data is processed to extract a set of salient or
discriminatory features. For example, the position and
orientation of minutiae points (local ridge and valley
singularities) in a fingerprint image are extracted in the
feature extraction module of a fingerprint-based
biometric system.
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3. Matcher module, in which the features during
recognition are compared against the stored templates to
generate matching scores. For example, in the matching
module of a fingerprint-based biometric system, the
number of matching minutiae between the input and the
template fingerprint images is determined and a
matching score is reported. The matcher module also
encapsulates a decision making module, in which a
user's claimed identity is confirmed (verification) or a
user’s identity is established (identification) based on
the matching score.

5.2 Biometric System Errors:

4. System database module, which is used by the
biometric system to store the biometric templates of the
enrolled users. The enrollment module is responsible for
enrolling individuals into the biometric system database.
During the enrollment phase, the biometric
characteristic of an individual is first scanned by a
biometric reader to produce a digital representation
(feature values) of the characteristic. The data capture
during the enrollment process may or may not be
supervised by a human depending on the application. A
quality check is generally performed to ensure that the
acquired sample can be reliably processed by successive
stages. In order to facilitate matching, the input digital
representation is further processed by a feature extractor
to generate a compact but expressive representation,
called a template. Depending on the application, the
template may be stored in the central database of the
biometric system or be recorded on a smart card issued
to the individual. Usually, multiple templates of an
individual are stored to account for variations observed
in the biometric trait and the templates in the database
may be updated over time.

These two types of errors are often termed as false
accept and false reject

A biometric verification system makes two types of
errors:
(i) Mistaking biometric measurements from two
different persons to be from the same person (called
false match), and
(ii) Mistaking two biometric measurements from the
same person to be from two different persons
( Called false non-match).

5.3 Smart Card Benefits in a Combined Smart Card /
Biometric Identification System:
Smart cards are widely acknowledged as one of the
most secure and reliable forms of identification. To
provide the highest degree of confidence in identity
electronic verification, biometric technology is considered
to be essential in a secure identification system design.
The benefits of a secure ID system that combines smart
cards and biometrics are
1.

Enhanced Privacy

2.

A Personal Database

3.

A Personal Firewall

4.

A Personal Terminal

5.

Enhanced Security

6.

Improved System Performance and Availability

5.4 Biometrics Technology:

Two different stages are involved in the biometric
system process- enrollment and verification.

•

Fingerprints

Fingerprints are graphical flow-like ridges present
on human fingers. Their formations depend on the initial
conditions of the embryonic development and they are
believed to be unique to each person (and each finger).
Fingerprints are one of the most mature biometric
technologies used in forensic divisions worldwide for
criminal investigations and therefore have a stigma of
criminality associated with them. Typically, a
fingerprint image is captured in one of two ways

Enrollment: The biometric image of the individual is
captured during the enrollment process (using a sensor
for finger print). The unique characteristics are then
extracted from the biometric image to create the user’s
biometric template. This biometric template is stored in
a machine readable ID card for later use during an
identity verification process.
Verification: The biometric image is again captured.
The unique characteristics are extracted from the
biometric image to create the user’s live biometric
template. This new template is then compared with the
template previously stored and a numeric matching
score is generated, based on the percentage of
duplication between the live and stored template. The
threshold value is generated for this identity verification
score based upon the security requirements of the
system.

•

scanning an inked impression of a finger

•

using a live-scan fingerprint scanner

Major representations of the finger are based on the
entire image, finger ridges, or salient features derived
from the ridges (minutiae). Four basic approaches to
identification based on fingerprint are prevalent:
¾

the invariant properties of the gray scale profiles of
the fingerprint image or a part thereof;
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¾

global ridge patterns, also known as fingerprint
classes;

¾

the ridge patterns of the fingerprints;

¾

Fingerprint minutiae – the features resulting mainly
from ridge endings and bifurcations.

V. CONCLUSION
This article designs the Smart card Authentication
module, Fingerprint module, camera module and RS232
module of handheld terminal used in the border control
applications based on IMX233. Handheld terminal is
used in the border control applications can authenticate
people in the border areas and some applications are
electronic data security, ATM, credit card, national ID
card, border control, passport control, criminal
investigation etc. through the realization of four kinds of
communication. The authentication of the card holder
and the safe keeping of personal data on ID cards are
substantially improved using smart cards with
biometrics.
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Figure: (a) A fingerprint image could be captured
from the inked impression of a finger or directly
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and the latter is called a live-scan fingerprint.
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Abstract- In many applications where noise suppression and speech enhancement is of interest, e.g. conferencing systems and
hearing aids, accurate sound localization is important. This paper describes a system designed for sound localization of different
types of sounds, such as speech or audio signal from a loudspeaker. The system is designed for an indoor environment what made it
relevant to take the reverberation into account. The method described in this report for calculating the TDOA is a frequency domain
based method that calculates the Cross Spectral Density (CSD) between the received signals. An advantage of the frequency domain
method is that the phase of the signal is linear in the area of interest. The phase of the filter is linear so that the phase of the signal is
preserved. To lower the variance and get a better result for signals with low Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) an averaging of the CSD is
introduced. An other improvement of the result could be achieved by a time domain filtering to reduce the noise from other
directions than the desired one. To calculate the position of the source a hyperbolic method is used. This approach uses the estimated
TDOA from each pair of microphones to create hyperbolic curves. The point where the curves intersect represents the position of the
source.
Keywords - ACCF( Average Cross Correlation Function), ACSD( Average Cross Spectral Density), ATDFCSD(Average TimeDomain Filtered Cross Spectral Density), CCF(Cross Correlation Function), CSD(Cross Spectral Density), DFCSD(Direction
Filtered Cross Spectral Density), DOA(Difference Of Arrival), DSP(Digital Signal Processor), FFT(Fast Fourier Transform)
IFFT(Inverse Fast Fourier Transform), LSE(Least Square Error), SNR(Signal to Noise Ratio), TDOA(Time Difference Of Arrival )

I.

systems. However, it also allows to solve problems such
as source localization and tracking. The possibility to
process sound in real-time at low-cost has increased
tremendously due to the explosive growth of processing
power and reduction of cost. One application of such
real-time processing is the localization of sound sources.
These techniques can be useful for instance in
conference telephony systems with many participants.
Localization of a sound source has to avoid different
forms of distortions due to the environment of the room,
so that the positioning can be made accurately.

INTRODUCTION

Today, hands-free functionality has become a
standard for acoustic front ends of telephone and speech
dialog systems. However, these systems are often
applied in adverse acoustic environments where ambient
noise as well as acoustic couplings of loudspeaker
signals superpose the desired speech signal.
Furthermore, the level of the desired speech signal is
reduced due to the relatively large distance between
speaker and microphones. Therefore, the quality of the
microphone signals is poor. Methods for controlling
noise and echo without degrading speech quality are still
subject of intensive research. The application of array
processing has opened new chances in speech and audio
signal processing. There are at least two favorable
features: reduction of processing power and/or
considerable improvement of system performance.
Speech enhancement procedures demand high amounts
of computing power even if they work with a single
input channel. This attribute stems from the properties
of the electroacoustic environment. Splitting the signal
into sub bands and, for example, adapting cancellation
filters for the sub band signals reduces the necessary
computation power and as an additional benefit leads to
a perceptibly higher performance of the system. Relying
on multiple input channels permits the design of systems
with improved quality as compared to single-channel

1.1 Assumptions
Certain assumptions have been made during the
theoretical considerations and implementation of the
algorithm. These assumptions are:
1. The channel between the microphones and the
source is the same for the all the used microphones.
2. Plane wave propagation. The wavefront that hits the
microphones is straight, i.e. the distance between
the microphones is much smaller than the distance
to the sound source.
3. There is only one sound source to detect at the same
time.
4. Omni directional microphones. The received power
from every direction is the same. 5. No room
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acoustic effects. There is only a very low level of
reverberations, so it can be neglected in the
theoretical consideration.

which is directly derived from Figure 1,where v is the
velocity of sound and ∆t is the time diﬀerence between
the sound wave hits the first and the second microphone.
Here the assumption is made that the source is far away
so that a plane wave can be expected. It is obvious that
in order to find θ we have to estimate the TDOA first.

1.2 Limitations
In this section the physical limitations of the system
are presented.1. The performance of the given
microphones is limited only to a short range. The
purpose of this type of microphones (tie clip) is to be
used in a close distance to the speaker. Due to this fact
the estimation of the DOA can also only be done in a
limited range. 2. Geometric constraints. It is natural to
get a bigger error of the estimation of the DOA as the
sound source moves closer to the extension of the
baseline. This is because a time error at near the
extension of the baseline gives a larger angular error due
to the curve of the arcsine function. 3. Limitations due
to room acoustics. It is natural that a real environment
introduces echoes and reverberations. This can
decreases the performance of the estimation, because
assumption 1 and 4 are only valid in theory.

2.1 TDOA Design methods:
1.

Cross correlation method

2.

Cepstrum method

3.

Frequency domain method

2.1.1Cross correlation method
One method to derive the TDOA is to use the time
correlation function to calculate the delay between the
two signals picked up by two microphones. By
calculating the relationship between the two received
signals using the cross-correlation function you get a
maximum peak at the position representing the delay.
The cross-correlation can be computed according:
N−m+1

II. DIRECTION FINDING METHODS
Rxy(m) =

In this section we will discuss diﬀerent methods for
sound source localization. The time diﬀerence that arise
when a signal is received by two or more spatially
separated microphones is defined as Time Diﬀerence Of
Arrival (TDOA). The TDOA can be used to estimate the
direction of an impinging sound. Figure 1 shows the
setup of the problem.

∑ x(n + m) · y*(n)
n=0

This method works well in theory but it is not
applicable that well in practice because of room acoustic
effects. Reverberations and echoes produce more peaks
in the correlation function and complicate the estimation
of the delay between the microphones. In addition the
signal itself can also influence the cross-correlation
function e.g. the periodic properties of speech. Another
disadvantage is that the computational complexity is
very high with this method O(N2).
2.1.2 Cepstrum method
Another method to calculate the TDOA is the
Cepstrum method. This method is especially useful in
digital signal processing for detecting hidden echoes in
audio signals. Cepstrum is an anagram of the word
spectrum, and it’s calculated by making the IFFT of the
logarithm of the power spectrum of the signal. The
Cepstrum will more clearly reveal the echoes in the
received signal then one can see directly in the timedomain.

The received signals are assumed to come from the
same source and can be expressed as:
r1(t) = a(t)s(t − _t) + n1(t)

cepstrum(x(t)) = IFFT(log(FFT(x(t)))

r2(t) = s(t) + n2(t)

(1)

here a is flat attenuation constant and _t is the delay
between microphone 1 to 2. One way to find the angle
of arrival _ is with the relation:
θ=arcsin

This is more described in ”The Quefrency Analysis
of Time Series for Echoes: Cepstrum Pseudoauto
covariance, Cross-Cepstrum and Saphe Cracking” by
Bogert, Healy and Tukey.

=arcsin

(2)
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The two received signals one for each
microphone, are first divided into a number of blocks n
with a certain block length N. This approach to divide
the signals into a number of blocks, is similar to the
Bartlett method, and has the same benefits and
limitations as the Bartlett method: The number of blocks
affects the variance, more blocks give lower variance,
and the block length affects the resolution, longer blocks
gives better resolution. This is a trade-off one has to
consider before calculating, and at the same time one
also has to consider the processing time. When the
signals are divided into blocks a truncation at the
borders of each block is introduced. This can be
corrected by doing a time-domain filtering on each
block with a window. Note that, in this report window
refers to a Gaussian window. Before the FFT is
performed each block is zero-padded to the double
length to avoid circular convolution that otherwise will
appear when transferred back to the time-domain. As a
bonus there is also a better frequency separation which
leads to a higher resolution in the frequency domain.
After the FFT the Cross Spectral Density is calculated
according to

2.1.3 Frequency domain method
First experiments with the cross-correlation method
in the time-domain showed that it is not robust enough
in practice. So we have been obliged to search for
another methods. Previous work done in the field of the
frequency method that have inspired us to implement it;
are a thesis done by Johan Falk ”An electronic warfare
perspective on time difference of arrival estimation
subject to radio receiver imperfections” [3] and another
thesis done by Maria Wikst¨om ”Utveckling och
implementering av ett audiopejlsystem baserat p°a
tidsdifferensm¨atning” [4] which have very good
theoretical discussions about the subject in question. In
2001 there was another group, Group brown, that did a
similar project ”ELECTRONIC WARFARE” that have
been a big help in the progress inour work. [6]The
frequency method has the advantage that the estimate of
the delay is not so susceptible to faults resulting from
reverberations or amplitude variations as the timedomain method.
2.2 Algorithm

As seen from the calculations of the CSD above, the
phase of the CSD is linear
Figure: signal processing block diagram
The signal that is used throughout this report is a
speech sample of male voice. We used speech because it
is a practical requirement in a conference system.
Another advantage of using speech is that the signal is
arbitrary and therefore best suited to test a general case.
In figure 6 one can see a plot of the signal used.

By estimating the slope of the phase-curve θ we can
estimate the TDOA

By inserting Δt in equation of the direction of
arrival can be derived.

Average Cross-Spectral Density, ACSD
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•

The main lob where the energy of the signal is
located, represents the wanted direction.

•

The side lobs where we the energy of the noise is
spread out, represents the unwanted directions.

It is obvious from the information above that we
only want to filter out the main lob consisting in the
signal information, and thus eliminate the noise. By
applying a well adjusted Gaussian window directly on
the main lob, we can achieve this, without getting any
unwanted noise coming from the wrong direction. This
strategy is called direction filtering and it is illustrated in
figure.

Figure : Illustration of the direction filtering. The left plot
shows the signal before and the right after the filtering.

When the window is moved, a phase difference is
created which affects the wanted signal phase. To
compensate this, the signal is also moved. By moving
both the signal and the window half way, in direction
towards each other, no phase difference will occur. Only
the wanted signal part of the ACCF will be filtered out.
Direction filtering is very useful to remove noise and get
a higher value of the SNR. The window is calculated
according to formula.

The spectrum and the phase-curve of the speech
signal after the averaging but before the direction
filtering.
2.2.1 IFFT

where n = 0, 1, . . . ,N – 1

The ACCF results, if the IFFT on the ACSD is
performed. The graph of this function has a maximum
peak which represents the time-difference between the
two signals. The time-difference is at this point
represented in the number of samples that the ACCF
moved from the center. But this result is, as in the case
with the ACSD, not in any condition a good one, and
cannot give a good estimate of the DOA. But the
estimate of the DOA can be improved by performing a
direction filtering on the ACCF.

The value of determines the width of the window, a
bigger value gives a more narrow window, which gives
less noise remaining after the filtering. However the
value of has to be chosen wisely, so that the signal is not
affected by the filter. After the direction filtering the
FFT is performed on the remaining signal, we get the
ATDFCSD. In the following figure one can see the
window has decreased the noise. As seen the phasecurve is much better and it is easier to find where the
signal is located.

2.2.2 Direction Filtering
The ACCF, that has been calculated, consists of two
parts:
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Figure : The spectrum and the phase-curve of the direction
filtered Average Time Domain Filtered Cross-Cpectral
Density (ATDFCSD).

III. CONCLUSION
3.1 Findings
Following conclusions can be drawn from the result
of the measurements and mathematical equations.
3.2 Time vs. Frequency domain

Figure: The spectrum and the phase-curve of the direction
filtered Average Time Domain Filtered Cross-Spectral Density
(ATDFCSD).

As discussed a time-domain method to calculate the
DOA is easier to implement than a frequency-domain
method. But because of the selective fading that occurs
from reverberations from the environment, the signal
amplitude is affected, and the result in the time domain
is not any accurate. Then instead using a frequencydomain method that is independent of the amplitude is
better and gives a very accurate result.

2.2.3 Signal extraction
In order to be able to extract the relevant phase we
have to know where the interesting phase is, i.e. we
want the slope of the phase where the signal is. We do
not want to extract the phase in the noisy region of the
signal. In our program, we have used a simple threshold
to extract the correct part of the ATDFCSD. The
relevant signal part is determined by taking out the part
that has an amplitude above the value of the threshold.
What is needed now is a method to estimate the slope of
the phase-curve. The chosen approach is presented in
the next section.

3.3 Distance between microphones
As seen the distance between the microphones
effects the systems accuracy, a bigger distance gives a
better accuracy. It can seem very easy to get good result
only by increasing the distance between the
microphones, but it isn’t so easy in practice. To for fill
the made assumption about plane wave propagation the
distance to the microphones has to be much bigger than
the distance between the microphones. And because the
range of the microphones is limited this decides how big
the distance between the microphones can be.

2.2.4 LSE
Since the direction of arrival depends on the slope
of the phase-curve we need a method to estimate the
slope. In the ideal case the phase-curve is linear in
frequency. In that case it is easy to find the slope
directly. However, in the general case the phase-curve is
not exactly linear in frequency. So we need a way to
find a slope that minimizes the error between the slope
and the phase-curve. In this report we have used the
Least Minimum Square method (LSE) to extract the
slope of the phase-curve. The extracted slope is later
used in equation 5 which is inserted in equation 2 to find
the estimated direction of arrival. The below figure
shows the phase-curve and our estimate of the curve.
The blue crosses represent our LSE estimates and the
red curve is the phase-curve.

3.4 Distance between the sound source and the
microphones
As shown the range of the microphone very much
depends on what kind of signal that is used. As seen in
the figure there is already a significant loss of accuracy
for small distances when a speech source is used and the
mean square error increases rapidly after 2 meters.
When a more broadband signal is used, like in our case
noise, the accuracy is much improved and the distance
between the sound source and the microphones can be
rather big without high mean square error.
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3.5 Bandwidth of the signal
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As discussed in previous part the accuracy of the
estimation is very much improved when a broadband
signal is used and the distance to the source can be
increased. As described in the chapter measurement the
best result is received when broadband noise is used and
the worst result is when speech is used. Music is
something between and gives rather good precision in
the estimation.
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3.6 Averaging effects
As seen from measurement results and proof 7.4 the
variance and the number of blocks goes hand in hand.
When the number of blocks used increases, the number
of averages increases, which results in a decreasing
variance. Here it is the processing time that sets the limit
for the number of possible blocks and the accuracy. It
takes more time to process more blocks but it maybe
gives a much better accuracy, which can be good when
the received has very low SNR.
3.7 Disturbance
The biggest noise error was in our case the
reverberation dependent on the environment. This error
was much dependent on the size of the room and how
much reflections the room gave. One other big noise
error was when there was more than one sound source,
two speakers, one that should be located and one that
disturbs from some other location.
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Abstract - In the recent years the development in communication systems requires the development of low cost, minimal weight,
low profile antennas that are capable of maintaining high performance over a wide spectrum of frequencies. This technological trend
has focused much effort into the design of a Micro strip patch antenna. In this work, the thesis Presents a Microstrip Stacked patch
antenna designs for next generation GSM. Here the Micro strip stacked antenna is simulated by using IE3D software and fabricated.
There are four patches fabricated on lower substrate and single patch fabricated on upper substrate along with micro strip feed line,
and both substrates are stacked together. Design of upper patch (LxWxH: 21.3mm x 20mm x 1.6mm) with a dielectric constant of
4.8(Glass epoxy) at 4.3GHz and Design of four lower patch (LxWxH: 20mm x 16mm x 0.672mm) with a dielectric constant
3.2(=Teflon substrate) each. The 50 ohm best impedance matching antenna is observed at frequency 4.3 GHz and also minimum
voltage standing wave ratio (VSWR) was observed 1.18. Impedance is capacitive at the frequency 4.3 GHz and real resistance is
46.6 ohm and its impedance is inductive at frequency 4.915 GHz. At the frequency 4.3 GHz capacitive impedance is 5.9Pf and
resistance is 46.6ohm. At the frequency 4.915 GHz inductive impedance is 27.45ph and real resistance is 90.02 ohm. From simulated
results of smith chart by IE3D software it is seen that real resistance and inductive and capacitive impedance changes entirely. From
Returnloss VS. Log magnitude plot it is seen that at the frequency 4.3 GHz, reflection is to be 21.131db. Band width provided by
these antennas is 0.07Ghz.It is seen that radiation efficiency is of 97% and antenna efficiency is of 95.1%. All measured results are
taken in anechoic chamber. The properties of antenna such as bandwidth, S-Parameter has been investigated and compared between
different optimization scheme and theoretical results.

I.

communication.gsm is the name of a standardization
group established in 1982 to create a common European
mobile telephone standard that would formulate
specifications for a pan-European mobile cellular radio
system operating at 900 MHz. It is estimated that many
countries outside of Europe will join the GSM
technique. Global System for Mobile (GSM) is a second
generation cellular standard developed to cater voice
services and data delivery using digital modulation. [2]

INTRODUCTION

Microstrip antenna is defined as: “An antenna
which consists of thin metallic conductor bonded to thin
grounded dielectric substrates” .Size miniaturization of
Microstrip patch antenna is increasingly essential in
many practical applications, such as mobile cellular
handsets, cordless phones, direct broadcast satellites
(DBS), wireless local area networks (WLAN), global
position satellites (GPS) and other next-generation
wireless terminals. Patch antennas play a very
significant role in today’s world of wireless
communication systems. A Micro strip patch antenna
(Fig 1) [1] is very simple in the construction using a
conventional Micro strip fabrication technique. The
most commonly used Micro strip patch antennas are
rectangular and circular patch antennas. These patch
antennas are used as simple and for the widest and most
demanding applications. Dual characteristics, circular
polarizations, dual frequency operation, frequency
agility, broad band width, feed line flexibility, beam
scanning can be easily obtained from these patch
antennas. GSM for mobile communication (GSM) is a
globally
accepted
standard
for
digital

II. DESCRIPTION OF ANTENNA STRCTURE
AND PRINCIPLES OF DESIGN
A Micro strip patch antenna is a thin square patch
on one side of a dielectric substrate and the other side
having a plane to the ground. The simplest Micro strip
patch antenna configuration would be the rectangular
patch antenna. In its most fundamental form, a Micro
strip antenna consists of a radiating patch on one side of
a dielectric substrate which has a ground plane on other
side as shown in fig. below. The patch is generally made
of conducting material such as copper or gold and takes
any possible shape. The radiating patch and feed line is
usually photo etched on dielectric substrate.
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antennas are larger than expected in the construction.
But the case with us is completely different as to design
a compact device needs high dielectric constant which is
less efficient, having a narrow bandwidth as discussed
above. For good antenna performance, a thick dielectric
substrate having a low dielectric constant is desirable
since this provides better efficiency, larger bandwidth
and better radiation. However, such a configuration
leads to a larger antenna size. In order to design a
compact Micro strip patch antenna, substrates with
higher dielectric constants must be used which are less
efficient and result in narrower bandwidth. Hence a
trade-off must be realized between the antenna
dimensions and antenna performance.

Fig-1 Structure of a Micro strip Patch Antenna
The patch in the antenna is made of a conducting
material Cu (Copper) or Au (Gold) and this can be in
any shape Fig 3 [2], rectangular, circular, triangular,
elliptical or some other common shape [2,5]. The basic
antenna element is a strip conductor of length L and
width W on a dielectric substrate with constant;
thickness or height of the patch being h with a height
and thickness t is supported by a ground plane. The
rectangular patch antenna is designed so as it can
operate at the resonance frequency. The length that is
for the patch does depend on the height, width of the
patch and the dielectric substrate. The length of the
patch for a rectangular patch antenna normally would be
0.333λ < L < 0.5 λ, λ being the free space wavelength.
The thickness of the patch is selected to be in such a
way that is t << λ. The length of the patch can be
calculated by the simple calculation from [3,6]

III. DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS
IE3D is an integral full-wave electromagnetic
simulation and optimization packages for analysis and
design of 3D and planner microwave circuits MMIC,
RFIC,RFID, antennas ,digital circuits and high speed
printed circuit broads(PCB).since its formal introduce in
1993 IEEE international Microwave Symposium(IEEE
IMS 1993),IE3D has been adopted as industrial standard
in planner and 3D electromagnetic simulation.[13,16]
The essential parameters for the design of a
rectangular Microstrip Patch Antenna are:
1. Calculation of Width (w)
By the formula:

L ≈ 0.49 λd = rελ49.0 ------------ Eq. (2.1)
The height h of the dielectric substrate that supports
the patch usually ranges between 0.003 λ & 0.05λ so as
the dielectric constant, εr of the substrate ranging
between 2.19 and 12.

2. Calculation of effective Dielectric constant

The patch of the antenna is being excited by feed
which is done by edge feed or a probe feed. When the
patch is excited by feed a charge distribution is being
established between the ground plane and the
underneath of the patch. The underneath of the patch is
charged to positive and the ground plane is charged to
negative after the excitation by feed. The attractive
forces are being setup between the planes i.e., patch
underneath and the ground plane. The patch antennas
radiate in the first case due to the fringing fields
between the underneath of the patch and the ground
plane. [7, 8]

(ε reff )

By the formula:

3. Calculation extension Length (ΔL)
ΔL Is used for calculating resonant frequency of
Micostrip antenna
By the formula:

These patch antennas are narrow band devices with
a bandwidth 10% of the λ, poor radiation efficiency is
always more than expected from these patch antennas. A
good performance from the patch antenna can be
expected with a thick dielectric substrate with a low
dielectric constant as this gives better efficiency, larger
bandwidth and a better radiation [14, 15]. These types of

4. Calculation of Length (L)
By the formula:
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5. Calculation of inset depth
By the formula:

6. Input resistance for the inset-feed is given
approximately by:

Fig. 2 Structural view of patch
From Fig.3 conclude that resonance frequency is
5.67 GHz, It is resonating at about 5.67GHz and give
return loss of nearly -16db.Return loss of antenna which
should be -10db for good performance.-10db return loss
means 90% of power is radiated.

7. Calculation of
By the formula:
Return loss

8. Calculation of V.S.W.R
By the formula:

9. Calculation of directivity
By the formula

IV. SIMULATED RESULT USING IE3D
Fig3. Frequency vs. return loss

Given specifications were,
•

Dielectric constant

•

Frequency (fr) = 3.0 GHz.

•

Height (h) = 1/16 Inch = 1.59 mm.

•

Velocity of light (c) = 3×108 ms-1.

•

Practical width (W), W = 30 mm.

•

Loss Tangent (tan δ) = 0.001.

•

Practical Length (L) L = 30 mm.

= 2.55

Fig.4 shows Elevation pattern gain display, which
pattern gain of H-plane or plane of magnetic field, is in
range 90 degree.
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Fig.7 shows total Directivity vs. frequency plot,
which shows that at frequency 3.0GHz range maximum
gain of 4.7 GHz

Fig. 4 Elevation Pattern Gain display at
Fig.7 Total field vs. Frequency plot

Fig.5 shows axial ratio in 900 central frequency (3.8
GHz).Axial ratio is parameter for determine how good
rectangular microstrip antenna .At different angles axial
ratio is different.

Fig.8 shows polar pattern of Azimuth pattern which
is a co-polarization pattern of E-plane or electric field
(horizontal plane) produce by antenna/

Fig.8 Polar plot of Azimuth pattern gain display at

Fig .5 Axial-ratios vs. frequency plot
Fig.6 shows azimuth pattern gain display at

Maximum directivity is greater than unity and is equal
to zero in θ=0 direction.
Fig.9 shows Total Directivity vs. Frequency plot, which
shows that total field directivity, is maximum at 3.8
GHz frequency.

at, which pattern gain of E-plane or plane of electric
field

Fig.6. Azimuth pattern gain plot

Fig. 9 Total field Directivity vs. Frequency plot
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Radiating elements of antenna are main patch and sub
patches. Microstrip stacked antenna is possible to design
at any band of frequencies. For example of bands are L,
S, C, X, Ku & Ka bands. All parameters will be
improved due to stacking of substrate, since effective
dielectric constants get increased. The narrow beam gets
rid off interference that permits reception-inside
building where signals are too weak to be picked up by
standard antenna. It delivers 10 times less radiations to
user’s head without any shielding device. It makes
battery to last longer.

Fig.10 shows 3-D pattern (Mapped) of Axial ratio of
antenna at frequency range 3.0GHz, here colour
represent Axial rate which is 20db maximum.

Finally our last comment pertain to the fact that
the antenna, we have used here has many design degree
of freedom. On the other hand, this enables us to use
commercially available material to realize the antenna.
However it also increases the design complexity as there
are many parameters that govern the performance of the
antenna. The later point means there may be many
possible solutions that give similar results, which in turn
may not be suited to using optimizations routines. All
solutions that were presented here were effectively
optimized by hand.

Fig.10 3-D Pattern (Mapped) Axial Ratio
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Abstract - With ARM7 as the core, this paper discusses a kind of design of vehicle location system. The new mobile vehicle
Positioning architecture and working theory of this system is integrated by a lot of hardware modules such as ARM microprocessor
LPC2129 as a control unit to combinative with GPS LR9548 and GSM TC35 modules By the hardware/software co-design, the
new mobile vehicle Positioning system can be designed. It explores location solution, map matching and data compress associated
with the positioning, shows a pro-gram flowchart and predicts the trend of the vehicle location system in the future and meets the
traffic auditing department’s needs about Mobile Vehicle Location. The set up consists of ARM7TDMI core, which is a 32- bit
microprocessor, GSM & GPS serves as an important part as it is responsible for Positioning of the Vehicle. ARM7TDMI is an
advanced version of microprocessors and forms the heart of the system. GSM operates through SMSs and is the link between ARM
processor and centralized unit. This project is used to find the exact Location of the vehicle. GSM is used to inform the user about
the exact Location of the vehicle. The information is given on user request in form of SMS. GSM modem can be controlled by
standard set of AT (Attention) commands. These commands can be used to control majority of the functions of GSM modem.
Keywords- Mobile Vehicle Positioning, GPS Module TC35i, GPRS Module LR9548S, ARM embedded system.

I.

INTRODUCTION

II. HARDWARE DESIGN

With the ever increasing city holdings of cars, the
huge number of cars raises problems of its own there are
more and more car thefts, lost and violations of rules
which are given serious attentions. There are more and
more traffic jams, so requirements are that
Transportation needs more improvement. The key
technology Of Transportation is Vehicle positioning
System, while the key of which is positioning System.
Nowadays the most widely used positioning system is
the Global Positioning System of America (GPS), which
is a system consisting 24 satellites whose searching area
embrace the globe. It can ensure that more than 4
satellites will be observed at one time, no matter what
time it is or where you are, thus making sure that they
can collect the longitude and latitude of the view point,
and furthermore realizing the function of navigation,
positioning, and time service. The design of this paperVehicle positioning System Based on ARM a
combination of GPS and GSM can upload the
information of the vehicle such as the position and speed
to the Monitoring center in time, to make it convenient
to control the traffic. Users can use the password to track
vehicles, for security and anti-robbery, call Manual and
check the vehicle position. The new intelligent mobile
vehicle location system is designed to meet this need.

A.

SYSTEM STRUCTURE
EQUIPMENT

AND PERIPHERAL

Mobile vehicle positioning system is composed
ofARM7microprocessor
(LPC2129),
peripheral
equipment, combinative with GPS positioning module
LR9548 and GSM wireless telecommunication
module TC35. The circuit of ARM7microprocessor
and peripheral equipment includes an ARM7chip, a
clock circuit, are set circuit, a 32MB flash memory, a
LCD. All of these make up the control and process core
of the system. The block diagram of the terminal board
is shown in Figure (A ).

Figure (A) Structure of the system
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module. The GPS module starts receiving the data and
saves it into memory. This instruction sends the region
information with the vehicle license information to the
support-server center through GSM net. Because the
system is based on GPS data which is sent through
GPRS net, it must be initialed at first. The initial
instructions are following:

A. HARDWARE
The hardware structure of the system is dominated
by ARM controller LPC2129, GPS module, GSM
module, antenna, GPIO interface and power
management unit and other components. The hardware
structure is shown in Figure B.

Reset
User settings initialized
Press ++++++ to enter the setup mode…Done
Init command List:
AT+ID= X CR AT+IP= X
CR AT+PORT= X CR AT+HTH= X CR AT+BAUD=
X CR AT+APN= X CR AT+AGREE= X CR
AT+REST=X CR

B. ARM CONTROLLER.

AT+ID=X: this instruction is used to set the
terminal address. Each device must be set the address
which indicates its ID, the default ID
is139XXXXXXXX. The default address is the SIM
card mobile phone number which contains 11 numbers,
the address can be changed as required. AT+ID=? This
instruction is used to inquire the ID of the terminal. The
instruction can be used to check whether the set of the
device is correct.

In Vehicle terminal, as a central processing unit of
the system, ARM embedded system has a critical
influence on overall performance. So introduced by
Philips, the 16/32-bit ARM7 TDMI-S core LPC2129
microcontroller with real-time simulation and tracking
support is used. It has 16K bytes of static RAM and
128k bytes of embedded high speed Flash memory. In
the 64-pin package, 46 GPIO can be used. The
Conversion Time of 4 10- bit A / D converter can be as
few as 2.44us. It has Real-time clock and watchdog. A
maximum operating frequency of 60MHz of the CPU
can be achieved through the on-chip PL and the rich onchip resources can meet the needs of general industrial
control. LPC2129 not only works stably and faster, but
also has dual serial, so is accessible to the plan.

AT+IP=X this instruction is used to set the IP
address of these in surveillance center. The format of
IP is X.X.X.X.AT+IP=? This instruction is used to
inquire the IP address.
AT+PORT=X
this instruction is used to set
the port number of the application software in
surveillance center server. AT+PORT=? This
instruction is used to inquire the port number.

III. GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM (GPS)
GPS Wireless communication module. This design
adapts the current leading GPS technology and the
integrated positioning chip LEADTEK LR9548S.
Specifically Designed for OEM Applications, it is a
GPS receiver module with high sensitivity, low power
consumption, and 20 channels. Com- pared with other
independent GPS solutions GPS9548 is able to help
Users gain and continuously track GPS signals at a very
low signal intensity, which means GPS9548 can be used
in the environment where it has never been thought to
be accessible, such as Buildings of the city building,
dense forest, garage, and many indoor environment,
with a positioning accuracy of less than 10 meters. With
only an addition of relevant circuit at the periphery,
positioning information including time, longitude,
latitude, rate, moving direction, etc., can be output
through the serial.

AT+HTH=X AT+HTH=? This instruction is used
to set and inquire the time intervals of the GPS
positioning information which the terminals send
automatically. The unit of the time interval is second.

The GPS module can receive the data by connected
to ARM7development-boardURAT0through RS232port.
WhentheARM7chip sends the instruction AT to GPS

IV. ARM7TDMI MICROPROCESSOR

AT+BAUD=X AT+BAUD=? This instruction is
used to set and inquire the initial baud rate. The default
is 4800 and does not need changing usually.
AT+APN=X AT+APN=? This instruction is used
to set and inquire the connect port of GPRS
telecommunication. The default value is CMNET.
AT+AGREE=X
AT+AGREE=?
This
instruction is used to set and inquire the net
communication protocol. The default value is TCP
protocol. The terminal on car supports the UDP and the
TCP protocol. Users can change the protocol as needs.

ARM7TDMI processor in our model due to its
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receives data through radio waves.GSM is one of the
most vital components in our set up since all the
communication between the users and Centralized unit
takes place through this modem. GSM Communicates
2
with ARM through I C bus.

advanced features described below. 32-bit ARM
processor is the contemporary general purpose
microprocessor in the embedded market used in
industrial level applications. ARM7 consists of a
number of peripherals interfaced to it. We use keypad
2
matrix, LCD display, UARTS, GPIO and I C protocol.
ARM7 processor is a link between GPS and GSM
modules for communication. The description of ARM7
is discussed in further sections.

GSM module TC35. Siemens TC35i wireless
communication module is used. Having gained the
domestic network card of Radio equipment, it operates
in dual-band GSM900 and GSM1800, with power
consumption of 2W and 1W respectively. The DC
power supply ranges from 3.3v to 4.8V. The Current
consumption is as below 3.5mA at sleep state, 25mA at
leisure state 300m (Average) at launching state, and the
maximum is 2.5A. Combining RF and baseband, this
module provides users with a standard AT command
interface and a fast, secure and reliable transmission of
data, voice, SMS and fax. The Data input / output
interface of TC35 is in effect a Serial Asynchronous
Receiver Transmitter. It has fixed parameters and is in
line with ITU-T RS232 interface standard 8 data bits
and 1 stop bit, no parity. The baud rate is selectable
between 300bps and 115kbps. The Command Interface
of TC35imodule Fully complies with specifications of
GSM07.05 and GSM07.07. It sends standard AT
commands through the serial port of a microprocessor
LPC2129 to TC35i module serial port, to fulfill the
Locator’s function of sending and receiving text
messages, therefore realizing the communication with
mobile phone users outside.

FEATURES:
•

16/32-bit ARM7TDMI-S microcontroller is a 64 or
144 pin package.

•

16 KB on-chip Static RAM.

•

128/256 KB on-chip Flash Program Memory. 128bit wide interface/accelerator enables high speed 60
MHz operation.

•

In-System Programming (ISP) and In-Application
Programming via on-chip boot-loader software.
Flash programming takes 1ms per 512 byte line.
Single sector or full chip erase takes 400 ms.

•

B Two 32-bit timers (with 4 capture and 4 compare
channels), PWM unit (6 outputs), Real Time Clock
and Watchdog.

•

Multiple serial interfaces including two UARTs
(16C550), Fast I2C (400 Kbits/s) and two SPIs60
MHz
maximum CPU clock available
from programmable on-chip Phase-Locked Loop.

•

On-chip crystal oscillator with an operating range
of 1 MHz to 30 MHz

•

Two low power modes Idle and Power-down.

•

Processor wake-up from Power-down mode via
external interrupt

V. GLOBAL
SYSTEM
FOR
COMMUNICATION (GSM)

A GSM modem can be an external device or a PC
Card. Typically, an external GSM modem is connected
to a computer through a serial cable or a USB cable.
Like a GSM mobile phone, a GSM modem requires a
SIM card from a wireless carrier in order to operate. The
description of GSM is given below.
AT Commands according to GSM 07.05
The GSM 07.05 commands are for performing SMS
and CBS related operations. SIM300 II supports both
Text and PDU Modules

MOBILE

GSM is the most widely used mobile technology
using a simple Subscriber Identity Module (SIM) it has
taken the world of mobile communication to new
heights. It is based on a simple architecture. Even with
the introduction of new technologies like CDMA, GSM
has stood its strength due to its efficiency and
simplicity. A GSM modem is a wireless modem that
works with a GSM wireless network. Computers use AT
commands to control modems. Both GSM modems and
dial-up modems support a common set of standard AT
commands. So we can use a GSM modem just like a
dial-up modem. The main difference between them is
that a dial-up modem sends and receives data through a
fixed telephone line while a wireless modem sends and

Overview of AT Commands according to GSM 07.05
AT+CMGD-DELETE MESSAGE
AT+CMGF-SELECT SMS MESSAGE FORMAT
AT+CMGL- LIST SMS
PREFERRED STORE

MESSAGES

FROM

AT+CMGR-READ SMS MESSAGE
AT+CMGS-SEND SMS MESSAGE
AT+CMGW-WRITE SMS MESSAGETO MEMORY
AT+CMSS- SEND SMS MESSAGE FROM STORAGE
AT+CMGC- SEND SMS COMMAND
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VI. SOFTWARE DESIGN
When using GPS to position, each satellite will
send to the receiving terminal three key messages:
Satellite number,
Satellite position and time. The receiving terminal
store and use the received information, which is also
used to fix the time on the GPS receiver. By comparing
the difference of the time when each satellite signal is
received and the time when the satellite is sent, The
GPS receiver calculate the distance from each satellite
to the receiver. When the receiver can contact enough
satellites, it can use trigonometric formulas to calculate
the location of the receiver. Three satellites can be able
to operate 2D positioning (longitude and latitude),
while four or more can be able to operate 3D
positioning (longitude, latitude, and height). The key
indicator of positioning is the accuracy. The horizontal
position accuracy of most Civilian GPS receivers is
about 5 to 10m. Using differential technique, cm- level
even mm-level positioning accuracy can be achieved.

Figure (C) Map Matching
In practical application, the current civil
positioning technique is far from the accuracy of the
level of road width, so it is necessary to match with the
electronic map to achieve good positioning and
location service. The basic idea of map matching is that
by matching the positioning coordinates of the vehicle
trajectory with the factorized section of the object on
the map, the road that vehicles currently exercise can
be found, and the vehicle tab will be projected onto the
road. That can be classified into two relatively
independent processions: One is to find the road that
vehicles currently exercise; the other is to project the
vehicle tab onto the road. The map matching done at
this stage is not perfect. The Vehicle Positioning
System in practical application shows the phenomenon
of serious zero drift or vehicle "driving" on both sides
of the road on map. Therefore the improvement of
Map Matching Algorithm is also the current research
focus in vehicle positioning technology.

TECHNICAL ALGORITHM
The current main error sources of positioning
system include positioning error of the satellite itself,
the refraction and diffraction error during transmission,
and error of its hardware such as difference between
the clocks receiving terminal. Given that positioning
technologies have been identified, Location algorithm
in position technology is the key to achieve the
elimination of error and the realization of good
positioning. The main three aspects are position
resolution, map matching, and data compression /
fusion, which is also the focus and hot spot of the
current location technology at the same time.

Data compression / fusion. First and foremost, a
vehicle positioning system is an embedded system,
which has some requirements of the size and real-time
of the data processing. So it is necessary to compress
the received data of the positioning system. It is also
necessary to make the positioning data and digital map
data into fusion.

(1) POSITION RESOLUTION. The first step of the
vehicle location service is to solve the positioning
coordinates of the vehicle. An excellent resolution of
positioning coordinates can overcome a variety of
errors like the multipath effect, the poor clock bell, etc.
Currently the most widely used way of eliminating
errors is the differential technique, the application of
which provides a high precision of positioning. The
differential technique is in effect the evaluation among
observations of a station on two targets, observations of
two stations on a target, or two times of observations of
a station on one target. The aim is to remove the public
entry, including public error and public parameters.
The use of high precision carrier phase receiver can
effectively improve the positioning accuracy.

Program flow
Before running the main program, LPC2129
controller must initialize the runtime environment,
which is, writing start code for ARM chips, including
the exception vector table, stack initialization, the
storage system initialization and target board
initialization, usually written in assembly language. If
you use the GPRS services developed on the basis of
GSM while using the SMS service for delivery of
positioning information, the program flow chart is
shown in Figure D.

(2) MAP MATCHING. The data source of Vehicle
positioning System is mainly formed of Static data
(electronic maps) and dynamic data (location data). The
role of map matching in the vehicle positioning system
is shown in figure C.
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PDU messages, sending and receiving text messages,
and parsing and executing the command. After the first
boot of the device, the locator is firstly initialized,
including selecting pin function of the controller
LPC2129, setting the serial port work, initializing
interrupt vectors and TC35i, and setting the working
mode. Then the program enters the five links of loop
command: 1) test valid GPS data. Wait until the GPS
Receiver module LR9548S has received valid data,
at the same time the GPS light is lit. If the data is
invalid, the GPS status indicator will always be off. 2)
Verify overrun. If the vehicle is overrunning, the gauge
instantly sends a SMS to predefined mobile phone users.
3) Check if you receive a new message. If you do not
receive a new message, then return to 1). If you receive
a new message, you have to read the new message
where it is stored and decode the contents of the
received SMS. 4) Verify the password. If the password
is incorrect or non-command text, then delete the
message and return to the article 1). If the password is
the correct command, then start parsing the messages,
and execute the corresponding subroutine command. 5)
After the treatment, remove the message in order to
avoid the situation that the full storage space cannot
accept new messages.
VII. FUTURE SCOPE & CONCLUSION
The future scope of this project is enhanced
applications with the addition of the required features.
One such application is to detect the longitude and
latitude values. By using these values it can also be
designed to detect the particular position of the vehicle
by using Google earth software. In the same manner
one can exactly predict the position in case of theft of
the vehicle. The project is thus carried out using
ARM7TDMI core with the help of GPS and GSM as
wireless data communication platform .The vehicle
position system has the advantages of small size, stable
and reliable, with small delay, full- featured and
powerful expansibility. The systems with little delay
can effectively overcome the past disadvantages of
poor real-time and high operating costs. Vehicle
positioning systems is poised to achieve complexion of
positioning technology, integration of positioning
systems, and network of location-based services in the
form of current client or server. The system is believed
to have broad
application prospects like fleet
management, base services etc.
Figure (D) Program Flowchart
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Abstract - A radio or system that senses its operational electromagnetic environment and can dynamically and autonomously adjusts
its radio operating parameters to modify system operation is our cognitive radio. In Cognitive radio (CR) networks; secondary users
can cooperatively sense the spectrum to detect the presence of primary user. Cooperative spectrum sensing is attracting more
attention in Cognitive Radio networks. We consider a system of cognitive radio users who cooperate with each other in trying to
detect licensed transmissions. In this paper we analyzed performance analysis of cooperative spectrum sensing technique in
cognitive radio with different multipath channel like Rayleigh channel and also we consider AWGN channel as a reference channel.
Here, in this paper we plot the probability of detection versus probability of false alarm with different rules(AND rule and OR rule),
and also we compare the result of Rayleigh channel and AWGN channel. We used the MATLAB as simulation software. The main
focus of this method is to decrease the missed detection and reduce the false alarm, so ultimately improving detection probability.
Keywords—Additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN), cognitive radio(CR), cooperative spectrum sensing, Matrix Laboratory
(MATLAB), probability of false alarm(Pf), probability of missed detection(Pm), Region of Convergence(ROC), signal to noise ratio
(SNR), spectrum sensing.

I.

the presence of primary user through continuous
spectrum sensing. Such spectrum sensing can be
conducted either individually (or locally), in which each
secondary user conducts radio detection and make
decision by itself, or cooperatively, in which a group of
secondary user perform spectrum sensing by
collaboration.

INTRODUCTION

In recent years, there has been a rapid growth of
different wireless technologies and standards. This trend
may be spurred by the customer requirement of highcapacity and high rate wireless services in dissimilar
environments, e.g., indoors and outdoors. Such fast
development makes the current spectrum scarcity
challenge even worse. The scarcity challenge is largely
caused by the current fixed frequency assignment
policy, which partitions the whole spectral band into a
large number of different portions. Each piece is
exclusively specified for a specific system. This is a
technology which allows unlicensed user to operate in a
license spectrum band. This can help to overcome the
lack of available spectrum in wireless communication
and achieve significant improvements over services
offered by current wireless networks. It has capability to
sense the changes in its surrounding, thus learns from its
environment and performs function that best serve its
users. This is a very crucial feature of CR networks
which allow unlicensed user to operate in licensed bands
without license. In addition, primary user network have
no requirement to change their infrastructure for
spectrum sharing with cognitive radios. Therefore,
secondary user should be able to independently detect

Cooperative spectrum sensing has recently been
studied. There are several advantages offered by
cooperative spectrum sensing over noncooperative
spectrum sensing. If a secondary user is in the condition
of deep shadowing and fading, it is very difficult for a
secondary user to distinguish a white space from a deep
shadowing effect. Therefore, a noncooperative spectrum
sensing algorithm may not work well in this case, and a
cooperative scheme can solve the problem by sharing
the spectrum-sensing information among secondary
users. Moreover, because of the hidden terminal
problem, it is very challenging for single-CR sensitivity
to outperform the primary user receiver by a large
margin to detect the presence of primary users. For this
reason, if secondary users spread out in the spatial
distance and any one of them detects the presence of
primary users, then the whole group can gain benefit by
collaboration.
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Fading in a communication system is the
fluctuations in the amplitude and phase of the signal at
the receiver side. Rayleigh fading is caused by multipath
reception.
Some research activities have been conducted in
cooperative spectrum sensing, most of them use a
common receiver (fusion center) to perform data fusion
for the final decision, regardless of whether the primary
user is present. However, a common receiver may not be
available in some CR-based networks, such as mobile ad
hoc networks. Moreover, as indicated in [7], gathering
the entire received data in one place may be very
difficult under practical communication constraints. In
addition, Sun et al. [8] studied the reporting channels
between the cognitive users and the common receiver.
The results showed that there are limitations in the
performance of cooperation when the reporting channels
to the common receiver are under deep fading.



λ



T : observation time interval, seconds.



W : one-sided bandwidth (Hz), i.e. positive
bandwidth of



The low-pass (LP) signal.

The classical energy detection is under the test of
the following two hypotheses:

H 0 : y (t ) = n ( t )

P = P ( Y > λ / H 1)
d
r

SYSTEM MODEL



n(t) : noise waveform which is modelled as a zeromean white Gaussian random process.
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where m is the integer number which is denoted by half
of the degrees of freedom. m Q (., .) is the generalized
Marcum Q function defined as Γ(.) and Γ(., .) are
complete and incomplete gamma functions respectively.
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fc : carrier frequency.



Pd : probability of detection.



Pf : probability of false alarm.

order. γ denotes the SNR,



Pm = 1− Pd : probability of missing.

P
fa



H0 : hypothesis 0 corresponding to no signal
transmitted.



H1 hypothesis
transmitted.

1

(4)

= P (Y > λ / H 0 )
r

P = Q ( 2γ ,
d
m

: one-sided noise power spectral density, i.e.,
≡ N

N

fa

(3)

where is the threshold. [11] presents exact closed form
expressions for both and P :
fa

Describing the system model, we first list the main
notations that are going to be used in this paper for
additional clarity and to avoid any kind of confusion
when going back to [5] and [7].
s(t) : signal waveform.

(2)

y(t) is the signal received by secondary user, x(t) is the
transmitted signal by primary user and n(t) indicates the
additive white Gaussian noise, h(t) is the amplitude gain
of the channel. Under H0, the input y(t) is noise alone.
Under H1, the input y(t) is signal plus noise. The
probability of detection and false alarm are generally
expressed as:

P



(1)

H1 : y(t ) = h(t ) * x(t ) + n(t )

The remaining paper is organized as follows. In
section II system model is present, Section III represent
different multipath channels. Section IV represent
simulation results. And finally we write conclusion in
section V.
II.

: energy threshold used by the energy detector.

corresponding

where is the modified Bessel function of (m − 1)th

to

γ

is the average SNR. Since

is considered for the case of no signal transmission,
it is independent of SNR, we only consider in this paper.
(5) gives the P

signal

under non-fading environment based

d

on the instantaneous SNR, where h(t) is deterministic.
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However, when h(t) is varying due to fading,
corresponding

Over time interval (0,T), the noise energy can be
approximated as[5]

must be calculated by [12],

2
∫ 0T n ( t ) dt =

P = ∫ Qm
d
x

(

2γ , λ

) f ( x ) dx

(8)

ni

ni ' =

n
(9)

H(f) =

≤W

2u
2
Y = ∑ ni '
i =1

Where

(10)

The same approach is applied when the signal s(t) is
present with the replacement of each ni by ni + si where

∞
∑ n sin c ( 2 w − i )
i
t
i = −∞
sin(π x )
sin c ( x ) =

πx

and n ( i )

si = s

. The decision statistic Y in this case will
2

distribution with 2u degrees of

γ

[14].
freedom and a non centrality parameter 2
Following the short-hand notations mentioned in the
beginning of this section, we can describe the decision
statistic as

⎧
⎪
⎨
⎪
⎩

Y

{χ 2 u , H 0
2
{χ 2 u ( 2 γ ), H 1
2

(16)

The probability density function (PDF) of Y can then be
written as

(11)

= n

⎛ i ⎞
⎜ ⎟
⎝ 2w ⎠

have a noncentral χ

⎛ i ⎞.
⎜ ⎟
⎝ 2w ⎠

f

one can easily check that

n = N (0, N w ) ,
i
01

(15)

Y can be viewed as the sum of the squares of 2u
standard Gaussian variates with zero mean and unit
variance. Therefore, Y follows a central chi-square (χ2)
distribution with 2u degrees of freedom.

to limit the average noise power and normalize the noise
variance. The output of this filter is then squared and
integrated over a time interval T to finally produce a
measure of the energy of the received waveform. The
output of the integrator denoted by Y will act as the test
statistic to test the two hypotheses H0 and H1. Although
this process is of band-pass type, one can still deal with
its low-pass equivalent form and eventually translate it
back to its band-pass type [7]. Besides, it has been
verified in [14] that both low-pass and band-pass
processes are equivalent from the decision statistics
perspective which is our main concern. Therefore, for
convenience, we address in this paper the problem for a
low-pass process. According to the sampling theorem,
the noise process can be expressed as

n (t ) =

01

(14)

w

Then the of decision statistic Y can be written as [15]

where h=0 or 1 under hypotheses H0 or H1,
respectively. As described in [13], the received signal is
first pre-filtered by an ideal band pass filter with transfer
function

⎧ 2
f−f
⎪ N
c
⎨ 01
⎪ 0, f − f > W
⎩
c

(13)

Where u=Tw. We assume that T and w are chosen to
restrict u to integer values. If we define

where f (x) is the probability distribution function (PDF)
of SNR under fading. When the signal experiences
Rayleigh fading, γ follows an exponential PDF given by
[11], now received signal is in the form

r (t ) = hs(t ) + n(t ) ,

2u 2
∑ n
2 w i =1 i
1

(12)

Y

( y) =

y
⎧
−
⎪ 1
u −1
y
e 2 ,H 0
⎪ u
⎪ 2 Γ (u )
⎨
u −1 − 2γ + y
⎪
Y
1
⎞ 2
⎪ ⎛
2
e
I
u −1 (
⎪⎩ 2 ⎜⎝ 2 γ ⎟⎠

)

2γ y , H 1

(17)

for all i
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Where Γ(.) is the gamma function Iv(.) is the vth order
modified bessal function.

where m is the Nakagami parameter. The average Pd in
the case of Nakagami channels PdNak can now be
obtained by averaging (5) over (19)

III. DIFFERENT MULTIPATH CHANNEL
The physical phenomenon is the reflection of radio
waves (that are transmitted from an antenna) off
structures like buildings, mountains, trees, what
not..Thus the received signal is a sum of several
reflections with different delays, different phase changes
and different amplitude attenuations.

⎛ mx2
∞
2 m −1
P
= α ∫ x
ex p ⎜ −
dN ak
⎜ 2γ
0
⎝
Where

There are three different types of channels which
are mentioned below:

1

α =

Γ (m )2

m −1

⎛
⎜
⎝

m

γ

⎞
⎟
⎠

m

Rayleigh channel

If the signal amplitude follows a Rayleigh
distribution, then the SNR follows an exponential PDF
given by[15]

f (γ ) =

⎛ γ ⎞
exp ⎜ −
⎟,
γ
⎝ γ ⎠

γ ≥ 0

1

3) Rician Channel
If the signal strength follows a Rician distribution,
the PDF of will be[15]

(18)
f ( y) =

K +1

γ

⎛
⎝

exp ⎜ − K −

( K +1)γ

γ

⎞ ⎛
⎟ I0 ⎜ 2
⎠ ⎝

−
= e
P
dRay

⎛ 1+ γ ⎞
⎜
⎟
⎝ γ ⎠

λ
2

u −1

where K is the Rician factor. The average Pd in the case
of a Rician channel, PdRic, is then obtained by
u−2 1 ⎛ λ
∑
⎜
n=0 n!⎝ 2

λ
⎡
⎢ − 2 (1 + γ )
⎢e
⎢
⎣

⎞
⎟
⎠

n

averaging (14) over (24) and substituting x for 2 γ .
The resulting expression can be solved for u = 1

−
−e

λ
2

u−2
∑
n=0

⎤
1
λγ ⎥
⎥
n ! 2 (1 + γ )
⎥
⎦

If the signal amplitude follows a Nakagami
distribution, then the PDF of follows a gamma PDF
given by[15]

γ ≥ 0

⎛m⎞
⎜ ⎟
Γm ⎝ γ ⎠

m

γ

m −1

P R ic /
= Q
d
u =1

⎛
⎜⎜
⎝

2K γ
K +1+ γ

,

λ ( K + 1)
K +1+ γ

⎞
⎟⎟
⎠

(23)
For K = 0, this expression reduces to the Rayleigh
expression with u = 1.

2) Nakagami Channel

f (γ ) =

γ

⎞
⎟
⎠

γ ≥0

(19)

1

K ( K +1)γ

(22)

The average Pd in this case, PdRay, can now be evaluated
by averaging (5) over (18)

+

( x, λ ) dx
(21)

A. Types of Channels

1)

⎞
⎟ Qu
⎟
⎠

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

I.

⎛ m ⎞,
γ⎟
⎝γ ⎠

Probability of Detection with AND rule and with
different users

Figure 1 shows the plot of detection probability
versus probability of false alarm with different n (where
n is no of users).

exp ⎜

(20)
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II Simulation with OR rule
Up to now we show simulation with AND rule in
ideal and fading environment. Now we are going to see
it with OR rule. Figure 4 and 5 shows probability of
detection vs. probability of false alarm using OR rule.

Figure.1 detection probability with different users
Figure 2 and 3 shows the plot of detection probability
of AND rule under AWGN channel and Rayleigh
channel respectively. From figure 2 we can see that as
we increase the probability of false alarm the probability
of detection exponentially increased.

Figure. 4 Pd vs Pfa with OR rule under AWGN
channel.

Figure.5 Pd vs. Pfa with OR rule under Rayleigh fading
III simulation results with different SNR

Figure.2 Pd with AND rule under AWGN channel

Now in figure 6 as we increase the value of SNR we
can get the increase in detection probability. And we see
that as we increased the probability of false alarm the
probability of detection is decrease.

Figure 3 Pd with AND rule under Rayleigh channel.

Figure.6 Pd vs Pfa with different SNR.
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V.

CONCLUSION

From this paper we conclude that, as we increased
the probability of false alarm, the probability of
detection is increased in a exponential manner. Here, we
used the Rayleigh fading channel and also it compared
to AWGN reference channel taking different rules. We
conclude that in a fading environment the results are not
as good as compared to AWGN channel. But the results
are better as we increased the number of users. Here, we
also compared the theoretical results with the simulated
results. Also we see that as we increase the value of
SNR detection probability is also increase, that means
higher no of SNR will increase detection probability.
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Abstract - What is Image Processing. Image processing typically attempts to accomplish one of three things:-– restoring images–
enhancing images – understanding images. Restoration takes a corrupted image and attempts to recreate a clean original.
Enhancement alters an image to makes its meaning clearer to human observers. Understanding usually attempts to mimic the human
visual system in extracting meaning from an image.
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I.

image. Images may have different types of noise. In
image enhancement, the goal is to accentuate certain
image features for subsequent analysis or for image
display. Examples include contrast and edge
enhancement,
pseudo-coloring,
noisefiltering,
sharpening, and magnifying. Image enhancement is
useful in feature extraction, image analysis and an image
display. The enhancement process itself does not
increase the inherent information content in the data. It
simply
emphasizes
certain
specified
image
characteristics. Enhancement algorithms are generally
interactive and application-dependent.

INTRODUCTION

Image Processing is a technique to enhance raw
images received from cameras/sensors placed on
satellites, space probes and aircrafts or pictures taken in
normal day-to- day life for various applications.
Various techniques have been developed in Image
Processing during the last four to five decades. Most of
the techniques are developed for enhancing images
obtained from unmanned spacecrafts, space probes and
military reconnaissance flights.
Image Processing
systems are becoming popular due to easy availability of
powerful personnel computers, large size memory
devices, graphics software’s etc. Image Processing is
used in various applications such as:
• Remote Sensing
• Medical Imaging
• Non-destructive Evaluation
• Forensic Studies
• Textiles
• Material Science.
• Military
• Film industry
• Document processing
• Graphic arts
• Printing Industry

Some of the enhancement techniques are:
•

Contrast Stretching

•

Noise Filtering

•

Histogram modification

A. CONTRAST STRETCHING.
Some images (e.g. over water bodies, deserts, dense
forests, snow, clouds and under hazy conditions over
heterogeneous regions) are homogeneous i.e., they do
not have much change in their levels. In terms of
histogram representation, they are characterized as the
occurrence of very narrow peaks. The homogeneity can
also be due to the incorrect illumination of the scene.
The contrast stretching methods are designed
exclusively for frequently encountered situations.
Different stretching techniques have been developed to
stretch the narrow range to the whole of the available
dynamic range.

II. IMAGE ENHANCEMENT TECHNIQUES
Sometimes images obtained from satellites and
conventional and digital cameras lack in contrast and
brightness because of the limitations of imaging sub
systems and illumination conditions while capturing
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Figure1. Contrast stretching
Figure3. Histogram equalized output
B. NOISE FILTERING.

ASPECT OF IMAGE PROCESSING

Noise filtering is used to filter the unnecessary
information from an image. It is also used to remove
various types of noises from the images. Mostly this
feature is interactive. Various filters like low pass, high
pass, mean, median etc., are available.

It is convenient to subdivide different image
processing algorithms into broad subclasses. There are
different algorithms for different tasks and problems,
and often we would like to distinguish the nature of the
task at hand.
A. IMAGE ENHANCEMENT
This refers to processing an image so that the result
is more suitable for a particular application.
Example includes:
-sharpening or de-blurring an out of focus image,
-highlighting edges,
-improving image contrast, or brightening an image,
-removing noise.
B. IMAGE RESTORATION
This may be considered as reversing the damage
done to an image by a known cause, for example:
removing of blur caused by linear motion, removal of
optical distortions, removing periodic interference.

Figure2. Noise filtering
C. HISTOGRAM MODIFICATION

C. IMAGE SEGMENTATION

Histogram has a lot of importance in image
enhancement. It reflects the characteristics of image. By
modifying the histogram, image characteristics can be
modified. One such example is Histogram Equalization.

This involves subdividing an image into constituent
parts, or isolating certain aspects of an image-finding
lines, circles, or particular shapes in an image,-in an
aerial photograph, identifying cars, trees, buildings, or
roads. These classes are not disjoint; a given algorithm
may be used for both image enhancement or for Image
restoration. However, we should be able to decide what
it is that we are trying to do with Our image: simply
make it look better (enhancement), or removing damage
(restoration).

Histogram equalization is a nonlinear stretch that
redistributes pixel values so that there is approximately
the same number of pixels with each value within a
range. The result approximates a flat histogram.
Therefore, contrast is increased at the peaks and
lessened at the tails.
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Now we can display this matrix as a grayscale image:
>> figure,imshow(w),pixval on

IV. BASIC USE OF MATLAB
Mat lab is a data analysis and visualization tool
which has been designed with powerful support For
matrices and matrix operations. As well as this, Mat lab
has excellent graphics capabilities, and its own powerful
programming language. One of the reasons that Mat lab
has become such an important tool is through the use of
sets of Mat lab programs designed to support a
particular task. These sets of programs are called
toolboxes, and the particular toolbox of interest to us is
the image processing toolbox. Rather than give a
description of all of Mat lab’s capabilities, we shall
restrict ourselves to just those aspects concerned with
handling of images. We shall introduce functions,
commands and Techniques as required. A Mat lab
function is a keyword which accepts various parameters,
and Produces some sort of output: for example a matrix,
a string, a graph or figure.

This is really three commands on the one line. Mat
lab allows many commands to be entered on the same
line; using commas to separate the different commands.
The three commands we are using here are: figure,
which creates a figure on the screen. A figure is a
window in which a graphics object can be placed.
Objects may include images, or various types of graphs.
imshow(g), which displays the matrix g as an image.
pixval on, which turns on the pixel values in our figure.
This is a display of the grey values of the pixels in the
image. They appear at the bottom of the figure in the
form с×r=ρ, Where c is the column value of the given
pixel; r its row value, and p its grey value. Since
wombats.tif is an 8-bit grayscale image, the pixel values
appear as integers in the range 0-255.

We have seen that matrices can be handled very
efficiently in Mat lab. Images may be considered as
matrices whose elements are the pixel values of the
image. In this we shall investigate how the matrix
capabilities of Mat lab allow us to investigate images
and their properties.

If there are no figures open, then an imshow
command, or any other command which generates a
graphics object, will open a new figure for displaying
the object. However, it is good practice to use the figure
command whenever you wish to create a new figure.
We could display this image directly, without saving its
grey values to a matrix, with the command
imshow('wombats.tif') However, it is better to use a
matrix, seeing as these are handled very efficiently in
Mat lab.

VI. GRAYSCALE IMAGES

VII. RGB IMAGES

Suppose you are sitting at your computer and have
started Mat lab. You will have a Mat lab command
window open, and in it the Mat lab prompt >> ready to
receive commands. Type in the command >>
w=imread('wombats.tif');

An image in Mat lab is a matrix m x n containing
colors to be displayed. The colors have to be defined in
a color map, which is another matrix. A color
map matrix may have any number of rows, but it must
have exactly three columns. Each row is interpreted as a
color, with the first element specifying the intensity of
red light, the second green, and the third blue (that’s
why it’s called an RGB image or matrix). Color
intensity can be specified on the interval 0.0 to 1.0.
We can define an arbitrary group of colors to be used
colors1 =
[ 0 0 0 % First element = black
0 0 1 % blue
0 1 0 % green
0 1 1 % cyan
1 0 0 % red
1 0 1 % purple
1 1 0 % yellow
1 1 1]; % Last element = white

V. IMAGE AND MATLAB

This takes the grey values of all the pixels in the
grayscale image wombats.tif and puts them all into a
matrix w. This matrix w is now a Mat lab variable, and
so we can perform various matrix operations on it. In
general the imread function reads the pixel values from
an image file, and returns a matrix of all the pixel
values.
Two things to note about this command:
A. It ends in a semicolon; this has the effect of not
displaying the results of the command to the screen.
As the result of this particular command is a matrix
of size256×256, or with 65536 elements, we don't
really want all its values displayed.
B. The name wombats.tif is given in single quote
marks. Without them, Mat lab would assume that
wombats.tif was the name of a variable, rather than
the name of a file.

VIII. TONE MAPPING
To make the problem solvable by reducing degrees
of freedom of the optimized system, a tone mapping
operator with a set of ad- just able parameters must be
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image can often be preserved only at the cost of
clipping (saturating) certain amount of pixels in bright or
in dark regions. The choice of which features are more
important should be driven by a particular application,
for which an appropriate metric could be designed,
possibly involving some aspects of the visual
perception. These considerations lead us to a general
tone mapping framework, which is formulated as an
optimization problem.

introduced. To retain maximum flexibility, we employ a
piece-wise linear tone-curve.
Although the high
contrast scenes seem to require local, detail-enhancing
operators, we demonstrate that a well designed tonecurve can produce good results even for such scenes.
Akyu¨ z et al. [2007] also confirms the importance of a
global tone-curve by showing that the results of
sophisticated TMO are no better than the best single
exposure. In this study we do not consider the color
appearance issues, as we did not find the color
appearance models robust enough for our purpose. Such
models cope well with uniform color fields, how- ever
they usually do not consider the influence of spatial
luminance modulation on color appearance, which we
can observe when tone- mapping high contrast images.
To retain color information from the reference image,
we employ the de saturated color-to-luminance ratios.
Tone-mapping should not only ensure that the resulting
pixel values are in the range 0-255, but also that the
actual tones shown on a particular display of certain
capabilities will convey desired image content. This is
especially important with the recent developments in
the display technologies (LCD, PDP, DLP, OLED, epaper, backlight modulation, rear-projection), and the
variety of applications in which they are employed (home
entertainment, mobile displays, electronic books, cockpit
displays, etc.). All these display devices can differ
dramatically in their peak brightness, contrast (dynamic
range) and black level, and can change their
characteristic with the viewing conditions (sunlight vs.
Office light). Therefore, it cannot be expected that the
same image shown on different devices will produce the
desirable appearance. Tone-mapping with no knowledge
of the target display is not a fully defined problem,
similarly as gamut mapping with no knowledge of the
target gamut.

Having an original image as input, which can be in
HDR or any scene-referred high quality format, we
want to generate a display- adapted image that would be
the best possible rendering of an original scene. We
assume that this goal is achieved if the response viewing
conditions, such as ambient light or luminance
adaptation, differ between the original scene and its
rendering, making the match even more difficult. The
solution of the optimization problem is a set of tone
mapping parameters that minimizes the difference
between Rorig and Rdisp . Figure below contains also
a processing block for image enhancement, as many
applications require reproducing images that are sharper
and more colorful than the originals. The display model
introduces physical constraints on devices’ color and
luminance re- production. The framework shares some
similarities with the TMO originally proposed by
Tumbling and Rushmeier over 15 years ago. The
difference is that these approaches assume Rdisp =
Rorig and then invert the HVS and display models to
compute a tone mapped image. If we follow this
approach and compute the desired display luminance that
would evoke the same sensation as a real world scene
(Rdisp = Rorig), we can end up with an image that is too
bright or has too much contrast for a given display. In
such situation, if we apply the limitations of a display
and clamp luminance values, we get Rdisp significantly
different from Rorig, which is unlikely, the global
minimum of our optimization problem. Furthermore,
our frame- work can be used with arbitrary HVS and
display models, while previous approaches required the
models to be invertible.

XI. TONE MAPPING AS THE MINIMUM
VISIBLE DISTORTION PROBLEM.
The original goal of the tone mapping problem, is
to reproduce a scene on a display, so that the brightness
of the HVS for an image shown on the display, Rdisp,
is as close as possible to the response evoked by the
original scene, Rorig. Both responses can almost never
be the same as a display can only show limited dynamic
range and color gamut. Also the sensation of a
displayed image is equal or closely matches the realworld brightness sensation. The perfect match between
the original and its rendering on a display or in a hardcopy format is almost never possible, as an output
medium is hardly ever bright enough, offers sufficient
dynamic range (contrast) and color gamut. Therefore, the
rendering on an output device is a tradeoff between
preserving certain image features at the cost of the
others. For example, high contrast and brightness of an

The problem formulation above has been used
before in the con- text of digital half toning for printing
[Pappas et al. 2003], but it has not been employed to
derive a tone mapping operator. The major difficulty
lies in the fact that even simplified models of a
display, the HVS and a tone mapping operator lead to a
complex non-linear optimization problem, which may
exhibit local minima, or be too complex to solve in
reasonable time. In the following sub- sections we will
present a combination of such models, which are
sufficiently complete to realize the goals outlined above,
and at the same time lead to a standard optimization
problem, which can be solved efficiently.
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the prinnt, photographhers also locaally modified image
exposuree with the dodgging and burnin
ng technique .

X. DISPLAY
Y MODEL.
The dispplay model primarily
p
accoounts for the
limited capabbilities of a display deviice, such as
maximum brightness, dynaamic range (coontrast ratio).
These are afffected by thhe technical aspects of a
display, as weell as viewing conditions, succh as ambient
light that is reflected from a screen. Such reflected light
elevates luminnance of the darkest pixelss shown on a
display, thus reeducing availabble dynamic raange.
Most of the dissplays, both CR
RT and LCD, can
c be
′
modeled withh the formula:: Ld (L ) = (L
( ′ ) ·

The inttroduction of digital photoography and image
processing gave mucch more posssibilities for image
reproducction. One of the most notaable early algorithms
employeed for image rrendering was the retinex, innspired
by the thheories of lighhtness perceptiion. The probllem of
limited color gamut hhas been exten
nsively studied in the
context of color printinng, resulting inn a range of gamutg
mapping algorithmss. Since collors change their
appearannce with view
wing conditio
ons, reproducinng an
image involves reprroducing its color appeaarance.
Althoughh color appearrance is a com
mplex phenomennon, it
can be predicted by computationaal models, suuch as
CIECAM
M02 or iCAM
M.
When auutomatic algorithms
are not sufficient and high quality results are reqquired,
mappingg tones and coolors must be performed maanually
by a skiilled artist. Thhis is the case of cinematoggraphic
movie post-processing process, calledd color-gradingg.

(Lmax − Lblacck ) + Lblack + Lre f l
where Ld iss displayed luuminance or radiance (as
measured com
ming from the display surfaace), L′ is thee
pixel value (0––1),  is a displlay gamma (ussually close to
2.2), Lmax iss the peak dissplay luminance (about 100
cd/m2 for offiice displays, annd about 500 cdd/m2 for LCD
TV). Lblack is the display
y black level, which is thee
luminance of the black pixxel displayed in
i a perfectlyy
/m2 for LCD
dark room (uusually from 0.1
0 to 0.8 cd/

Computeer graphics teechniques, cappable of renddering
high-con
ntrast scenes, shifted focuus from coloor to
luminance as the mainn limiting factoor of display deevices.
A recentt book gives a good
g
review of
o a number off tone
mapping operators (TMOs), inteended to map high
R) images to standard dispplays.
dynamicc range (HDR
More reecent work onn tone mappiing shows a trend
towards user-assistedd image reprroduction styylized
ng and findingg other means than luminannce to
renderin
extend image contrast. A large num
mber of the propposed
operatorrs and no prroven methodd to validate them
inspired work on theirr subjective comparison. Reccently,
blem of image rreproduction has
h gradually shhifted
the prob
towards displays, as they are eqquipped with more
d
algoriithms,
advanced image proccessing and display
which noot only enhancce the TV.

displays). Lre f l is ambient light
l
reflected from
f
a displayy
surface and it can be approxiimated in case of non-glossyy
Where Eamp is ambient lum
minance given in
i lux and k is
the reflectivityy for a displayy panel (aboutt 1% for LCD
displays, largeer for CRT dissplays). Althou
ugh the modell
from Equation
n 2 is usually
y em- ployed separately forr
each dichromaatic primary (red, green, bluee), we use this
model for lum
minance valuess only since thhe color issues
are not in the scope
s
of this work
w
yet.
XI. PREVIOUS WORK
The prob
blem of tone-reproduction was already
recognized byy early painterrs, who strugggled with the
limited contraast range of avvailable pigmennts. Since the
pigments did not offer mucch contrast forr dark colors,
Leonardo da Vinci
V
tended too use midrangee colors for all
objects, so thaat he could achiieve the desired contrast and
strong depth- from-shadingg effect even if the actual
brightness lev
vels were disttorted. Living
gstone in her
book gives a good overvieew of other teechniques the
painters used to overcome the limited dyynamic range.
Much later when
w
the fillm-based phottography was
invented, the first practitionners of this new technique
found that capturing
c
enormous dynam
mic range off
luminance in the real worlld on a chem
mically limited
negative was difficult.
d
Film manufactures
m
tried
t
to reduce
this problem by
b designing th
he film stocks and the print
development systems
s
that gave a desired S-shaped tone
curve with slig
ghtly enhancedd contrast (abou
ut
15%) in the middle range and graduallly compressedd
highlights andd shadows To overcome thee limitations off

Figure4. The proposed formulation of the tone-maapping
m. Signal, but also adapt reendering to viiewing
problem
conditions (ambient ligght sensor), saave power (baccklight
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dimming), up-scale color gamut [Muijs et al. 2006]
and dynamic range [Meylan et al. 2006; Rempel et al.
2007].
XII. CONCLUSION.
In this Paper, a frame work for image enhancement
based on prior knowledge on the Histogram
Equalization has been presented. Many image
enhancement schemes like Contrast limited Adaptive
Histogram Equalization (CLAHE) Algorithm has been
implemented and compared. The Performance of all
these Methods has been analyzed and a number of
Practical experiments of real time images have been
presented. Histogram equalization is a straight forward
image-processing technique often used to achieve better
quality images in black and white color scales in
medical applications such as digital X-rays. The
histogram equalization algorithm has been implemented
in Xilinx ISE, MATLAB and Model Sim.
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Abstract -In this paper, a
slot pattern. The factors
network, VSWR, Return
VSWR≤ 2 for both dual
multiple applications.

new design of a compact patch antenna that can operate on dual and triple bands with a slight change in
to be considered while designing a microstrip patch antenna such as substrate selection, proper feed
Loss and Gain pattern, etc. are discussed. These antennas achieve a return loss less than −20 dB and
and triple band operation in the range from 2 to 6 GHz. The newly designed antenna can be used for

Keywords- Dual Band, Triple Band, Return loss, Gain, Radiation pattern, VSWR.

I.

design of dual and triple band operation with variation
in Return loss and Gain.

INTRODUCTION

Conventional microstrip patch antennas, in general,
have a conducting patch printed on a grounded
microwave substrate. They have attractive features of
low profile, light weight and easy fabrication. However,
they inherently have a narrow bandwidth. Moreover, the
impedance bandwidth of a patch antenna is proportional
to the antenna dimensions measured in wavelengths. It
is very beneficial to come up with a new design that can
perform a dual and triple band operation in the range 2-6
GHz with achievement of a suitable gain.

II. ANTENNA DESIGN
While designing an antenna for dual and triple band
operation, we have to take several factors into account
including its physical profile, Gain, Bandwidth, Return
loss and Radiation pattern. The shape of the proposed
antenna for dual band is shown in Fig. 1. Initially, it has
only 2 open edged slots of 2mm×10mm. The co-axial
feeding is applied to this antenna. The advantage of coaxial feeding is that, it can be placed at any point and
easy fabrication. We, first, simulate the design on
HFSS13 by taking the below mentioned parameters.

These days communication systems including
mobile and WPANs (wireless personal area networks)
along with RF based personal communication devices
requires a compact size antenna and which has wide
bandwidth. Moreover the multi-band antennas are
important in areas such as mobile communication for
handsets and base stations systems, several approaches
are developed in order to design triple band Patch
antennas such as slot adjustment concept, compact Hshaped configurations, slotted ground plane, shorted
patches, and patch antennas with perturbation elements
in a grid of conductive cells. All these suggested
configurations do not achieve enhancement in wide
bands operation. The aim of the suggested design is to
manipulate a microstrip patch antenna of a dual and
triple band in the frequency range 2-6 GHz. We
combine parasitic elements by making U-shaped
resonators. Here, we can have the overview of the

The center frequency is 2.4 GHz, the ground plane
dimensions are 50 × 60 mm2, and the patch dimensions
are 40× 48 mm2. The dielectric substrate between the
patch and the ground plane is of RT/ Duroid 5880 with
relative permittivity εr = 2.2 and thickness of 1.6 mm.
The εr is chosen such that it gives better efficiency and
large bandwidth. The antenna is fed by a coaxial probe
feed of radius 3 mm. In order to increase the number of
resonance frequencies and to enhance the bandwidth and
gain of the simple patch antenna to turn into dual and
triple band antenna after adjusting the slots and Ushaped resonators. The dual band antenna is turned into
the triple band antenna by changing the dimensions of
slots.
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resonatinng frequencies. Section-1 andd 2 shows com
mputed
results of the Returnn Loss, Gain and VSWR as a
n of frequency for the dual and
a triple bandd. The
function
dual bannd operation iss for the frequeencies 2.6 GH
Hz and
3.9 GHzz.
When the open eedged slot dim
mensions are ssmall,
a
as dual baand antenna. For
F the open edged
e
then it acts
slots arre turned intto the slots of dimensionns of
2mm×26
6mm and 2mm
m×16mm the reesonators causees the
more reesonant frequenncies. Now th
he antenna is triple
band anttenna which provides the -20dB return losss and
sufficiennt gain for 2, 3.2 and 5.95 GHz. Returnn loss,
VSWR, Gain pattern ffor both dual and
a triple bandds are
n below figures
shown in

Figure 1. Thee geometry of prooposed antenna for dual band

Section--1: Simulated results for du
ual band

Fig. 2. The Geoometry and param
meters for triple band

Table 1. Specificationns of the proposed antenna
Parameter

Fiig. 1(a) Return Loss

Value (mm
m)

Length of grou
und plane

50

Width of grounnd plane

60

Length of patcch (L)

4
40

Width of patch
h (W)

4
48

Substrate thickkness (h)

1.6
1

Probe feed raddius

3

Feed point loccation

x= -12
2, y= -5

U-shaped resoonators

1.5
1
Fiig. 1(b) VSWR

III. SIMULA
ATION AND RESULTS
R
The propoosed antenna is
i simulated ussing HFSS 13
simulation pacckage. For an initial design the optimum
feed point is found to be at
a (Xf, Yf) = (−12, -5). At
r
loss (R
RL) is nearlly −20dB at
which, the return
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Fig. 2(b) VSWR
Fig. 1(c) Gain
n at 2.6 GHz

Fig. 1(d)) Gain at 3.9 GHz
G

G
Fig. 2((c) Gain at 2 GHz

Section 2: Simulated results
r
for triple band

Fig. 2(d
d) Gain at 3.2 GHZ
G

Fig. 2(a) Return Loss
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frequency bands with reasonable frequency bandwidths
compared with the conventional antenna. This antenna is a
combined package for whole lot of applications.The
resonant frequency 2 and 2.6 GHz can be used for fixed/
mobile communication and wireless application purpose.
Frequency 3.9 GHz can be used for Aeronauticanl and
Maritime Radionavigation along with Satellite uses.The
proponents of WiMax systems seem to be favouring higher
frequencies such as the 2.5GHz and 3.5 GHz. So, this
antenna with operating frequency of 3.2 GHz can be used
for WiMax also. The operating frequency 5.9 GHz of the
antenna can be used for radio location and amateur radio.
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TABLE 2. DUAL BAND
Parameter\ fr

2.6 GHz

3.9 GHz

RL (dB)

-22

-26

BW around
The frequency band
(MHz)

100

190

Gain (dB)

4.8

4.94

VSWR

1.3

0.8

TABLE 3. TRIPLE BAND
Parameter\ fr

2 GHz

3.2 GHz

5.95
GHz

RL (dB)

-23.93

-23.195

-20.69

BW around
The frequency
band (MHz)

70

100

140

Gain (dB)

2

3.27

4.8

VSWR

1.587

1.16

1.41

IV. CONCLUSION

Ansoft

Corporation,



A new reconfigurable compact microstrip dual and
triple band antenna of operating frequencies in the range of
2–6 GHz with return loss less than −20 dB for two and
three frequencies is presented. The behavior of the return
loss for dual and triple bands in the frequency range 2–6
GHz is better. The suggested design gives more resonant
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Abstract - Knowing the actual power requirement of each individual component in a desktop computer is useful when sizing a
power supply or when upgrading the PC. In this paper the power demand by various components within six different computer
systems was investigated. Measurements of the actual current drawn from each voltage rail when idle and when in use were made
and the data examined. The results obtained showed that the total power drawn at idle and on CPU load test was mainly due to the
load demand on the +12V rails and this varied significantly between the computer systems; meanwhile +5V and +3.3V lines drew
very little power and the total power consumed did not vary significantly between systems on idle state. The newer Intel-based
systems consumed more power than the AMD systems on the +12V rail. The assessment revealed that it is highly unlikely that a
modern computer system will ever overload either the +5V or +3.3V rails of an ATX12V 2.x compliant power supply; the +12 rails
on the other hand, are very heavily used especially under load. Thus, it is very likely that the ratings for the +12V rails is more
important than the total wattage rating when it comes choosing a power supply unit for a computer system.
Keywords - sizing; voltage rail; load demand; wattage rating.

I.

into –12V, –5V, +3.3V, +5V, and +12V dc (direct
current) power. Computer power supplies are rated
based on their maximum output power. The input
specifications are listed as voltages, and the output
specifications are listed as amps at several voltage levels
[2]. Table 1 shows the rated outputs at each voltage line
for supplies with different manufacturer-specified output
ratings [3].

INTRODUCTION

Power is the life force of every computer. Each
element in a computer, from hard drives and memory, to
video cards, motherboards, and modems demand energy
from the power supply unit (PSU) [1]. A PSU converts
the electrical power available at the mains socket to the
type used by the electronic circuitry and
electromechanical devices inside the computer unit. It is
designed to convert either 120-volt (nominal) 60Hz ac
(alternating current) or 240V (nominal) 50Hz ac power

.

In most cases these ratings cannot be exceeded
when operating under normal conditions. Problems with
power supplies however do occur when expanding or
upgrading the PC. This is due to power supply overload
caused by filling up the expansion slots and adding more
drives. Many of these add-on devices have varying
degrees of current demand under different operating
conditions; they have power ratings which is not
officially certified but self-claimed by each

.
Typical power ranges are from 500 W to less than
300 W for small form factor systems intended as
ordinary home computers; 500–800 W for gamers and
high-end multimedia applications; while higher-end PCs
demand from 800 W up to 2 kW powers supplies
intended mainly for servers and extreme performance
computers with multiple processors, several hard disks
and multiple graphics card [4].
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manufacturer; and simply adding together the power
required by each component at full load produces
estimates for total system power demand that are always
too high, sometimes as much as double, this is because
no PC application stresses all components
simultaneously to maximum load. Therefore, it is
possible to overload a power supply on one voltage rail
without having to use the maximum rated power [5].

II. METHODOLOGY
The experiment was conducted in the Electronics
Lab of Electrical/Electronic Engineering Department,
Federal Polytechnic Mubi. Six different desktop
computer systems were configured for the testing. The
systems represent a decent cross-section of PCs in use
today. None of them directly compared to the others;
consideration is not on differences between systems, but
on general tendencies of power usage that are true for
almost any configuration. A wide variety of central
processing units (CPU) and chipsets were tested, as well
as several different VGA cards. Each system was
powered by its own PSU; there were a variety of PSU
models. All the PSUs were capable of delivering more
than 15A on the 12V lines (combined). Table 2 shows
the specification of each system.

In this paper, an attempt is made to determine how
much power is demanded by a variety of components in
a desktop computer system by measuring the actual
current drawn on each voltage rail while the computer is
in use. The results should bring some real empirical data
to limelight, and should help determine what can and
what can't be predicted about the power draw of a
system.

.
TABLE 2: SPECIFICATION OF THE SYSTEMS

.
recorded). Ambient temperature at the time of testing
was 29oC. The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1.

To measure the current on any line, a Kyoritsu
Clamp Meter was used. This is a device that measures
the electromagnetic field around any wire that’s carrying
electricity and translates it into a current readout in
Amperes. The meter is properly scaled to indicate very
low currents and specified for 1.9% accuracy. For each
system the measurement procedure was the same: The
individual wires in the various cable sets from the power
supply were separated and then recombined according to
the voltage they carried. In this way the total current
from each individual voltage line could be measured
separately. The two +12V lines were also separated and
measured independently. The –12V, and +5VSB lines
were not measured, as they carry so little current that
they are insignificant also they are not used to power
components. Each system was measured at idle and then
under load using CPUBurn (two instances were run for
multi-threaded and dual core processors and the average

Figure 1.

Experimental setup
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

other systems, which drew 18~21W from these lines at
idle. The extra RAM and hard drive obviously
contribute a little, but most of the power is being drawn
on the +12V1 line, so it makes sense to figure out what
is being drawn from this line. The likely suspect is the
high-powered 6800GT VGA card, which consumes a
significant amount of power.

A. Idle Power Test Results
The power distribution in the PC when the system
was idle is as shown in Table 3. The systems are listed
in order of increasing total power.
TABLE 3: POWER DISTRIBUTION WITHIN THE
PC: IDLE

AMD (754)
Athlon 64,
3200+
(Newcastle)
Intel (478)
P4, 2.8 GHz,
(Northwood)
AMD (A)
Athlon
2500+
(Barton)
Intel LGA775
Pentium D
820
(2x2.8GHz)
Intel
LGA775,
Pentium 670
(3.8GHz)
AMD (939)
Athlon 64,
3500+
(Venice)

+12V
(total)

+12V1

+12V2
(CPU)

+5V

+3.3V

Total
DC
Power

0.8A

0.4A

0.4A

2.5A

2.6A

31W

1.8A

0.9A

0.9A

1.1A

3.3A

38W

4.6A

2.0A

2.0A

2.3A

2.0A

73W

4.6A

0.5A

4.1A

3.6A

0.7A

76W

5.1A

2.3A

2.8A

2.9A

1.5A

81W

4.6A

4.0A

0.6A

3.0A

3.9A

83W

However, this does not explain why the Pentium
670 system with the same VGA card draws so much less
current from the +12V1 line. Perhaps the power
regulation circuitry on the LGA775 motherboard is
more efficient, or maybe the nForce4 chipset for the
AMD system is especially power hungry. It may also be
that the onboard video based on the GeForce 4 MX
might be drawing additional power.
Despite all of these minor differences, the general
trend was quite clear: The +5V and +3.3V lines draw
very little power. Furthermore, the total power required
by these lines does not vary much between systems.
Building a system that draws less power at idle seems to
rely mainly on keeping the power draw on the +12V line
as low as possible.
B. CPU Load Power Test Results

From a cooling perspective, the power draw at idle
is largely irrelevant. A good cooling system must
provide adequate cooling when the system is under
sustained high load [6]. Any system that can handle this
will automatically be cool enough at idle. The same
thing applies when sizing a power supply: If it can
handle the peaks under heavy load, it should have no
problems supplying the power required by a system at
idle.

The power distribution in the PC on CPU load is as
shown in Table 4.
TABLE 4: POWER DISTRIBUTION WITHIN THE
PC: CPU ON LOAD

AMD (A)
Athlon,
2500+
(Barton)

From the standpoint of conserving power, however,
the idle power draw is very important because most
systems spend a vast amount of time at or close to idle.
The total power draw at idle is largely determined by the
load on the +12V lines. In fact, with only one exception,
the relative power draw on the +12V lines was a good
predictor of the total power draw.

AMD (754)
Athlon 64,
3200+
(Newcastle)
Intel (478)
P4, 2.8 GHz
(Northwood)
AMD (939)
Athlon 64
3500+
(Venice)
Intel
LGA775
Pentium D
820
(2x2.8GHz)
Intel
LGA775
Pentium 670
(3.8GHz)

The A64-3500+ system is arguably the most
powerful system tested; it was the only system with two
sticks of RAM and the only one with two hard drives.
This is reflected in the relatively high current draw from
both the +3.3V line (for RAM) and the +5V line (for the
HDD). In fact, the combined power draw on these two
lines totalled almost 30W about 50% more than the

+12V
(total)

+12V1

+12V2
(CPU)

+5V

+3.3V

Total
DC
Power

5.4A

2.3A

3.2A

2.3A

1.8A

82W

5.2A

1.8A

3.4A

2.5A

2.6A

83W

6.5A

0.9A

5.9A

1.2A

3.7A

96W

7.8A

3.9A

4.0A

3.8A

3.8A

125W

11.5A

0.5A

11.0A

3.5A

0.6A

155W

13.7A

2.2A

10.7A

2.8A

1.6A

183W
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In each system, the CPU load resulted in increased
current draw on the +12V2 line. For the most part, none
of the other lines were affected by the CPU load. Once
again, exceptions were seen in the AMD based systems.

makes sense that the CPU voltage line dominates power
needs.
It is also interesting to note the differences between
the AMD- and Intel-based systems. The AMD systems
drew about 75% of their power from the +12V lines.
This is a lot of power, but not as much as the Intel
systems, which drew as much as 90% of their total
power from these lines. This difference reflects the
higher power demand of Intel CPUs, especially the
newer ones. The older Northwood-core P4-2.8 drew
much less power than Intel's newer CPUs, and
consumed proportionally less power.

As expected, the Socket 754 system saw an increase
of 3.0A on the +12V2 line. However, the current on the
+12V1 line also rose by 1.4A; this increase was not seen
on any other system. This suggests that the CPU in this
system was drawing current from both +12V lines.
Likewise, the Socket 939 system also drew primarily
from the +12V2 line, but power draw also increased by
0.8A on the +5V line. Generally, this increase is barely
significant, but it does show that a given load on one
system may not produce the same load pattern on a
different system.

C. Power Demand of Individual Components
In addition to looking at differences in power
consumption between idle and load, we also looked at
how idle power consumption changed when individual
components were added or removed from a system. This
allowed us to judge roughly the power overhead for
various components. Several different parts were tested:
Two different kinds of RAM, two different video cards,
a PCI Ethernet card, and an optical drive. Hard drives
were not tested, since a reliable method of determining
their power consumption already exists.

Also, the total system power ranking order changed.
There's no question here that under high CPU load, the
Intel systems are the power hogs. The lower end AMD
systems didn't even get close. Only the AMD A643200+ system exceeded the power draw of any Intel
system, in this case, the much less capable P4-2.8.
Power demand on the +5V and +3.3V lines varied
widely between different motherboards and chipsets.
Only the combined power draw of the two lines stayed
fairly consistent. Regardless of platform, whether at idle
or at full CPU load, the combined power draw for these
two lines almost always stayed in the 20-30W range.
Once again, the amount of power drawn on the +12V
line almost invariably determines the total system power
draw.

For each component, the power consumption on
each voltage line was measured with the system at idle.
These measurements were then compared to the relevant
idle measurements without the component installed. The
results below represent the net change between these
two measurements. Differences of 0.2A or less were
assumed to be within the margin of error of the testing
equipment, and are therefore not included in the results
below.

Table shows the load on each individual line as a
percentage of the total load.
TABLE 5: POWER DISTRIBUTION BY
PERCENTAGE: CPU ON LOAD
Intel (478)
P4, 2.8GHz
(Northwood)
Intel
LGA775
Pentium 670
(3.8GHz)
Intel LGA775
Pentium D
820
(2x2.8GHz)
AMD (A)
Athlon
2500+
(Barton)
AMD (754)
Athlon 64
3200+
(Newcastle)
AMD (939)
Athlon 64
3500+
(Venice)

+12V
(total)

+12V1

+12V2
(CPU)

+5V

+3.3V

81%

11%

73%

6%

13%

90%

14%

70%

8%

3%

88%

4%

85%

11%

1%

79%

34%

47%

14%

7%

75%

26%

49%

15%

10%

75%

37%

38%

15%

10%

a.

Power Consumption: RAM

Two types of RAM were tested: Regular PC3200
DDR and 533 MHz DDR2. In each case, a single 512
MB stick of RAM was added to an existing system
configuration. The P4 Socket 478 system was used to
test the PC3200, and the Pentium D Dual Core system
was used to test the DDR2.
To stress the RAM modules while we measured
them, Memtest86 was used to drive the power
consumption up [7]. Because Memtest86 runs under its
own OS not Windows a new idle baseline was needed
for accurate comparison. Measurements for each type of
RAM, at idle and under load, are given on Table 6.
The total power draw of the system is only given
for the 512 MB configuration at idle. All other
configurations are given as differences in power relative
to this baseline. The power consumption for the +12V2
line was not listed; because the CPU the only load on
the +12V2 line and therefore not used by the RAM.

The most evident trend is that the vast majority of
the power is drawn from +12V2 line. This is because the
CPUBurn stresses the CPU almost exclusively, so it
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TABLE 6: POWER CONSUMPTION: RAM
RAM
Type

PC 3200
DDR

Size

Load

+12V1

+5V

+3.3V

512
MB

Idle
M86

0.5A
No
Change
No
Change
No
Change
0.5A
No
Change
No
Change
No
Change

0.6A
No
Change
No
Change
No
Change
3.6A
+0.4A

3.0A
+0.7A

Rise
from
Base
n/a
+2.3W

+0.6A

+2.0W

+1.0A

+3.3W

+0.5A
No
Change
No
Change
No
Change

n/a
+2.0W

Idle
1GB
M86

533 MHz
DDR2

512
MB

Idle
M86
Idle

1GB
M86

No
Change
+0.9A

consumption during a sustained data transfer. This
produced a small increase on all voltage lines, but it is
unlikely that the increases on the +12V and +5V lines
could be attributed to the PCI card itself. Most likely
this power was needed by the hard drive to copy the data
used during the transfer. Hard drives do not consume
power from the +3.3V line, so it seems safe to attribute
this increase to the add-in card.
c.

The baseline system is completely irrelevant to the
measurements of the optical drive (Creative Labs 52x
CD-ROM). Because the optical drive is powered by an
individual IDE power connector, the current through
these wires could be measured directly. See Table 8.

No
Change
+4.5W

The total power draw of the system is only given
for the 512 MB configuration at idle. All other
configurations are given as differences in power relative
to this baseline. The power consumption for the +12V2
line was not listed; because the CPU the only load on
the +12V2 line and therefore not used by the RAM.

TABLE 8: POWER CONSUMPTION: OPTICAL
DRIVE
+12V1

The power consumption of a single 512MB stick of
RAM either regular DDR or DDR2 was too small for
the resolution of the clamp meter. The largest measured
increase was only marginally larger than the potential
error in the system: 0.2A x (12V + 5V + 3.3V) = 3.9W.
It is statistically possible that the total power
consumption decreased for almost every test case a
result that should be impossible given proper test
conditions. Therefore, the fact that potential for error is
high implies that the power required by RAM is
basically insignificant. Even in the worst possible case,
DDR2 under load, the total increase over the baseline
measurement remains under 10W.
b.

d.

Idle
Network
Data
Transfer

No
Change

No
Change

+0.5A

n/a

n/a

+0.6 - 0.8A

Idle

0.0A

0.3A

1.5W

Typical Read

0.3A

0.4A

5.6W

Full Speed

1.1A

0.5A

15.7W

Power Consumption: VGA Card

TABLE 9: POWER CONSUMPTION: VIDEO CARDS

TABLE 7: POWER CONSUMPTION: PCI
ETHERNET CARD
+3.3V

Total Power Draw

Three different video cards were also tested:
Matrox G550, ATI Radeon 9600XT and AGP. The AGP
cards were tested on the P4-2.8 socket 478 system and
the AOpen Aeolus 6800GT PCIe card was tested on the
Intel Pentium D dual core system. Only differences at
idle were examined, as trying to gauge differences at
load proved to be near impossible because other
components are brought into play (particularly the
CPU). The results are presented on Table 9.

The P4-2.8 GHz system was used as a baseline for
comparison. There were no identifying marks on the
card itself, but the controller chip was marked
"RTL8139B", which identifies RealTek as the OEM.
Table 7 shows the power used.

+5V

+5V

At lower speeds, the power draw for the optical
drive was fairly small, but at full speed and spin-up the
sustained power draw was about 15W, mostly from the
+12V line. This is worth considering when sizing a
power supply.

Power Consumption: PCI Ethernet Card

+12V1

Power Consumption: Optical Drive

Video Card

Net
Change
in Power
Draw
1.6W

Maxtrox
G550
ATI Radeon
9600XT
Aeolus
6800GT

2 - 2.6W

+12V
(total)
No
Change
+0.3A
+3.0A

+5V

+3.3V

+0.3A

+1.7A

Change
in Power
+7.1W

+0.4A

+0.3A

+6.6W

No
Change

No
Change

+36.0W

Like the RAM test, only a small change in the load
on the +3.3V line was observed after the Ethernet card
was installed. The net increase was ~2W: Barely
significant.

The Matrox and the ATI both drew less than 10W
at idle. The Matrox card drew most of its power from
the +3.3V line, while the Radeon seemed to draw power
from all three main voltages.

An attempt was made to measure the power

The Aeolus 6800GT, on the other hand, drew much
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more power at idle about five times as much. All of the
power came from the +12V line; neither of the other two
lines were affected. To put it in perspective, the entire
A64-3200+ socket 754 system used less power at idle
than this video card.

+12V1 line, although not all cards use +12V. The
systems with AMD CPUs tended to draw power
more evenly across the two +12V lines, mainly
because they do not consume as much power as
Intel CPUs.

Although the 6800GT uses a PCIe connector to
draw power directly from the power supply, most of its
power seemed to be coming through the PCIe slot on the
motherboard. Of the total 3.0A load on the +12V line,
2.1A was drawn through the motherboard, and 0.9A
came from the direct connection to the power supply.
Note that this is only at idle; it may change during high
load.

3) Looking at the total power draw alone, it would
appear that all of our systems could easily be
handled by a 300W power supply. Given that as
much as 90% of that power comes from the +12V
lines, it is likely that that the ratings for the +12V
lines matters more than the total wattage. If these
lines are inadequate, the power supply may not
provide enough power even if its "wattage rating"
exceeds the total power draw of the system. It
would be wiser to qualify our statement thus: When
it comes to adequate power delivery, all of our
test systems could easily be handled by a 300W
power supply that conforms to ATX12V v2.xx.
Conversely, an older PSU rated honestly for 300W
output may not be adequate for the most powerful
system examined here because of the much lower
12V current capacity on models that comply with
v1.3 and earlier versions of the ATX12V spec.

From the measurements presented here, it is hard to
generalize about the power consumption of video cards.
The power requirements for each card are unique; there
do not seem to be any similarities between the models
we examined.
It is well known that the most powerful (and recent)
cards draw power from the +12V line. This can be seen
by examining the external PCIe connector: It has only
+12V and ground wires. It is important to remember
that, while this generalization might be true for powerful
cards, the more mainstream cards do not necessarily
echo this power profile.

None of the above conclusions are meant to suggest
that power delivery alone is the only criteria by which a
PSU should be chosen. We are only considering
adequate power delivery. Other factors such as noise,
efficiency, cooling, and voltage regulation are critical
when choosing a power supply.

IV. CONCLUSIONS
It is important to keep in mind that the
measurements presented here are continuous loads. Our
test equipment does not have the resolution to measure
peaks, which may last for 10 ms or less and may be
much higher than the continuous load. Most power
supplies are rated for a continuous load with allowances
for higher peaks, but the internal protection circuits may
still be tripped by an exceptionally high peak. It is wise
to leave headroom for peaks perhaps 30% when sizing a
power supply.
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Abstract - A power-constrained contrast-enhancement algorithm for emissive displays based on histogram equalization (HE) is
proposed in this paper. We first propose a log-based histogram modification scheme to reduce overstretching artifacts of the conventional HE technique. Then, we develop a power-consumption model for emissive displays and formulate an objective function
that consists of the histogram-equalizing term and the power term. By minimizing the objective function based on the convex
optimization theory, the proposed algorithm achieves contrast enhancement and power saving simultaneously. Moreover, we extend
the proposed algorithm to enhance video sequences, as well as still images. Simulation results demonstrate that the proposed
algorithm can reduce power consumption significantly while improving image contrast and perceptual quality.
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Whereas a variety of contrast-enhancement
techniques have been proposed to improve the qualities
of general images, relatively little effort has been made
to adapt the enhancement process to the characteristics
of display devices. Notice that, in addition to contrast
enhancement, power saving is also an important issue in
various multimedia devices, such as mobile phones and
televisions. A large portion of power is consumed by
display panels in these devices [2], [3], and this trend is
expected to continue as display sizes are getting larger.
Therefore, it is essential to develop an image processing
algorithm, which is capable of saving power in display
panels, as well as enhancing image contrast.

non emissive displays [4]. Cathode-ray tubes, plasma
display panels (PDPs), organic light-emitting diode
(OLED), and field emissive displays (FED) are emissive
displays that do not require external light sources,
whereas the thin-film transistor liquid crystal display
(TFT-LCD) is a non emissive one. Emissive displays
have several advantages over non emissive ones,
including high contrast and low-power consumption.
First, an emissive display can turn off individual pixels
to express complete darkness and achieve a high
contrast ratio. Second, in an emissive display, each pixel
can be independently driven, and the power
consumption of a pixel is proportional to its intensity
level. Thus, an emissive display generally consumes less
power than a non emissive one, which should turn on a
backlight regardless of pixel intensities. Due to these
advantages, the OLED and the FED are considered as
promising candidates for the next-generation display,
although the TFT-LCD has been the first successful flatpanel display in the commercial market. In particular,
the OLED is regarded as the most efficient emissive
device in terms of power consumption [5]. Although the
OLED is now used mainly for small panels in mobile
devices, its mass-production technology is being rapidly
developed, and larger OLED panels will be soon
adopted in a wider range of devices, including
televisions and computer monitors [6], [7].

To design such a power-constrained contrastenhancement (PCCE) algorithm, different characteristics
of display panels should be taken into account. Modern
display panels can be divided into emissive displays and

Several image processing techniques for power
saving in display panels have been recently proposed.
These techniques focus on reducing backlight intensities
for TFT-LCDs while preserving the same level of

I.

INTRODUCTION

The rapid development of imaging technology has
made it easier to take and process digital photographs.
However, we often acquire low-quality photographs
since lighting conditions and imaging systems are not
ideal. Much effort has been made to enhance images by
improving several factors, such as sharpness, noise
level, color accuracy, and contrast. Among them, high
contrast is an important quality factor for providing
better experience of image perception to viewers.
Various contrast-enhancement techniques have been
developed. For example, histogram equalization (HE) is
widely used to enhance low-contrast images.[1]
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conventional HE and HM techniques and then develop
an LHM scheme, on which the proposed PCCE
algorithm is based.

perceived quality. Choi et al. [8] increased pixel values
to compensate for the brightness losses caused by
reduced backlight intensity. To compensate for the
degraded contrast, Cheng et al. [2] truncated both ends
of an image histogram and then stretched pixel
intensities, and Iranli et al. [9] employed HE. Tsai et al.
[3] decomposed an image into high- and low-frequency
components and applied brightness compensation and
contrast enhancement to these sub band images. These
techniques, however, have been devised for TFT-LCDs
only and cannot be employed for emissive displays, in
which the power consumption is affected by pixel
values directly, rather than by backlight intensity. To
our knowledge, no attempt has been made to develop a
contrast-enhancement algorithm tailored for emissive
displays, in spite of their aforementioned advantages.

A. HE
In HE, we first obtain the histogram of pixel
intensities in an input image. We represent the
histogram with a column vector h, whose kth element hk
denotes the number of pixels with intensity k. Then, the
probability mass function pk of intensity k is calculated
by dividing by the total number of pixels in the image.
In other words

PK =

We propose a PCCE algorithm for emissive
displays based on HE. First, we develop a histogram
modification (HM) scheme, which reduces large
histogram values to alleviate the contrast overstretching
of the conventional HE technique. Then, we make a
power-consumption model for emissive displays and
formulate an objective function, consisting of the
histogram-equalizing term and the power term. To
minimize the objective function, we employ convex
optimization techniques. Furthermore, we extend the
proposed PCCE algorithm to enhance video sequences.
Extensive simulation results show that the proposed
algorithm provides high image contrast and good
perceptual quality while reducing power consumption
significantly.

hK
1T h

(1)

Where 1 denotes the column vector, all elements of
which are 1. The cumulative distribution function (CDF)
Ck of intensity k is then given by

k

CK = ∑ Pi

(2)

i =0

Let xk denote the transformation function, which
maps intensity k in the input image to intensity xk in the
output image. In HE, the transformation function is
obtained by multiplying the CDF ck by the maximum
intensity of the output image [1], [17]. For a 6-bit image,
there are 2b = L different intensity levels and the
transformation function is given by

The rest of this paper is organized as follows:
Section II reviews conventional HE and HM techniques
and proposes a log-based HM (LHM) scheme. Section
III develops the power-consumption model for emissive
displays and proposes the PCCE algorithm. Section IV
describes how the PCCE algorithm can be extended to
enhance video sequences. Section V presents experimental results. Finally, Section VI concludes this paper.

xk = [( L − 1)ck + 0.5]

(3)

where [a\ is the floor operator, which returns the largest
integer smaller than or equal to a. Thus, in (3), (L - l)ck
is rounded off to the nearest integer since output
intensities should be integers. Note that b = 8 and L - 1
= 255, when an 8-bit image is considered.

II. HE TECHNIQUES
Many contrast-enhancement techniques have been
developed. HE is one of the most widely adopted
approaches to enhance low-contrast images, which
makes the histogram of light intensities of pixels within
an image as uniform as possible [1]. It can increase the
dynamic range of an image by deriving a transformation
function adaptively. A variety of HE techniques have
been proposed [10]-[17]. The main objective of this
paper is to develop a power-constrained image
enhancement framework, rather than to propose a
sophisticated contrast-enhancement scheme. Thus, the
proposed PCCE algorithm adopts the HE approach for
its simplicity and effectiveness. Here, we first review

If we ignore the rounding-off operation in (3), we can
combine (2) and (3) into a recurrence equation, i.e.,

xk − xk −1 = ( L − 1) pK

for

1 ≤ k ≤ L −1

(4)

with an initial condition x0 = ( L - l)p0. This can be
rewritten in vector notations as
Dx = h
Where D ∈ R

LXL

(5)

is the differential matrix i.e.,
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which is the same HE procedure as in (5), except
that m is used instead of h, where m is the normalized
column vector of m, i.e.,

m=

L −1
m
1T m

(9)

III. PCCE
and h is the normalized column vector of h, given by

h=

L −1
h
1T h

Here, we propose the PCCE algorithm. Fig. 1
shows an overview of the proposed algorithm. We first
gather the histogram information h from an input image
and apply the LHM scheme to h to obtain the modified
histogram m. Without power constraint, we can solve
equation Dx = m in (8) to get the transformation
function x. However, we design an objective function,
which consists of power-constraint and contrast-enhancement terms. We then express the objective
function in terms of variable y = Dx. Based on the
convex optimization theory [21], we find the optimal y
that minimizes the objective function. Finally, we
construct the transformation function x from y via x = D
1
y and use x to transform the input image to the output
image.

(7)

B. HM
The conventional HE algorithm has several
drawbacks. First, when a histogram bin has a very large
value, the transformation function gets an extreme slope.
In other words, note from (4) that the transformation
function has sharp transition between: cfc_i and xk when
hk or, equivalently, pk is large. This can cause contrast
overstretching, mood alteration, or contour artifacts in
the output image. Second, particularly for dark images,
HE transforms very low intensities to brighter
intensities, which may boost noise components as well,
degrading the resulting image quality. Third, the level of
contrast enhancement cannot be controlled since the
conventional HE is a fully automatic algorithm without
any parameter.
To overcome these drawbacks, many techniques
have been proposed. One of those is HM. In general,
HM is the technique that employs the histogram
information in an input image to obtain the
transformation function [18], [19]. Thus, HE can be regarded as a special case of HM. A recent approach to
HM [16], [17] modifies the input histogram before the
HE procedure to reduce extreme slopes in the
transformation function, instead of the direct control of
the output histogram. For instance, Wang and Ward [16]
clamped large histogram values and then modified the
resulting histogram further using the power law. Also,
Arici et al. [17] reduced the histogram values for large
smooth areas, which often correspond to background
regions, and mixed the resulting histogram with the
uniform histogram.

A. Power Model for Emissive Displays
We model the power consumption in an emissive
display panel that is required to display an image. In
[22], Dong et al. presented a pixel-level power model
for an OLED module. According to their experimental
results, power P to display a single-color pixel can be
modeled by
P = W0 + WrR1 + WqG1 + WhB^

where R, G, and B are the red, green, and blue
values of the pixel. Exponent 7 is due to the gamma
correction of the color values in the sRGB format. A
typical 7 is 2.2 [23]. In other words, after transforming
the color values into luminous intensities in the linear
RGB format, we obtain a linear relation between the
power and the luminous intensities. Also, wo accounts
for static power consumption, which is independent of
pixel values, and wr,wg, and are weighting coefficients
that to express the different characteristics of red, green,
and blue sub-pixels.

In this recent approach to HM, the first step can be
expressed by a vector-converting operation m = f(h)
denotes the modified histogram. Then, the desired
transformation function can be obtained by solving
Dx = m

(10)

(8)

In this paper, we alter pixel values to save power in
a display panel. Therefore, we ignore parameter wo for
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static power consumption. Then, we model the total
dissipated power (TDP) for displaying a color image by
Notice that the power model in (13) or (14) is applicable
to not only the OLED but also other emissive displays.
In [24], Rose et al. analyzed the power-consumption
characteristics of several displays. First, in PDPs, the
sustain power dominates the whole power consumption.
The sustain power is proportional to the average picture
level which is the average of luminous intensities of all
pixels in an image. The average picture level is, in turn,
linearly proportional to the TDP in (14) since it is
obtained by dividing the TDP by the number of pixels
TV. Therefore, the TDP in (14) can model the power
consumption in the PDP as well. Similarly, it can model
the power consumption in the FED, in which the power
consumption.

IV. PCCE FOR VIDEO SEQUENCES
We extend the proposed PCCE algorithm to
enhance video sequences. The proposed algorithm
provides a power-reduced output image using the
power-control parameter (3. We can apply the proposed
algorithm with fixed (3 to each frame in a video
sequence. However, a typical video sequence is composed of frames with fluctuating brightness levels.
Experiments in Section V-B will show that a bright
frame can be enhanced with large (3 to save power
aggressively, whereas a dark frame can be severely
degraded if its overall brightness is reduced further with
the same (3. Therefore, we develop a scheme that
determines (3 adaptively according to the brightness
level of each frame.

B. Constrained Optimization Problem
We save the power in an emissive display by
incorporating the power model in (15) into the HE
procedure. We have two contradictory goals, i.e., we
attempt to enhance the image contrast by equalizing the
histogram, but we also try to decrease the power
consumption by reducing the histogram values for large
intensities. These goals can be stated as a constrained
optimization problem.

To summarize, given an input frame, we determine
the target power consumption TDPout using (32) and
(33). Then, we find parameter j3 to achieve TDPout. Since
TDPout is inversely proportional to j3, we can easily
obtain the desired j3 using the bisection method [27],
which iteratively halves a candidate range of the
solution into two subdivisions and selects the
subdivision containing the solution. Thus, in the video
enhancement, j3 is automatically determined, and the
only power-control parameter is p in (33). Note that, for
the same Y , larger p yields smaller K and saves more
power.

C. Solution to the Optimization Problem
As mentioned in Section III-A, exponent 7 in the
power term h*(/>7 (x) is due to the gamma correction,
and a typical 7 is 2.2. For generality, letus assume that
7 is any number greater than or equal to 1. Then, the
power term h*^7 (x) is a convex function of x, and the
problem in (16) becomes a convex optimization problem
[21]. Based on the convex optimization theory, we
develop the PCCE algorithm to yield the optimal
solution to the problem.
According to the minimum-value constraint in (16),
xQ is fixed to 0 and is not treated as a variable. Thus, the
transformation function can be rewritten as x = [xi, X 2 ,
■ ■ ■ , X L - I Y after removing X Q from the original x.
Similarly, the dimensions of m, h, and c/>7(x) are
reduced to L - 1 by removing the first elements,
respectively, and D has a reduced size ( L - 1) x (L - 1)
by removing the first row and the first column.

V. CONCLUSION
We have proposed the PCCE algorithm for
emissive displays, which can enhance image contrast
and reduce power consumption. We have made a powerconsumption model and have formulated an objective
function, which consists of the histogram-equalizing
term and the power term. Specifically, we have stated
the power-constrained image enhancement as a convex
optimization problem and have derived an efficient
algorithm to find the optimal transformation function.
Simulation results have demonstrated that the proposed
algorithm can reduce power consumption significantly
while yielding satisfactory image quality. In this
paper,we have employed the simple LHM scheme,
which uses the same transformation function for all
pixels in an image, for the purpose of the contrast
enhancement. One of the future research issues is to

Then, we reformulate the optimization problem by
the change of variable y = Dx. Each element yk in the
new variable y is the difference between two outputpixel intensities, i.e., yk = X k - xk-i. Thus, y is called the
differential vector. Then, x = , where
We first expand the vector notations in (24) to
obtain a system of equations and subtract the ith
equation from the ( i + l)th one to eliminate v.
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generalize the power-constrained image enhancement
framework to accommodate more sophisticated contrastenhancement techniques, such as [10] and [11], which
process an input image adaptively based on local
characteristics.

[12]

Z. Yu and C. Bajaj, "A fast and adaptive method
for image contrast enhancement," in Proc.
IEEEICIP, Oct. 2004, vol. 2, pp. 1001-1004.
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enhancement system using spatially adaptive
histogram equalization with temporal filtering,"
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Y.-T. Kim, "Contrast enhancement using
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Abstract - The Programming is done in PLC to control speed as well as direction of BLDC and LIM. Based on hall sensor output
signal of BLDC motor and Proximity sensor of Lim, PLC triggers the Insulated gate bipolar transistor (IGBT) driver circuit to
generate the Pulse width modulation signal, which is given to the stator of the motor as shown in fig3. The implementation of
simultaneous speed control of Brushless DC Motor (BLDC) and Linear induction motor (LIM) drive employing PWM technique
using Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) as shown in fig8. Lim driver circuit triggered linearly for forward and reveres direction
control. The drive performance is studied for motor starting, speed control and direction control. The hall sensor signal, speed
command and phase currents are the input to the controller. PLC continuously monitors the input and activates the output according
to the control program.. By programming one PLC, simultaneous control of more than one motor through extra input and output is
possible. PLC performs well for speed up to the 1500 rpm. The BLDC motor doesn’t run faster due to the switching delay of the
PLC.
Keywords - BLDC Motor, Linear Induction Motor, PLC, Intelligent power module (IPM), Electronic Circuits.

I.

INTRODUCTION

A. Brushless DC Motor

B. Linear Induction Motor

Brushless Direct Current (BLDC) Motors are one of
the motor types gaining popularity mainly because of
their better linear characteristics and performance, the
current to torque and frequency to speed relationship are
linear of BLDC motor. It is used in industries such as
Appliances, Automotive, Aerospace, Medical, Industrial
Automation Equipment and Instrumentation. BLDC
motor is a electric motor powered by direct current DC,
it has a electronic commutation rather than mechanical
commutation and Brushes. It has more poles on rotor
rather than stator or reluctance motor. BLDC motor has
many advantages over brushed DC motors and induction
motors [3], it has better speed verses torque
characteristics, high dynamic response, High efficiency,
Long operating life, Noiseless operation, High speed
ranges. BLDC motors are the type of synchronous motor
[4]. The Hall sensors are embedded on the stationary
part of the motor, Whenever the rotor magnetic poles
pass near the Hall sensors it gives high or low signal
indicating the N or S pole is passing near the sensors,
thus by refer figure 5.

The Linear Induction Motor (LIM) is linear in motion
instead of circular. It constructed so that primary stator
move and secondary rotor remains stationary rail
constant as shown in Fig1. The secondary rail is wider
enough to handle induced current with little resistive
losses along the transfer edge. Such losses are known as
transverse edge effects which can reduce between stator
and armature in SLIM electric motors is perpendicular
to the direction of travel. The electric motor’s stator and
armature are either attracted or repelled by this force.
Linear induction Motor (LIM) finds new application in
industry, as linear drives. In industry automation
systems usually employs small power and relatively
small speed linear induction motors, and based on this
the electric drives are designed. The LIM is used due to
its simplicity in construction, robustness and reliability
of operation. However large air gaps and low
efficiencies prevented linear motors from being widely
used. Linear induction motors are increasingly chosen
for material handling applications because they are more
reliable, and less expensive than rotary electric motors.
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II. SOFTWARE DESCRIPTION
The PLC program uses a cyclic scan in the main
program loop, such that periodic checks are made to the
input variables. The program loop starts by scanning the
inputs to the system and storing their states in fixed
memory locations. Input address is indicated by I, and
output is by O. The ladder program is then executed
rung-by-rung, scanning the program and solving the
logic of the various ladder rungs determine the output
states. The updated output states are stored in fixed
memory locations. The output values held in memory
are then used to set and reset the physical outputs of the
PLC. The time taken to complete one cycle or the scan
time is 0, 18 ms/K (for 1000 steps) and with a maximum
program capacity of 1000 steps. The development
system comprises a host computer (PC) connected via
an RS232 port to the target PLC[1]. The host computer
provides the software environment to perform file
editing, storage, printing, and program operation
monitoring. The process for develop the program to run
on the PLC consists of using an editor to draw the
source ladder program, converting the source program
to binary object code which is run on the PLC’s
microprocessor and downloading the object code from
the PC to the PLC system, via the serial communication
port. The PLC system is online when it is inactive
control of the machine and monitors any data to check
for correct operation.

Fig.1: Circular and linear motion type rotor
The LIM motor stator has three legs laminated by
iron and identical coils are wound on them. The three
coils are powered by 3-phase supply, then the current I
flow in the winding of A B and C three coils, due to
which the flux is produced from legs and salient pole,
the fluxes are created by the current that flow though the
respective winging, consequently the fluxes are 120
degree out of phase. This phase shift means that the
fluxes attain their maximum value at deferent times,
separated by intervals of 1/(3*f) where f is the frequency
of the source. For example if frequency is 50HZ, and
phase sequence of the is A-B-C , flux фb become attain
its maximum value 1/50 s after фa. Similarly, фc reach
its maximum value 1/50s after фb . Thus the flux
continuously shifts from left to right across the face of
salient poles. If two of the supply lines are independent,
the phase sequence reversed, and the flux become shift
from right to left across the poles. Knowing the distance
between the poles can measure the speed at which the
flux moves, this is called synchronous speed Vs because
it is directly related to the frequency of the power
supply. The synchronous speed is given as.
Vs = 3*d*f

PLC or programmable controller is a computer-type
device used to control equipment in an industrial
facility. In a traditional industrial control system, all
control devices are wired directly to each other
according to how the system is supposed to operate. In a
PLC system, however the PLC replaces the wiring
between the devices. Thus, instead of being wired
directly to each other, all equipment is wired to the PLC.
Then the control program inside the PLC provides the
“wiring” connection between the devices. The PLC may
be used to control a simple and repetitive task, or a few
of them may be interconnected together with other host
controllers or host computers through a sort of
communication network, in order to integrate the control
of a complex process. PLC controls through analog and
digital inputs and outputs, the PLC continuously
monitors the inputs and activates the corresponding
outputs according to the control program.

(1)

Where
Vs = synchronous speed [m/s]
d = distance between poles [m]
f = frequency [HZ]

Fig. 2: Rotary part of LIM motor

Fig. 3: Block Diagram for Motor Speed Control System
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TABLE I. BLDC MOTOR TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION

Type
Motor Rating
Voltage
No of Poles
Max Speed
Electrical time
constant
Moment of inertia
H/L
Torque constant Kt
Armature resister Ra
La

width modulation technique is used to generate the
pulses signals. The PLC based control system for motor
can be controlled both by close loop control system and
open loop control system. The close loop control system
is to maintain constant speed operation, configured
withnspeed feedback and load current feedback, the
BLDC motor drive the variable load which is fed to the
inverter.

Trapezoidal Motor
(Preferred Motor type)
1.1 HP
310VDC
4.00
4600rpm
7.01ms

The PLC control the duty cycle switching or
triggering IGBT to control inverter V/F output to
maintain the constant speed of the BLDC motor, where
the open loop control system is for variable speed
operation, the BLDC motor drive the variable load and
is fed by an inverter in constant V/F control mode.

1.8/1.4kg
0.49Nm/A
2.18ohm
15.3mH

III. HARDWARE DESCRIPTION

IV. PLC PID CONTROLLER

The objective is to control the speed of two
different motors i.e. BLDC Motor and Linear Induction
Motor simultaneously. The speed of the motor is sensed
by Hall sensor which is embedded on the motor stator,
the sensor output is in the form of High and Low, based
on the sensor output the corresponding IGBT are
triggered to rotate the motor. PLC accepts 24Volts
signal, the sensor output is in the form of 5 Volts, so the
amplifier circuit is designed to drive PLC input. The
IGBT driver circuit requires 5V supply. Voltage divider
circuit is design to drive the IGBT circuit.

The PID controller instruction in PLC consist of
process variable and control variable and also uses scale
parameter Instruction.

TABLE II: HALL SENSOR O/P AND DRIVER IGBT
SWICHING
Fig. 5: MATLAB Simulink for Tuning of PID control
parameter
A . PID INSTRUCTION IN PLC
The control variable is the speed set point value of
the motor speed and process variable is the actual motor
speed, thus by reffering to fig6. Fig7 shows screen of
the tuning parametes and speed setpoint which is
assigned. The motor speed signal is given to the
frequency to voltage converter circuit , the F/V circuit
output is speed in terms of voltage in low level signal
form, which is amplified by operational amplifier to
drive analoge module of the PLC controller, propotional
,Integral and Derivative value for PID instruction of
PLC is calculated by Matlab simulink ,it is used to find
the transfere function of the motor.

Fig. 4: Sensor output and IGBT driver circuit switches
The PLC is programmed for motor start, stop,
forward reverse direction, and to control the duty cycle
of the inverter circuit to control the two motors speed as
shown in fig8. The flat ribbon cable (FRC) is used for
communication between PLC and IPM voltage source
inverter. The 741 opamp is used to amplify the sensor
output as shown in fig3, the speed of the motor is
directly proportional to the inverter output voltage and
the inverter output voltage is directly proportional to the
Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) duty cycle. The pulse

(2)
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controller. The actual motor speed output is give to the
frequency to voltage converter circuit; the F/V circuit
output is form of speed interns of voltage. The speed
signal from F/V circuit is measure from “N” point of
power module and which is amplifies up to the range of
PLC analog input that is 10Vdc. The F/V converter
circuit by which can measure the actual speed of the
motor, which is used for close loop control operation.

Fig.6: PID and Scale parameter Instruction Block of PLC

The XR4151 IC circuit is used as a frequency to
voltage converter, which is compare with motor rated
speed supply voltage. The difference between the two
voltages gives the error signal, the error signal is used as
to set the voltage to reach the set point speed.
The selection of the Proportional Integral and
Derivative (PID) controller parameters can be obtained
using the Ziegler-Nichols method. Depending on the
values of as shown in fig. 4 and using the ZieglerNichols tables, we can find the PID parameters. The
ultimate period Pu, Ultimate gain Kcu , Proportional gain
Kp , Integral time constant Ti , and Derivative time
constant TD ,is calculated by using Ziegler-Nichols
method.

Fig.8: Bolck Diagram for Simualtaneously Control of motors

V. PLC PROGRAM
The PLC program is to swich the output IGBT’s on
and off based on the three hall sensor status of high or
low. To powered the Motors, at a time only two IGBT s
are triggered to move the motor which is based on the
feedback sensor signal. with the programming of IGBT
provided PWM signals to control the motor speed . The
program written on the PLC is as shown in Fig 9. In
which Line 1,Line 2 & 3 are the commaned to move
motor in forword backword direction and Feedback
speed control program , this lines cantain the subroutine
program. Which are Line 5 and 6, which cantain the
three sensors signal based on sensor high or low output
signals at a time only two IGBT’-1 and IGBT-6 are
triggered,due to which PWM signal is generatted
semillarly for othre sensor output other IGBT are
triggered due to which motor move from its possition.
Lines 9 10 and 11 are used to set the duty cycle of the
PWM signal. The PID control instuction is used as
setpoint speed and the speed range is set on the (SCP)
scale parameter block. The rest of the program is to
triggered the IGBT’s according to the sensor possition.

B. PID SETUP SCREEN

VI. RESULT
Fig.7: PID Parameter Bolck in PLC

PLC Program for simultaneous speed control of
BLDC motor and LIM motor are successfully executed
and implemented. PLC monitored the motor operation
and correlates the parameter according to the program.
Allen Bradley with 16 digital Input/output and 8 analog
input/output PLC is used; RSLogix500 software is used
for ladder diagram. Intelligent power module IPM
(PEC16DSM01) supplier of VI Microsystems Pvt Ltd,
consists of gate driver circuit, operates at 15Vdc supply,
used as the voltage source inverter [5].

C. Simultaneous Control of Motors
Simultaneous motors control is used in industries
for multiple process control application. PLC is the
general controller, it is used to multiple process control
application, where as Digital signal processing (DSP),
Microprocessor, micro controller are the dedicated
control, used for single process control application but
such controllers are high speed response than PLC
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.

Fig.9: PLC Motor control program

.
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VI. CONCLUSION
PLC based simultaneous motor speed control used
in multiple process control industrial application. The
efficiency of PLC control is about 95% of the
synchronous speed; PLCs prove themselves as effective
tool to control the electric drives application. PLC
program has been developed to start/stop and to control
direction of motor i.e. forward and reverse.
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Abstract - Performance enhancement of quad beam accelerometer in terms of displacement sensitivity is presented. The
improvement is achieved by incorporating a thick layer of gold on top of the proof mass of the accelerometer structure. The
thickness of the gold layer is taken as 2500μm*2500μm*20μm.The designed accelerometer device consists of a heavy proof mass
supported by four thin flexures. The piezoresistors located near the fixed ends of the flexures are used for sensing the developed
stress and hence acceleration. Performance enhancement is achieved so that the displacement sensitivity is greater for the structure
with gold than the structure without gold. Mechanical analysis is done for calculating the stress and the displacement values. Current
value is more with load than without load. The load value is taken as 13g for device.

I.

II. DEVICE DETAILS

INTRODUCTION

Since the thickness of the flexure and the proof
mass are different, the center of mass of the proof mass
will not be in the plane of the flexures. Thus the proof
mass will rotate out of plane for acceleration applied
along the X-or Y-direction. As a result the device will
produce an off-axis sensitivity by bringing the centre of
mass of the proof mass closer to the the flexures.

The demand for high precision accelerometers has
been increasing rapidly as they are more needed in
applications such as vibration monitoring, inertial
guidance, machine control, robotics, seismology, microgravity measurements, etc. Research has been carried
out to deploy accelerometers in new applications such as
automobile pollution control systems. There are several
mechanisms for acceleration sensing, namely
piezoelectric, piezoresistive, capacitive, tunnelling,
vibrating beam/resonant beam etc. High sensitivity,
maximum operation range, wide frequency response,
high resolution, good linearity, low off-axis sensitivity
are the most desired properties of the accelerometers.
This paper reports performance enhancement of a
silicon bulk micro machined MEMS piezoresistive
single axis accelerometer with electroplated gold on the
proof mass. Two piezoresistive single axis
accelerometers with electroplated gold and without gold
have been designed.Designed accelerometer consists of
a proof mass suspended by four thin flexures that are
fixed to an outer supporting frame. On each flexure, two
piezoresistors are implanted. One near the frame end
and another near the mass end. The accelerometer
device was designed to realize on a 2 inch diameter
(100) oriented single crystal silicon wafer, and the
resistors were oriented along the (110) direction of the
wafer. Overall eight piezoresistors are implanted on four
flexures. These resistors are connected to form the
Wheatstone bridge in such a way that the bridge output
will provide maximum sensitivity in the z-direction and
low transverse sensitivities in the x-and y-directions.

Tab.1 Dimensions of the accelerometer
Element
Proof mass
Flexures
Piezoresistors
Overall
dimensions

Length
(μm)
3500
1200
200

Width
(μm)
3500
250
20

Thickness
(μm)
270
30
2

8000

8000

1270

III. PARAMETRIC EQUATIONS
In an accelerometer structure, spring constant along
a particular direction depends on the following
parameters:(a) number of flexures (b)geometrical
dimension of the flexures (c)position of the flexures.
achieve low cross axis sensitivity along a particular
direction,spring constant should be high along that
direction.In the present study,for the fixed-fixed quad
beam structure where all flexures are placed parallel to
X-axis as shown in Fig 3,equation of the spring constant
along Z,Xand Y axes can be written as
Kz=4Ewbhb3/lb3

(1)

Kx=(lb2+3a1lb+3a12)Kz/3

(2)
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Ky=a22Kz

displacement values.In electrical analysis we will
calculate the values of current which will be presented
in the work.The total system behaves electrically
working as a Wheatstone bridge. The different mesh
values are given for the proof mass,flexures and the
piezoresistors.This is done like this because the small
mesh value must be given to the small solid so that we
can get more accurate solution as more equations will be
generated.Meshing for gold also is done differently so
that the solution is accurate. The material properties are
given differently for the proof mass and the gold.The
piezoresistors are of p-type silicon whose resistivity and
the piezoresistive factor will be different from the n-type
silicon.The piezoresistive matrix determines the
electrical behaviour under load.

(3)

Where, E is the Young’s Modulus, wb is the width
of the beam, lb is the length of the beam, hb is the
thickness of the beam,a1 is the distance between the
centre of proofmass and the proof mass edge along Y
direction and a2 is the distance between the centre of
flexure and proof mass along X direction. Kx, Ky, Kz
represents the spring constant along X, Y and Z axes
respectively. Similar expressions are found for other
multiple suspended beam configurations. The spring
constant along Z-axis for the other two configurations
are the same. However, the spring constant along X and
Y axes for these structures differ in the case of Fig 5, the
equation for the spring constant along X and Y axes are
same and can be written as
Kx=Ky=(lb2+3a1lb+3a12)Kz/6

(4)

For the structure with beams shifted away from the
proofmass centre and aligned with the proofmass edges
as shown in Fig 7, the equation for the spring constants
are given as
Kx=Ky=(lb2+3a1lb+3a12+3a22)

(5)

The equation for rotation of proofmass around the X
axis (θx) for Y-axis acceleration for all the three
structures can be written as
θx=MayZc/Ky

(6)

Fig.1 Wheatstone bridge

Where ay is the acceleration along the Y axis,Zc is
distance between the centre of mass(cg) of the proof
mass and the plane of the flexures and M is the mass of
the proofmass.Similarly,the equation for rotation of
proofmass around the Y-axis(θy) for X-axis acceleration
in general can be written as
θy=MaxZc/Kx

(7)

where ax is the acceleration along the X-axis.
The displacement of mass,Δz=Maz/Kz

(8)
Fig.2 Simulation showing the position of the piezoresistors

Where M is the mass of proofmass,az is the acceleration
applied along z direction and Kz is the spring constant
along z direction.It is clear from (8) that the sensitivity
is directly proportional to the mass of the proofmass.So
as the mass of proofmass is increased by electroplating
gold on top of it,the displacement increases and hence
the sensitivity.

A. Displacement sensitivity analysis:
The change in resistance is proportional to the stress
developed which in turn is proportional to the
displacement of the proof mass.Displacement sensitivity
analysis is maximum for the structure with gold.For Xand Y- accelerations displacement sensitivity is less for
the structure with gold.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
The tool that is used for simulation is ANSYS
TOOL.There are two types of analysis that are
used.They are mechanical analysis and the electrical
analysis.In mechanical analysis we will analyze the
mechanical behaviour of the device by applying the
loads.We will calculate the stress values and the

B. Change in resistance for applied accelerations:
To measure the acceleration in the desired direction
it is necessary to determine the change in resistance
value of each piezoresistor.When acceleration is
applied,due to the piezoresistive effect the resistance
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value of each piezoresistor changes which in turn
changes the wheatstone bridge output voltage.For
applied accelerations,four resistance values increase and
the other four resistance values decrease,because of
compressive and tensile stresses developed on the
flexures due to acceleration.The Wheatstonebridge
remains balanced under no stress conditions.The
resistors are connected in such a way that the output
voltage is maximum for Z-axis acceleration.For X-and
Y-axes accelerations output value is very less.
C. Modal analysis:
Resonance frequency which is a function of mass
and spring constant can be found out by performing
modal analysis.Sensitivity of the device is inversely
proportional to the resonance frequency of the
device.For higher sensitivity resonant frequency of the
device has to be lowered out but at the same time
resonant frequency should be kept well above the
operating frequency range of the device.The
displacement sensitivity is given by the formula shown
S=

/

The figures 3 and 4 shows the two structures
without and with gold respectively.The structure with
gold has more mechanical and electrical sensitive values
than the structure without gold.

(9)

Δz=maz/k
Theresonant frequency f=

Fig.4 Structure of the accelerometer with gold

(10)
/

(11)

D. Stress analysis:
The change in resistance is proportional to the stress
developed which in turn is proportional to the
displacement of the proof mass.There are two types of
stresses,they are X-component of the stress and the Von
mises stress.The Von mises stress is the equivalent
stress.This stress is used to predict the yielding of
materials under any loading condition.A material is used
to start yielding when its Vonmises stress reaches a
critical value known as the yield strength.Stress is
maximum at the end of the flexures.The stress range is
given by the scale denoted by the colours from blue to
red.The stress along the flexures should be more for the
structure with gold compared to the structure without
gold.

Fig.5 Structure of the accelerometer

Fig.6 Structure of the accelerometer with gold

Fig.7 Structure of the accelerometer

Fig.3 Structure of the accelerometer
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Thee figures 9 annd 10 show the stress and the
displacement values foor the structurees with and without
gold.Wee can obserrve that thee stress andd the
displacement vlaues arre more for thee structure withh gold
than for the structure without
w
gold.T
This is becausee from
the equaation(8) it is clear
c
that the displacement value
increases with the inccrease in the value
v
of M wheere M
is the mass of the prooof mass.As golld is added thee mass
of the proof
p
mass iss increased which
w
increasees the
displacement value.Siimilarly we can
c
explain foor the
increase in the value of stress.The above structuure is
having same
s
orientatioon of flexures.

Fig.8 Struucture of the accelerometer with
w gold
The structuress above are hav
ving different orientations
o
off
the flexures.W
We have to findd out which iss having more
sensitivity bothh mechanically
y and electricallly.

Fig.11 Stress and displacem
ment values

Fig.99 Stress and diisplacement vaalues

Fig.12 Stress and ddisplacement values
v
with golld
Thee figures 11 aand 12 show the stress annd the
displacement values foor the structurees with and without
gold.Thee above structture is having differnt orienntation
of flexurres due to whiich the stress values changee even
though the displacem
ment values remain
r
almosst the

Fig.10 Strress and displaccement values with gold
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same.The golld structure iss having bettter sensitivity
compared to the structuree without golld.The above
mpared to the
structure is haaving more strress values com
structures desccribed in figurres 9 and 10.Thhis is because
of the differennt position of the flexures compared to the
other structuree.This structuree without gold is having less
sensitivity vaalues compareed to the sttructure with
gold.This because of the inncrease in thee mass of the
w the additiion of the goldd layer which
proof mass with
enhances the sensitivity
s
valuues .

Thee figures 13 aand 14 show the stress annd the
displacement values foor the structurees with and without
gold.Thee The above sttructure is haviing differnt poosition
of flexurres due to whiich the stress values changee even
though the displacem
ment values remain
r
almosst the
he stress values are minimum
m for this struucture.
same.Th
This strructure withouut gold is havving less sensiitivity
values compared to thee structure withh gold.This beecause
ncrease in the mass of the prroof mass witth the
of the in
addition of the gold layyer which enhaances the sensiitivity
values .

Fig.13 Stress and displacement
d
vaalues
Fig.15 currrent values undder load

Fig.16 curreent values undeer no load

Fig.14 Strress and displaccement values with gold
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The figurres 15 and 16 show the valu
ues of current
under load and
d no load resppectively. The application off
the load makees the increase of the currentt value.So the
sensitivity of the
t device is inncreased under load.The load
makes the chaange in the resistivity of the piezoresistors
which results in the changee in the valuee of current.A
voltage valuue of 5V is applied across the
piezoresistors..The formation
n of wheatstonnebridge takes
place which produces
p
an effective
e
outpu
ut voltage.The
change in thhe resistivity makes the chhange in the
effective curreent value.

Fig.19 currrent values unnder load

Fig.17 current values under load witth gold
Fig.20 curreent values undeer no load
Thee above structuures in figures 19 and 20 shoow the
current values
v
under looad and no loaad respectivelyy. The
applictioon of load increease the currennt value.

urrent values under
u
no load with
w gold
Fig.18 cu
The abovee structures in figures 17 andd 18 show the
structures wiith gold unnder load annd no load
respectively.The appliction of load increaase the current
value.

Fig.21
F
current values under load
l
with gold
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F
Fig.25
current vvalues under lo
oad with gold

urrent values under
u
no load with
w gold
Fig.22 cu
The abovee structures in figures 17 andd 18 show the
structures wiith gold unnder load annd no load
respectively.The appliction of load increaase the current
value.

Fig
g.26 current vallues under no load
l
with gold
Thee above structuures in figures 25 and 26 shoow the
structurees with gold under loaad and no load
respectiv
vely.The appliction of load increase the cuurrent
value.Th
he structure in figure 26 is haaving the maximum
current sensitivity through wh
hich perform
mance
enhancement is achievved.

Fiig.23 current vaalues under loaad

Fig.24 current values under no lo
oad
The abovee structures in figures 23 andd 24 show the
structures wiith gold unnder load annd no load
respectively.The appliction of load increaase the current
value.

Fig.27 load-ccurrent graph for
f fig.3&4
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the prooof mass. To im
mprove the priime axis sensiitivity
the flexuures are placedd in line with the
t proof masss. The
designedd accelerometeer device consists of a heavy proof
mass suupported by foour thin flexuures. Boron-difffused
piezoressistors located near
n
the fixed ends of the fleexures
are usedd for sensing the developed stress and hhence
acceleration. Performaance enhancem
ment is achieved by
placing a gold mass oof 20µm thickkness on top of
o the
proof mass. Electrical analysis is donne for the strucctures
d without loaad. It is verified that the cuurrent
with and
values arre more under load than withh no load.
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Fig.228 load-currentt graph for fig.5&6

Fig.229 load-currentt graph for fig.7&8
The above load-currentt graphs showss the value off
current for thee structures witthout and with gold.The load
value is variedd between(0 too 13g).We cann observe that
as the load value
v
is increeased the currrent value is
increasing.
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is simulated in a tool called
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ANSYS
S where the
o the device are calculateed in various
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observed with and without gold
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Abstract - The objective of this paper is to address the problem of obstacle avoidance. So, it is important to know how these
obstacles’s feature varies with respect to vehicle movement. Once the obstacle characteristics have been computed from input data
flow, we can create a workspace of obstacles surrounding the vehicle. After obtaining the map of obstacle, we can obtain the
symbolic representation (i.e. shape, position, velocity) of the vehicle surrounding. To do this, objects must be tracked throughout a
sequence of consecutive frames in order to estimate their current location. From this we can focus on the areas of interest of image,
where we can undergo various image processing techniques.
Keywords - Obstacle avoidance, Range, Quality of the Image, Fusion, Plan the path.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Section II describes the theoretical approach. Section III
describes the flowchart of the present work. Results and
Conclusions are presented in section IV.

There are lots of possibilities to control an
underwater vehicle with the help of sensors. In this
paper how the sonar sensors are used for the
identification of an obstacle is presented. The work
“Obstacle avoidance of an underwater vehicle with the
implementation of a Digital Image Processing” is a part
of a work the first step was it to build an underwater
vehicle with the possibility to move in all directions.
Initially we will fix certain range ‘r’ where the obstacle
is present and then we will make our vehicle to move to
a distance such that ‘r-d’, after making the vehicle
stationary then we will extract the image characteristics
of the image from two different camera’s. The frames
obtained in these two camera’s are fused to form the
actual or total image of the obstacle.

II. THEORETICAL APPROACH
This scheme has been shown to be expandable to
moving obstacles. This system can also be used for
motion estimation using the tracking module and some
applications such as sonar servoing, simultaneous
localization and mapping can be handled within this
framework.
It can be used to generate hydrographic maps, maps
of water currents, water clarity, temperature and salinity
profiles as well as some acoustic profiles.
With the help of two side-scan sonars that are used
to detect objects on or near the sea floor, a forwardlooking sonar would give it the ability to detect objects
in front of the vehicle.Image Fusion is the process of
combining relevant information from two or more
images into a single image. The resulting image will be
more informative than any of the input images.
In remote sensing applications, the increasing
availability of space borne sensors gives a motivation
for different image fusion algorithms. Several situations
in image processing require high spatial and high
spectral resolution in a single image. Most of the
available equipment is not capable of providing such
data convincingly. In this we use the Principal
component analysis. The Principal Component Analysis

Fig. 1 Model of extracting image feature
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(PCA) [8] is a statistical technique that transforms a
multivariate dataset of correlated variables into a dataset
of new uncorrelated linear Combinations of the original
variables. PCA involves the calculation of the Eigen
value decomposition of a data covariance matrix or
singular value decomposition of a data matrix, usually
after mean centring the data for each attribute. The
results of a PCA are usually discussed in terms of
component scores and loadings.
III. FLOW OF THE PROJECT:

In this work for performing 2-D obstacle avoidance
and path planning for underwater vehicles for stationary
obstacles was discussed. With the help of two cameras
we can extract the image into two different frames and
the range is calculated while the vehicle is moving
towards the target. There after the vehicle coming to a
decision point called evasion length, the frames are
fused to get a single image and then the vehicle takes a
new direction or path. This scheme can be extendable to
moving obstacles and surface targets. This system can
also be used for motion estimation using the tracking
module and some applications such as sonar servoing,
simultaneous localization and mapping can be handled
within this framework.
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Abstract - DRAM has advantages such as low cost per bit and high density. But when a synchronous clock is added, it becomes
very easy to control. DDR’s are the current technology which enhances the DRAM further with more extra features like speed, low
power consumption etc. In this work we deal with DDR SDRAM architecture and its design. We propose a prototype SDRAM
memory array cell of size 4Kb with a frequency of 50MHz in 180nm technology with a modified sense amplifier, write driver
circuit, refresh circuitry and reduced transistor count along with reduced routing area. The circuits are simulated with Mentor
Graphics using ELDONET simulator.
Keywords - DRAM, SDRAM, memory array, Routing , area,power.

I.

INTRODUCTION

A Dynamic RAM (DRAM) has a storage density of
nearly four times as high as a Static RAM (SRAM).
Because of this advantage, DRAMs are frequently used
in large scale memory systems. DRAMs however, need
to be refreshed for data retention, which is one of the
main reasons why users prefer SRAMs to DRAMs,
especially in small systems. Because of small cell size
the overall area occupied is less in DRAM. But we still
use both Bit line and Bit line bar for the architecture
design which results in large routing area and
capacitance. In this paper we propose to reduce both
routing area and capacitance thus improving speed.
II. DRAM IMPLEMENTATION
The DRAM mainly operates in three different
modes. They are:

To determine the functionality of a DRAM cell, we
need Sense Amplifier, Isolation circuit Precharge
circuit, Write Driver circuit and Refresh circuit. We now
discuss each of their functionality.

1) Write mode 2) Read mode & 3) Refresh mode.
Read Mode: A Read operation is initiated by enabling
the ACTIVE signal. Word Line is set High to close
NMOS pass transistors to let the charges stored in the
capacitor on to the Bit Line.

WRITE DRIVER :
The write driver circuit [2] has two input pins (one
is called Enable and other as Data) and an output pin
connected to the Bit line. The modes of operation are
selected by an enable pin of write driver circuitry. If the
enable pin is “1” then driver circuit places the value on
Bit line which is available at data pins. If the enable pin
is “0” then driver maintain high impedance state on Bit
Line. The traditional SRAM Write driver circuit [1] is
shown in fig(2)

Write Mode: A Write operation is initiated by enabling
the ACTIVE signal and then followed by pre-charging
Bit Line to logic 1. Word Line is set High to close
NMOS pass transistors to push the charges stored in the
Bit Line on to the capacitor.
Refresh Mode: During a Refresh mode data from a
specified location is read from the Bit Line and is then
level shifted and again written back to the cell. fig(1)
shows an example of refresh circuit.
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III. DDR SDRAM CONTROLLER:
The DDR SDRAM Controller is designed [3],[4]to
support the basic interfaces of a DRAM array. The
controller consists of RAS (Row Address Strobe) and
CAS (Column Address Strobe) which are used to
determine the address location of the cell with the help
of Row and Column decoders. When Reset is low the
‘cke’ signal is enabled which in turn enables the internal
clocks. ‘clk’ and ‘ckb’ are two internal clocks with same
frequency but with a phase shift of 180 degrees. ‘wr’,
’rd’ and ‘refresh’ interfaces are for write, read and
refresh operations. When the ‘conflict’ signal is enabled,
the system is to be refreshed automatically and hence
‘autorefresh’ signal is enabled.
MODIFICATION:
Generally the system (DDR SDRAM design)
consists of both Bit line and Bit line bar and the cell
placement is such that both the lines get equal number
of cells. What happens if we remove one of the line (Bit
line bar) and connect all the cells to the same line?
Keeping this in the mind the following modifications
has been made:

Fig. 2 : Traditional Write Driver Circuit
PRECHARGE:
The Precharge circuitry consists of three transistors
in which two are used To Precharge the Bit lines to a
specified voltage level and remaining one is used to
avoid the capacitive coupling between two lines. If
Precharge pin is‟0‟ then both lines are charged to VDD.
SENSE AMPLIFIER:
[2] Due to large arrays of DRAM cells, the resulting
signal, in the event of a Read operation, has a much
lower voltage swing. To amplify that swing to a well
defined state (i.e.) either 0 or 1 a Sense Amplifier is
used to amplify voltage coming off Bit Line. The
voltage coming out of the Sense Amplifier typically has
a full swing (0 - VDD) voltage. Sense Amplifier also
helps to reduce the delay and power dissipation in the
overall DRAM chip.

Fig. 4 : Working of
Controller

Designed DDR SDRAM

1) Write Driver:
The Write driver circuit is modified such that
writing can be done only on Bit line as shown in the
fig(5).As we can see this circuit consists only Bit line as
output. When WL is made low the DATA is placed on
the Bit line and when WL is high the circuit will be in
IDLE/NO operation state.
Fig. 3 Typical Sense Amplifier
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Fig. 6 : Modified Sense Amplifier
3) Array Design:
A general system consisting of both Bit line and Bit
line bar, the cell placement is such that both the lines get
equal number of cells as shown in fig(7) but when Bit
line bar is removed all the cells must be connected to the
Bit line as shown in fig(8).

Fig. 5 : Modified Write Driver Circuit and Simulation
Fig. 7

2) Sense Amplifier:
Due to large arrays of cells, the resulting signal,
during a Read operation, has a much lower voltage
swing. To amplify that swing to a well defined state
(i.e.) either 0 or 1, a Sense Amplifier is used. The output
of the Sense Amplifier typically has a fully swing (0 VDD) voltage. Sense Amplifier also helps to reduce the
delay and power dissipation in the overall DDR
SDRAM chip. So when we remove the Bit line bar from
the general sense amplifier circuit shown in fig (3),it
looks like as shown in fig(6). Here Vref is made equal to
VDD. When Vin is high then the input to the inverter
will be low and hence Vout will be high vice versa.

Fig. 8
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RESULT:
REFERENCES

Fig. 9 : DRAM output after modifications
Due to these three modifications the routing area
will be reduced by up to 20% compared to normal
designs. The speed of the system is also improved as the
number of columns to be accessed decreases
proportional to the number of bit lines. Also
comparatively the overall capacitive load will also be
reduced by 30%and hence improving noise margin
.Since the Write driver circuit is designed only for Bit
line the number of transistors used is reduced
comparatively and hence the power consumed is also
decreased significantly.fig(9) shows the final outcome
of the design when the bit lie bar is removed.

[1]

“DRAM Circuit Design Fundamentals and Highspeed Topics” by Brent Keeth, R.Jacob Baker,
Feng Lin, Brian Johnson.

[2]

HIGH PERFORMANCE MEMORY TESTING::
Design principles, Fault modeling and self-test by
R.Dean
Adams
IBM.
Springer/2005-1030/ISBN:1402072554/PDF.

[3]

www.eecg.toronto.edu/~roman/teaching/1388/20
04/.../256kb_SDRAM/

[4]

Reference Design RD1007,” Designing a High
Performance SDRAM Lattice Semiconductor
Controller Using isp MACH Devices”, Lattice
Semiconductors Corporation
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Abstract - Data security is an issue in Communication Systems and cryptographic algorithms are essential parts in network security.
Data must be encrypted before it is transmitted. In several high speed real time data encryption schemes, we need hardware
implementation of encryption algorithm to achieve higher throughput whereas serial hardware implementation can be used for
achieving low power implementation. The International Data Encryption Algorithm (IDEA) is a block cipher algorithm that takes 8
proper rounds to completely cipher a 64 bit word. The 64 bit word is broken up into four “16 bit” sub words and goes through many
arithmetic processes and logical switches to complete the cipher. This block cipher uses a 128 bit key that is divided into eight 16
bit sub keys. In this project, IDEA is implemented over field programmable gate array (FPGA) using VHDL. Modulo 2n+1
multiplier and modulo 2n adder plays an important role in the implementation. The Implementation using modular components will
occupy small area and is faster.
Keywords- data security, encryption ,modulo multiplier, modulo adder, main key, sub key.

I.

INTRODUCTION

keys are all generated from the 128-bit original key.
IDEA algorithm uses 52, 16-bit key sub-blocks, i.e. six
sub keys for each of the first eight rounds and four more
for the ninth round of output transformation
(8*6+4=52). The statistical analysis can be made
complex by making the block length long enough. So
that the opponent cannot get benefited even if few
blocks repeat themselves and appear more often, when
compared to others. Thus it is advantageous to have a
long block length which in turn increases the complexity
of implementing an effective unction exponentially. In
order to reduce the exhaustive key searches, the key
length must be made longer enough. As the IDEA
algorithm uses 128-bit key length, it appears to be
secure in the feature as well.

The confidentiality and security are important for
the data to be transmitted through a communication
system. The Internet today is a widespread information
infrastructure, but it is also an insecure channel for
sending messages. Thus there is a need for encrypting
the data before it is transmitted through any medium.
International Data Encryption Algorithm (IDEA) have
found various applications in secure transmission of the
data in networked instrumentation and distributed
measurement systems. IDEA provides data integrity,
authentication, non-repudiation and confidentiality.
Previously there are many encryption standards for
secure data transmission like RC5 (1995), RC6 (1996),
DES (1977) and AES (2001). But, IDEA is a superior
encryption standard compared to any other encryption
techniques.

IDEA is designed in such a way that it facilitates
both software and hardware implementations. The
hardware implementation is designed to achieve High
speed. The advantage of software implementation are
flexibility & low cost. The structure of the cipher must
be regular and modular, in order to make VLSI
implementation simpler. The efficiency of the IDEA
cipher can be improved if efficient basic modules such
as modulo multipliers and adders are used. In IDEA,
the plaintext is 64 bits in length and the key size is 128
bits long. The design methodology behind the IDEA

IDEA is a block cipher designed by Xuejia Lai and
James L. Massey. It is a minor revision of an earlier
cipher, proposed encryption standard (PES). IDEA was
originally called Improved PES (IPES) and was
developed to replace DES IDEA was used as the
symmetric cipher in early versions of the Pretty Good
Privacy crypto system. IDEA is a block cipher that uses
a 128-bit key to encrypt 64-bit data blocks. The 52 sub
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addition modulo 216, and with the other two plain text
blocks using multiplication modulo 216+1. At the end of
the first encryption round, four 16-bit values are
produced which are used as input to the second round.
The process is repeated in each of subsequent 7
encryption rounds.

algorithm is based on mixing three different operations
XOR, addition and multiplication. The encryption rate
of IDEA algorithm when implemented on hardware chip
is 177 Mbps. The encryption rates reach 500 Mbps by
using bit- serial implementation.
II. THE IDEA ALGORITHM

B. Decryption
IDEA decryption is exactly the same as the
encryption process, except that the key sub blocks are
reversed and a different selection of sub keys is used.
The decryption sub keys are either the additive or
multiplicative inverse of the encryption sub keys.

A. Encryption
The 128-bit encryption key is divided into “eight”
16-bit sub keys. The first eight sub keys, labeled Z1, Z2,
Z8 are taken directly from the key, after that, the 128-bit
key is circularly shifted 25 bits to the left and again
divided into eight sub keys. This procedure is repeated
until all 52 sub keys have been generated. The
Encryption uses bit-by-bit xor, addition and
multiplication operations are used.

FIG 2: IDEA DECRYPTION
The decryption key sub-blocks are derived from the
encryption key sub-blocks shown in below Table. In
addition, the key sub-blocks must be used in the reverse

Fig 1: IDEA ENCRPTION
In encryption, the first four 16-bit sub-blocks are
combined with two of the 16-bit plain text blocks
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PIPO shift register. So it is disabled and does not take
any output from general round. So for the first time only
select is 1 and for remaining 7 clock pulses select is
zero.

order during decryption in order to reverse the
encryption process.

TABLE 1:
SUBKEYS

ENCRYPTION AND DECRYPTION

III. SERIAL ARCHITECTURE FOR OPTIMIZED
AREA
In serial architecture, 64 bit data is given as input to
data block. Instead of using 8 general rounds, we are
using only one general round in this serial architecture.
By applying reset & clock pulses to clock generator, it
will generate different signals (sub keys & clock
signals) to different blocks in architecture. For the first
clock cycle, the 64 bit plain text from the input data
block is shifted into PIPO shift register.

Fig 3: IDEA serial architecture – optimized for area
After 8 rounds, the enabled signal is applied to 64
bit PIPO shift register as enable final round. i.e. the
enable is made 1 after 8 clock pulses. When enable is
made one, 64 bit PIPO shift register takes data from
general round. For next clock pulse the 64bit PIPO
register value is latched on to the final round. Once the
value latched on to the final round, last four sub keys are
automatically loaded. So we will get the output cipher
text in the output transformation round.

Multiplexer has a control line mux_enable.
Multiplexer decides to take whether the input plaintext
or previous output of first general round. It is decided by
the select line. When select is one, multiplexer selects
data from 64 bit PIPO register and when select is zero, it
takes previous output. When initially select 1 is given,
MUX takes data from the shift register. At this time the
first 6 sub keys will be entered one by one in this first
round. Its output is given to general round. The general
round output is given to 128 bit PIPO shift register,
because up to 8 clock pulses the disable signal is coming
to 64 bit PIPO shift register.

IV. FPGA BASED IMPLEMENTATION
A. Overview of FPGA
FPGAs comprise an array of uncommitted circuit
elements, called logic blocks, and interconnect
resources. FPGA configuration is performed through
programming by the end user. FPGAs have been
responsible for a major shift in the way digital circuits
are designed. FPGA generally consists of configurable
logic blocks (CLBs), Input/output (I/O) blocks and
programmable interconnections (Routing channels).
FPGA based design has the advantages of reprogrammability & on-board programming. It is highly
suitable for high speed signal processing applications.

By giving select 0 to MUX, it will takes previous
data(output of general round) from the 128 PIPO shift
register and route the data path to the general round.
Now the second round keys are automatically loaded
into the general round. Like that it repeats for 8 rounds
by taking 8 clock pulses from the master clock. Up to 8
clock pulses, the disabled signal is coming to 64bit
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As one of the largest growing segments of the
semiconductor industry, the FPGA market-place is
volatile. There are two basic categories of FPGAs on the
market today, SRAM-based FPGAs and Anti-fuse-based
FPGAs. Xilinx and Altera are the leading manufacturers
in terms of number of users, with the major competitor
being AT&T. For Anti-fuse based products, Actel,
Quick logic and Cypress, and Xilinx offer competing
products.

computing machines. This involves using the
programmable parts to “execute” software, rather than
compiling the software for execution on a regular CPU.

Xilinx introduced the first FPGA family, called the
XC2000 series, in about 1985 and now offers three more
generations: XC3000, XC4000, and XC5000. Although
the XC3000 devices are still widely used, we will focus
on more popular XC4000 family. We note that XC5000
is similar to XC4000, but has been engineered to offer
similar features at a more attractive price, with some
penalty in speed. We should also note that Xilinx has
recently introduced an FPGA family based on antifused, called the XC8100, but since it is not in the scope
of the project, hence not discussed. The Xilinx 4000
family devices range in capacity from about 2000 to
more than 15,000 equivalent gates. The XC4000
features a logic block (called a Configurable Logic
Block (CLB) by Xilinx) that is based on look-up tables
(LUTs). A LUT is a small one bit wide memory array,
where the address lines for the memory are inputs of the
logic block and the one bit output from the memory is
the LUT output.

The basic building blocks used in implementing
IDEA algorithm are listed below.

B. Implementation using Modular Arithmetic
Components
The IDEA architecture uses eight rounds with total
48 keys and final output transformation round with 4
sub-keys.

a) Mod 216 adder
b) Mod 216+1 multiplier
c) XOR array
d) N bit PIPO shift register
e) Clock and control generator in serial architecture
f) Finite state machine for key loading used in serial
architecture

g) IDEA general round
h) Output transformation stage
The modulo 216 adder is implemented by direct 16bit Ripple carry adder structure by ignoring the final
carry. The parallel multiplication structure, that is used,
multiplies two 16-bit values, generates an intermediate
result on 32 bits, shifts it to the right by a given number
of bits, and ands it with 0x0000FFFF. This generates a
final result on 16 bits. The xor array is a 16-bit bitwise
XOR operation. The 16-bit Parallel Input Parallel
Output shift register is implemented for storing the
intermediate results of IDEA algorithm in pipelined and
serial architectures.

The XC4000 interconnect is arranged in horizontal
and vertical channels. Each channel contains some
number of short wire segments that span a single CLB
(the number of segments in each channel depends on the
specific part number), longer segments that span two
CLBs, and very long segments that span the entire
length or width of the chip. Programmable switches are
available to connect the inputs and outputs of the CLBs
to the wire segments, or to connect one wire segment to
another.

In serial IDEA architecture since the first 8 general
rounds is implemented by the same hardware, a special
clock and control signals are required. These signals are
given to Finite state machine go generate sub keys, and
multiplexer. The master clock is divided by 9 and to
generate another clock whose rising edges are used to
load a new set of input plain text, the master clock is
used internally to control the general round & final
round inputs and outputs. The master clock is also given
to FSM based sub key loading module

FPGAs have gained rapid acceptance and growth
over the past decade because they can be applied to a
very wide range of applications. A list of typical
applications includes: random logic, integrating multiple
SPLDs, device controllers, communication encoding
and filtering, small to medium sized systems with
SRAM blocks, and many more. Other interesting
applications of FPGAs are prototyping of designs later
to be implemented in gate arrays, and also emulation of
entire large hardware systems. The former of these
applications might be possible using only a single large
FPGA (which corresponds to a small Gate Array in
terms of capacity), and the latter would entail many
FPGAs connected by some sort of interconnect; for
emulation of hardware. Another promising area for
FPGA application is the usage of FPGAs as custom

The FSM, which is used in serial architecture loads
different sub-keys according to the current state. Total
the FSM goes through nine states. From state zero to
state seven it loads six keys for every state, and for state
eight, it loads four sub-keys. The first eight rounds subkeys (total 48 sub-keys) are for implementation of the
general rounds of IDEA, whereas the last 4 sub-keys are
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for the implementation
transformation stage).

of

final

round

The goal of this implementation using modular
arithmetic components is to achieve highest possible
throughput. The choice of IDEA as the
encryption/decryption algorithm ensures the strength of
the data encryption algorithm. In this project the area is
optimized and the temporal parallelism available in the
IDEA algorithm is exploited. This implementation does
not employ additional RAM to store the sub keys which
is significant improvement in area. This can be used in
very high speed & low power encryption/decryption
algorithms.

(output

V. IMPLEMENTATION RESULTS
The IDEA general architecture when synthesized
for Spartan-3E FPGA, found that the number of slices
required for implementing the algorithm is higher than
available slices. The IDEA pipelined architecture when
synthesized for Spartan-3E FPGA, found that the
number of slices required for implementing the
algorithm is higher than available slices.
The IDEA serial architecture, since it is optimized
for area it has occupied only 23% of FPGA area. The
comparison of these three implementations is shown in
PERFORMANCE
MEASUREMENT

Number of Slices
required out of
4676
Number of 4
input LUTs
required out of
9312
Number of
bonded IOBs
required out of
232

IDEA
PIPELINED
ARCHITECT
URE

IDEA
SERIAL
ARCHITE
CTURE

7014

8097

(150%)

(173%)

1096
(23%)

15634
(167%)

2088

13446 (144%)

960

962

66

(413%)

(414%)

(28%)

IDEA GENERAL
ARCHITECTURE
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(22% )

Maximum
combinational
path delay

836.725ns
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0.000ns
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4

4

5
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Abstract - Image scaler design is capable of scaling up and scaling down the resolution of the images. This paper involves the
design and verification of image scaler engine based on nearest neighbour algorithm. Nearest neighbour algorithm is the simplest
and fastest implementation of image scaling technique. It is very useful when speed is the main concern, for example when zooming
image for editing or for a thumbnail preview. More complex variation of scaling algorithms are bilinear, bi-cubic, spline, sinc, and
many others. Unlike simple nearest neighbour, this other variation uses interpolation of neighbouring pixels, resulting in smoother
image.
Keywords— Image Scaler, nearest neighbour algorithm.

I.

INTRODUCTION

III. SCALING ALGORITHMS

In the current days of hand-held devices, mobile
phones, smart phones and net-books, we see wide
variety of display screens. There is always a need to
have images / pictures viewable on various screen
resolutions. In such cases the hardware images scaler
enables dynamic up-scaling and down-scaling of images
which helps in viewing the images on any screen size
and design.

Scaling algorithm is to find appropriate spot to put
the empty spaces inside the original image, and to fill all
those spaces with livelier colors. Scaling algorithm is to
find the right pixels to throw away.
Common interpolation algorithms can be grouped
into two categories: adaptive and non-adaptive.
Adaptive methods change depending on what they are
interpolating, whereas non-adaptive methods treat all
pixels equally.

Scaling up of images can be implemented using
various algorithms. In this paper, nearest neighbour
algorithm is used. The principle in image scaling is to
have a reference image and using this image as the base
to construct a new scaled image. The constructed image
will be smaller, larger, or equal in size depending on the
scaling ratio.

Non-adaptive algorithms include: nearest neighbor,
bilinear, bicubic, spline, sinc, lanczos and others.
Depending on their complexity, these use anywhere
from 0 to 256 (or more) adjacent pixels when
interpolating. The more adjacent pixels they include, the
more accurate they can become, but this comes at the
expense of much longer processing time. These
algorithms can be used to both distort and resize a
photo.

II. IMAGE SCALING
Image scaling is the process of resizing a digital
image. Scaling is a non-trivial process that involves a
trade-off between efficiency, smoothness and sharpness.
As the size of an image is increased, so the pixels which
comprise the image become increasingly visible, making
the image appears "soft". Conversely, reducing an image
will tend to enhance its smoothness and apparent
sharpness.

Adaptive algorithms include many proprietary
algorithms in licensed software such as: Image, Photo
Zoom Pro, Genuine Fractals and others. Many of these
apply a different version of their algorithm (on a pixelby-pixel basis) when they detect the presence of an edge
— aiming to minimize unsightly interpolation artifacts
in regions where they are most apparent. These
algorithms are primarily designed to maximize artifactfree detail in enlarged photos, so some cannot be used to
distort or rotate an image.

The principle in image scaling is to have a reference
image and using this image as the base to construct a
new scaled image. The constructed image will be
smaller, larger, or equal in size depending on the scaling
ratio.
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the width andd height of an image, whereas w2 and h2
are the widthh and height when
w
enlarged
d (or shrink).
Calculating th
he ratio for both horizontall and vertical
plane is given by,

Figurre 2: Internal sttructure of imaage scaler enginne.
Thee above figuree shows the innternal structuure of
scaler en
ngine. The figuure consists of following moddules:
a.

FIFO.

b.

Calcculation of byttes.

c.

Scalling control.

d.

Scaller.

a.

FIF
FO:

FIFO stands for First In First Out, as the name
indicatess the data whiich enters the FIFO is exits from
FIFO. The
T main purpoose of using thhe FIFO is to avoid
the loss of informationn of input imag
ge. The input image
i
n in terms off bytes whichh are calculateed by
is taken
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calculation of bytes module. FIFO is used both at input
and output side.
b.

Calculation of bytes:
This module calculates the number of bytes to be
fetched from the external memory. The number of bytes
is calculated with respect to the overall size of the input
reference image.

c.

Scaling control:
Scaling control is responsible for controlling the
type of scaling, whether it may be up or down scaling.
This module also represents the overall size of an output
image which might be up or down scaled image size.

d.

The above figures shows original, scaled up, scaled
down images respectively. Each letters with in the
figures represents pixels.
V. APPLICATIONS

Scaler:
Scaler is responsible for scaling the image up or
down by taking the results from scaling control .The
image is first scaled horizontally first (up or down) the
vertically scaled (up or down). Then the resulted image
is passed to output FIFO from there the scaled image is
obtained.

•

Smart phones, mobile phones, digital cameras.

•

Netbooks.

VI. REQUIREMENTS

V. RESULTS
The proposed results of this paper are shown below:
Original image:

a.

Languages:

•

Verilog HDL: For design description.

•

System Verilog: For verification of the design.

b.

Simulation Tool: Modelsim6.3c.

VII. CONCLUSION
This paper concludes – image scaler engine is en
effective and generic module that can scale up or scale
down the image depending on the resolution of various
screens. And major advantage of this paper is image
scaler engine is a generic module and can be used for
any devices such as smart phones, notebooks, tablets.
Cell phones.
Scale up (Sx = 1, Sy = 2)
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Abstract - Finger print recognition process involves many trigonometric evolutions. CORDIC based evolution of trigonometric
functions is possible. In this paper CORDIC based architecture is proposed to evaluate the trigonometric or inverse trigonometric
functions like sinθ, cosθ. Proposed architecture is partitioned into two main blocks: Magnitude generator and CORDIC processor.
Magnitude generator outputs the value of the trigonometric function by driving the CORDIC processor. CORDIC processor executes
the CORDIC rotations. Architecture Proposed in this paper is implemented using XILINX 13.2. Performance of the architecture is
analyzed by calculating the relative error and resource utilization summery is reported.
Keywords- CORDIC, FPGA, SIN, COS, XILINX 13.2

I.

INTRODUCTION

In a fingerprint, small local neighborhood ridges,
valleys structure presents a well-defined orientation and
a spatial local frequency between two consecutives
ridges. These properties are the key for removing the
undesired noise preserving the original ridge structure.
Gabor filters are employed for removing the noise.

x' = cos φ[ x − y tan φ ]

... (3)

y' = cos φ[ y + x tan φ ]

... (4)

If the rotation angle can be restricted so that
tan φ = ± 2 − i , the multiplication by tan φ can be
reduced to a simple shift operation. Arbitrary angle can
also be expressed in terms of these known restricted
angles. So a vector rotation by an arbitrary angle can be
achieved by successive elementary rotations by known
angles. In equation (3) and (4), cos φ is constant and
these can be rewritten as follows:

A two-dimensional Gabor filter consists of a
sinusoidal wave with a particular orientation and
frequency modulated by a Gaussian envelope. Evolution
of the trigonometric functions can be done in terms of
additions and shifts according to the CORDIC
Algorithm.

xi +1 = K i [ xi − yi ∗ d i ∗ 2 −i ]

... (5)

II. REVIEW OF CORDIC ALGORITHM

yi+1 = K i [ yi + xi ∗ d i ∗ 2 ]

... (6)

CORDIC is an acronym for Coordinate Rotation
Digital Computer. It is a trigonometric algorithm,
computes the trigonometric functions using vector
rotations. Inter conversion between polar to rectangular
and rectangular to polar coordinates is possible with
vector rotation. This algorithm [1] derived from the
general rotation transform.

φi+1 = φi − d i ∗ tan (2 )

... (7)

−i

x' = x cos φ − y sin φ

... (1)

y ' = y cos φ + x sin φ

... (2)

−1

−i

where
K i = cos(tan −1 2 − i ) = 1 / 1 + 2 − 2

i

d i = sign (φi )

... (8)
... (9)

III. IMPLEMENTATION OF CORDIC
AlGORITHM
A. Phase angle mapping

Above equations calculates the transformed Cartesian
coordinates after the vector rotation by angle of φ
degrees. Equation (1) and (2) can be written as follows

Phase angle and sine magnitude are represented in
this implementation with 16 bits, scaled value of
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V. PER
RFORMANCE ANALYSIS
S

360° is 216

∴ 1° = 216 / 360
3 ° = 182 .

Perfformance of the architectuure is measureed in
terms off the relative error.
e
We defi
fine the error as
a the
distance between the iideal value and
d the practical value
divided by
b the ideal vaalue:

.... (10)

de scaling
B. Magnitud
Magnitud
de is representeed with 16 bitss, out of these
MSB is used to
t represent sig
gn and rest 155 bits are used
to represent th
he magnitude. Output
O
represeents the values
in the 0 to +1
+ range. Thee results can be
b derived as
follows:

functiion pc − functtioncordic

ε=

function pc

m relative erroors calculated for few pointts are
From
tabulatedd in TABLE I, It can be observed thaat the
trigonom
metric evoluttion done by
b
the propposed
architectture is very clooser to the idle values.

sin 0 = 0 iss represented by the minnimum values
possible with 15
1 bits.

sin 90 = 1.0 is representeed by the maxximum values
15
1
possible with 15
1 bits, i.e., 2 .

TABLE.I RELATTIVE ERROR MEASUREMENT
E

15

Therefore outpput scaling facttor = 1 / 2

S.No

IV. ARCHIT
TECTURE
CORDIC processor, Fig.2, consists of CORDIC
pipe and COR
RDIC rotation module. Pipe line processor
executes the itterations specified in the pseeudo code and
CORDIC rotaation module performs
p
the vector
v
rotation
by the angle sp
pecified by thee pipeline proceessor.

Performaance measure for sinθ evolution
θ

sinθ
θTheory

ε

SinθFPPGA

1

22.5

0.388268

0.371662

0.289

2

45

0.700710

0.706999

0.0001

3

67.5

0.922388

0.923008

0.0008

4

90

1.000000

0.978331

0.0216

Performaance measure for Cosθ evolution
θ

cosθ
θTheory

ε

cosθFPPGA

1

0

1.000000

0.98867

0.0113

2

22.5

0.923388

0.91478

0.0091

3

45

0.70771

0.7022

0.0049

4

67.5

0.382268

0.38157

0.0011

Performaance measure for sin
s -1x evolution

Fig.2 CO
ORDIC Processsor

x

Sin-1xTheory

1

0.38268

222.5

2

0.70710

3
4

ε

Sin-1xFPGA
FP

21

0.2222

445

45.8

0.0177

0.92388

677.5

66.9

0.0088

1.00000

990

89.6

0.4

Performan
nce measure for Cos
C -1x evolution
x

Fig.3 Technolo
ogy Schematicc of CORDIC Processor
P

Cos-11xTheory

ε

Cos-1xFPGA
F

1

1.15286

0.02012

0.020344

0.019

2

0
0.92388

22.5

22.6021

0.00453

3

0
0.7071

445

45.01355

0.0003
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CORDIC architecture evaluates the trigonometric
functions in terms of additions and shifts. Resource
utilization of CORDIC architecture is summarized in
TABLE II.
TABLE. II

DEVICE UTILIZATION SUMMERY

ARCITECTURE FOR SIN-1X/COS-1X EVOLUTION

S.NO.

LOGIC UTILIZATION

UTILIZED
HARDWARE

1.

NUMBER OF SLICES

232

2.

NUMBER OF SLICE FLIP
FLOPS

109

3.

NUMBER OF 4 INPUT LUTS

441

4.

NUMBER OF BONDED IOBS

87

ARCITECTURE FOR SINΘ/COSΘ EVOLUTION

S.NO.

LOGIC UTILIZATION

UTILIZED
HARDWARE

1.

NUMBER OF SLICES

386

2.

NUMBER OF SLICE FLIP
FLOPS

750

3.

NUMBER OF 4 INPUT LUTS

746

4.

NUMBER OF BONDED IOBS

70

VI. CONCLUSION
Performance metrics and resource utilization counts
are loudly saying that CORDIC can evaluate the
trigonometric functions accurately with minimal
hardware. Therefore, CORDIC architecture can be
adapted in the ASIC implementations used for the
applications like finger print recognition.
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Abstract - Motion estimation (ME) in a video coding system is the critical role, so testing such a module is of priority concern.
While focusing on the testing of ME in a video coding system, this work presents an error detection and data recovery (EDDR)
design based on residue -and- quotient (RQ) code. An error in processing elements (PEs) can be detected and recovered effectively
by using the proposed EDDR design. Importantly, the proposed EDDR design performs satisfactorily in terms of throughput and
reliability for motion estimation (ME) testing applications.
Keywords: Motion Estimation, Processing elements, TCG, RQ code, EDC

I.

INTRODUCTION

BIST schemes not only detect faults but also
specify their location for error correcting. BIST can
generate test simulation and test responses without
outside support. The extended BIST schemes generally
focus on memory circuit, testing-related issues of video
coding have been addressed. Thus, exploring the
feasibility of an embedded testing approach to detect
errors and recover data of a ME is of worthwhile
interest. Additionally, the reliability issue of numerous
processing elements (PEs) in a ME can be improved by
enhancing the capabilities of concurrent error detection
(CED). The CED approach can detect errors through
conflicting and undesired results generated from
operations on the same operands. CED can also test the
circuit at full operating speed without interrupting a
system. Thus, based on the CED concept, this work
develops an EDDR architecture based on the RQ code to
detect errors and recovery data in PEs of a ME.

Advances in semiconductors, digital signal
processing, and communication technologies have made
multimedia applications more flexible and reliable.
A good example is the H.264 video standard, also
known as MPEG-4 Part 10 Advanced Video Coding,
which is widely regarded as the next generation video
compression standard Video compression is necessary
in a wide range of applications to reduce the total data
amount required for transmitting or storing video data.
Among the coding systems, a ME in a video coder
is the critical role so testing such a module is of priority
concern. Additionally, the visual quality and peak
signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) at a given bit rate are
influenced if an error occurred in ME process.
In the advance of VLSI technologies facilitate the
integration of a large number of PEs of a ME into a
chip, the logic-per-pin ratio is subsequently increased,
thus decreasing significantly the efficiency of logic
testing on the chip.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives
the circuit design of RQ code generator. Section 3
introduces the EDDR architecture and test method.
Conclusions are offered in section 4.

As a commercial chip, it is absolutely necessary for
the ME to introduce design for testability (DFT) .DFT
focuses on increasing the ease of device testing, thus
guaranteeing high reliability of a system. DFT methods
rely on reconfiguration of a circuit under test (CUT) to
improve testability. While DFT approaches enhance the
testability of circuits, advances in sub-micron
technology and resulting increases in the complexity of
electronic circuits and systems have meant that built-in
self-test (BIST) schemes have rapidly become necessary
in the digital world.

II. RQ CODE GENERATION
Coding approaches such as parity code, Berger
code, and residue code have been considered for design
applications to detect circuit errors . Residue code is
generally separable arithmetic codes by estimating a
residue for data and appending it to data. Error detection
logic for operations is typically derived by a separate
residue code, making the detection logic is simple and
easily implemented. Error detection logic for operations
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is typically derived using a separate residue code such
that detection logic is simply and easily implemented.
However, only a bit error can be detected based on the
residue code. Additionally, an error can’t be recovered
effectively by using the residue codes. Therefore, this
work presents a quotient code, which is derived from the
residue code, to assist the residue code in detecting
multiple errors and recovering errors. the corresponding
circuit design of the RQCG is easily realized by using
the simple adders (ADDs). Namely, the RQ code can be
generated with a low complexity and little hardware
cost. . The mathematical model of RQ code is simply
described as follows. Assume that binary data X is
expressed as

R = |X|m
=|Y0+Y1|m = |Z0 + Z1|m = (Z0+Z1)α

(5)

Notably, since the value of Y0 + Y1 is generally
greater than that of modulus m, the equations in (5) and
(6) must be simplified further to replace the complex
module operation with a simple addition operation by
using the parameters Z0,Z1, α and β .

The RQ code of X modulo m expressed as R=|X|m
Q=[X/m], respectively. Notably [i] denotes the largest
integer not exceeding i.

Based on (5) and (6), the corresponding circuit
design of the RQCG is easily realized by using the
simple adders (ADDs). Namely, the RQ code can be
generated with a low complexity and little hardware
cost.

According to the above RQ code expression, the
corresponding circuit design of the RQCG can be
realized. In order to simplify the complexity of circuit
design, the implementation of the module is generally
dependent on the addition operation. Additionally,
based on the concept of residue code, the following
definitions shown can be applied to generate the RQ
code for circuit design.

III. EDDR ARCHITECTURE

Definition 1:
|N1+N2|m = ||N1|m + |N2|m|m.

(2)

Definition 2: Let Nj = n1+n2+…+|nj, then
|Nj|m = ||n1|m + |n2|m…+|nj|m|m.

(3 )

To accelerate the circuit design of RQCG, the binary
data shown in (1) can generally be divided into two
parts:

Fig. 1. Conceptual view of the EDDR Architecture

Significantly, the value of k is equal to[n/2] and the
data formation of Y0 and Y1 are a decimal system. If
the modulus m = 2k - 1, then the residue code of modulo
is given by

Fig. 1 shows the conceptual view of the proposed
EDDR scheme, which comprises two major circuit
designs, i.e. error detection circuit (EDC) and data
recovery circuit (DRC), to detect errors and recover the
corresponding data in a specific CUT. The test code
generator (TCG) in Fig. 1 utilizes the concepts of RQ
code to generate the corresponding test codes for error
detection and data recovery. In other words, the test
codes from TCG and the primary output from CUT are
delivered to EDC to determine whether the CUT has
errors. DRC is in charge of recovering data from TCG.
Additionally, a selector is enabled to export error-free
data or data-recovery results. Importantly, an arraybased computing structure, such as ME, discrete cosine
transform (DCT), iterative logic array (ILA), and finite
impulse filter (FIR), is feasible for the proposed EDDR
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The PEs are essential building blocks and are
connected regularly to construct a ME. Generally, PEs
are surrounded by sets of ADDs and accumulators that
determine how data flows through them. PEs can thus
be considered the class of circuits called ILAs, whose
testing assignment can be easily achieved by using the
fault model, cell fault model (CFM). Using CFM has
received considerable interest due to accelerated growth
in the use of high-level synthesis, as well as the parallel
increase in complexity and density of integration circuits
(ICs). Using CFM makes the tests independent of the
adopted synthesis tool and vendor library. Arithmetic
modules, like ADDs (the primary element in a PE), due
to their regularity, are designed in an extremely dense
configuration.

scheme to detect errors and recover the corresponding
data.
This work adopts the systolic ME [19] as a CUT to
demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed EDDR
architecture. A ME consists of many PEs incorporated
in a 1-D or 2-D array for video encoding applications. A
PE generally consists of two ADDs (i.e. an 8-b ADD
and a 12-b ADD) and an accumulator (ACC). Next, the
8-b ADD (a pixel has 8-b data) is used to estimate the
addition of the current pixel (Cur_pixel) and reference
pixel (Ref_pixel). Additionally, a 12-b ADD and an
ACC are required to accumulate the results from the 8-b
ADD in order to determine the sum of absolute
difference (SAD) value for video encoding applications.
Notably, some registers and latches may exist in ME to
complete the data shift and storage. Fig. 2 shows an
example of the proposed EDDR circuit design for a
specific PEi of a ME. The fault model definition,
RQCG-based TCG design, operations of error detection
and data recovery, and the overall test strategy are
described carefully as follows.

Moreover, a more comprehensive fault model, i.e.
the stuck-at (SA) model, must be adopted to cover
actual failures in the interconnect data bus between PEs.
The SA fault is a well known structural fault model,
which assumes that faults cause a line in the circuit to
behave as if it were permanently at logic “0” (stuck-at 0
(SA0)) or logic “1” [stuck-at 1 (SA1)]. The SA fault in a
ME architecture can incur errors in computing SAD
values. A distorted computational error(e) and the
magnitude of (e) are assumed here to be equal to SAD|SAD, where SAD| denotes the computed SAD value
with SA faults.

A. SAD Tree
PEs utilizing the concept of the proposed SAD Tree
architecture.

C.

TCG Design

According to Fig. 2, TCG is an important
component of the proposed EDDR architecture.
Notably, TCG design is based on the ability of the
RQCG circuit to generate corresponding test codes in
order to detect errors and recover data. The specific in
Fig. 2 estimates the absolute difference between the
Cur_pixel of the search area and the Ref_pixel of the
current macro block Thus, by utilizing PEs, SAD shown
in as follows, in a macro block with size of N X N can
be evaluated:
The proposed SAD Tree is a 2-D intra-level
architecture and consists of a 2-D PE array and one 2-D
adder tree with propagation registers Current pixels are
stored in each PE, and reference pixels are stored in
propagation registers for data reuse. In each cycle,
current and reference pixels are inputted to PEs.
Simultaneously, continuous reference pixels in a row are
inputted into propagation registers to update reference
pixels. In propagation registers, reference pixels are
propagated in the vertical direction row by row. In SAD
Tree architecture, all distortions of a searching candidate
are generated in the same cycle, and by an adder tree,
distortions are accumulated to derive the SAD in one
cycle.

where rxij, qxij and ryij, qyij denote the corresponding RQ
code of Xij and Yij modulo m . Importantly, Xij and Yij
represent the luminance pixel value of Cur_pixel and
Ref_pixel, respectively. Based on the residue code, the
definitions shown in (2) and (3) can be applied to
facilitate generation of the RQ code (RT and QT ) form

B. Fault Model
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free/errancy. This work presents a mathematical
statement to verify the operations of error detection.
Based on the definition of the fault model, the SAD
value is influenced if either SA1 and/or SA0 errors have
occurred in a specific PE. In other words, the SAD value
is transformed to
if an error
occurred. Notably, the error signal is expressed as

TCG. Namely, the circuit design of TCG can be easily
achieved (see Fig. 3) by using

e = qe.m + re
During data recovery, the circuit DRC plays a
significant role in recovering RQ code from TCG.
The data can be recovered by implementing the
mathematical model as

To realize the operation of data recovery in, a
Barrel shift and a corrector circuits are necessary to
achieve the functions of

Fig. 2. A specific Pei testing processes of the proposed
EDDR architecture

Fig.4. EDDR Architecture design for a ME
respectively. Notably, the proposed EDDR design
executes the error detection and data recovery
operations simultaneously. Additionally, error-free data
from the tested PEi or the data recovery that results from
DRC is selected by a multiplexer (MUX) to pass to the
next specific PEi+1 for sub sequent testing.

Fig. 3. Circuit design of the TCG

E. Overall Test Strategy

D. EDDR Process

By extending the testing processes of a specific PEi
in Fig. 2, Fig. 4 illustrates the overall EDDR
architecture design of a ME. First, the input data of
Cur_pixel and Ref_pixel are sent simultaneously to PEs
and TCGs in order to estimate the SAD values and

Error detection in a specific PE is achieved by using
EDC, which is utilized to compare the outputs between
TCG and RQCG in order to determine whether errors
have occurred. The EDC output is then used to generate
a 0/1 signal to indicate that the tested is error-
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generate the test RQ code RT and QT. Second, the SAD
value from the tested object PEi , which is selected by
MUX1, is then sent to the RQCG circuit in order to
generate RPEi and QPEi codes. Meanwhile, the
corresponding test codes RTi and QTi from a specific
TCGi are selected simultaneously by MUXs 2 and 3,
respectively. Third, the RQ code from TCGi and RQCG
circuits are compared in EDC to determine whether the
tested object PEi have errors. The tested object PEi is
error-free if and only if RPEi = RTi and QPEi = QTi.
Additionally, DRC is used to recover data encoded by
TCGi , i.e. the appropriate RTi and QTi codes from TCGi
are selected by MUXs 2 and 3, respectively, to recover
data. Fourth, the error-free data or data recovery results
are selected by MUX . Notably, control signal S4 is
generated from EDC, indicating that the comparison
result is error-free (S4 = 0) or errancy (S4 = 1) . Finally,
the error-free data or the data-recovery result from the
tested object PEi is passed to a De-MUX, which is used
to test the next specific PEi+1; otherwise, the final result
is exported.
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CONCLUSION
This work presents an EDDR architecture for
detecting the errors and recovering the data of PEs in a
ME. Based on the RQ code, a RQCG-based TCG design
is developed to generate the corresponding test codes to
detect errors and recover data. The RQ code generation,
test code generation was also discussed
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Abstract- The paper describes n brief a model for routing and tracking with mobile vehicle in a large geographical area based on the
Global Positioning System (GPS) and Global System for Mobile Communication (GSM). The supporting devices, GPS and GSM
modem, are controlled by a 32bits microcontroller LM3S2965. The system is equipped the Compass sensor and Accelerator sensor
to determine moving direction of a vehicle. The device will collect positions of the vehicle via GPS receiver and then sends the data
of positions to customer mobile by the SMS (Short Message Services).
Keywords: ARM Cortex M3, GPS, GSM, Vehicle tracking, Theft.

I.

INTRODUCTION

•

The development of GPS technique in recent years
is the base for many applications such as navigation and
tracking systems for ships, cars, vehicles, etc. here in
this paper a practical model is presented for routing and
tracking mobile vehicles in a large area and also
provides feature of disabling the vehicle remotely and
video capturing the driver so as to identify the thief,
using GPS and GSM techniques.

The surface of the Earth is covered by a weak
magnetic field. The lines of the magnetic field exit the
earth surface near Hudson Bay in Canada and enter
again at a point near South Victoria Land in Antarctica.
In between these points, the lines of the magnetic field
form a loop of which one half extends above the surface
and the other half (the returning bit) beneath the surface
of the earth. The entry and exit points of the field
through the earth's surface (which is where the field
lines are perpendicular to the surface) are called the
Magnetic Poles. Because of their proximity to the North
and South Geographic Poles, the magnetic poles are
referred to as the North Magnetic Pole and the South
Magnetic Pole.

II. TRUE NORTH DIRECTION AND
MAGNETIC NORTH DIRECTION
For a convenience, the shape of the earth is
approximated by an ideal sphere. The axis on which the
earth rotates is called the geographic Polar Axis. The
two points where the axis meets the surface of the
sphere are called:

•

Variation

The angular difference from True North to
Magnetic North for any point on the earth surface is
called Variation and differs from location to location.
Figure 1. Terms and dimensions of the Earth.

* The North Geographic Pole - or True North;
* The South Geographic Pole - or True South.
•

Magnetic North Direction

True North Direction
If a direction is expressed in reference to the
geographic pole, then it is said to be True Direction, and
is symbolized by 'T'. True North is therefore written as
000°T (360°T) or 000T (360T). The true direction is
what can be determined directly from most charts
commonly used in aviation. Unfortunately, most of the
instruments available to the pilot cannot determine the
direction of True North. It is therefore necessary to learn
about another important system to reference direction,
one that can be measured by a compass - the Magnetic
North.

Figure 1. Terms and dimensions of the Earth.
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III. THE METHOD OF ROUTING

IV. THE METHOD OF TRACKING

The routing method is based on how determine the
distance and the angle between the current direction of
the mobile vehicle and direction from current position to
the destination position (ω). In this paper for a
convenience, the variation between true direction and
magnetic direction is assumed to zero. Mother board is
assembly on the mobile vehicle use compass sensor to
calculate the angle between the current direction of
mobile vehicle and the magnetic north direction (α),
concurrently calculate the distance and the direction (β)
from current position of mobile vehicle to the
destination position (a group of destination positions
will make a specific route).

The tracking method is based on the process of
collecting continuously the coordinate (latitude,
longitude) of mobile vehicle that could get from GPS
receiver. After getting the coordinate, the mobile vehicle
will send it to the supervised center via SMS or GPRS
service. The supervised center will receive the
coordinate of the mobile vehicle then displays on the
screen. The mother board on the mobile vehicle is
equipped a GSM modem-GM862 and it is directed by a
32bits microcontroller ARM Cortex M3-LM3S2965.
The microcontroller uses serial interface to
communicate with GM862 by AT commands and send
current position of the vehicle via SMS service by send
the sequences commands below:
•

AT+CMGF=1<CR>

• AT+CMGS=”0937856377”<CR>
• send SMS content : coordinate
• send the message issue Crtl-Z char (0x1A)
<CR> : carrier return character (0x0D hex)
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The practical model for routing and tracking the
mobile vehicle in a large area consist of three elements
as follows,
•
•
•

Figure 2. The Distance and Direction between two
points on the earth’s surface

The supervised center
GSM network
The mobile vehicle

α, β € [00 ÷m 3600 ]
α: The angle between the direction of mobile vehicle
and Magnetic North Direction that will be gotten from
compass sensor.
β: The angle between the direction from current position
of mobile vehicle to the destination position and True
North Direction.

Figure 7. The model for routing and tracking system.
•

ω: The angle between the direction from current
position of mobile vehicle to the destination position.

It is equipped a GSM module-WMP100 that is
based on a wireless microprocessor WMP100.

d: The distance between current position and destination
•
position.

The GSM module:
It is connected with a computer via RS232
interface. A program run on the computer will
communicate with GSM module by send AT command
for the processing of send and receive data via SMS or
GPRS service.

With the assumption of the variation between
Magnetic North Direction and True North Direction is
zero, therefore:
Ω = α-β

The supervised center:

(1)
•

AT+CMGF=1<CR>

•

AT+CMGS=”0909871715”<CR>
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•

send SMS content : routing message

•

send the message issue Crtl-Z char (0x1A)

•

The mobile vehicle:

is viewed in Hybrid mode. There are some approaches
affect the accuracy of the system such as the delay of
sending and receiving data via GSM network, the multi
path effects can make the position error on the GPS
receiver, the weather and the assuming of the variation
between True North Direction and Magnetic North
Direction is zero, etc.

The hardware system of the mother board on the mobile
vehicle consist of one 32bits microcontroller ARM
Cortex M3-LM3S2965, compass sensor- YAS529,
accelerometer sensor-KXSC72050, and one GPS
receiver-eMD3620, one GSM module-GM862 and one
color graphic LCD.

VI. CONCLUSION
A practical system for routing and tracking mobile
vehicle was presented in this paper. The accuracy of
system is affected by some factors such as weather,
environment around the mobile vehicle, GPS receiver,
compass sensor and the variation between True North
Direction and Magnetic North Direction, etc. The future
works include optimizing the hardware system,
choosing a suitable GPS receiver and compass sensors.
The variation in the analysis is taken into account for
calculating the angle between the direction of mobile
vehicle and the direction from current position to
destination position. Improving the routing algorithm
can be improved by neural network. Test data can be
sent and received via GPRS services to reduce the delay
when using SMS services

Figure 9. The hardware system on the mobile vehicle.
The microcontroller will read the magnetic value
from the compass sensor via I2C bus, then it calculate
the angle between the direction of mobile vehicle and
the Magnetic North Direction. After that the
microcontroller will execute the algorithm to estimate
the distanced and the angle between the current position
and destination position and repeat this process until the
vehicle finishes the route. On the graphic LCD, there are
two the needles, one for the compass function, one for
the routing function. Some informations are displayed
about the distance value, speed of mobile vehicles. The
accelerometer sensor is used to determine the mobile
vehicle is moving or stop. We can attach Google map
and view the actual location of the vehicle. This GUI
can be made on the computer using visual basics. The
vehicle can be disabled by easily sending sms to the
mobile vehicle and it will halt the vehicle. We can even
switch on the camera by a sms, which will in turn
activate the camera placed hidden inside the vehicle.
This will help in thief identification and thereby helping
the police in capturing the culprit. Using ARM
processors we can add number of features so the list is
endless. Features of accident detection which will make
the system sms close relatives about accident spot can
also be added.
•
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Abstract - In this paper, we propose circularly polarized broadband microstrip antenna with suspended substrate using capacitive
feed .The antenna exhibits much higher bandwidth of about 65% and also yields return loss better than -15 dB with VSWR less than
1.5 in the useful frequency range of 1.8 GHz to 3 GHz using circular polarization with gain nearly 3 dB .This design consist of
notches and edge cut patch with diagonal slot within the rectangular patch.
Keywords- Capacitive Feed, Return loss, Gain, Radiation pattern, VSWR, Axial Ratio.

I.

antenna with
polarization.

INTRODUCTION

Microstrip antennas are most popular because of its
numerous advantages in wireless communication
systems that typically require antennas with small size,
light weight, low profile, and low cost, and that are easy
to fabricate and assemble. Basic disadvantages of these
geometries are narrow bandwidth, which is of the order
of a few percent of the operational frequency. In order to
increase the rate of data transfer, modern wireless
system designs call for increased antenna bandwidth
than these geometries can handle. MSAs have also been
modified to meet the demands of the modern wireless
communication applications by several broadbanding
techniques. These techniques used in microstrip
antennas include the use of thick and air filled
substrates, employing parasitic elements either in
coplanar or stacked configurations. With considering all
these effects, use of a capacitive feed strip with coaxial
feeding strip is proved to increase the bandwidth.

a

modest

bandwidth

for

circular

This antenna is broadband and circularly polarized for
the mobile communication and wireless application
range (1.8 to 3 GHz) with nearly 3dB gain and VSWR
less than 1.5. Air gap is added means the substrate is
suspended to improve the radiation of the antenna.
II. ANTENNA DESIGN
While designing an antenna for Wideband operation,
we have to take several factors into account including its
physical profile, Gain, Bandwidth, Return loss and
Radiation pattern. The shape of the proposed antenna is
shown in Fig. 1. The co-axial feeding is applied to this
antenna. The advantage of co-axial feeding is that, it can
be placed at any point and easy fabrication. We, first,
simulate the design on HFSS13 by taking the below
mentioned parameters.
The center frequency is 2.4 GHz, the ground plane
dimensions are 64 × 60 mm2, and the patch dimensions
are 39.8× 47.4 mm2. The dielectric substrate between
the patch and the ground plane is of Arlon AD250A
(tm) with relative permittivity εr = 2.5 and thickness of
1.6 mm. The εr is chosen such that it gives better
efficiency and large bandwidth. The antenna is fed by a
coaxial probe feed of radius 2 mm. Air gap of height g is
added between substrate and ground plane. The
expression for g is

Although microstrip antennas in their basic form
normally provide linear polarization. The circular
polarization (CP) operation may be obtained by certain
modifications to the basic antenna geometry or feed or
both. These modifications include adjusting the
dimensions of the basic patch with one or more feeds,
trimming the corners of a square patch, feeding the
patch at adjacent sides, feeding the patch (rectangular)
from its corner along the diagonal, and cutting a slot
inside the patch. This is a corner trimmed CP antenna
with a four slots cut on the patch and added the diagonal
slot to ensure wide impedance bandwidth. There have
been other works focusing on reducing the size of the

g = 0.16λ-h (εr) ^½
For an MSA to be an efficient radiator, W should
be taken equal to a half wavelength corresponding to
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the average off the two dielecctric mediums (i.e., substrate
and air).

III. SIM
MULATION A
AND RESULT
TS
Thee proposed antenna is simulaated using HFS
SS 13
simulatio
on package. Feed patchh dimensionss are
5mm×10
0 mm with justt 1 mm away from
f
the main ppatch.
The desiigned antenna provides a largge bandwidth of
o 1.2
GHz froom frequency 1.8
1 GHz to 3 GHz.
G
Return loss at
2.1 GHzz is -23 dB. Reeturn Loss for 2.4 GHz is neearly 15 dB. VSWR
V
is nearlly 1.3. The gaiin of this antennna is
approxim
mately 3 dB whhich is essentiaal for the antennna to
be used for practical usse.

Since the effective lenggth of the patchh is equal to l
/2, it can be caalculated for a given resonancce frequency f
0 as:

As we shift the feed patch away
a
from radiator
R
Loss shifts to higher
h
patch, the output Return
frequenccies. It is also observed that,, as we increasse the
width off the feed patchh, the bandwiddth increases annd the
band shhifts to higher frequencies. But
B this affectts the
VSWR. Figure (a) shhows the Retuurn Loss. VSW
WR is
n (b) and gainn pattern in (c). Fig. (d) show
ws the
shown in
smith chhart. Fig. (e), (f), and (g) shhows LHCP, R
RHCP
and Axiaal ratio respecttively.

Figure 1.
1 The geometrry of proposed antenna

Fig. 2. Thhe Cross-section viiew of the proposeed antenna

Figg. (a) Return Loss.(-22dB)
L

Table 1. Specifications
S
o the proposedd antenna.
of

Parameters

Value(m
mm)

Lenngth of rectangular patchh(L)
Widdth of rectangular patch((W)
Length of feed strip()
Width of feed strip()
Distancce between feed strip and patch
Substrate thickness (h)
Dielectric constant( r)
Air gap beetween substrates and groound plane
(g)
Slot length (ls)
Slot width (ws)
Trimmed corners(l×w)
Notches(l×w)

39.88
47.44
5
10
1
1.6
2.5
17
20
2
3×33
4×44

Fig. (b) VSWR.(1.33
3)
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Fig. (c) Gain at 2.4 GHz.= 2.8dB
Fig. (g) Axial Ratio

IV. CONCLUSION
The designed antenna is a circularly polarized
wideband antenna is presented here. The only drawback
is that the feed strip causes the asymmetry in radiation
characteristic at the higher frequency because of
spurious radiation along the non-radiating edges of the
patch. This antenna can be used for all wireless
applicatios in the range 1.8 to 3 GHz such as Wi-fy,
WLANs,and mobile communication also. Wi-max uses
the frequency range in between 2.4 GHz to 3.4 GHz . So
this antenna can also be used for Wi-max applications
also.

Fig. (d) Smith Chart.

This antenna can also be used for Aeronautical and
Maritime Radiolocation.
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Abstract - Logical effort is the ratio of the input capacitance of a gate to the input capacitance of an inverter delivering the same
output current.. Conventional methods use repetitive manual testing guided by Logical Effort (LE).In our work, we choose gate
widths inside the circuit as parameters to be optimized in order to achieve the target delay, using LE.The main objective of the paper
is to calculate the delay using VerilogHDL and synthesized the output driven by it by increasing the speed using optimized paths.
Keywords –Logical Effort, VerilogHDL, Xilinx 8.1,Cadance tool.

I.

The above block diagram internally consists of
delay units, multipliers etc., which can be modeled by
using the difference equations in HDL, implemented in
Xilinx and can be dumped into Cadance tool. Several
architectural options are available for selecting an
appropriate HW block for operations like addition,
multiplication and shifting.

INTRODUCTION

Despite the performance limitations, delay in the
VLSI chips should be decreased . Here we design a
circuit to achieve the greatest speed or to meet a delay
constraint.
Logical effort is a method to make these decisions

This paper is presented as follows:Calculation of
Logical Effort is presented in Section II.The Design of
Adders is presented in section III. Design of Multiplier
in IV, Design of Shifter in V.The simulation and results
are presented in Section VI. Finally, Section VII
presents the conclusions of this paper.

– Uses a simple model of delay
– Allows back-of-the-envelope calculations
– Helps make rapid comparisons between alternatives
– Emphasizes remarkable symmetries
The method of logical efforts is to show how many
stages of logic are required for fastest implementation
of any given logic function.This reveals the proper
transistor sizes in each stages to fastest overall
implementation. Logical effort involes the sum of the
efforts of the driven devices.The logical effort of a logic
function depends mainly on its circuit topology and
slightly on the electrical properties of the fabrication
process used to build it

II. CALCULATION OF LOGICAL EFFORT
The method of logical effort (LE) was for fast
evaluation and optimization in delay paths by choosing
appropriate gate sizes. As the VLSI circuits continue to
scale, the contribution of wires to the delay increases
and cannot be neglected. This characteristics occurs not
only with respect to long wires connecting separate
modules but also the interconnect within logic modules
where the delays introduced by the wires connecting
closely coupled gates approach and can exceed the gate
delays. We can select the fastest candidate by comparing
delay estimate of different logic structures. This method
also specifies the proper number of logic gates on a path
and the best transistor sizes for logic gates.

In this paper ,we discuss about the ALU which
consist of adder ,multiplier and shifter and calculate the
delay using logical effort and optimize the delay
paths.

A) Delays In Logic Gates
The model describes delay caused by the capacitive
load that the logic gate drives and by the topology of the
logic gate. As the load increases ,the delay increases ,
but delay also depends on the logic function of the gate.

Figure 1.1 Block Diagram of ALU
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The first step in modeling delays is to isolate the
effects of a particular integrated circuit fabrication
process by expressing all delays in terms of a basic
delay unit particular to that process .
Dabs=d τ

The stage effort is then simply describes as
f = gh

(1.4)

Combining Equation 1.2 and 1.3 , we obtain the delay
through logic gate as

(1.1)

d=gh+p

where τ is the delay of an inverter driving an identical
inverter with no parasitic.

(1.5)

Logical effort And The Parasitic Delay In The Full
Adder in Table II.

In a typical 600-nm process τ is about 50 ps. For a
250-nm process, τ is about 20 ps. For a 180-nm process,
τ is about 12 ps In modern 45 nm processes the delay is
approximately 4 to 5 ps.
B) Delay Components
The delay incurred by the logic gate is comprised of
two components :
¾

Parasitic delay (p)

C) Calculating The Logical Efforts

¾

Effort delay or stage delay (f)

First, assume that all transistors are of minimum
length, so that a transistor’s size is completely captured
by its width w. The capacitance of the transistor’s gate is
proportional to w and its ability to produce output
current, or conductance, is also proportional to w .In
most CMOS processes, pull-up transistors must be
wider than pull down transistors to have the same
conductance µ=µn/µp is the ratio of PMOS to NMOS
width in an inverter for equal conductance.
γ is the
actual ratio of PMOS to NMOS width in an inverter. For
simplicity, we will often assume that γ= µ=2 2. Under
this assumption, an inverter will have a pull down
transistor of width w and a pull-up transistor of width2
w, so the total input capacitance can be said to be 3w.

Parasitic delay (p) is a fixed part which is an
intrinsic delay of the gate and can be found by
considering the gate driving no load. It is estimated by
counting the total transistor width on the output node,
assuming diffusion and the gate capacitances are
approximately equal. These scale with transistor width
so parasitic delay independent of transistor sizes.
Effort delay or stage delay (f) which is dependent
on the load on the gate’s output.
The total delay is sum of parasitic delay and effort
delay, and measured in units of τ
d=f+p

(1.2)

Now design a 2-input NAND gate so that it has the
same drive characteristics as an inverter with a pull
down of width 1 and a pull-up of width 2.Because the
two pull down transistors of the NAND gate are in
series, each must have twice the conductance of the
inverter pull down transistor so that the series
connection has a conductance equal to that of the
inverter pull down transistor. Therefore, these transistors
are twice as wide as the inverter pull down transistor.
This reasoning assumes that transistors in series each of
the two pull-up transistors in parallel need be only as
large as the inverter pull-up transistor to achieve the
same drive as the reference inverter. Here we assume
that if either input to the NAND gate is LOW, the output
must be pulled HIGH, and so the output drive of them
NAND gate must match that of the inverter even if only
one of the two pull-ups is conducting. By extracting
capacitances from the circuit schematic. The input
capacitance of one input signal is the sum of the width
of the pull down transistor and the pull-up transistor, or
2+2=4. The input capacitance of the inverter with
identical output drive is Cinv=1+2=3 The logical effort
per input of the 2-input NAND gate is therefore g

The Effort delay depends on the load and the
properties of the logic gate driving the load. The stage
delay or effort delay is divided into two components:
Logical effort (g) captures intrinsic properties of logic
gate, which is the ratio of the input capacitance of a
given gate to that of an inverter capable of delivering the
same output current .It is independent of the sizes of the
transistors.
Electrical effort (h) categorizes the load, which is the
ratio of the input capacitance of the load to that of the
gate. It describes how the electrical environment of the
logic gate affects performance and how the size of the
transistors in the gate determines its load-driving
capability. The electrical effort is defined by

h=

(1.3)

It is also called fan-out , which depend on the load
capacitances .
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=4/3.Observe that both inputs of the NAND gate have
identical logical efforts .Similarly for NOR gate, to
obtain the same pull-up drive, transistors four units wide
are required, since two of them in series must be
equivalent to one transistor two units wide in the
inverter. Summing the input capacitance on one input,
we find that the NOR gate has logical effort g=5/3. This
is larger than the logical effort of the NAND gate
because pull-up transistors are less effective at
generating output current than pull down transistors.
Were the two types of transistors similar, i.e., γ =1 both
AND and NOR gates would both have a logical effort of
1.5.

Figure:3.1 Block Diagram of Carry look-ahead adder
IV. DESIGN FOR MULTIPLIER
Multiplier are most commonly used in various
electronic application .Multiplication circuit used for a
high speed multiplier in a computer system is
constituted by a multiplier and acarry propagating adder
. The multiplier obtains a sum and carry per each bit by
using carry save adders trees having a plurality of carry
save adders ,and generates a carry generation function
and carry propagation function based on sum and carry
by using a generation /propagation unit.

III. DESIGN FOR ADDERS
The speed of execution is the most important factor
that needs to be considered for apprising the quality of
an adder. Traditional CLA is constructed by
XOR,ABD,OR gate due to which the speed increases.
Adders are used in addition The adder mainly used for
simple addition is ripple carry adder, Carry look –ahead
adder and etc.

Multipliers and their associated circuits (adders,
subtracters, and accumulators) consume a significant
portion in ALU. Therefore, it makes sense to increase
their performance/size efficiency by customization.. The
partial products are first reduced to two products .The
reduction trees can reduce the number of partial
products to three instead of two to make full use of this
block. Any parallel multiplier architecture consists of
three basic operations like partial product generation,
partial product reduction, and computation of the final
sum using a CPA. For each of these operations, several
techniques are used to optimize the HW of a multiplier.

A) Carry look –ahead adders:
In a carry look ahead adder the carries entering all
the bit positions of the adder are generated
simultaneously by a carry look ahead (CLA) generator;
that is, computation of carries takes place in parallel
with sum calculation. As the word length increases, the
hardware organization of the addition technique gets
complicated. Hence adders with a large number of
elements may require two or three levels of carry look
ahead stages.The result is reduced carry propagation
time

Carry Save Addition Saves the Carry at the next bit
location. The architecture of a multiplier is shown below
in which it comprises of multiplicand, multiplier, partial
product reduction, partial product generation, and a
carry propagation adder.

Here the carry propagate, carry generate are being
calculated for each and every bit and then carry is
propagated from first bit to the last. The architecture of
the 64 bit carry look ahead adder is given below and
then verilog model is implemented and output waveform
is observed

Partial product generated in parallel in carry save
addition results in faster array multiplier.

The carry propagation logic provides fast paths for
the carry to go from one block to another. This helps the
designer to implement fast RCA. The user can still
implement parallel adders,when compared with the
simplest RCA performance.
It uses the concept of generating and propagating
carries.

Ci+1=Gi+(PiCi)
Gi=Ai*Bi
Pi=AiʘBi
Figure 4.1 Block Diagram of Carry Save Multiplier
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For a general N1*N2 multiplier, the following four
techniques are generally used to reduce N1 layers of the
partial products to two layers for their final addition
using any CPA namely Carry Save Reduction and this
technique techniques is used for partial product
reduction
V. DESIGN FOR SHIFTER
Shifting is required in
several applications
including arithmetic operations like bit-indexing.Shifters
can be useful as efficient ways of performing
multiplication or division unsigned integers by powers
of two.
Shifting left by n bits on a signed or unsigned
binary number has the effect of multiplying it by 2n.
Shifting right by n bits on an unsigned binary number
has the effect of dividing it by 2n (rounding towards 0).
A) Barrel Shifter:
A common usage of a barrel shifter is in the
hardware implementation of floating point arithmetic.
For a floating-point add or subtract operation,
the significant of the two numbers must be aligned,
which requires shifting the smaller number to the right,
increasing its exponent, until it matches the exponent of
the larger number. Barrel Shifter is used to perform shift
right and shift left.
VI. SIMULATION AND RESULTS
A) Carry look-ahead adder:
VII. CONCLUSION
High speed ALU
which consists of adders
,multipliers and shifters is designed and implemented
using VerilogHDL and the results are verified and
optimized by optimizing the paths. building blocks. The
delay of the basic building block has been calculated
and output is verified by VerilogHDL and Cadance tool.
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Abstract - Dual band antennas are important in communication systems which operate in more than one frequency band. In this
paper, a dual-band z-shape stepped dielectric resonator antenna (DRA) is presented for millimeter wave applications. Here a novel
three-step z-shaped dielectric resonator antenna is excited by a simple micro strip line feeding mechanism. Simulation process was
done by using a CST microwave studio suite 2010. The result shows that the proposed antenna achieves an impedance bandwidth
from 57.14 to 61.04 GHz and 64.06 to 69.01 GHz covering 58.77 GHz (UNLICENSED) band allocated for the earth explorationsatellite (EES) (passive) and fixed mobile space research (passive) services radio astronomy and 66.07 GHz band also allocated for
earth exploration-satellite and fixed inter-satellite mobile except aeronautical mobile space research on a primary basis but in this
band both active and passive operations are permitted. The proposed design can also be used for INTER-SATELLITE SERVICE
applications which operate at 65 GHz to 66 GHz. With these features, this design of z-shape stepped DRA is suitable for dual-band
wireless communication systems.
Keywords - Stepped DRA; A simple microstrip line feed; Earth exploration-satellite and space research services; Inter-satellite
services; Millimeter wave applications(57-64 GHz unlicensed).

I.

DRAs offer advantages like many of the existing
feeding schemes can be used (slots, probes, micro strip,
coplanar waveguides, dielectric image guide, etc.) [1-4].
This makes them easy to integrate with existing
technologies. Compared with the micro strip antenna
DRA has a much wider impedance bandwidth. This is
because the micro strip antenna radiates only through
two narrow radiation slots, whereas the DRA radiates
through the whole antenna surface except the grounded
part. Moreover the operating bandwidth of a DRA can
be varied by suitably choosing the dielectric constant of
the resonator material and its dimensions.

INTRODUCTION

The increasing use of microwave mobile
communication systems demand the antennas for
different systems and standards with properties like
reduced size, broadband, multiband operation, moderate
gain etc. The planar and dielectric resonator antennas
are the present day antenna designer‘s choice. In the
mid-1960s, Cohn and his coworkers at Rantec
Corporation performed the first extensive theoretical
and experimental evaluation of DR. Dielectric
resonators (DRs), made of low loss dielectric materials
are widely used in various applications. They are
compact in size, low in cost and weight and could be
excited using different transmission lines. Dielectric
materials with dielectric constant values in the range of
10–100 have been used in applications at microwave
frequencies. The high relative permittivity at the
interfaces of DR and free space provides a standing
electromagnetic wave inside the resonator. Besides the
high dielectric constant and low loss, the stable
temperature coefficient of these advanced materials
offer new design opportunities for microwave
applications. DRAs offer simple coupling schemes to
nearly all transmission lines used at microwave and
millimeter-wave frequencies.

This paper introduces a novel z-shape dielectric
resonator antenna which can provide a large bandwidth.
As shown in Figure 1, it has a stepped structure and can
be envisaged as dielectric bricks of unequal size fused
together. Due to stepped structure of the antenna, its
effective aperture is expected to be larger than that of
conventional DR antennas [4]. The antenna has a ground
plane and is fed through a simple micro strip line. To
show the potentials of the antenna, for a particular threestep DR antenna using a material of dielectric constant
r =10.2, simulation results for the return-loss and
radiation patterns over different frequencies within the
impedance bandwidth, are presented and discussed in
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The dual-band design of the proposed z-shape
stepped DRA adopts different methods [8-11]. The
coupling between the DR and the feed mechanism can
be easily adjusted by changing the size of the conformal
patch, thus a dual-band impedance matching has been
obtained. The desired frequencies for UNLICENSED
Earth exploration-satellite (EES) passive and fixed
mobile space research passive radio astronomy and
Earth exploration-satellite and fixed inter-satellite
mobile except aeronautical mobile space research on a
primary basis but in this band active and passive
operations are permitted and this band is allocated for
the inter-satellite service millimeter wave applications
are obtained [5].

the result section. However, Earth exploration-satellite
(EES) passive and fixed mobile space research passive
radio astronomy (58.2 GHz to 59 GHz) and Earth
exploration-satellite and fixed inter-satellite mobile
except aeronautical mobile space research on a primary
basis but in this band active and passive operations are
permitted and this band is allocated for the inter-satellite
service (65 GHz to 66 GHz) millimeter wave
applications are intended this proposed novel z-shape
stepped dielectric resonator antenna (DRA) [5].
II. ANTENNA DESIGN
Figure 1 shows the geometry of the proposed DRA,
where z-shape stepped dielectric resonators having
dielectric constant 10.2, are placed above a substrate
with a dielectric constant 2.2. Below the substrate is a
ground plane. The dimension of the ground plane is
10×12 mm2 (l×w) and height is hg =0.5 mm. The same
dimension (l×w) is used for substrate also and height is
hs = 1.6 mm. The z-shape stepped DRA consists of four
dielectric bricks of unequal size fused together. One,
two and three-stepped DR antennas with a finite ground
plane were analyzed using CST microwave studio
software [6]. Due to space constraint, only the results for
the three-step structure are given here. However, it is
worth noting that the one-step structure is essentially the
same as the rectangular DR antenna reported in [7]. In
fact, the structure shown in [7] was analyzed first in
order to confirm the accuracy of the software used. The
physical and electrical properties of the dielectric
structure used in the three-step DR antenna are shown in
Fig.1. The width, length and the height of each brick
(5.5 mm, 4 mm, 1.7 mm and 4 mm, 2 mm, 0.35 mm and
3 mm, 2.5 mm, 0.3 mm and 2 mm, 2 mm, 1 mm ). The
simple micro strip feed line is etched on FR4 substrate
with width Wf = 6mm, length Lf = 0.5 mm and height
Hf = 0.5 mm. Here by varying the height of patch for
coupling the resonant frequency is also varying.
Whereas the depths of the steps are chosen by trial and
error in order to obtain the dual bandwidth.

III. SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENTAL
RESULTS
A. Return loss and VSWR characteristics
A dual band z-shape stepped DRA for 58.77 GHz
and 66.07 GHz millimeter wave applications has been
designed and analyzed. Figure 2 shows the simulated S
parameters. The proposed antenna is simulated and a
return loss of -10db below dual band is obtained which
is in the range of 57.14 GHz to 61.04 GHz and 64.06
GHz to 69.01 GHz. Here a good return loss is obtained
at two peaks whose values are -25.9 dBi at 58.77 GHz
and a value of -21.5 dBi at 66.07 GHz. Figure 3 shows
VSWR parameter of the proposed antenna is obtain
below 2 dBi at 57.14 GHz to 61.04 GHz and 64.06 GHz
to 69.01 GHz.

Fig. 2 : Return loss versus frequency plot of proposed a
dual band Z-shape stepped DRA

Fig. 1: Geometry (Top view) of the proposed Z-shape
stepped DRA (Here x-axis is length, y-axis is width and
z-axis is height)
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the simulated radiation patterns at different frequencies
(58.77 GHz, 66.07 GHz). It has been observed that the
E-plane radiation patterns and H-plane radiation patterns
are different for all frequencies.

Fig.3 : VSWR versus frequency plot of proposed DRA

B. Three-D view radiation patterns of gain and
directivity
Figure 4(a - d) shows three-D plots of radiation
patterns here directivity of 12.5 dBi at 58.77 GHz and a
12.1 dBi at 66.07 GHz have been claimed, besides that a
significant gain of 11.91 dBi at a frequency of 58.77
GHz and 11.91 dBi at 66.07 GHz.

Fig.4(c). The gain of proposed DRA at frequency 58.77 GHz

Fig. 4(d). The gain of proposed DRA at frequency 66.07 GHz

Fig. 4(a). The directivity of proposed DRA at frequency
58.77 GHz

Fig. 4(b). The directivity of proposed DRA at frequency
66.07 GHz
C. Radiation pattern characteristics
Fig. 5(a). The E-field radiation pattern of proposed DRA
at frequency 58.77 GHz

The simulated far field radiation patterns of the
proposed DRA are shown in Figure 5(a - d). It shows
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IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a dual band z-shape stepped dielectric
resonator antenna is presented to obtain the desired
resonant frequency for millimeter wave applications.
The z-shape stepped DRA consists of four dielectric
bricks of unequal size fused together. These bricks are
excited by simple micro strip line. The simulated results
show that the designed antenna offered impedance
bandwidth from 57.14 GHz to 61.04 GHz and 64.06
GHz to 69.01 GHz, which covers several important
application bands in current wireless communication
systems. This antenna design provides a maximum gain
of 11.91 dBi and directivity of 12.5 dBi. The presented
dual-band antenna is suitable for Earth explorationsatellite (EES) passive and fixed mobile space research
passive radio astronomy (58.2 GHz to 59 GHz) and
Earth exploration-satellite and fixed inter-satellite
mobile except aeronautical mobile space research on a
primary basis but in this band active and passive
operations are permitted and this band is allocated for
the inter-satellite service (65 GHz to 66 GHz) millimeter
wave applications. The federal communications
commission has allocated the frequency band from 57 to
64 GHz for unlicensed wireless systems. This system is
primarily used for high capacity, short distance(less than
1 mile) communications by any one.

Fig. 5(b). The E-field radiation pattern of proposed
DRA at frequency 66.07 GHz
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Abstract - This paper is mainly focused on the design of full adder using Shannon Theorem and pass transistor approach. The
proposed Shannon adder cell is designed by using 20 Transistors mainly to reduce power consumption. The proposed Shannon adder
cell, the basic 14 Transistor Shannon adder cell and the 18 Transistor conventional full adder cells are simulated and results are
compared in terms of power, area and propagation delay. These adder circuits are simulated by using VLSI Cadence tool of 180nm
feature size and corresponding supply voltage of 1.8v. The proposed Shannon adder cell gives better performance in terms of power
dissipation and propagation delay as compared to the other Shannon full adder and conventional full adder cells.
Keywords - Shannon Theorem, Shannon adder, Power consumption.

I.

yields the high performance in the critical path. Since, a
PTL-based circuit can consist of only one type of MOS
transistor (generally an NMOS transistor), therefore, it
has a low node capacitance and as a result CPL enables
high-speed and low-power circuits.

INTRODUCTION

The fast development in the fields of Electronics
and Computer Science has led to the rapid growth of
Very Large Scale Integrated (VLSI) circuits
applications. Most of the VLSI applications such as
digital signal processing, image and speech processing
and microprocessors, use arithmetic operations very
extensively. The most commonly used arithmetic
operations are addition and multiplication. The basic
building block for all operations is 1-bit full adder cell.
Therefore improving its performance is very essential to
increase the performance of the overall modules. The
increasing usage of portable devices such as mobile
phones, ipads, tablets, MP3 players etc., has led to the
need of redesigning the existing operations modules to
improve their performance in some aspects, mainly in
power dissipation and area required. Hence the research
of low power, high performance adder cells is gaining a
lot of importance.

A. Paper Organization
The basic concept of adder architectures and
Multiplexing control input technique (MCIT) are
discussed in section II. Shannon theorem is explained in
section III. The existing full adder cell circuit diagrams
are discussed in Section IV. Power Calculation Using
Cadences Tool is considered in section V. section VI
deals with results and discussion .It is followed by
comparison results in section VII and conclusions in
section VIII.
II. ADDER ARCHITECTURE DESIGN
In CPL the nMOS network is used for the
implementation of the logic functions. The CPL logic
style has least power dissipation per gate during logic
transition which makes it ideal for memory circuits[11].
Availability of a number of design tools for CPL makes
the design flexible and reduces the design cost. The CPL
has certain drawbacks due to source follower action,
body effect, limited fan-out capability, high leakage
power when not cross coupled.

Moreover the proper choice of logic style is very
crucial for implementing the combinational circuits for
considerable power savings. It is because all important
parameters deciding power dissipation - switching
capacitance, transition activity, and short-circuit currents
are mainly influenced by the chosen logic style[2]. Passtransistor logic is reported as one of the alternative logic
that can enhance circuit Multiplication time is still the
dominant factor in performance. Since, signal can
propagate using both the source and the gate; its high
functionality can reduce the number of transistors in
terms of multiplexing control input technique, which

A. Multiplexing control Input Technique (MCIT)
The MCIT technique is developed by using
Karnaugh map from the Boolean expressions for the
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sum and carry signals from the standard truth table for
the full adder circuit.

III. SHANNON THEOREM
According to this theorem any logic expression is
divided into two terms. One with a particular variable
set to 1and multiplying it by a variable and then set the
variable to 0 and multiplying it by the inverse. The
fullest reduction can be obtained by continuously
repeating the Shannon theorem[11]. This method is
useful especially to multiplier and pass transistor circuit
design. The Shannon’s theorem in a generalized way
can be stated as a function of many variables, y (b0, b1,
b2, y, bi, y, bn) can be written as the sum of two terms,
say one with a particular variable ai , set to 0, and one
with it set to 1.

The Boolean expressions are given as:
C= AB + BC + CA

(1)

S= ABC + A’B’C + AB’C’ + A’BC’

(2)

By using expressions (1) and (2), the pass transistor
functions can be implemented. When the expression
result =0, the pass transistor function is given by the
complement of the input variable. If the expression
result = 1, the pass transistor function is given by the
input variable. To implement the pass transistor function
for ‘n’ input variables, we use n-1 control input data and
only one input data. The source input acts as an input of
the signal. The formulae for the ith stage are given as:

y (b0, b1, b2, ......, bi,.....y, bn) = bi’y (b0, b1, b2, ......,
0,.....y, bn) + bi y (b0, b1, b2, ......, 1,.....y, bn)
(5)

(3)

Shannon’s theorem is applied to the logical function
using n-1 variables as control inputs and three data lines
set to a logical ‘1’. These source inputs are then
connected to the VDD lines (logical ‘0’), which are
connected to the ground. The remaining nth variable is
connected from the data input to the source input. The
data signals flow horizontally and the control signals
flows vertically. Remove pairs of transistors when they
cancel each other. The Shannon expression output
depends upon the pass logic ‘1’ or logic ‘0’. If it has
logic’0’ then the connection input is given by 0 and by
‘1’ for the connection input ‘1’[11].

(4)
The full adder pass transistor using (3) and (4) are
given in Fig.1 with A, A’, B and B’ as the pass transistor
inputs and these are multiplexing control inputs. XOR
(A, B) can be obtained from the stage I (differential
node) and the differential node XOR (A,B) and Ci are
fed through the MCIT and forms XOR circuit forsum
and XNOR for its complement.

There is no restoration voltage and buffering
voltage in the circuit, due to multiplexing method .So,
the power dissipation and propagation delay are reduced
due to multiplexing method. The MCIT techniques
reduced the number transistor than CMOS design
techniques [9].
IV. ADDER CELLS
An adder is a digital circuit that performs addition
of numbers. A half adder circuit adds two bits and gives
the outputs sum and carry. The sum is the XOR of two
input bits and carry is the product of the two bits. A full
adder adds three binary bits and produces sum and carry
output. The truth table operation for a binary full adder
is shown in Table 1. The table contains two input bits A
and B. Cin is the carry from the earlier stage and the
outputs of the adder are the sum bit, S and the carry bi
Cout. The Sum and Cout bits shown in the truth table
are defined using equation. It can be observed from the
truth table that a full adder can be constructed with two
half adders. Since a full adder has both carry in and
carry out capabilities, it is highly scalable and is used in
many cascade circuit implementations, which add 8, 16,
32, etc. binary numbers. The carry input for the fulladder circuit is from the carry output from the circuit

Fig.1 MCIT for a full adder circuit using logic gates
A duality of pass transistor logic trees and a
multiple input logic gate are combined in a full adder to
receive the logic signals from the corresponding pass
transistor logic trees (differential node)[11]
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In the adder circuit shown in Figure 2, the transistor
combination formed by transistors M1 through M6
performs the XOR operation taken at node Y. The
operation of the XOR gate formed by using these six
transistors is explained as follows. When signal A is
high, node X is low disconnecting the transmission gate
formed by transistors M5 and M6 and signal B appears
at node Y as B’. When signal A is low, node X is high
disconnecting the inverter formed by transistors M3 and
M4 and signal B appears at node Y. The sum output in
Figure 4.15 obtained from the two transmission gates
formed by transistors M11 through M14 is given by
, where Cin is the carry input. The carry
output Cout is equal to Cin when is HIGH and is either
A or B when ever A + B is LOW as shown in the adder
truth table given in Tabl This adder uses minimum
number of transistors and has equal Sum and Carry
delay times.The layout of the area efficient adder circuit
designed is as shown in Figure 2. Here the output carry
bit Cout of the binary full adder is applied as the input
carry Cin to the next full adder.

"above" itself in the cascade. The carry output from the
full adder is fed to another full adder "below" itself in
the cascade.
(6)
(7)
Table 1
Truth table of binary full adder.

Equations (6) & (7) can be done in different ways.
Careful optimization of the adder circuit is required for
optimum operation. The optimization can be done both
at the logic leveland at the circuit level. Logic level
optimization is done by optimizing the Boolean equation
defined above so that a faster circuit can be designed by
reducing the min terms. Therefore, the timing and power
consumption optimization efforts at the adder level can
lead to improved circuit throughput ratings, enhanced
speed performance, and lower power consumption
requirements. Different full adder architectures have
been proposed in literature.

Fig. 2: Circuit diagram of an 18 transistor binary full adder.

A. Basic Shannon Based Full Adder Cell:
The basic mixed Shannon full adder circuit
combines the MCIT for the sum operation and the
Shannon Theorem for the carry operation; the sum and
carry circuits are designed based on Standard full adder
equations. Our second proposed full adder circuit is
designed by using Shannon theorem. The full adder sum
and carry circuits are designed based on standard adder
circuit equations [6,7].

A transistor schematic of the binary full adder
circuit used for the addition operation is shown in
Figure2. This circuit device used consists of 18
transistors in total (4 transistors used for the
construction of two inverters). Transmission gate based
design is chosen which has minimum number of
transistors. Transistor sizes can be calculated by
considering the worst-case path in which maximum
delay can occur. Parasitic capacitances exist at each
node and the transistor at that node should be sized such
that the time it takes to charge or discharge that
capacitor is minimized. In the adder circuit of Figure 6
the worst case path for maximum delay exists from the
input to the Cout . The transistors M2, M4, M6 and M8
with their associated parasitic resistance and capacitors
constitutes for the delay. Buffers with sufficient W/L
ratios were added to drive the load better.

C= AB + BC + CA

(6)

S= ABC + A’B’C + AB’C’ + A’BC’

(7)

An input B and its complement are used as the
control signal of the sum circuit. The two-input X-OR
gate is developed using the multiplexer method. The
output node of the two-input multiplexer circuit is the
differential node. According to standard full adder
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concept. In this circuit, all of the pass inputs are
connected at VDD line so that the pass gates are always
on. The control input terminals are connected the
function inputs.

equation, the sum circuits need three inputs. In order to
avoid increasing the number of transistors due to the
addition of a third input, the following arrangement is
made, the CPL X-OR gate multiplying with C’s
complement input and EX-NOR gate is multiply with
input C, and thereby reducing the number of transistors
in the sum circuit. The actual inputs AB, BC, and CA
are connected in parallel to give the output C= AB+ BC
+ CA. In this circuit, all of the pass inputs are connected
to VDD line so that the pass gates are always ‘ON’ [9].

B. Modified Shannon Based Full Adder Cell:
The modified Shannon based full adder circuits is
based on Shannon Theorem for the sum and carry
operation; the sum and carry circuits are designed based
on Standard full adder equations. The full adder sum
and carry circuits are designed based on standard adder
circuit equations [9]. Which are modified has shown
below.
S= (A ⊕B) C’+ (A ⊕B)’C

(8)

C= (A⊕ B)’B+ (A ⊕B) C

(9)

An input B and B’ are used as the control signal of
the sum circuit, which is depicted in Fig6.

Fig 3. Basic Shannon adder

Fig. 6 : Shannon based sum operation using pass
transistor logic
The equation (3) is modified as (9) and the adder is
designed to reduce the transistor count to two in the sum
circuit. The C and C’ are the differential nodes of the
circuit. The carry circuit is designed using the Shannon
complementary pass transistor logic, and uses only the
inputs A, B, and C. It has been designed using the
fundamental Shannon equation “(5)”, the source inputs
are connected with logic’1’, yielding an always ‘ON’
condition for the transistor.

Fig 4. Shannon based full adder sum using logic gates

Fig 5. Shannon based full adder carry using logic gates
Compared with our previous circuit, this
arrangement cause an increase in the number of
transistor but it is avoiding the critical path delay[9].
The C and Cbar output node is called the differential
node of the circuit. Two complementary (Cbar and Bbar
) inputs are used in the full adder carry circuit for
balancing the circuit and to avoid the floating wire

Fig.7 Modified Shannon based adder using pass
transistor logic
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addition of a third input, the following arrangement is
made, the CPL X-OR gate multiplying with C’s
complement input and EX-NOR gate multiplying with
input C, and thereby reducing the number of transistors
in sum circuit.
Comparing with previous circuit, this arrangement
will increase the number of transistors but it avoids the
critical path delay. The C and C’ output nodes are called
as differential node of the circuit for sun operation. For
carry operation A, B and their complements are used as
a control inputs. A XOR B and its complement output
node is called the differential node of the circuit for
carry operation.

Fig 8. Modified Shannon based full adder using logic
gates
By using Shannon’s theorem the sum and the carry
expressions are condensed and thereby the transistor
count has decreased. In the basic design of full adder the
carry was generated using eight transistors where as the
modified full adder design uses only two transistors.
Thus the total chip area gets minimized.

V. POWER CALCULATION USING CADENCES
TOOL:
VLSI TOOL: Cadence tool is used for schematic and
output waveforms are observed. Propagation delay,
power and area are calculated by using Cadence tool. By
using this tool from scratch level(switch )i.e. adder cells
are designed and has shown below methodology.

C. Proposed Shannon Based Full Adder:
The proposed Shannon full adder cell is based on
the Shannon Theorem for the sum and carry operations.
The full adder sum and carry circuits are designed based
on standard adder circuit equations [9,11].
S= ABC + A’B’C + AB’C’ + A’BC’

(10)

C=(A ⊕B)’B+(A⊕ B)C

(11)

Flow chart for calculation of power:

Fig 10 :calculation of power on cadence tool
VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A proposed Shannon adder with balanced carry and
sum delays is desirable for any dsp application because
the sum and carry will be in the critical paths . The
speed and power of the full adder are very important for
large arrays. The worst case power and delays were
measured for inputs of A=all one’s and
B=allone’s(i.e.,A=8’b11111111andB=8’b11111111(8’b
itadder)) to all adder circuits. The 1’bit, 4’bit, 5’bit, 8’bit
and 9’bit adder circuits were simulated with VLSI
cadence tool of 180nm technology.

Fig 9.Proposed Shannon based adder using pass
transistor logic.
Input B and its complement are used as the control
signal for the sum circuit. The two input XOR gate is
developed using the multiplexer method. The output
node of the two input multiplexer circuits is the
differential node. According to standard full adder
equation, the sum circuit needs three inputs. In order to
avoid increase in number of transistors due to the
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The simulated results of our proposed 1-bit adder
cell are compared with existing adders, which shows
better performance in terms of power dissipation and
propagation delay. The regular arrangement of transistor
tree structure results in a minimized critical paths. The
only drawback of our proposed Shannon adder cell is
that it occupies large area as compared to other adder
cells .The main reason for the lower propagation delay
of Shannon based adder is that the sum and carry
circuits are balanced.

VIII. CONCLUSION
The proposed Shannon adder cell has been
designed and simulated by using VLSI cadence tool
180nm Technology .The adder cell is compared with
existing adder cells in terms of power dissipation,
propagation delay and area. The proposed Shannon
adder shows better performance compared to 18
transistor full-adder and 14 transistor basic Shannon
full-adders. The proposed Shannon adder cell can be
extensively used in various digital signal processing
applications
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Abstract - Facial recognition has emerged as an attractive solution to address many contemporary needs for identification and the
verification of identity claims. It brings together the promise of other biometric systems, which attempt to tie identity to individually
distinctive features of the body, and the more familiar functionality of visual surveillance systems. A facial recognition system is a
computer application for automatically identifying or verifying a person from a digital image or a video frame from a video source.
Face recognition starts with a picture, attempting to find a person in the image. It is the simple process of identification of a person
by their facial image. For face recognition, there are two types of comparisons. The first is verification, this is where the system
compares the given individual with who that individual says they are and gives a yes or no decision. The next one is identification
this is where the system compares the given individual to all the other individuals in the database in which we are having different
angles and different poses of the persons. Face recognition is very complex technology and is largely software based. Face
recognition approaches for still images can be broadly categorized into holistic methods and feature based methods. This Biometric
Methodology establishes the analysis framework with PCA algorithms for each type of biometric device. This can be accomplished
using several methods including movement, skin tones, or blurred human shapes.
Keywords-PCA, Face Recognition, Eigen values and Eigen vectors

I.

Face recognition can only recognize a face if a
specific individual’s face has already been added to
(enrolled in) the system in advance. The conditions of
enrollment—voluntary or otherwise—and the quality of
the resulting image have significant impact on the final
efficacy of Face recognition. Image quality is more
significant than any other single factor in the overall
performance of the Face recognition. Performance is
also contingent on a number of other known factors, the
most significant of which are: Environment, Image Age,
Consistent Camera Use.

INTRODUCTION

Over the last ten years or so, face recognition has
become a popular area of research in computer vision
and one of the most successful applications of image
analysis and understanding. The face is our primary
focus of attention in social intercourse, playing a major
role in conveying identity and emotion. We can
recognize thousands of faces learned throughout our
lifetime and identify familiar faces at a glance after
years of separation. Face Recognition and addresses the
unique challenges and concerns that attend its
development, evaluation, and specific operational uses,
contexts, and goals. It highlights the potential and
limitations of the technology, noting those tasks for
which it seems ready for deployment, those areas where
performance obstacles may be overcome by future
technological developments or sound operating
procedures, and still other issues which appear
intractable. Its concern with efficacy extends to ethical
considerations.

This skill is quite robust, despite large changes in
the visual stimulus due to viewing conditions,
expression, aging, and distractions such as glasses or
changes in hairstyle or facial hair. Computational
models of face recognition, in particular, are interesting
because they can contribute not only to theoretical
insights but also to practical applications. Computers
that recognize faces could be applied to a wide variety
of problems, including criminal identification, security
systems, image and film processing, and human
computer interaction. Unfortunately, developing a
computational model of face recognition is quite
difficult, because faces are complex, multidimensional,
and meaningful visual stimuli.

Face recognition has proven effective, with
relatively small populations in controlled environments,
for the verification (of identity claims, in which an
image of an individual’s face is matched to a preexisting image “on-file” associated with the claimed
identity (the verification task).
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of uncorrelated variables called principal component.
The first principal component accounts for as much for
as much of the variability in the data as possible, and
each succeeding component accounts for as much of the
remaining variability as possible.

The user should focus his attention toward
developing a sort of early, pre attentive Pattern
recognition capability that does not depend on having
three-dimensional information or detailed geometry. He
should develop a computational model of face
recognition that is fast, reasonably simple, and accurate.
Automatically learning and later recognizing new faces
is practical within this framework. Recognition under
widely varying conditions is achieved by training on a
limited number of characteristic views. The approach
has advantages over other face recognition schemes in
its speed and simplicity learning capacity. Images of
faces, represented as high-dimensional pixel arrays,
often belong to a manifold of intrinsically low
dimension. Face recognition, and computer vision
research in general, has witnessed a growing interest in
techniques that capitalize on this observation, and apply
algebraic and statistical tools for extraction and analysis
of the underlying manifold.

Depending on the field of application, it is also
named the discrete Karhunen-Loeve transform (KL T),
the Hotelling transform or proper orthogonal
decomposition (POD). PCA was invented in 1901 by
Karl Pearson. Now it is mostly used as a tool in
exploratory data analysis and for making predictive
models. PCA involves the calculation of the Eigen value
decomposition of a data covariance matrix or singular
value decomposition of a data matrix, usually after mean
centering the data for each attribute.
Each individual face can be represented exactly in
terms of a linear combination of the Eigen faces [3].
Each face can also be approximated using only the
"best" Eigen faces-those that have the largest Eigen
values and which therefore account for the most
variance within the set of face images. The best M
eigenfaces span an M-Dimensional subspace- "face
space" – of all possible images.

Among various solutions to the problem the most
successful seems to be those appearance-based
approaches, which generally operate directly on images
or appearances of face objects and process the image as
two-dimensional patterns. These methods extract
features to optimally represent faces belong to a class
and separate faces from different classes. The problem
of automatic human face recognition can be stated as
follows: given an image of a human face, compare it
with pre-stored models of a set of face images labeled
with the person’s identity (the training set) and report
the matching result. Face recognition is one-to-many
process that compares an input test image against all
face templates used in training; the output is the identity
of the input test image. The problem of human face
recognition is a complex and highly challenging one
with spatial and temporal variations, e.g., illumination,
pose orientation, expression, aging, head size, make-up,
and face background. When training is carried out using
appearance based modeling such as the Principal
components analysis, all training dataset images must be
available before the training process can be initialized;
this is termed as batch training. On the contrary, an
incremental approach allows adding new images and
updating the PCA representation accordingly; thus
offering the great benefit of discarding the new added
images after model update.

Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is an
unsupervised method of dimensionality reduction and
classification. Using Principal Component Analysis,
patterns are detected in the data and on the basis of these
patterns similarities and dissimilarities in the data are
identified. PCA helps in detecting such type of patterns
in the data which cannot be represented and analyzed
graphically. If the patterns in the data are identified, then
it is possible to reduce the dimensions of data without
loosing much information. Principal Component
Analysis involves:
•

Computing the Eigen Values and Eigen Vectors
from original Data

•

Deciding which Eigen Vectors are significant and
form a Feature Vector

•

The Eigen Vector with the largest Eigen Values is
termed as Principal Component of data set

•

Higher Eigen Value has more significant Eigen
Vector

•

Forming a new coordinate system based on the
Feature Vector

•

Mapping the data to the new space

•

Reduce complexity of data by reducing its
dimensionality

II. PRINCIPAL COMPONENT ANALYSIS
PCA is a useful statistical technique that has found
application in field such as face recognition and image
compression, and is a common technique for finding
patterns in data of high dimension. It involves a
mathematical procedure that transforms a number of
(possibly) correlated variables into a (smaller) number

The PCA involves a mathematical procedure that
transforms a number of correlated variables into a
number of uncorrelated variables called principal
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components. The first principal component accounts for
as much of the variance in the data as possible and each
succeeding component accounts for as much of the
remaining variance as possible. First principal
component is taken to be along the direction with the
maximum variance. The second Principal component is
constrained to lie in the subspace perpendicular of the
first. Within this subspace, this component points the
direction of maximum variance. The third principal
component is taken in the maximum variance direction
in the subspace perpendicular to the first two and so on.
The PCA does not have a fixed set of basis vectors like
FFT, DCT and wavelet etc. and its basis vectors depend
on the data set.

M

⎡σ 1,1 σ 1 .2 . . . σ 1, N
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⎢σ 2 ,1 σ 2 , 2 . . . σ 2 , N
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. .
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Where S is the m-by-m covariance matrix, D is a
diagonal matrix, and U is an orthonormal matrix that
does the transformation. A diagonal matrix has zeros for
the off-diagonal elements, and it is the off-diagonal
elements that correspond to covariance in the
covariance matrix. The covariance matrix is defined by

between

i = 1,2,.......N

(8)

U′SU = D

it is sometimes possible to eliminate a
of variables that contribute only
the total information, for example
a
linear
transformation

y i (t ) = ∑ wij x j (t )

(7)

In PCA we are simply rotating the data until the
covariance (or correlation) goes zero. A better way to
achieve zero correlation is to use a technique from linear
algebra that generates a rotation matrix that reduces the
covariance to zero. A well-known technique exists to
reduce a matrix that is positive-definite (as is the
covariance matrix) into a diagonal matrix by pre- and
post-multiplication with an orthonormal matrix

x1 (t ), x2 (t ).......cross convolutio n
and x1 (1), x1 (2),..... cov ariance with appropriate
transformation,
large number
marginally to
consider

x2 = y1 (− sin(θ )) + x1 cos(θ )

⎡ cos(θ ) sin(θ )⎤
R= ⎢
⎥
⎣− sin(θ ) cos(θ ) ⎦

(1)

In MVA we try to find out the relationship

(6)

Where θ is the angle through which the data set is
rotated in radians. Using matrix notation, this operation
can be done by multiplying the data matrix by a rotation
matrix

Principal component analysis is one of the
techniques in Multivariate Analysis which produces a
reduced dimension representation of data. Multivariate
Analysis (MVA) is concerned with the analysis of
multiple
variables
(or
measurements),
x1 (t), x2 (t),.....xm (t) .
Let x = [ x1 (t ) x2 (t ) ...xm (t )]T

y 2 = y1 cos(θ ) +x1 sin(θ )

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦⎥

(10 )

Hence the rotation implied by U will produce a new
covariance matrix, D, that has zero covariance. The
diagonal elements of D are the variances of the new
data, also known as the characteristic roots or Eigen
values of S λ1 , λ2 , λ3 ......λN .The columns of U are the

(5)

characteristic vectors, or eigenvectors. The Eigen values
of the new covariance matrix, D, correspond to the
variances of the rotated variables (the principle
components).

As a linear transformation, this operation can be
interpreted as a rotation and possibly scaling of the
original data set in M-dimensional space.

To solve the Eigen vectors or principal components,
It is much easier to use Singular value composition.
Singular value decomposition solves an equation

If a data set contains M-variables, then the data is
recombined into smaller number that still contains most
of the essential information. To implement PCA the data
is rotated. A data point (x1, y1) can be achieved by
multiplying the data points by the sines and cosines of
the rotation angle

X =U * D1/ 2U'

(11)

In the case of PCA, X is the data matrix that is
decomposed into
1.

D is , the diagonal matrix that contains, in this case,
the square root of the Eigen values
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2.

U, the principle components matrix.

1. Detect Face feature vectors 2. Normalize Facial
feature vectors 3. Extract Facial Features which are most
significant 4. Recognize Face Image decomposed into
orthogonal (uncorrelated) principle components (known
as eigenfaces)—in other words, the technique selects the
features of the image (or face) which vary the most from
the rest of the image. In the process of decomposition, a
large amount of data is discarded as not containing
significant information since 90% of the total variance
in the face is contained in 5-10% of the components.
This means that the data needed to identify an individual
is a fraction of the data presented in the image. Each
face image is represented as a weighted sum (feature
vector) of the principle components (or eigenfaces),
which are stored in a one dimensional array. Each
component (eigenface) represents only a certain feature
of the face, which may or may not be present in the
original image. A probe image is compared against a
gallery image by measuring the distance between their
respective feature vectors.

The Eigen values describe how much of the
variance is accounted for by the associated principal
component, and when singular value decomposition is
used, these Eigen values are ordered by size; that is
λ 1 > λ 2 > λ 3 ...... > λ M . They can be very helpful in
determining how many of the components are really
significant and how much the data set can be reduced.
Specifically, if several Eigen values are zero or close to
zero, then the associated principal components
contribute little to the data and can be eliminated. The
Eigen values close to zero are neglected.
Images of different patterns can be recognized by
applying the PCA technique to those images. Using
PCA the data set of original image is rotated such that
the covariance matrix of the transformed image will be
the diagonal matrix, where its diagonal elements
represent the Eigen values of the image. Along with the
Eigen values Eigen vectors and principal components
are also obtained. The Eigen values thus obtained are of
primary importance. Thus the Eigen values of different
images are calculated and compared for the pattern
recognition.

This approach of face recognition involves the
following initialization operations [4]:
1. Acquire an initial set of face images (the training
set).
2. Calculate the Eigen faces from the training set,
keeping only the M images that correspond to the
highest Eigen values. These M images define the
face space. As new faces are experienced; the Eigen
faces can be up-dated or recalculated.

III. PCA APPROACH FOR FACE
RECOGNITION

PCA is the simplest of the true eigenvector-based
multivariate analysis. Often, its operation can be thought
of as revealing the internal structure of the data in a way
which best explains the variance in the data. If a
multivariate dataset is visualized as a set of coordinates
in a high dimensional data space (1 axis per variable),
PCA supplies the user with a lower-dimensional picture,
a "shadow" of this object when viewed from its (in some
sense) most informative viewpoint.

3. Calculate the corresponding distribution in Mdimensional weight space for each known
individual, by projecting his or her face images onto
the "face space".
Having initialized the system, the following steps
are then used to recognize new face images:
1.

Calculate a set of weights based on the input image
and the M eigenfaces by projecting the input image
onto each of the eigenfaces.

2.

Determine if the image is a face by checking to see
if the image is sufficiently close to "face space".

3.

If it is a face, classify the weight pattern as either a
known person or as unknown.

Our goal is to find the Eigen vectors and Eigen
values of the covariance matrix. The size of S is NxN
which could be enormous. This Eigen vector is known
as the first principal component.
To summarize, principal component analysis
involves evaluating the mean and the covariance matrix
S of the data set and then finding the M Eigen vectors of
S corresponding to the M largest Eigen values.

Fig.1 figure showing the process of face recognition
The PCA technique converts each two dimensional
image into a one dimensional vector. This vector is then
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IV. SIMULATION

B. Face Recognition of image1 and filtered image1

A. Face Recognition of image1 and image 2

In this case image 1 is corrupted with salt and
pepper noise, and the corrupted image is filtered through
Gaussian filtering. The original image, noise added
image and the filtered image are shown in Fig.4.

Original image1 is taken and it is converted into
black and white as it is the primary step for applying
PCA to an image. The respective Eigen values, eigen
vectors, principal components (eigenval, eigenvect,Y)
are calculated for black and white image1 using PCA.
The converted image is then reconstructed by
multiplying Eigen vectors with the principal
components. The original image1, black and white
image1 and the reconstructed image1 are plotted in the
Fig.2.
Original image1

Original image1

Filtered

Fig.4
figure showing original, noise added,
reconstructed images of image1

Converted B & W image1
Reconstructed B & W

The filtered image is converted into black and white
image and through the PCA technique the respective
Eigen values, Eigen vectors and principal components
(eigenval2, eigenvect2, Y2) of image2 are obtained. The
PCA applied image is then reconstructed by multiplying
Eigen vectors with the principal components. . The
filtered image1, converted black and white image of
filtered image1 and the reconstructed image1 are shown
in the Fig.5.

Fig.2 figure showing original, b&w, reconstructed
images of image1
Similar process is applied to image2 also. The
image2 is converted into black and white and through
the PCA technique the respective Eigen values, Eigen
vectors and principal components (eigenval1,
eigenvect1,Y1) of image2 are obtained. The PCA
applied image is then reconstructed by multiplying
Eigen vectors with the principal components. The
original image2, black and white image2 and the
reconstructed image2 are shown in theFig.3 result of the
applied PCA.
Original image2

Corrupted image1

Filtered

Converted B & W filtered image1

Reconstructed B & W
filtered image1

Fig.5 figure showing filtered image, b&w,
reconstructed images of filtered image1

Converted B & W image2
Reconstructed B & W

and

To observe the comparison between the two images
the sum of the successive squared differences of eigen
values of the two images is calculated.
Sum value obtained between image1 and filtered
image1 is 0.815
This sum value gives the comparison between two
faces, as the sum value approaches to zero, the similar
are the images. Here the sum value is 0.815, i.e. the
image1 and filtered image1 are similar.

Fig.3 figure showing original, b&w, reconstructed
images of image2
To observe the comparison between the two images
the sum of the successive squared differences of Eigen
values of the two images is calculated.

C. Recognizing face from a particular database

The principal components are selected for each
class independently to reduce the eigenspace. With these
Eigen vectors, the input images are classified based on
mean square error between the compared images. Every
image is first converted into black and white image and
then Eigen values and Eigen vectors are calculated. But
the Eigen vectors which constitutes more information is
considered as principal components. By reducing the

Sum value obtained between image1 and image2 is
23.9144. This sum value gives the comparison between
two faces, as the sum value approaches to zero, the
similar are the images. Here the sum value is 23.9144,
i.e. the image1 and image2 are not same.
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dimensionality by using PCA, the Eigen vectors which
are having more information are considered and with
those Eigen vectors the original image is reconstructed.
By using PCA, we can get 92 percent reconstruction
possible [2]. First, we consider a database of images
consists of 10 and compare them with different from
these 10 and one of those 10 images. If the input image
is from the database, then the face is recognized and
displayed as known face. Otherwise, it showed that the
face is new one to the system and not recognized and it
showed that as unknown face. This simulation is done
by using MATLAB7.

Original image1

Converted B & W image1

Original image2

Reconstructed B & W
image1

Converted B & W image2 Reconstructed B & W
image2

Fig 7: Reconstructed images of database using PCA
The above figure shows the original and
reconstructed images using PCA. The mean square error
between the input image and the individual images in
the database are calculated and given below.
z = [ 49.8575 8.6070 6.6188 18.3789 36.9278
100.0879 11.7396 76.2488 5.4121 37.4296]

Fig 6: Database of 10 images

The mean square error values above shown in z are
the values how much deviate from the given input image
to the individual database images. The limitations of the
principal component analysis are facial size
normalization, non-frontal view of the face, appearance,
invariance lighting conditions and invariance to aging.

The simulations with each face of the selected
database are shown here. We are reconstructing every
image by using the principal components of the
converted image. In the same time, we are calculating
the mean square error between the eigen values of the
two comparing images. Whenever the mean square error
equals to zero, then we are declaring that the images are
same and the face is recognized by the database. This
process is tested for all the images in the database and
compared with the particular face which we want to
recognize from database. Every image and its
reconstructed image by using principal components is
shown below and the mean square value between
compared images are shown as matrix z.
Original image1

Converted B & W image1

Original image1

Converted B & W image1
Reconstructed B & W

D. Recognizing face from a database of persons in
different styles

We are considering a database which consists of 10
persons in which 5 are males and another 5 are females
with 10 different expressions. Fig.8 showing the
database of different persons with different expressions.
We need to identify the person in the database with
other than the frontal face view of that particular person.
By using PCA, we are implementing this face
recognition process. First we are considering the
training database which consists of different persons
with different expressions. The whole database is
trained to the system. We can implement this system for
both colored and black & white images. After
calculating the mean of all the faces in the database,
calculate the difference of average face and individual
images in the database. Calculate the Eigen values and
Eigen vectors of all the images in the database and
normalize them. By considering most significant Eigen
vectors which constituting significant Eigen values,
calculate the minimum Euclidean distances. The
minimum Euclidean distance classifier decides whether
the test image is from the database or not.

Reconstructed B & W image1
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In this study, we used the Eigen faces and principal
components to represent the human faces. The PCA
appearance-based (holistic) approach for face
recognition is observed by using Eigen vectors. The
features are extracted from the original image to
represents unique identity used as inputs to the system to
measure similarity in classification and recognition. The
principal components have proven the capability to
provide the significant features and reduce the input size
of the images. This method have a small set of image
features that best approximates the set of known face
images, without regarding that they correspond to our
intuitive notions of facial parts and features. The faces
are recognized based on the PCA technique, it is
observed that as the sum value approaches zero more
similar the images. If the value is greater than certain
threshold the two faces are different. The persons with
different faces also considered to test this principal
component analysis algorithm. if the input image is from
database of the persons with different poses, then also it
is showing the good results. The algorithm proposed in
this paper has the advantage of good recognition rate,
simple calculations and quick speed.
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Abstract - This paper presents a high efficiency with low-complexity Reed-Solomon decoder ( 255,223) . The proposed RS decoder
features by allowing time-sharing scheme of decoding elements, such as multiplexers registers among all decoding block and thus a
low complexity for hardware implementation. A low –complexity and high efficiency R S decoder based on the Computing
syndrome (CS), the algorithms with lower complexities are introduced in the decoder. The regular architecture for inversion-free
Berlekamp-Massey algorithm of finding the error-locator polynomial is employed and further exploited for computing syndromes
and determining the error pattern, two other phases of RS decoding. As shown in synthesis results, the FPGA resource is reduced by
about 75% in contrast to that of the conventional decoder. Attaining significant reduction of hardware complexity, the proposed
decoding architecture is competent for efficiency-demanding systems, in particular for wireless and mobile communication systems.

I.

Berlekamp-Massey algorithm cost considerable
computing resource and storage capacity. Inverse-free
Berlekamp-Massey (iBM) algorithm [6] has been
proposed to eliminate the divisions in BM. Compared
with ME, iBM can be implemented with a regular
hardware architecture of lower complexity [2], [3], [6].
In this paper, a decoder with low complexity is derived.
Our work was motivated by the observation, that the
architectures of the three decoding steps are fairly
similar, and, thus, some hardware modules can be
sequentially shared among the three steps to reduce the
complexity of decoder and increases Efficiency

INTRODUCTION

Reed –Solomon codes have been widely in a variety
of Communication and broadcasting systems,
particularly wireless systems, space communication ,
often incur channel impairments. Thus, the use of error
correcting codes is essential. Originally discovered by I.
S. Reed and G. Solomon in 1960, Reed-Solomon (RS)
code is one of the most widely used error correcting
codes. As a class of non binary linear cyclic codes, RS
decoder can be implemented using the modified
Euclidean (ME) algorithm or Berlekamp-Massey
algorithm (BM)and Galois-Field (GF) arithmetic
operations are fundamental mathematics building block .

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. A
brief overview on RS codes for Error correction is
given in section II. In section III, after investigating the
existing algorithms for decoding, the High efficiency
and low-complexity RS decoder is presented. And in
section VIII, conclusion remarks are drawn to
summarize this paper.

Recently reported RS decoders for optical
communications have achieved throughputs of several
Gb/s [2], [3]. However, as a result of restricted
frequency bandwidths, the throughputs of wireless
communication systems are usually much lower than
those of wired wideband systems. Moreover, mobile and
wireless systems are demanding for reduction in
hardware complexity. RS decoders with low complexity
are intensely demanded, due to recently growing
interests in wireless and mobile multimedia transmission
systems.

II. OVERVIEW OF REED-SOLOMON CODES
In this section, a brief overview on arithmetic,
encoding and decoding of RS codes is presented.
An RS (N, K, m) code, with code word length N and
data word length K, is a linear cyclic code, whose m-bit
symbols are elements over finite field (also called Galois
Field), GF(2m). For this code, the minimum distance of
codewords is δ = N −K +1, and t symbol errors are able
to be corrected, where
. RS codes
achieve the Singleton bound on word distance of linear
codes [7]. Therefore, in the literature [7], [8], it is

The common algebraic decoding of RS codes
mainly consists of three phases: computing syndromes
(CS), finding the error-locator polynomial (FEP), and
determining the error pattern (DEP). Among the phases,
FEP is the most complex one, which can be solved by
modified Euclidean algorithm (ME) [4] or BerlekampMassey algorithm [5]. Divisions in every recurrence of
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remarked that RS codes are maximum distance
separable (MDS).

where α is primitive element of GF(2m), and ε is a design
parameter often chosen as 1.

A. Finite-Field Arithmetic

Nonsystematic encoding of RS codes can be easily
performed by multiplying the data word polynomial
D(x) with the generator polynomial G(x). However,
systematic encoding, required in many applications, can
be implemented with a linear feedback shift register
(LFSR) [8]. In systematic code words, K data symbols
appear explicitly, and N − K check symbols are
appended.

A finite field is a algebraic system formed by a
finite collection of elements, together with dyadic
operations addition and multiplication.
Operations of RS symbols must be carried out
according to finite-field arithmetic [8].
Addition over finite field can be implemented with
bit-bybit exclusive-OR functions of two addends.
Namely, the sum of two finite-field elements, A =
(am−1, am−2, ・ ・ ・ , a0) and B=(bm−1, bm−2, ・
・ ・ , b0), is

C. Decoding RS Codes
During the transmission of the code word C(x),
errors are introduced due to channel impairments.
Assuming that e errors have occurred, the error pattern
polynomial is E(x) = Yi1xi1+ Yi2x21+ ・ ・ ・ + Yiexie ,
which indicates that there are errors of magnitudes Yi1,
Yi2, ・ ・ ・ , Yie at the symbols i1, i2, ・ ・ ・ , ie of
the received word. Consequently, the received word
polynomial presented to the decoder is R(x) = C(x) +
E(x).

For a lots of multiplications are involved in RS
decoding, complexity of the RS decoder depends much
on the finite-field multiplier. With both multiplicands
expressed in polynomial form, finite-field multiplication
can be performed by multiplying those two polynomials
and then reducing the product polynomial with the field
generator polynomial of GF(2m). In this way, the bits of
product C=A・B can be simplified to the sum of
products of multiplicands’ bits, namely,

Decoder attempts to estimate the error pattern E(x)
and recover the transmitted code word C(x). Softdecision RS decoding is powerful, but, for RS codes, it
requires tremendous computation. Despite limited errorcorrection capacity, the hard-decision decoding is
universal and efficient for RS codes. Therefore, much
attention has been given to hard-decision RS decoding.
The decoder presented in this paper is an algebraic harddecision decoder. Utilization of the characteristic
algebraic structure of RS codes simplifies the solution
for the error pattern from the received word. In terms of
maximum likelihood (ML) decoding in Hamming-merit,
hard-decision decoding finds out the code word C^(x)
that is closest in Hamming distance to the received
word. Thus, the decoder is able to recover the
transmitted code word correctly, namely C^(x) = C(x), if,
and only if, there are no more than t errors in the
received word.

where the coefficients,
are determined by the
field generator polynomial. Therefore, finite-field
multiplier can be implemented with an AND-gate array
followed by an XOR-gate array.
Division over finite field, C = A/B = A・B-1, can be
performed by finding the multiplicative inverse of the
divisor B and then multiplying the inverse B with A, thus
forming the quotient C. A 2m・m-bit look-up table can
be prepared to facilitate the multiplicative inverse.

As described above, decoding RS codes consists of
three main steps: CS, FEP, and DEP.

B. Encoding RS Codes

The syndrome sequence is defined as the values of
received word polynomial evaluated at roots of the
generator
polynomial:
An efficient
way to compute the syndrome symbols si is the
polynomial evaluation that is known as Horner’s rule, a
nested multiply-and-add algorithm:

RS encoding is to map the data word polynomial
D(x)= dK-1 xK-1 + dK-2 xK-2 + ・ ・ ・ + d0 x0 to the code
word polynomial C(x) = cN-1 xN-1 + cN-2 xN-2 + ・ ・ ・ +
c0 x0, where coefficients of both polynomials, di and ci,
are m-bit RS symbols. All RS code word polynomials
have the generator polynomial as a common factor. For
an RS (N, K, m) code, the generator polynomial is
defined as

If all the syndrome symbols are zero, it is implied that a
legal code word has been received, and then the decoder
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always asserts there is no error in the received word.
Otherwise, the syndrome polynomial, defined as
is fed to the second step FEP to find
the error-locator polynomial Λ(x) and the error-evaluator
polynomial Ω(x).
Given that e ≤ t, the error-locator polynomial is
defined as

S(x) and Λ(x) can be connected by the following
Newton’s identities [8],

The error-evaluator polynomial is defined as

Based on (3), the degree of Ω(x) proves no more than
t−1.
As mentioned earlier, FEP can be solved by ME or
BM. Although there are many error-locator polynomials
satisfying (3) with a given syndrome polynomial, FEP
algorithms find the one of minimum degree, which
yields the error pattern of minimum Hamming-weight.
In DEP, error locations and error magnitudes can be
determined by error-locator polynomial and errorevaluator polynomial. There are time-domain and
frequency-domain methods for DEP. The time-domain
method consists of Chien algorithm [9] and Forney
algorithm [10] that determine the error locations and
magnitudes respectively, while the frequencydomain
method [8] first extrapolates the syndrome sequence to
produce the complete error pattern in frequency-domain
and then performs finite-field inverse discrete Fourier
transform (FF-IDFT) to determine the error pattern.

A. Low-Complexity RS Decoding Algorithms
Performances of ME [4] and iBM [6] are
summarized in Table I. It can be observed that ME
could compute at a higher speed, while iBM achieves
lower hardware complexity. Maintaining polynomials
with lower degrees, iBM could save up to 50%
multipliers, compared with ME. Thus, iBM is preferred
in our FEP block.

Existing algorithms mentioned above are listed in
Fig. 1.

Equation (3) can be interpreted as a LFSR
generating the syndrome sequence with feedback
coefficients λi. BM algorithm iteratively synthesizes the
minimum-length LFSR that can produce the given
syndrome sequence, and thus finds the minimum-order
error-locator polynomial [5]. Divisions in BM are
eliminated by iBM for simplification. The pseudocode
of iBM algorithm is described in Fig. 2. The algorithm
only consists of addition, multiplication, shift, and

III. LOW-COMPLEXITY RS DECODER
In this section, the existing algorithms for FEP and
DEP are investigated at first. Then, the decoding
architecture with low hardware complexity is proposed.
At the end of this section, performance of the proposed
RS decoder is compared with some existing decoders.
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comparison operations, and, thus, is suitable for
hardware implementation. When k = δ−1, the iBM
algorithm ends with Λ(δ−1)(x) = φΛ(x), where φ is a
multiplying constant [6]. Afterward, Ω(x) can be
computed as polynomial multiplication in (4).

where Λ´(x) is the finite-field derivative of Λ(x). In order
to reduce computation, Λ´( α-(N-1)) which is calculated in
Forney algorithm, can be used to obtain the value of Λ(
According to the
α-(N-1)) for Chien algorithm.
investigation above, the flow chart for proposed RS
decoder using low-complexity algorithms is illustrated
in Fig. 3.

For the frequency-domain method of FEP, after
extrapolating the syndrome sequence to complete error
pattern in frequency domain, FF-IDFT, evaluating a
polynomial of degree N−1 for K times, is required.
However, the degrees of Λ(x) and Ω(x), evaluated in
Chien and Forney’s algorithms,

B. Proposed Low-Complexity RS Decoder
The very large scale integration (VLSI)
implementation of BM was proposed by Reed [6],
which arranges registers with multipliers and adders in a
simple and regular order. Meanwhile, Horner’s rule,
Chien algorithm and Forney algorithm can be
implemented by registers equipped with multipliers and
adders [8], [9]. It could be observed that the
architectures for Horner, iBM, and Chien & Forney are
fairly similar. Accordingly, the proposed decoder
compresses CS and DEP blocks into FEP block of iBM
to reduce hardware complexity.

are no more than t. Besides, the constant φ contained in
Λ(x) of iBM must be eliminated for frequency-domain
method with t extra finite-field divisions, but it will not
affect Chien and Forney’s algorithms. Obviously, the
time-domain method can solve DEP with considerably
lower hardware complexity. Therefore, Chien and
Forney’s algorithms are adopted in our low-complexity
decoder.
Introducing the periodicity of finite field, αi = α-(N, Chien algorithm can find out all the roots of Λ(x)
expediently. The procedure of Chien algorithm is: from i
= 0 to N −1, test whether Λ(x) equals to zero at αi one
by one, and, if it does at αi, declare that an error has
occurred at the code symbol rN-i. At the same time, the
error magnitude for rN-i is determined by Forney
algorithm:

in decoding blocks are described; furthermore, the
complexities of conventional 3-block decoder and the
proposed decoder are also compared. Among the
components listed in Table II, finite-field multiplier
requires much more logic resource than the others. It
could be expected that the number of multipliers in the
proposed decoder will be reduced by about 57%,
compared with that of conventional 3-block decoder.

1)

Architecture of the proposed low complexity RS
decoder is depicted in Fig. 4, in which all decoding steps
are implemented sequentially. The decoder could be
summarized as three register groups, register T, λ, γ, and
three multiplier groups, multiplier m1, m2, m3. Each
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register group consists of t+1 m-bit subregisters, and
each multiplier group consists of t+1 finite-field
multipliers. All the registers are synchronized by the
data clock of received word. Managed by control signal
and decision signal, multiplexers reconfigure the
decoder to accommodate the three decoding blocks. In
the following description, it is assumed for convenience
that the parameter ε is taken as 1, δ is odd, and t is even.

register T. In this stage, the decoder operates as the
circuits presented by Reed [6]. Register λ stores the
coefficients of Λ(k)(x), while register γ stores the
coefficients of Γ(k)(x) in iBM. After 2t cycles, iBM
finishes with the coefficients of Λ(x), (λ0, λ1, ・ ・ ・ ,
λt), in register λ. Then, syndrome symbols are shifted to
register T again to be multiplied by Λ(x) in register λ.
According to (3), the coefficients of Ω(x) are
produced one by one at the discrepancy d, and then
shifted into register γ. Thus, after 2t more cycles, the
contents in register γ are (ωt−1, ωt−2, ・ ・ ・ , ω0, 0).

A complete decoding procedure is described as
follows.
Once a received word is available at the input, a
decoding process is started.

Lastly, since Λ(x) and Ω(x) has already been in
registers λ and γ, algorithms Chien and Forney of DEP
are carried out. Registers λ and γ are updated by
multipliers m1 and m3 respectively. The multiplicands
of multiplier m1 are set as (1, 1, α2, α2, α4, α4, ・ ・ ・ ,
αt-2, αt-2, αt), and those of m3 are (αt−1, αt−2, ・ ・ ・ ,
α, 1, 0).

Firstly, registers T and λ along with multiplier m1
and m2 are devoted to CS. All subregisters in T and λ
are initialized with zero. Register T and the first t−1
subregisters of λ are engaged in computing the 2t
syndrome symbols, and the last two subregisters of λ are
idle. Multiplicands of m1 and m2 are set to (α, α2, ・ ・
・ , αt+1) and (αt+2, αt+3, ・ ・ ・ , α2t, 0, 0),
respectively. Registers T and λ are updated by the
adders nearby. Received word symbols are fed to the
adders updating registers T and λ, and buffered by R
RAM, a K ×m-bit random access memory (RAM), also.
Syndrome symbols are computed by repeating
multiplications and additions as (1).

The register X is initialized with 1, and multiplied
by α once a clock cycle. The DEP lasts for K clock
cycles, from i = 1 to K. At the ith cycle, the contents of
registers
γ
are

and, therefore, the sum of subregisters in γ is Ω(αi) =
Ω(α). Besides, the contents of register λ are

Thus, after N clock cycles, the contents in registers
T and λ are (s0, s1, ・ ・ ・ , st) and (st+1, st+1, ・
・ ・ , s2t−1, 0, 0). Then registers T and λ are
serialized to shift syndrome symbols S RAM, a 2t×mbit RAM for buffering syndrome sequence.

and, thus, do = Λ´(αi ) = Λ´(α-(N-i)), while de is the sum of
even items in Λ(α-(N-i)). The error magnitude YN−i is
computed by dividing Ω(α-(N-i)) with Λ´(α-(N-i)) as (5).
Λ(α-(N-i)) can be obtained by adding de to the product of
do and register X= α-(N-i). At this cycles, received
symbol rN−i is also read from R RAM. With
evaluations of the errorlocator polynomial Λ(α-(N-i)) and
error magnitudes YN−i, errors can be corrected
immediately: if Λ(α-(N-i)) = 0, rN−i+YN−i is output as
decoded code symbol; otherwise, rN−i is output.
To clarify the reconfiguration of the decoder, states
of the multiplexers during each decoding stage are listed
in Table III. In Fig. 4, the multiplexing ports are marked
by the lines on the wire ends.
The decoding speed of this structure is determined
by the critical path, which calculates the discrepancy d
and update register λ. It can be obtained that the critical
path delay is approximately
. If
a higher decoding speed is needed, a multiplexing
architecture is required.

Secondly, FEP using iBM are carried out.
Syndrome symbols are transferred from S RAM to
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a complete decoder. Besides, hardware complexity is
further reduced by allowing timesharing of multipliers
and registers among all decoding blocks.
Although the operating speed of the decoder is
lower than that of conventional decoders, the proposed
decoder can still satisfy the throughputs of wireless
systems with restricted frequency bandwidths.
Moreover, with the novel time-sharing scheme to
achieve significant reduction of hardware complexity,
the RS decoder is suitable and competent for
implementation of mobile and portable systems, which
is demanding for reduction in hardware scale.

As a result, the proposed architecture is regular and
compact for decoding Reed-Solomon codes.
C. Performance and Comparison
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Abstract - -In the applications like medical radiography enhancing movie features and observing the planets it is necessary to
enhance the contrast and sharpness of an image. We propose a generalized unsharp masking algorithm using the exploratory data
model as a unified framework. The proposed algorithm is designed to address three issues:1) simultaneously enhancing contrast and
sharpness by means of individual treatment of the model component and the residual,2)reducing the halo effect by means of an
edge-preserving filter, and 3)solving the out of range problem by means of log ratio and tangent operations. We present a new
system called the tangent system which is based upon a specific bregman divergence. Experimental results show that the proposed
algorithm is able to significantly improve the contrast and sharpness of an image. Using this algorithm user can adjust the two
parameters the contrast and sharpness to have desired output.
Keywords - Bregman divergence, exploratory data model, generalized linear system, image enhancement, unsharp masking.

I.

INTRODUCTION

And α

Now a days in digital image processing applications
requires an image that contains detailed information. So
we need to convert a blurry image and undefined image
into a sharper image. So in application orientation we
need to enhance the contrast and sharpness of the image.
While enhancing the qualities of the image, it is clear
that noise components enhancement is undesirable. In
this view the enhancement of undershoot and overshoot
creates the effect called as halo effect. So ideally our
algorithm should only enhance the image details. To
overcome this problem we need to use filters that are not
sensitive to noise and do not smooth sharp edges. In this
paper we use log ratio approach to overcome the out of
range problem.

II.

y =ø-1 [ø(x) + ø(y)]

(2)

Where x and y are sample signals, α is a real scalar
and ø is non-linear function. And the remarkable
property of log ratio approach is that it is operable in the
region (0, 1) gray scale and can overcome the out of
range problem. The following are the main issues in
contrast enhancement and sharpness enhancement in
current existing systems. The existing systems dealt
these processes as two tasks which will increase the
complexity. The contrast enhancement does not lead to
the sharpness enhancement. Many of the existing
systems facing the problem of halo effect. While
enhancing the sharpness of an image, in parallel the
noise of the image also is increased. Though all the
systems have enhanced the sharpness and contrast of the
image, this will give the best result only after careful
rescaling process. This was not there in existing system.
These issues can be solved through our approach using
exploratory data model and log ratio approach.

In this paper we proposed a generalized system
which is used for general addition and multiplication
which is shown in below figure.

x

x = ø-1 [α ø (x)]

EXPLORATORY DATA ANALYSIS MODEL
FOR IMAGE ENHANCEMENT

A well known idea in exploratory data analysis is to
decompose a signal into two parts. From This point of
view, the output of the filtering process, denoted y =
f(x), can be regarded as the part of the image that fits the
Model. Thus,

(1)

x=y⊕d

(3)
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Where d is called as detail signal (the residual) and
defined as d = x
y where
is generalized
subtraction. The general form of unshaped masking
algorithm is as follows.
V = h(y) ⊕ g(d)

Nonlinear Function: We consider the pixel gray scale x
(0, 1) of an image. For an N-bit image, we can first add
a very small positive constant to the pixel gray value
then scale it by 2-N such that it is in the range (0, 1). The
nonlinear function is defined as follows:

(4)

log

Where v is the output and h(y) and g(d) are the
linear or non-linear functions. Explicitly we can say that
the image model that is being sharpened is the residual.
In addition, this model permits the incorporation of
contrast enhancement by means of a suitable processing
function h(y) such as adaptive histogram equalization.
As such, the generalized algorithm can enhance the
overall contrast and sharpness of the image.

To simplify notation, we define the ratio of the negative
image to the original image as follows:

Using equation (1) the addition of two gray scales x1 and
x2 can be defined as

Fig 2. Generalized unsharp masking algorithm block
diagram

d
x-y

GUM

EPF

x

h(y)
Y

g(d)

Output v
y+g(d)

Re-scale
Yes

ACE

h(y)
g(d)

No

(9)

x=x

(10)

The value of | | can be defined as follows.
,

| |

1

,

1/2
0

1
1/2

(11)

Negative image and subtraction operation:
The negative of the gray scale, denoted by, is obtained
by solving
x

= 1/2

(12)

Now we can define the subtraction operation using the
addition operation defined in (8) as follows.

We address the issue of contrast enhancement and
sharpening by using two different processes. The image
y is processed by adaptive histogram equalization and
the output is called h(y). The detail image is processed
by g(d)=
where
is the adaptive gain and is
a function of the amplitude of the detail signal d. The
final output of the algorithm is then given by
]

(8)

This operation is called as scalar multiplication and we
define a new zero scale denoted by e as follows

We address the issue of the halo effect by using an
edge-preserving filter-the IMF to generate the signal.
The choice of the IMF is due to its relative simplicity
and well studied properties such as the root signals. We
address the issue of the need for a careful rescaling
process by using new operations defined according to
the log-ratio and new generalized linear system. Since
the gray scale set is closed under these new operations

v = h(y) ⊕ [

=

x=

e
y

x2 =

And the multiplication of the gray scale x by a real
scalar
∞
∞ is defined using (2) as
follows

The following is the comparison between classical
unsharp masking algorithm and generalized unsharp
masking algorithm.
y
LPF

(7)

X=

x1

UM

(6)

x1 Ө x2 = x1

(Ө x2)

=
=

(5)

(13)

Properties:
Now when positive value a is added to the gray
scale x then there will be fluctuations in output image y
based on the values of a given below.

III. LOG-RATIO, GENERALIZED LINEAR
SYSTEMS AND BREGMAN DIVERGENCE
The new generalized operations will be defined
using the equations (1) and (2). Here these operations
are defined based on the view vector space used
logarithmic image processing.

Order of reflections of the log-ratio addition.
0
0
1/2

A. definitions and properties of log-ratio operations:

1/2
1

1/2

0< x a < min( x,a)
a<x a<x

1/2

1

x<x a<a
Min (x,a) < x a <1
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Order of reflections of the log-ratio multiplication.
0<
0<x<½
1/2 < x < 1

1
>x

Comparing equations (17) and (19) we can see that
scalar and we can conclude as follows.

1

F(x) =
= -x log (x) – (1-x) log (1-x)

In case of log-ratio addition, based on the value of
the constant ‘a’ the variation of output gray value y is
shown in the above table. The variations in y depends on
the positive and negative nature of the gray scale x and
the constant ‘a’. While coming to log-ratio
multiplication the result will be based on the gain
value and the polarity of the gray scale x.

)=

(
………

(

(

2) Generalized Linear Systems and the Bregman
Divergence:

(15)

=

Where G = (∏
)1/N and
=( ∏ 1
)1/N
are the weighted geometric means of the original and the
negative images, respectively.

we can derive the connections between the bregman
divergence with other established generalized linear
systems such as the MHS with
log
where
0, ∞ and the LIP model
log 1
where
∞, 1 . the corresponding bregman
divergences are the kullback-Leibler(KL) for MHS

An indirect computational method is through the
nonlinear function (6).
Y

=
…….

/ 1

This is called as logistic loss. Therefore, the logratio has an intrinsic connection with the Bregman
divergence through the generalized weighted average.
This connection reveals a geometrical property of the
log-ratio which uses a particular Bregman divergence to
measure the generalized distance between two points.
This can be compared with the classical weighted
average which uses the Euclidean distance. In terms of
the loss function, while the log-ratio approach uses the
logistic loss function, the classical weighted average
uses the squared loss function.

(14)

)
)

log 1
(20)

the generalized weighted averaging operation is defined
as
y = (

1

log

Computations can be directly performed using the
new operations. For example, for any real numbers
and , the weighted summation is given by
(

(19)

Where the constant of the indefinite integral is
omitted. The previous function F(x) is called the bit
entropy and the corresponding Bregman divergence is
defined as

Computation:

(

is

,

(16)

(21)

And the LIP
B. Log-Ratio, the Generalized Linear System and the
Bregman Divergence:

,
1

1
1
(22)

1

/ 1

We study the connection between the log-ratio and the
Bregman divergence.

Respectively.

1) Log-Ratio and the Bregman divergence:

3) A new generalized system:

The Bregman divergence of two vectors x and y,
, is defined as follows:
denoted DF(X

We can define a new generalized system by letting
. This approach of defining a generalized
linear system is based upon using the Bregman
divergence as a measure of the distance of two signal
samples. The measure can be related to the geometrical
properties of the signal space. A new generalized linear
system for solving the out-of-range problem can be
developed by using the following Bregman divergence

= F(X) – F(Y) – (X-Y)T

DF X

(17)

Where F:
is a strictly convex and differentiable
function defined over an open convex domain
and
is the gradient of F evaluated at point y. the
weighted left-sided centroid is given by
CL = argmin
=

∑
(∑

,

√1

(23)

(18)
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universal gain for the whole image does not lead to good
results, because to enhance the small details a relatively
large gain is required. However, a large gain can lead to
the saturation of the detailed signal whose values are
larger than a certain threshold. Saturation is undesirable
because different amplitudes of the detail signal are
mapped to the same amplitude of either 1 or 0.This leads
to loss of information. Therefore, the gain must be
adaptively controlled. In the following, we only describe
the gain control algorithm for using with the log-ratio
operations. Similar algorithm can be easily developed
for using with the tangent operations. To

Which is generated by the convex function
whose domain is (1,-1). The nonlinear
1
unction for
the corresponding generalized linear
system is as follows:
(24)
In this paper the generalized system is called as
tangent system and the scalar addition and
multiplication (equation (1) and (2)) is called as tangent
operations.
In image processing applications the pixel values
from the interval [0,2N) is mapped into (1,-1).then the
image is processed using tangent operations and then the
image is mapped to [0,2N) as reversible operation. The
total signal set is confined to (-1,1) and hence using this
the out-of –range problem can overcome using log-ratio.
We can define the negative image and the subtraction
operation, and study the order relations for the tangent
operations.

Control the gain; we first perform a linear mapping
of the detail signal d to a new signal c
2

1

Such that the dynamic range of c is (-1, 1). A
simple idea is to set the gain as a function of the signal c
and to gradually decrease the gain from its maximum
value
when ׀c < T to its minimum
value
when ׀c→׀1. More specifically, we propose the
following adaptive gain control function

IV. PROPOSED ALGORITHM
A. Dealing with Color Images
We first convert a color image from the RGB color
space to the HSI or the LAB color space. The
chrominance components such as the H and S
components are not processed. After the luminance
component is processed, the inverse conversion is
performed. An enhanced color image in its RGB color
space is obtained. The rationale for only processing the
luminance component is to avoid a potential problem of
altering the white balance of the image when the RGB
components are processed individually.

exp

Where
,
two images and

(26)

γ (0) =
and γ (1) =
. For a fixed ή, we can
easily determine the two parameters as follows:
/ 1

1) The Root Signal and the Detail Signal: Let us denote
the Median filtering operation as a function
which maps the input to the output. An IMF operation
can be represented as:
where
0,1,2,3 ….is the iteration index and
. The signal
is usually called the root signal of the filtering
process if
. It is convenient to define the root
signal as follows.
subject to

| |

Where
is a parameter that controls the rate of
decreasing. The two parameters α and β are obtained by
solving the equations:

B. Enhancement of the Detail Signal

n = min k,

(25

(27)

And
(28)
and
could be chosen
Although both
based upon each individual image processing task, in
1. This setting
general it is reasonable to set
follows the intuition that when the amplitude of the
detailed signal is large enough, it does not need further
amplification. For example, we can see that

,

is the suitable measure between the
is a user defined threshold.

lim|

|

=lim|

|

/

1

(29)

It can be easily seen that the definition of the root
signal depends upon the threshold.

As such, the scalar multiplication has little effect. We
by setting
1.
now study the effect of and

2) Adaptive Gain Control:

C. Contrast Enhancement of the Root Signal

We can see from Fig. 3 that to enhance the detail
signal the gain must be greater than one. Using a

For contrast enhancement, we use adaptive
histogram equalization implemented by a Matlab
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function in the Image Processing Toolbox. The function,
called “adapthisteq,” has a parameter controlling the
contrast. This parameter is determined by the user
through experiments to obtain the most visually pleasing
result. In our simulations, we use default values for
other parameters of the function.
V. RESULTS AND COMPARISON
We first show the effects of the two contributing
parts: contrast enhancement and detail enhancement.
Contrast enhancement by adaptive
Histogram equalization does remove the haze-like
effect of the original image and contrast of the cloud is
also greatly enhanced. Next, we study the impact of the
shape of the filter mask of the median filter. For
comparison we also show the result of replacing the
median filter with a linear filter having a uniform mask.
As we can observe from these results, the use of a linear
filter leads to the halo effect which appears as a bright
line surrounding the relatively dark mountains (for
Using a median filter, the halo effect is mostly avoided,
although for the square and diagonal cross mask there
are still a number of spots with very mild halo effects.
However, the result from the horizontal-vertical cross
mask is almost free of any halo effect. In order to
completely remove the halo effect, adaptive filter mask
selection could be implemented: the horizontal- vertical
cross mask for strong vertical/horizontal edge, the
diagonal cross mask for strong diagonal edge and the
square mask for the rest of the image. However, in
practical application, it may be sufficient to use a fixed
mask for the whole image to reduce the computational
time. We have also performed experiments by replacing
the log ratio operations with the tangent operations and
keeping the same parameter settings. We observed that
there is no visually significant difference between the
results.

.

The above shown graphs are the main differnces
between the classical and generalized unsharp masking
algorithm. Here we show the clear difference between
the addition and generalized addition. And at last we
show that the enhancement is more in generalized
unsharp masking algorithm rather than in classical
unsharp masking algorithm

The above figures shows the illustrations of adaptive
gain control for four combinations of γmax and η
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Outputs:

The above are the two results which processed
using generalized unsharp masking algorithm. These
two output images show that the sharpness and contrast
get enhanced in an exponential manner. No rescaling
process is used here. And the out of range problem is
not encountered here since the range of gray scale is
(0, 1).
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we use an exploratory data model as a
unified
Framework for developing generalized unsharp
masking algorithms. Using this framework, we propose
a new algorithm to address three issues associated with
classical unsharp masking algorithms: 1) simultaneously
enhancing contrast and sharpness by means of
individual treatment of the model component and the
residual, 2) reducing the halo-effect by means of an
edge-preserving filter, and 3) eliminating the rescaling
process by means of log-ratio and tangent operations.
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Abstract - The combination of multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) system with OFDM techniques is regarded as a promising
solution for enhancing the data rates of next-generation wireless communication systems. Multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO)
communication refers to wireless communication systems using an array of antennas (i.e. multiple antennas) at either the transmitter
or the receiver. Multiplexing would cause interference, but MIMO systems use smart selection and/or combining techniques at the
receiving end to transmit more information and to improve signal quality. MIMO systems provide a significant capacity gain over
conventional single antenna systems, along with more reliable communication. A crucial parameter required for adaptive
transmission is the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). In this paper, we propose a novel SNR estimation algorithm for wireless MIMO
OFDM systems based on the reuse of the synchronization preamble. The periodic structure of the preamble is utilized for the
computationally efficient SNR estimation algorithm, based on the second-order moments of received preamble samples.
Keywords: ofdm, Mimo-Ofdm, Estimation algoriths.

I.

.

and shadowing by obstacles. Second, since wireless
transmitter and receiver need communicate over air,
there is significant interference between them. Overall
the challenges are mostly because of limited availability
of radio frequency spectrum and a complex timevarying wireless environment (fading and multipath). In
nowadays, the key goal in wireless communication is to
increase data rate and improve transmission reliability.
In other words, because of the increasing demand for
higher data rates, better quality of service, fewer
dropped calls, higher network capacity and
user coverage calls for innovative techniques that
improve spectral efficiency and link reliability, more
technologies in wireless communication are introduced,
like OFDM and MIMO.

INTRODUCTION

Wireless communications is a rapidly growing
segment of the communications industry, with the
potential to provide high-speed high-quality information
exchange between portable devices located anywhere in
the world. It has been the topic of study since 1960s, the
tremendous development of wireless communication
technology is due to a confluence of several factors.
First, the demand of wireless connectivity is explosively
increased. Second, the dramatic progress of VLSI
technology has enabled small-area and lowpower implementation of sophisticated signal processing
algorism and coding algorism. Third, second generation
wireless communication standards, like CDMA, GSM,
TDMA, make it possible to transmit voice and low
volume digital data. Furthermore, third generation
of wireless communications can offer users more
advanced service that achieves greater capacity through
improved spectral efficiency [1]. Potential applications
enabled by this technology include multimedia Internetenabled cell phones, smart homes and appliances,
automated highway systems, video teleconferencing and
distance learning, and autonomous sensor networks.
However, there are two significant technical challenges
in supporting these applications: first is the
phenomenon of fading: the time variation of the channel
due to small-scale effect of multi-path fading, as well as
large-scale effect like pass loss by distance attenuation

High data-rate wireless access is demanded by
many applications. Traditionally, more bandwidth is
required for higher data-rate transmission. However, due
to spectral limitations, it is often impractical or
sometimes very expensive to increase bandwidth. In this
case, using multiple transmit and receive antennas for
spectrally efficient transmission is an alternative
solution. Multiple transmit antennas can be used either
to obtain transmit diversity, or to form multipleinput multiple-output
(MIMO)
channels. Many
researchers have studied using multiple transmit
antennas for diversity in wireless systems. Transmit
diversity may be based on linear transforms [1] or
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system transmits data modulated by OFDM from
multiple antennas simultaneously. At the receiver, after
OFDM demodulation, the signal are recovered by
decoding each the sub-channels from all the transmit
antennas. MIMO OFDM will allow service providers to
deploy a Broadband Wireless Access (BWA) system
that has Non-Line-of-Sight (NLOS) functionality.
Specifically, MIMO-OFDM takes advantage of the
multipath properties of environments using base station
antennas that do not have LOS. By combining both
techniques, MIMO-OFDM can offer both robustness
and high throughput. In a multiuser scenario where
many users communicate with a central station (base
station or access point), MIMO-OFDM becomes even
more appealing because it provides an additional
opportunity to exploit due to many users.

space–time coding [2]. In particular, space–time coding
is characterized by high code efficiency and good
performance; hence, it is a promising technique to
improve the efficiency and performance of orthogonal
frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) systems. On
the other hand, the system capacity can be
significantly improved if multiple transmit and receive
antennas are used to form MIMO channels [3]–[6]. It is
proven in [4] that, compared with a single-input singleoutput (SISO) system with flat Rayleigh fading or
narrowband channels, a MIMO system can improve the
capacity by a factor of the minimum number of transmit
and receive antennas. For wideband transmission
[7], space–time processing must be used to mitigate
intersymbol interference (ISI). However, the complexity
of the space–time processing increases with the
bandwidth, and the performance substantially degrades
when estimated channel parameters are used [8].

In Figure 1, the basic structure of MIMO OFDM is
demonstrated. In this figure, the signals are modulated
by OFDM modulator, then they are transmitted by
MIMO system, finally, the signals are recovered by the
OFDM demodulator.

In OFDM [9]–[11], the entire channel is divided
into many narrow parallel subchannels, thereby
increasing the symbol duration and reducing or
eliminating the ISI caused by the multipath. Therefore,
OFDM has been used in digital audio and
video broadcasting in Europe [12], and is a promising
choice for future high-data-rate wireless systems.
Multiple transmit and receive antennas can be used with
OFDM to further improve system performance. We
have studied OFDM systems with adaptive antenna
arrays for co-channel interference suppression [13]
and transmit diversity based on space–time coding,
delayed transmission, and permutation [14]–[16]. In
particular, a channel parameter estimator for OFDM
systems with multiple transmit antennas was proposed
in [14] and simplified in [16]. Optimum training
sequences for OFDM with multiple transmit
antennas were also proposed in [16]. In this paper, we
study multiple transmit and receive antennas for OFDM
to form MIMO channels (MIMO-OFDM). Our focus
here is enhanced channel estimation and signal
detection.

Figure 1. MIMO OFDM structure.
Therefore, MIMO OFDM achieves spectral
efficiency, increased throughput and the inter-symbol
interference (ISI) can thus be prevented.
IV. MIMO-OFDM OVER WIRELESS CHANNELS
Before introducing the signal detection and
enhanced channel estimation technique, we briefly
describe a MIMO-OFDM system and the statistics of
mobile wireless channels.

II. MIMO OFDM
MIMO OFDM ( Multiple input Multiple Output,
Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing) is a
technology that combines MIMO and OFDM together
to transmit data in wireless communications in order to
deal with frequency selective channel effect. The
OFDM signal on each subcarrier can overcome
narrowband fading, therefore, OFDM can transform
frequency-selective fading channels into parallel
flat ones. Then by combining MIMO and.
MIMO-OFDM Systems
OFDM technology together, MIMO algorithms can
be applied in broadband transmission. A MIMO OFDM

Fig 2: MIMO-OFDM system
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A. MIMO-OFDM
To achieve transmit diversity gain and detect the
transmitted signal, a space–time processor must extract
the required signals for space–time decoders. Note that
both the space–time processor and space–time decoding
require channel state information.

This system with four transmit and
4
receive antennas is shown in Fig. 2. Though the figure
shows MIMO-OFDM with four transmit antennas, the
techniques developed in this paper can be directly
applied to OFDM systems with any number of transmit
antennas. At time , each of two data blocks
, :
0,1, … ,For I = 1 and 2, is transformed into two different
signals,
, :
0,1, … .
1,2 for I =1
and 2, respectively, through two space–time encoders.
The OFDM signal for the th transmit antenna is
modulated by
, at the kth tone of the nth OFDM
block. From the figure, the received signal at each
receive antenna is The superposion of four distorted
transmitted Signals, which can be expressed as
,

,

,

,

B. Channel Statistics
The complex baseband representation of a mobile
wireless channel impulse response can be described by
2

,

is the delay of the kth path
, is the
Where
corresponding complex amplitude, c(t)' and is the
shaping pulse. Due to the motion of the vehicle,
the ’s are wide-sense stationary (WSS),
narrowband complex Gaussian processes, which are
independent for each path. The average powers of the
’s depend on the channel delay profiles, which
are determined by the environment. The channels
corresponding to different transmit and receive antennas
in MIMO systems usually have the same delay profiles.
the frequency response at time t is

1

For
1, … . , .
,
in (1) denotes the additive
complex Gaussian noise at the th receive antenna, and is
assumed to be zero-mean with variance
and
uncorrelated for different ’ , ’ ,
’ .
,
in
denotes the channel frequency response for the kth tone
at time n , corresponding to the ith transmit and the jth
receive antenna. The statistical characteristics of
wireless channels are briefly described in Section II-B.
The input–output relation for OFDM can be also
expressed in vector form
r n, k
H n, k t n, k
H n, k t n, k
w n, k

,

,
∑

=
.
.

,

Where
,

.
For OFDM systems with proper cyclic extension and
timing, it can be seen from discussions in that, with
tolerable leakage, the channel frequency response can be
expressed as

,

.
..

,

,

, ∆

,
w n, k
.
.
w n, k

w n, k

.
.

,
,

,

4

In above equation
,

.
.

,

,

exp

,

And k is the number of tones in an OFDM block. and
∆ are the block length and tone spacing, respectively,
and
is the symbol duration of OFDM, which is
related to ∆ by
1/∆ .In

and

,

3

,

,

, ’ ,

0,1, … ,

1

,
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,

are WSS, narrowband complex Gaussian processes. The
average power of and h[n,l] index
depend
on the delay profiles of the wireless channels.

0,

By (1) the nth received signal is given by
,
,

IV. EFFICIENT SNR ESTIMATOR
A new estimator based on periodically used
subcarriers is explored in this section, named PS
estimator in the following. Orthogonal frequency
division multiplexing (OFDM) offers high data rates and
robust performance in frequency selective channels by
link adaptation utilizing information about the channel
quality. A crucial parameter required for adaptive
transmission is the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). In this
work, we propose a novel SNR estimation algorithm for
wireless MIMO-OFDM systems based on the reuse
of the synchronization preamble as well best channel
allocation scheme using queuing theory. The periodic
structure of the preamble is utilized for the
computationally efficient SNR estimation algorithm,
based on the second-order moments of received
preamble samples. The performance of the
proposed algorithm is compared with the MMSE
algorithm and two preamble-based algorithms found in
the literature. It is shown that the proposed algorithm is
robust against frequency selectivity and may therefore
be used for subchannel SNR estimation. And by using
queuing theory the channel allocatio is done properly by
controlling the arrival as well as service rates. By
proposing these two concepts obviously the systems
throughput as well quality of service improvises.
The key idea rests upon the time domain
periodic preamble structure for time and frequency
synchronization in [4]. In order to cover a wider
frequency range, in [3] a preamble of Q identical parts,
each containing N/Q samples is proposed as depicted in
Fig.
3a.
The
corresponding
frequency
domain representation is shown in Fig. 2b. In the sequel
we assume that Q divides N, so that Np = N/Q is
integer. Starting from the 0th, each Qth subcarrier is
modulated with a QPSK signal
C m . m 0,1, … . , N
1
With

1The remainder of
1

0
1

1, … ,
0
1, . ,

1

Fig. 3. Preamble structure in (a) time and (b)
frequency domain
Where
5

√

denotes the received signal on loaded subcarriers, and
6

√

the received signal on nulled subcarriers consisting only
of noise. The empirical second-order moment of loaded
subcarriers is
̂

1

|

,

|

7

Its expected value is given as
̂

QS
NP

1

|

,

N

E |H m |

N

W
N

.

|

E |η m |

.

subcarriers is not used (nulled).
In order to maintain the total energy level over all
symbols within the preamble, the power is scaled
by factor Q yielding a total transmit power of SQ in the
loaded subcarriers.
Write
.
0, … ,
1,
0, … ,
1.
The transmitted signal on the nth subcarrier is written as

Similarly, the empirical second moment of the
received signal in nulled subcarriers
̂

1
,

1

|

|

8

has expectation
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1
̂

,

|

1

|
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VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a novel preamble-based SNR
estimator for wireless OFDM systems has been
proposed. Reuse of the synchronization preamble for the
SNR estimation purposes by exploiting its time domain
periodic structure puts no additional overhead on
transmitted OFDM frame. Increasing the number of
repeated parts by nulling the subcarriers on
specified positions improves the performance of
considered estimator, but also increases its sensitivity to
frequency selectivity. Low complexity and robustness to
frequency selectivity combined with the bandwidth
efficiency favors the proposed estimator compared to
the considered preamble-based estimators given in the
literature..
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